To get the world's most advanced 50 CPS
daiSywheel printer, you'll have to pay less.
The TeleVideo® 750 letter quality printer is nothing short
of revolutionary. In design. And price.
Because the 750 delivers 50 CPS performance using an
incredible 40% fewer parts than any c011}parable printer.
It's not mere coincidence that the 750 sells for up to 40%
less as well.
Cost of ownership gets even better with time. Fewer parts
equal more reliability: an average of 65,000 pages be . .
tween failures. And with the works in a drawer, repairs when necessary - are quick and easy.
Fewer parts also equal a low profile, small footprint and
light weight, too. The 750 printer is plug compatible with
virtually any personal computer, mini, or word processing
system. And TeleVideo provides a complete selection of
supplies and paper handling accessories.
You wont find a printer better suited than the 750 to an
office environment. So if you're responsible for printer
purchase decisions, the TeleVideo 750 should make your
job significantly easier. No longer must you face the hard
choice between performance and cost.
For information about TeleVideo Printer dealers in your
area or a free demonstration, call 800 . . 821. .5992. In Cali. .
fomia, 408 . .745 . .7760.
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Columbus
could discover
a lot at a
Cullinet Seminar.
So could New York. London. And Peoria. for
that matter. Because we'll be explaining Cullinet's
Complete Software Solution throughout the year at
Seminars throughout the world.
To arrange to attend one of these Seminars,
phone, toll-free, 1-800-225-9930. (In MA, the
number is 617-329-7700.) Or simply send in the
coupon below.
Amarillo,TX . . . .
Appleton, WI . . . .
Birmingham, AL ..
Birmingham,
England . . . . .
Boston,MA . . . . .
Boston/

Br~~~~~;~~~l~~m'

~~~{:I~,sN~e~g~u~.

. Dec.6
. Dec.12
. Jan.lO
. Nov:-21
. Dec. 5

: :

N~~~2~

:: R~clg
Calgary, AB. . . . .. Jan.16

8~~~~~nHilf.aNI~ : : : . ~:~: ~
Chicago,IL . . . . . . . Jan. 8
Colorado Springs,
CO . . . . . . . . . . Nov. 28
Columbia, SC. . . .. Dec. 11
Columbus, GA . . .. Dec. 4

8~~~~~d~(';~H. : : : : ~~~: ~~
Denver, CO . . . . .. Jan. 16
Detroit, MI . . . . . . Nov. 27

~~~aS~ii~~rlilIld :: g~~: ~
Glasgow, Scotland . . Nov. 22
Greenville, SC . . . . . Jan. 9

Indianapolis, IN . . . . Nov. 20
IndianapOlis, IN . . . . . Jan. 8
Kansas City, MO . . . Nov. 28
Kansas City, MO . .. Jan.17
Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia . . . . . . Nov. 20
Lincoln, NE . . . . .. Dec. 11
London, England. . . Nov. 20
London, England. . . Nov. 29
London, England. .. Dec. 4
Los Angeles, CA . .. Dec. 3
Los Angeles, CA . . . Jan. 22
Manchester,

M~n~:~t~r:N'H' : : : ~g~: ~~
Meadowlands, NJ. . . Nov. 28
Miami, FL . . . . . . . Jan.17
Milwaukee, WI . . .. Jan.lO
Minneapolis, MN . .. Dec. 4
Mobile, AL . . . . . . Dec.12
Morristown, NJ . . . . . Jan. 9
Nashville, TN. . . .. Jan.16
New York, NY . . . . , Jan.15
New York/
Long Island, NY . . . Jan. 8
Omaha, NE . . . . . . . Jan. 9
Orlando, FL. . . . .. Dec. 6
Ottawa, ON . . . . .. Jan.15

Peoria, IL . . . . .
Philadelphia, PA .
Princeton, NJ. . .
Quebec City, PQ .
St. Louis, MO . . .
San Diego, CA . .
San Francisco, CA
Savannah, GA. . .
Seattle, WA . . . .

. .
. .
. .
..
..
..
..
. .
..

Dec. 13
Nov. 29
Dec. 20
Dec. 5
Jan.16
Dec. 11
Dec. 5
Dec. 14
Dec. 6

~i~~fo~~~ (;1': : : : : ~~~.1~

Stockholm,
Sweden. . . . . .. Dec. 3
Tallahassee, FL. . .. Dec.11
Tampa, FL. . . . . . . Nov. 27
Tampa, FL . . . . . . . . Jan. 9
Toronto, ON. . . . . . Nov. 20
Toronto, ON. . . . .. Jan. 17
Ventura, CA. . . . .. Jan. 15
Washingto~ DC. . . . Nov. 20

~t~hlfa~~S~:

: : ::

J5~c~g

Woerden,
The Netherlands .. Nov. 22
York, PA. . . . . . . . Dec. 19
Zurich,
Switzerland . . .. Dec. 4

r -------------,I

I
I
I
I
I
I

"Yes, I'd like to attend a Cullinet Seminar."
Please enroll me in the

(DATE)

Seminar in

(CITY)

Name
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company/Department
Address
City/State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone

I
I
I
I
I
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·A lot of companies would like to run
as smoothly as Charlotte County. .

harlotte County, Florida, is one of the fastest growing
C
counties in America! And its government is one of
the most efficient.
In fact, visitors have come from as far away as Europe
to study Charlotte County's computer system. A Nixdorf
computer system.
As Oliver Lowe, Charlotte County's Property Appraiser,
and the driving force behind the implementation of the
Nixdorf 600/55 computer system, puts it, "One of the primary obligations of any government agency, regardless
of size, is the elimination of unnecessary expense and
duplication of effort. With the Nixdorf system, we are
able to meet the data and information processing needs
of all county departments, and at the same time, make
the information used by one organization available to
any other department that might need it. We're comparable with private enterprise when it comes to efficient
management."
The Nixdorf system handles the complete range of the
county's administrative functions from property appraisal,
tax collecting, license and registration renewals, payroll,

and mosquito control to a number of law enforcement
requirements.
Another reason for the selection of the Nixdorf system,
according to Mr. Lowe, was its ease of u~e. The system
is being run by people who had never operated a data
processing system before. No computer specialists had
to be hired. And that's a major factor in Charlotte County's
ability to save hundreds of thousands of dollars.
For 32,years, Nixdorf has been providing solutions
for the information processing needs of all kinds of businesses, as well as government agencies at the local, state
and Federalleve!. And today, we're a successful international company with 16,000 people and over 110,000
computer systems installed around the world.
So if you want the best system of government, with all
the software and support you could ask for, all you have
to do is talk to Nixdorf.
Nixdorf Computer Corporation,
300 Third Avenue, Waltham, MA 02154
I

I

NIXDORF
bOMPUTEFl
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CONFIGURABLE ACCORDING TO
USER NEEDS. As many as six processors
,can be installed in each enclosure. CPUintensive jobs utilize multiple Applications
Processors. Systems with heavy disk usage,
can distribute this load among severaf File
Processors. The number of user ports can',
be increased by adding more 1/0 Processors. "

'MODULARITY EXTENDS TO DISK
STORAGE•. Coinpact 500r 140 Mbyte
Winchester modules simply plug in •• .;
four per cabinet. Optional external SMD,
. drives are also supported. File backup
utilizes Winchester cartridges, .1f2-inch
magnetictape, orboth.·
.' . .

Copyright, 1984, Convergent Technol?gies, Inc;

MegaFram e'". Now OEMs can offer ...
a high-performance UNIX:basedsy~t~m •
.. that can't run out of performance.·· .•
<

, OEMS tan now deeil cost-effectively with the'
MegaFrame'sdaisy-chciil1ed cabinetsoffer ..
problerrisencountered when> user appl ications
total expansionpotentiatofup to36 slots. OE.Ms
produce computing demands that outstrip the >
configurethesystemneededJor specific applica-.:
,>
>capabilities of conventional systems.
tionssimply byaddingth~ c::orreftnurnber/<':091~
. Convergent Technologies' MegaFrameisa
bination .of erqcess()~s.:. ',:'.: ':.•' ' . ,//~, .....:: •.. '.' :' >.
.revolutionary new UNIX-based super-minicomFleXibility mapplicatlonsdeveJopment•. 1ndU7
puter~soinnovative in .its architecture that itrep~
sion of one ormoreApplicatiol'l~<Pr,ocesso~s allows
resents the ultimate in multiuser systemsd~sign~
runningJJNIX SystemV.AltstandiudUNIXtools>
It grow$exponentially from a system offering
, are provided;al()rlg\yith CQB()L;FORT%N-77,:
mlnicol1lputer-le'(el>perlormanceto an
>.>
. BASIC interpr~~.eraf1d cOfOpiler,pJuspascaJ:'w, ,
enormously powerlul engine serving as many as
The'Jleast-,~ost solutIOr:l"~dservi.nga Wlqe
>
128 users with 36 parallel processors, 24 megabyrangeofUNIX-systemsneeds;'Mega:frarne~aswon
tes9tRAM <indgiga~yt~s <?fdiskstorage~
acceptance fromOEl\isi ntheU ..$.~ndaprQad ".
Tl1e. uniquen~ss ~f it~:modula(cJ¢sigr:r/its v~rs,(ltil-"" .
»:Nootller.~ystem can. match the> >.'
ity.in pr()viding upgrade~pat,h.6p!iOrsandi~!?~.. 0 '
N\'egaFranie's potential for field expansion .
pnce/ perlormance .adya'ltClges·gIY~:ltmarket:-~hare
>
Itenablesmanufacturers andsystems
potential. of outstandingdimenSi0rls.. <:', ", . ' . ' .
. >builderstokeep pace with today's·require. .' The systelTlthat:wilfgrowon ·yo~ s,tartsa>t*·..'.•. •.: .:.
>rnentsfor m9re.aridmorecomputing >' .
very attractive price: <ibout $2~ ,~OO ,forasystem}> .,. .
services ~>.~». but notatthecQst of discard··that.effectivelysupports.16.users:S~·l1d.:no\Nf()ra:.
ii1g»hardw~re.orpe·rlorming expensive
comprehensive InfOrmation,Pa.ckage·.indl..ldingre~.
CPUupgr~des. >»» >' >. >.
printso!rl1agazine (lrtkles>~:Jtexp,lams ho\V .Mega- . >
. ' > MegaFrame's archite,ctural break- '.
Fram~'s growth potential'cCinimpactfavorCiblyon
thr~ugh~Dependehce ontraditional si ll your
plans for growthintheLJt\J~)(rnarket»
.
>gl~..CPU shared-logic architecture is the
.. rqot ofsystems J:~o~lenecks.
»>
.tonverge~t T~hnolog.i~/[)ata·SYsterns· •••·"'····'·.
>'> »»· ...C6nvergent/s·resp~nse:·a novel·sys';'
Division,3055,Pat~ic.kHenrY Drive,$anta Clctra"<
J~mut,iH~ir,lgJl1ultiple speci(llized p~o~¢s..
CA 95050.Phone:408/'80~0850. Telex:176~825;
sorsJqdlstnbuteworkloadsJor opt.lmum
perlorrriaric~-;-evenif user needs are l.Jn~
: predictable or. subject torapidchange~
; Megafr<lme'syirtu(ll memory Applications' .>.
>. ·Processorse<lc~;have·a 32-bit CPU, up to 4 Mbytes
.. ><?fRAl\i andruQ ademand-:paged version of UNIX >
", .

.,Sy~tem,\{UptoJ~JJfthem>cal1>9perateinparalleL·
;", '».» »»' Tile FileProc~ssorseffectively function as

MiniFrame~

the entry-level
multiuser UNIX system.

back..endrnachine,s providihg DBMS,ISAMand '> .
other:dis~-relateq services: Up to six FileProces-.
sorseCich'witf1Jour qisks(:a~ operate in paralleL ..
TerminalanclCluster Processorscan~lsbbe"
· . add.~q~theJatterservingfront-end.commuhica~
:tiol1s·ne.eds':Theyo:ff~l~aacomm,unications from
tl1eotherpro~~ssors byruhningprotocolssljchas
v~NAan(tX25 netvyorks~
,'
..
.
.'

~

•

"

<•

Starting at under $5,000 for a single-user
~ystem, C?nyergent's MiniFram~ offers outstand-

'mg capabIlitIes for small to medIum
zations running large UNIX-based
applications. Utilizing an MC68010
microprocessor operating at
10Mhz, with no wait states,. it provides impressive CPU speed:-com.parable tp VAXTM_11/750 running the
AIMTM Benchmark. MiniFranie fea":
tures virtual memory management,
with demand-paged implementation of UNIX System V. It runs as
many as eight terminals, with up to
50 Mbytes of integral mass storage.
MiniFrame and MegaFrame are
object-code compatible, allOWing
OEMs to off~r a complete family of
systems unrivaled in price/performance characteristics.

,

.··i·tQnvergept•. ·•
Technologies

\XIheregreCit Icfeas come together

. t"

.

of

. Miniframe and MegaFrame are.trademarks Convergent Tech'nol- :
.ogies,l~c. UNIX isa trademark of B~ll Telephone taboratories t Inc. i',
VAX is atrademarkofDigital Equipm~nt<;orp~,' .•••.......•..•~,,<,>:..' .•,..

PAC II
helps you
control costs
and deliver
your p'roject
on time.

PAC II provides fully interactive
management of projects and
resources. Proven at more than
1200 sites, it helps you budget,
plan, monitor, analyze and
report on multiple projects in a
limited or unlimited resource
environment. The easy~to-use
PAC II system simplifies preparation of custom and standard
reports and provides color network and management graphics.
Interfaces with PAC MICRO, our
IBM/PC based system. Its fully
supported, with regularly scheduled regional 'training classes;
For more information, call
(215) 265-1550, or write:
AGS Management Systems, Inc.
880 First Avenue
King of Prussia, PA 19406
Telex: 510-6603320

"'-
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Twenty Years Ago/Ten Years Ago

LOOKING

BACK

D.C. DEALS
purchased 1401s when they became eligible for replacement iri 1966 and 1967.
November 1964: Washington was in the
news again this month, described as a
hotbed of activity for the computer
SOURCE CODE TAKES OFF
industry.
November 1974: The unexpected surge of
There was seemingly no shortage
source marki~g for supermarket products
of new business for computer makers like
promised to open up a potential $7 billion
Philco, which received a $31.4 million
market for systems that would scan the
Universal Product Code (upc) at checkaward from the Defense Communications
Agency to supply special purpose comout counters.
'puting gear for its 10 new AUTODIN overThe proliferation of the funny little bar code symbols surprised even its
seas message switching centers.
Honeywell ,chalked up another
sponsors. Selected in April 1973 as the
major deal, with the Air Force, by makstandard by the industry, the UPC was
ing an agreement to lease eight 800/200
finding its way on to more and more grosystems, replacing the obsolete equipment
cery shelves. Distribution Code.Inc., the
Washington, D.C., firm that was implein ,use at major air commands. That
meant about $1.5 million in annual revementing and administering the code,
nue for Horieywell.
whose springtime prediction that 50% of
Meanwhile, Control Data cracked
all supermarket items would be marked
by the end of the year, now thought 65%
the ice in what was considered staunch
IBM territory~the U.S. Weather Bureau.
to 75% might be a better figure. Three
CDC managed to sell the bUreau a 6600
firms, Hunt Wesson, Green Giant, and
that would replace a STRETCH and a 7094
William Wrigley Jr., anticipated 100%
mod II (thebureau had another 94, which
source marking of their products by yearwould remai~ for the time being). The
end.
Chairman of the grocery indus6600, which rented for about $150,000 a
month, was expected to eventually take
try's UPC Council,' John Strubbe of
Kroger Co., in Ohio, gave a more conserover all the chores that were then handled
by the three IBM systems (renting for
vative estimate of 65%. In the beginning,
about $350,000 a month).
however, he was a bit more skeptical,
The deal supposedly underscored
"It's going much better than we expected
in terms of source marking and in terms
what many considered to be the vulnerabililty of remaining IBM lease installations
of the amount of equipment being offered
by responsible computer companies.
in the government. They would have been
When we started this effort we, weren't
in even bigger trouble had the Defense
Department not made its mammoth $230
even sure there'd be one company offering equipment. Now there are eight or
million purchase of leased machines the
previous winter (the majority of which
nine."
Everyone involved with the prowere 1401s, 90s, and 94s). "We didn't realize then just how seriously this action ject was happy. Excepting Sen. Frank E.
would affect our market,". said one D.C.
Moss (D-Utah), chairman of the Senate
computer sales exec. Were it not for that
Subcommittee on Consumers, that is,
purchase, a great many more IBM systems
who had asked President Ford's Economic Summit Conference to "investigate the
would now be in serious trouble."
There were still quite a few 1401s , potential inflationary effect of this subon lease in government agencies, and restantial investment at a time of high interports of replacement constantly swirled
est rates, tight money, and marginal
about these. The Navy was said to be
profits." He was concerned that the costs
readying specs for bids to replace a fleet
to the grocery industry for implementaof its 140 Is, and the Post Office had the
tion of the code would run as high as $3
same intentions for 12 of its 1401s. The
billion, and would then be passed on to
the consumer.
big question, however, was whether IBM
would be able to defend its vast corps of
-Lauren D'Attilo

iIi h~ F~~~to~ ~ets the
standard with perfect vision.
In the 1970's we developed a system to
provide data independence-before there
was such a thing as a relational data base.
Next, we introduced a high productivity programming language for developing applications in an on-line data base
environment-before there was such a
thing as a fourth generation programming language.
In both cases we anticipated a trend,
and delivered a product to meet a need
before it was even: defined by the
industry.
We didn't just stop there.
We recognized the importance of maximizing worker productivity at a time
when others were concerned about the
high cost of machines. That's why we are
the first to present an integrated series
of products that use the same language.
We identified the need for a high volume product for VAX machines-while
most still considered the DEC-VAX
equipment only for low volume, low
capacity applications.
We saw the necessity of having many
machines working in coordination and

developed our family of networking
products to support this trend.
We realized the requirement for true
distribution of data, so we carefully integrated data communication capabilities
with our data base software.
By listening to our users, we anticipated the growing importance of
24-hour-a-day access to data. As a
result, we now offer the first nonstop
data base.
Today, while others are busy putting
labels on our innovations, we are quietly
moving on to our next innovation. And,
that's the proper plan for the world
leader in advanced systems software ..
How can you be sure that your company will be ready for the challenges of
tomorrow? Call us today.
1-800-336-3761
CIRCLE 9 ON
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IDMS/R

is proving to be what
most people expected it to be:
.Simply the best.
For nearly a decade, in survey after survey of the data processing community' one database management system was consistently rated first in user .
satisfaction-IDMS.
So when we announced IDMS/R in April of 1983, expectations naturally
were high for a versatile database management system that would combine the
ease-of-use of a relational architecture with high performance.
That was the promise we made. And that, in fact, is the product we've
delivered.
With IDMS/R, people whose only data processing experience is an encouraging "you can do it" from the dp department are finding themselves able to create
their own customized applications. They're doing it quickly, easily and, best of all,
independently~ And that comes as a welcome relief for overburdened dp personnel.
As for complex, high-volume production applications, IDMS/R is Without
peer. With an exclusive Cullinet feature called "Relational Fastpath:' data processing can tune the database and thereby benefit from a dramatic boost in per- .
formance. Moreover, IDMS/R has the most sophisticated back-up and recovery
capability of any dbms-an absolute must for on-line applications.
The
And when one considers that IDMS/R is the cornerstone
of the only information management system available today
that fully integrates database, applications and decision support
software, choosing a relational dbms becomes a very simple
decision.
10 attend a Cullinet Seminar, phone, toll-free,
1-800-225-9930. In MA, 617-329-7700.

Cullinet

We understand business better than
any software company in business.
© 1984 Cullinet Software, Inc., Westwood, MA 02090-2198
CIRCLE 11 ON READER CARD

LOOK AHEAD
AT&T EYES DRI

After months of working together on Unix
applications software, American Telephone &
Telegraph is negotiating with Digital Research
Inc., Pacific Grove, Calif., to acquire that
company outright or to buy a significant part of
it. Inside sources say that the two companies have
found their current joint venture to be quite
comfortable and that working together as one
company would solve a lot of problems. AT&T needs
to have a stronger presence in applications
software while DRI needs the kind of financial
backing and marketplace presence that AT&T offers.
Expect some sort of equity move by year-end.

OA STANDARDS
POWWOW

As th~ international debate on a common networking
standard heats up, is the office automation
equivalent of the MAP standard now on the way? Ten
of America's largest international computer
suppliers have been invited by Bull, the
nationalized French computer company, to a major
workshop on open systems interconnection (OSI)
standards to be held in Paris Dec. 12. Among the
likely attendees are Honeywell, AT&T, Xerox, DEC,
Wang, Hewlett-packard, Sperry, and Burroughs.
Bull's intention is to explain to the 10 U.S.
majors why 12 of their .European counterparts-including Britain's ICL, Germany's Siemens,
Holland's Philips and Italy's Olivetti--committed
to the OSI networking standard earlier this year.
That OSI standard is now being adopted· in factory
automation schemes planned by major U.S. users
like General Motors and E.I. DuPont.

BUY PCS, GET
FREE TXP

Tandem Computer has a novel scheme for marketing
its new personal computer cum workstation, the
Dynamite series. For each order of 500 or more
units, the·Cupertino, Calif., company will throw
in a free top-of-the-line TXP processor. How can
the company make money offering $500,000 systems
for free? Simple--the company knows the pcs will
create a huge workload for the processors, on the
order of lMIPS per 10 pcs. So 500 pcs will move
50MIPS worth of TXP processors.

HP, DEC IN
CAE MARKET?

Engineers ar6und the world will be glad to hear
that their favorite vendor is entering the
computer aided engineering workstation market.
Hewlett-Packard will introduce next spring a CAE
system based on its 32-bit 9000 workstation,
though the special software for designing chips
and other electronic components won't be available
until later in the year. The ;early· HP software
NOVEMBER 15.1984 13.

LOOK AHEAD
will offer schematic tools only, with the more
advanced CAE features such as timing verification
and logic simulation not appearing until 1986.
Wall street analysts Laura Conigliaro and
Christine. Chien at Prudential Bache add that DEC's
new desktop VAX will also be adopted by oems as a
CAE workstation machine, adding to the woes HP may
cause the trio of red-hot Silicon Valley CAE
startups, Valid Logic, Mentor Graphics, and Daisy
Systems.
OPTICAL DISK
SYSTEM FOR IRS

Northern California tax returns sent to the local
Internal Revenue Service office next year will be
scanned and stored on an optical disk system from
Integrated Automation, 'Berkeley, Calif., as the
first part of a nationwide switch to the optical
storage of returns. If successful, the $3.7
million deal for the first box may be replicated
for the other nine IRS offices.

PHILIPS TO'
REVAMP DP

After years of corporate indecision, Philips is
finally reorganizing itself in the hope of getting
its computer and communications operations to work
together. Starting in January, Philips will merge
its data systems division, which sells its dp and
office hardware and software products, and its
telecommunications division, which produces, the
private networking product's, like PABXs and local
area networks. This corporate move follows Philips
stated intention to bring computer and
communications technologies together under the
banner of Sophomation, the Dutch company's dp and
OA networking concept. The company realized it is
losing ground in the marketplace and must cut
through its bureaucracy.

RUMORS AND RAW
RANDOM DATA

The American Civil Liberties Union is going to try
to reverse a last minute decision by Congress to
make it a crime to break into a government
computer system •••• Watch for Verbex Corp.,
Bedford, Mass., to bring out a continuous speech
system at this week's Comdex show. The Series 4000
machine, which will sell for less than $5,000 in
oem quantities, will maintain a 100-word fixed
vocabulary and be designed for controlling other
machinery and entering data in noisy industrial
environments. Verbex's original Series 3000
system was priced at $24,000 •••• Several major
vendors are looking into ways of using the new
cellular radio technology as a transmission
vehicle for data from portable computers. Salesmen
with portables would be able to exchange data with
a mainframe without. having to leave their c~rs.
Int~oduction is a year away.
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'''TRODUC'''G
TH'VAX8600SYST'M.
Your applications can do exactly what you want them to on
Digital's new VAXTM 8600 computer system. They can expand.
User population can increase. Scientific problems can
become more complex. Transaction volume can intensify. And
data storage requirements can
grow exponentially.
The VAX 8600 system gives
you unprecedented capacity for
applications growth. It's the first
of a new generation of large
scale VAX processors, with
memory expansion to 32 million
bytes and online storage up to
160 billion bytes. Yet the VAX
8600 system maintains com~
plete architectural compatibility
with every other VAX processor
- including the new desktop-size

MicroVAX ITM system. Every system in the family gives you the
same VMSTM operating system
software, with the same set of
proven development tools, communications options and data
management facilities. Quite simply, there's not another computer
family in the world that can
match the growth path you get
with Digital's VAX systems.

through the use of ECl gate
fetches afourth. There's also a
arraytechnologyand several ad- floating point accelerator that
vanced engineering techniques. speeds floating point operations.
Specifically, the VAX 8600
Even with all its power, the
system incorporates four-stage . VAX 8600 system conserves
pipelined processing that infloor space. The CPU fits into the
creases throughput by allowing same size cabinet as the VAX-111
the system to execute one in780 CPU. Power consumption
struction while it simultaneously and air conditioning requiredecodes a secon9, generates .ments are similar, too.
an address for athird and

YOU GET UP TO
4.2 TIMES
THE PERFORMANCE.

VAX 8600

srs.TEMHIGHLIGHTS

MAXIMUMMAIN",EMORYSIZE 32 Million Bytes
We've engineered the VAX
MAXIMUM STORAGE CAPACITY 160 Billion Bytes
MAXIMUM COMMUNICATION LINES 512 plus Local and Wide Area Networks
8600 system to deliver more
PROGRAMADDRESSCAPAClTr 4Billion Bytes
thanfourtimesthe processing
BUSSUPPORT Avaiiabilityinciudes6UNIBUS,™2SBI,4DR780,3Cland4MASSBUSTM
speed and performance that the PHrSICALDIMENSIONS 60W' x73W' x30" . .
'd t t d d "'AX 11/780
POWER CONSUMPTION 6,5 KW (10 KVA)
In u,s ry-s an ar VI, ,sys- AIR CONDITIONING REQUIREMENTS 22,200 BTU/hr
tem IS known for. We ve achieved ACOUSTICLEVEL 60dBA
this performance increase
===:..=:.....::...:...::.=....:....---------------

© Digital Equipment Corporation. Digital, the Digital logo, VAX, MicroVAX I, VMS, VAXcluster. ALL·IN·l, DATATRIEVE, DECnet, UNIBUS and MASSBUS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
SNA is atrademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

ter using a VAX 8600 system as
acompute server.
!he wealth of resources
.available to all VAX systems ineludes ~AX Information Architec-'
The large-scale storage and
ture, which offers aCODASYLmulti-user support you get with
Digital's VAX 8600 system can
be increased many times over
with VAXeluster™systems. This

VAXCLUSTERS'
LET YOU SHARE
THE WEALTH
OF VAX RESOURCES.

agernent utilities to work with.
You have a choice of 15 programming languages. And you can
combine different languages in
a single application through the
common calling standard.

the SNNM gateway.
The VAX 8600 system is engineered for the reliability your
large-scclle applications require.
Self-diagnostic intelligence
simplifies maintenance.

BESTENGINEERED
MEANS ENGINEERED
TDAPLAN.
'
The VAX 8600 system, like
F'l\Ti:):,(~~';"m' \ all Digital hardware and software

~~%~?~w~",:~:.:;(.fIb;?J;r,q:::r,:,:;o/#l.

products, is engineered to conform to an overall computing
strategy. This means our systems are engineered to work together easi!y and expand economically. Only Digital provides
you with a single, integrated
computing strategy direct from
desktop to data center.
For a brochure on the VAX
8600 system, contact your local
Digital sales o~ice. Or call 1-800DIGITAL, ext. 280.

compliant databa~e _ VAX
,ru,-,urrllrft'
multiprocessing capability,
DBMS' and a I t i d t b
~nv'n~~J ~"
which is unique in the industry,
Rd'
. r~ a lona a a ase FOR COMPATIBILITY
lets you combine the resources
~ogerer~fth~~: ~~;~~:~archi- AND RELIABILITY.
of several VAX processors and
cal file manager which is part of
Digital's VAX 8600 system is
manage them as a single sys,
the
VMS
operating
system,
can
compatible
with every other VAX
tem. VAXeluster systems enall use the DATATRI EVETM userprocessor. It can also work with
hancedata integrity and infriendly query language. And
many other systems you may
crease system availability, with
they
all
benefit
from
a
Common
already own. Digital's DECneeM
com plete user transparency.
networking software links Digital
VAXeluster systems can be Data Dictionary that eliminates
systems, user$, files and appliTHE BEST ENGINEERED
configured with up to 16 proces- , data redundancy and permits
record-,field- and user-specific cations over avariety of comCOMPUTERS' "',
sors and storage servers in a
munication devices, such as
IN THE WORLD.
variety of combinations. You' can security controls. What's more,
Ethernet, leased lines, standard
boost computi,ng power in an ex- you can automate your office
~
™
isting VAXeluster configuration with Digital's ALL-IN-1TM software. telephone lines, and public wide ~
All VAX systems give you a
area networks. We
proto.'
by adding a VAX 8600 system.
•
Or you can build a new VAXclus- complete set of program debug- c?l~ for cor:nmunication with non-'
gers,'editors, and screen manDigital enVironments, such as
"
" .
' ,

o~er
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CALENDAR
eral Manager, Commmunication Networks, P.o. Box 880, Framingham, MA 01701, or call (800) 225-4698 'or (617) 879-0700.
Systemotroni~

'84.

Nov. 22-30, Moscow. For more information contact Diisseldqrfer Messegesellschaft mbH-NowEA, P.O. Box 32 02 03, D4000 DusseIdo~ 30, Fed. Rep. of Germany, tel. (0211)
4560-729, telex 8 584 853MED D.

Los Anleles Computer Show~se Expo.
Nov. '29-Dec. 2; Los Angeles,Calif. Contact the Interface
Group Inc., 300 First Ave., Needham, MA 02194, (617) 4496600. '
.

Microcomputer '85.

29-Feb. 3~ Frankfurt, Germany. Contact Philippe Hans,
German American Chamber of Commerce, 666 Fifth Ave., 21st
fl., New York, NY 10103, (212) 974-8856.

ian.

FEBRUARY
1985 Office Automation Conference (OAC '85).

DECEMBER

Feb'. 4:6, Atlanta, Ga. Contact Marty Byrne, American Federation of Information .Processing , Societies Inc., 1899 Preston
White Dr., Reston, VA 22091 or call (703) 620-8940.

G",at Southern Comp~er Show.
Dec. 6-8, Tallahassee, Fla. Contact Laurel Netzer, Great Southern Shows, 1222 'Shacletort Rd., Jacksonville, FL 32211, (904)
743-8000.
'
'

Feb. 11-14, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Contact World Computer
Graphics Association Inc., 2033 M st. NW, Suite 399, Washington, DC 20036, or call (202i 775-9556.

Washi~gton,

D.C. Computer Showcase Expo.

Dec. 6-9, Washingtori,D.C. Contact the Interface Group Inc.,
300 First Ave., Needham, MA 02194, (617) 449-6600.

DEXPO West (Sixth National DE~-Compatible In~ustry
Expo).
'
."
.
,
Dec; 11-14, Anaheim, Calif. Contact Natalie Kaye, Expoconsul
International Inc., 55 Princeton Heightstown' Rd., Princeton
Junction, NJ q8550, (609) 799-1661. '

Fifth G~nerati(»n and Super Computers.

APAC'85.

1985 IEEE International Solid-State Circuits Conference.
Feb. 13-14, New York,N.Y. Contact Lewis Winner, 301 Almeria Ave., Coral G~bl~s, FL 33134, or call (305) 446-8193.

AFIPS-ASIA '85.
Feb; '14.;.March 2, aboard the MV Worldwide Expo, to Japan,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore. Contact AFIPS, 1899 Preston
White Dr., Reston, VA 22091, or call (703) 620-8926.

International Computer Graphics Users Show and Conference (CGU '85).
'

Dec. 11-13,Rotterdam, The Nethetlands. Contact Fifth GenerFeb. 19:-21, London, England. Contact World Computer Graphation and Super ConiputersSymposium 1984, c/o Rott~rdam
ics Association Inc., 2033 M St. NW, Suite 399, Washington; DC
'
Tourist Office, Stadhuisplein 19, 3012 AR Rotterdam,The Neth- , 20036, (202) 775-9556.
'
erlanqs, tel. (010) 14 140q, telex 21228 vvvnl.

JANUARY

INFO/Central.
Feb. '20-22, Chicago, Ill. Contact Show Manager, INFo/Central,
999 Summer'St., Stamford, CT 06905, or call (203) 964-8287.

PC FAB Expo.
Jan. 9';'10, 'Orlando, Fla. Contact Frances Stewart, PMS Indus,tries, 1790 Hembree Rd., Alpharetta, GA30201, (404) 475-1818.

Asian Aerospace Expo & Conference.
Jan,' 18-22; Singapore. Contact Gerlad Kallman, Kallman Associates, 5 Maple' Corirt,Ridgewood, NJ 07450, (201) 652-7070.
Communication Networks Conference & Exposition.
Jan. 28-31., Washington, D.C. Contact William R. Leitch, Gen~
18 DATAMATION

Computer Business Graphics.
Feb. 20-23, Ft. Lauderdale,Fla. Contact Carol Every, Industry
Representative, Frost & Sullivan, 106 Fulton St., New York, NY
10038, or call (212) 233-1080.

MICAD'85.
Feb. 25-March 1, Paris, France. Contact World Computer
Graphics Association Inc., 2033 M St. NW, Suite 399, Washington; DC 20036, or call (202) 775-9556.
'
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Nobody puts ideas on paper so many ways.
If you're using your printer with
a personal computer, you probably
need one that can handle a variety
of functions.
At the same time, the price
should be in line with the computer
.
itself. Low.
The pint-sized Dataproducts
printer in the picture costs about as
much as one good software package.
It prints spreadsheets, graphics
and illustrations, labels, multi-part
forms-even letters thatlooklike they

But let's say you're running a
big computer and it's hundred-page
reports you need. Pronto. Or documents by the millions.
The printer on the right finishes
a full computer printout page in less
time than it takes to sneeze. At 2,000
lines a minute, it prints much faster
than you can see. Three shifts a day.
Year after year.
In between these two spedalduty Dataproducts printers are
whole families of other Data-

printers, non-impact printers, highsecurity printers for the government,
and more.
In fact, we make more different
kinds of computer printers than any
other independent printer company
in the world.
Very likely we make one that
fits your needs exactly.
Write us at 6200 Canoga Avenue,
Woodland Hills, CA 91365. Or phone
{8I8} 887-3924. In Europe, 136-138
High Street, Egham, Surrey, TW 20

D~;products ~=;;;~;Y;;~nt~;~~n~and.
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Productivity. For years
businesses have tried to
define it, refine it, unleash
its incredible power. Then
in 1966, the SPss® Infonnation Analysis System came
along. And suddenly, businesses could get their hands
on critical infonnation
faster, changing
the pace of pro, ductivity forever.
;:~hal ~
But if you
1111ll ~
think
SPSS
~nc.
J
E~ "
has been qUIetly
resting on its past
software successes all
these years, think again.
Because we've taken our
latest SPSS release and
revised it from top to bottom
to create somethIng even
better. SPSSx-a new,
extended batch system that

LJ " \-1 J

brings you all the advantages of SPSS - including
report writing, statistics,
general data management,
color graphics option - and
much more. To boost your
company's productivity like
never before.

AN EYE-OPENING
ARRAY OF NEW

AND IMPROVED

CAPABILITIES ...

Extended file management
facilities.
Among its many new
features, SPSSx lets you
handle con1plex files simply,
and simple files with greater
ease. You can match mountains of data from different
files. Combine, split, sort
and summarize with a few
simple commands. And

then convert your results
into high quality graphs and
reports - ~ithout any
programmIng expenence.
Extended portability.
Like all SPSS Inc. products,
SPSS x is designed to run
on a wide variety of computers. So as you add or
change hardware over
the years, you won't
have to change software or retrain your
people.
Extended efficiency.
Since SPSSx
responds to simple English
language commands, your
people spend less time with
the computer, and more
time focusing on solutions.
Extended power.
With the power of SPSSx
behind you, multicolor pie

charts, bar charts and line
charts appear at your command. Ponderous summaries and reports automatically
tum out presentationperfect. And complex SMF
and RMF performance evaluations become routine.

YET IT'S AS SIMPLE
TO USE AS EVER.
For all its improvements
over earlier releases, SPSSx
is still every bit as convenient as ever. It's
remarkably easy
to use,
allowing

.-~

perfo~~~~r

50 powerful statistical procedures with little or
no programming. It's easy to
learn; in fact, present SPSS

users can start
using SPSS x

.,,",,~
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CPU time, it's
easy on your budget.

\

\

BACKED BY THE \
STRONGEST
SUPPORT IN THE
INDUSTRY.
Developed in collaboration
with McGraw-Hill, SPSS
Inc. manuals are considered
among the clearest and most
comprehensive around.
And, the most popular; since
1966, over a half million
copies have been sold. We
also strive to provide the
strongest ongoing support
program you could ask for,
through hands-on workshops,

'.

orofessional user
~ groups, technical updates.and regular
~'t
semInars.

RAISE YOUR
PRODUCTIVITYTOTHE
HIGHEST POWER.

To learn what the SPSS x
Information Analysis System
can do for your organization,
call or write for our descriptive brochure tOOay. You'll find
it very productive reading.
SPSS Inc.
444 No. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 329-2400

PRODUCTIVITY
RAISED TO .__~._. ~_. ._.~.J_.~ . ," .•_..
THE HIGHEST POWERTM
CIRCLE 13 ON READER CARD
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Unprecedented system resoonsiveness makes

aUf XELOS™ oper~lting systenl the finest port of
UNIX SYStC111 5.2 \vorth considering.
\)V'e've optinlized the kernel to take full advantage
of our unique, registcr-Tich 32-bit architecture. Giving

you high job throughput on our Series 3200 superminicomputers. \X'ith data I/O throughput up to 40 MB/second.
XELOS runs on a full range of compatible, high-perfonnance
hard\vare. \"'ith a friendly, simplified user interface called the
MenuMakerT.M And a strong family of application soft\vare for
office automation, decision support and data processing. All adding
up to a highly productive prograrnming and nlultiuser environnlcnt.
So if you're serious about the UNIX systenl standard, why nol go for the
finest: XELOS, fro111 Perkin-Elmer.
To find oUi rnore, call us toU-free. Or \vrite to The Perkin-Elnler Corporation.
Tv\'o Crescent Place, Oceanport, N..J. 07757. In N..J. call (201) 870-4712.
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MISSOURI, THE STATE OF
THE ART
Your Sept. 1 In Focus (p. 26) is offensive
to 'a minority group, "simple country
boys from Missouri."
To suggest that "out there in the
Ozarks somewhere, somebody will be using a number 10 tomato can and a string"
shows how out of date you are with current backwoods technology.
Everyone knows a number 10 can
yields too much talker echo. They were
phased out through the '70s and current
technology is I1.umber 303 cans for local
distribution and number 2~ cans for
lqng distance.' Also, ,the string you cite
has been replaced by 20-pound test monofilament line.
Your magazine is informative and
usually current. Maybe your Kansas City
bureau chief needs a week in the Ozarks
to catch up.
' ,
GORDON G. HILL
Maryville, Missouri

SWEET TALK
Frank Sweet deserves five stars for his artiCle, '~What, If Anything, Is a Relational
Database?" (July 15, p. 118). This article
should be required reading for all database designers. I hav'en't read such' an exciting and lucid description of any data
processing topic in years. And it's all
done in just four pages! '
JIM THOMAS
Programmer/Analyst
Royal Alexandra Hospitals
Edmonton, Alberta

FAULT TOLERANCE
The "Rumors and Raw Random Data"
section of the May 1 Look Ahead (p. '10)
suggested that our NonStop TXP system
was not selling well and that Tandem had
improperly recognized revenue. Neither
is correct.
First, customer demand for the
NonStop TXP has more than met our expectations, both from within our installed
base and from new accounts, and demand

, "

.

.

.

;,'

SOLostation is that it automatically provides stubs (and user prompts or test data
attachment, by the way) for CALLS or I/O
statements, thus' freeing the programmer
from the tedious task of generating and
then removing, stub routines, when the
called programs or data structures are riot
yet available.
JOHN WHITESELL
Director of Product Marketing
sOLosystems'Inc.
San Jose, California

QUICK PROTOTYPING

SOLO AND EASY
I would like to correct some information
in ail otherwise excellent article on
"Front-end
Programming
Environ':'
ments" (Aug. 15; p. 80).
, The article states, " ... the SOLOstation handles orily separately compilable modules, rather than modules linked
with multiple CALL statements. It also
does not simulate mainframe data structures. Thus~ it is the programmer's responsibility, to supplement CALLS or I/O
statements with· stubs."
First, an important feature of the
1116 sOLostation is' that an individual
module (or even a program segment) can
be tested using the microscope-like Verifier facility, without requiring that called
modules be linked together.
Second, while it is technically true
that the sOLostation does not simulate
VSAM files, 'etc., per se, the sOLostation
does offer the capability to extract userselected records from a host data file and
transfer these data to' the sOLostation,
where it can then be used as input for program testing.
'
Third, another feature of the

Quick proto typing with Unix as per.,
formed by a skilled practitioner is a joy 'to
behold.
An original, multifaceted, subject
classification scheme created for the free
intra-Mensa (high IQ society) expertise
sharing service languished for years because the proces'sing was too complex to
ask volu~teer PLI and FORTRAN programmers to dO. Edits, sorts, massive extracts, and formatting were all necessary
to display its full potentialfor clustering a
subject with all the disciplines to which it
related. A casual mention of' the long
cherished dream to the owner of a micro
with Unix resulted in one, hour, of his
work and a lovely demo!
Might it be possible to simply replace a large, expensive, inflexible MIS,
which can, only perform the, operations
foreseen by its'designers, with a database
plus one very, good Unix programmer
who could really respond rapidly, to' the
ever-changing needs of top management?
, REBECCA C. PRATHER
Falls Church, Virginia

RENAISSANCE PERSON
I was cheered and buoyed by your editorialin the Sept. 1 issue. I am an operator
with a master's in music, a long-standing
interest iIi the Renaissance, and a desire
for 'a job as a programmer/analyst, and
your editorial spoke right tonie. DATAMATION was recommended to me as the
best magazine on' computing, and I read
, NOVEMBER 15, 198423

The HP3000 compu
However much you change, you're
going to need both office automation and
distributed data processing . Fortunately,
one company gIves you
both in a single system.
Hewlett-Packard's
HP 3000 is a fully compatible family of computers, ranging from a new
system that handles as
few as two users to a distributed mainframe that
connects up to 400. You
can run the same software right up the line.
And our systems
can change and grow as
you do. When you're ready for upgrades
and additi<;>ns, you simply plug your existing programs into the new systems. No
recompiling. N9 time (lnd money wasted

on converSIon.
A small, but mighty, addition.
The new HP 3000 Series 37 Office
Computer, the latest
member of the family,
puts the power of the HP
3000 within the reach of
smaller budgets.
So now you can
afford to give your branch
offices and departments
their own systems. And
they'll still remain part
, of your overall DP picture with links to other
systems.
In the office, the HP
3000 is the heart of our Personal Productivity Center. This integrates the information people need to get their jobs done
more productively.

I

.

.

. . .

. .'

ten One family fits all.
I

It provides an interface for a wide
range of workstations, peripherals and
personal computers, including our
Touchscreen Personal Computer and The
Portable, as well as IBM PCs. And it allows
them to interact directly with the HP 3000.
So your people won't have to learn DP
commands.
You'll commuhicate better with
UP AdvaticeNet.
,
Our communications go well beyond
this office network. With HP Advance Net,
they extend to links with other HP 3000s,
in the same building or on the other sIde of
the world. And to your mainframe computers, ours or IBM's.
Currently, more than 10,000 HP 3000
systems are working in networks so effectively that our communications were voted
#1 in a national survey.
A Datapro poll also rated our service

#1. So you get more than office automation
and data processing in a single system.
You get all the support you need from a
single company.
For a demonstration of the single solution for both sides of your company, contact
yout;' local HP office listed in the white
pages. Or write for complete information to
Susan Curtis, Hewlett-Packarq, Dept.
004203, 19055 Pruneridge Ave., Bldg. 46T;
Cupertino, CA 95014.
.
In Europe, write Micha~I.Zandwijken,
Hewlett-Packard, Dept. 004203, P.O. 529,
1180 AM Amstelveen, The Netherlands.
We'll fit y()U no matter how much you
change over the years.

Productivity. Not pr()mises.
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LEnERS
each issue very carefully. I consider it an
iinportant part of my ,ongoing. education.
ANN RUSSELL
New York, New York

CRAY AND UNIX
Ivery mlich enjoyed the tiinely and well
researched articles on Unix in your Aug.
1 issue. There was, however, an inaccura.cy on page 97, regarding Unix and the
CRAY-l computer. Dennis F. Bai'low.and
Norman S. .zimbel report in ":UnixHow Important Is It?" (p. 90) that "Cray
and Speriy offer Unix on the Cray:-l and
Series 1100, respectively." This is not accurate.We do not currently support Unix
on any CRAY system. We are, however,
developing an operating system {or the
CRAY-2 that is based on AT&T'S Unix System V.
KENNETH JOPP
Cray Research
. , Minneapolis

ANYONE FOR PFISTICUFFS?
In "the PBX: What Matters; What
Doesn't" (Aug. 1, p. 121), George M.
Pfister states that ."completely nonblockingarchitecture is practically impossible," and he goes ori to say that a large

system of 2,000 to 4,000 lines "would require a Cray processor to control 'the
system."
Pfister then picks Rolm as one of
two manufacturers that meet his criteria
for PBX vendors.
On pp. 138 and 139 of the same
issue, ,Rolm claims to have a 1O,000-user
PBX that has "no blocking at any time,
ever." There ,seems to be a slight contradiction evident here.
RICHARD SIMMONS
Dallas

that Troy State University is just one of a
growing number of institutions in the
South that have taken steps to tum out
well-rounded computer graduates who
can just as easily analyze a hex dump or
write an assembler macro as they can
code an application program.
F.H. (BUZZ) WOOD
Chairman
Computer and Information Science
Troy State University
DothaIi, Alabama

BErtER GRADS?

We read with interest the April 1 News in
Perspective article on supercomputing,
"Cray and CDC Meet the Japanese" (p.
32).
We agree that the data thus far indicat~ that the Japanese computers run
roughly the same as the X-MP. However,
with regard to benchmarking and workload characteristics on the machines, the
Benchmarking Section of the Coniputer
Research. and Applications Group at Los
Alainos National Laboratory has a continuing project to define a characteristic
.
workload for our supercomputers.
. We are now collecting usagestatis tics on the large codes that run on these
supercomputers. Based on the results of
the study, we will iri.clude additional
codes that represent this workload in, our
expanded benchmark code set. Using. this
expanded set, we hope to benchmark both
vector and parallel architectures, American and Japanese, and to relate the results
we obtain to Qur present and future needs
at Los Aiamos.
Those persons who urge potential
users of supercomputers to assemble their
own set of relevant applications codes are
quite correct; wOJ;kload characteristics
may vary widely from one installation to
another.
It is therefore essential that someorie else's benchmark results not be used
to predict one's own future needs.
ANNH. HAYES
MARGARET L. SIMMONS
Computer Research and Applications
Group
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico

pavid Feinberg (Reader's Foru~, Aug.
I, p~ 167) hit the proverbial nail dead center with his, coniments on educational
quality in the c9mputer arena today. In
our s~rveys of data processing managers
(as a means of improving course content),
the majority seem to echo Feinberg's sentiments regarding a need for greater emphasis ,on. system fundamentals. Too
many students, they say, are capable of
writing perfect structured COBOL, for example, but haven't the slightest inkling of
how to accomplish a dump analysis when
a nontrivial bug appears;
We would like to assure Feinberg

'
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"Your Honor, please take into account that these crimes were all committed
prior to the law-and-order backlash."

MORE ON BENCHMARKING

CORRECTIONS
Apparently, we're not on a first namebasis with the new,head of Citibank: in our
Aug. 1 News In Perspective story on Citib~mk ("Citi's Techno Boss," p. 32), we referred to John S. Reed by his last name
only.
In "New Life for FORTRAN" (Sept.
1, p . .1(6) we unaccountably moved author Gerald M. Berns's company, Science
Applications Inc. The correct address is
2361 Jefferson Davis Highway, Arling.
ton, VA 22202.-Ed.
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ACCES unifies the Ethernet Game
with the most cOII?-prehensive
network software ill the field.
Now you can access information or
applications across a network of different
computers from different manufacturers.
You no longer have to learn commands
particular to specific hardware or
operating systems. That's the idea behind
the ACCES Network Products from ACC.
Beyon'd Connectivity. Your growing
need for sophisticated computer communication goes beyond "connectivity,"
beyond simply plugging a lot of
equipment into the same cable. Today's
computer communication means process
to process interaction - not just terminal
to processor connection. ACCES takes
your processors and peripherals from a
state of isolated operation and creates one
large distributed computing resource.
Easily Integrated. OEMs looking
for layerea protocols and end users
incorporating industry
and international

standards can easily integrate ACCES
Network software and supporting
hardware in a very straightforward
manner - saving development time
and operational dollars.
Designed for Multi-Vendor
Networks. From inception, the ACCES
Network Products were designed for
multi-vendor and multi-operating system
networks based on industry and international standards. ACCES products don't
rely on the operating system to provide
protocol services. Protocols and operating
systems are separated from each other to
increase portability and
'
to anticipate protocol evolution.
More Networks and More Processors.
ACCES encompasses all layers of the OSI
model in a strictly layered approach,
including:
• Popular network controllers
from ACC and other vendors for
Ethernet, IEEE 802.3, HDLC, X.2S,
ARPANET, and DDN networks.
• Support for Multibus, UNIBUS, Q-Bus,
VERSAbus, VMEbus, and IBM
Channels.
• Industry standard protocols
such as XNS, TCP/IP, and a
commitment to ISO protocols.

• Application level network services
which include file transfer, file
maintenance, file access, and virtual
terminal service.
• Proven operation on Digital's VMS,
IBM's VM & MVS, Data General's AOS,
Charles River's UNOS, Apollo's
Domain, and UNIX operating systems.
True Distributed Processing. ACC has
focused on creating a single integrated
system -. a system designed to
incorporate today's protocol standards
and to provide for tomorrow's
advancements in distributed processing
technology and techniques.
As your networking requirements
become more sophisticated, you need
more sophisticated solutions.
Make a call for multi-vendor network
harmony. Make a call for unity.

Advanced Computer
Communications
720 Santa Barbara St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
TWX 910 334-4907
(805) 963-9431
CIRCLE 16 ON READER CARD
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Four..Phase is helping more than
2,000 DPmanagerswin the productivitygame.
Now itS your turn.
It's easy to win the distributed information processing game when you
play it with the Series 4000 from FourPhase. The Series 4000 is an integrated, growth-oriented system
designed to communicate within your
IBM environment. No other vendor
gives you so many functions for so
many years at such affordable prices.
In the distributed processing arena,
that's the way' to score points with
both end#users and top management.
\~~
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COBOL-Industry standard COBOL
is used to write programs for handling
keyboard#entered data and general
Four#Phase was the first company
batch processing.
to introduce the integrated approach
to multifunction distributed proces#
sing. Today, there are more than
15,000 installed Series 4000 systems,
helping people like you manage
If your end#users are like most these the information needs of over 150,000
days, they're clamoring for their own end#users. And every machine is
backed by our Customer Support
personal computers. We play that
Operation and over 1,000 field service
peopleto provide continuing support
and reliability at every level.

w,ru.~ ,~-{t~~·

Four#Phase provides one of the most
impressive and complete collections
of software ever offered from one
company. Our packages make inte#
grating Four#Phase computers remark#
ably easy. And guarantee a logical
growth path for years to come.
Here's just a sample of what we
provide:
Interactive processing: VISIONe For creating custom applications from
order entry to transaction processing.
It provides a high level of functionality
that can be used in any distributed
environment. And VISION is easier
and taster to program than COBOL.
Word processing: FOREWORDe Our powerful shared#logic word proc~
essing system allows text to be entered,
stored, edited, distributed and-printed.
Graphics-For business graphics, the
Graphics Management System
(GMS/IV) gives you an easy way
to condense and conceptually
present data that's easily
understood by decision
makers.

The action starts with the
Multifunction Executive.
The key to the Series 4000 game plan
is the Four-Phase Multifunction Executive
(MFE). This unique and powerful control
program monitors each multifunction
terminal in your system. Its ability to run
multiple software programs allows your
users to perform 16 different tasks from
any terminal on the system. And each of .
your users can access all of our software
packages with one keystroke. You get
maximum distributed processing capability and control.
Plus, MFE dynamically allocates selected
peripherals so that each device can be used
by more than one program. The resultMFE eliminates the need for multiple processors, duplicate terminals and other
peripheral devices at installations that
require concurrent execution of software.

Four-Phase customers have been
winning the DDP game for years.
You can, too. To find out how, call us
today at 1-800-528~6050, ext. 1599.
In Arizona, call 1#800# 352#0458,
ext. 1599. For a free poster of this
illustration, write to us at 10700
North De Anza Blvd., WS 52-6A9,
Dept. P., Cupertino, CA 95014.
VISION. FOREWORD and Multifunction Executive are registered
trademarks of Four-Phase Systems. Inc. MOTOROLA and (lJil
are registered trademarks of Motorola. Inc. Four-Phase and the
Four-Phase logotype are registered trademarks of Four-Phase
Systems. Inc. OMS/IV is a trademark of Four-Phase Systems. Inc.

game, too. Because at the flick of a
switch, our multifunction terminals
suddenly become stand~alone PC's ..
So now you can give your
users the distributed processing
capabilities they need, AND
the personal computers they
want. All in one integrated
system.
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Rebecca S'. Barna, Editor,

EDITORIAL

Several years ago a friend was offered on~ of thos.e food processors that
threatened to become standard equipment in the bourgeois kitchen. He ;
turned it d9wn-:-dicer, french fry blade, dough knead~r, ~nd all. "I'd rather
have a cook," he said, reminiscing about that once ordinary and very human
aid to middle cl.ass dining.
Now, the food processor does what used to be done by a salaried human being. Aha, shrieks the Luddite, automation puts ariother body out of
work!
But the logic doesn't bear out. Professional cooks had vanished from
the American home at least two decades before Cuisin~rts and Robot-Coupes
began "replacirig'.' them. It was the, apparent dignity of alternate jobs in factories and·retail stores that made the cook extinct.
.
But now those. rac,tory jobs are under threat. It all seellls part of th~
same app~rently inevitable story-cheaper labor is irresistible, whether supplied by nonunion workers in the sun belt, by hungry populations in emerging nations, or by automation.,
'
The widely praised pact between General Motors and the United
Auto Workers suggests that some progress is being made:, the contract sets
aside a billion dollars to retrain workers who lose jobs to machines. But Har;.
ley Shaiken, an automation expert who teaches at M~T, says that "Inesserice~
GM has paid a billion for an unlimited license to automate and outsource;" ,
Automation, particularly in the form of machines that do work that
could not be done without them, is certainly inevitable. But how our society
responds to automation is as yet largely unknown. " .
'
..' ..
David Noble, an historian of technology, a curator of ma~hine tools,
and an MIT professor, suggest~ that we should have known all along that
technology was going to cqme out badly for blue-collar workers. His controversial new book goes to great lengths-lOO,OOO words-:-to prove a point
about technology: that it is not the neutral, value-fre~ institution that so .
many technologists ,believe,it to be. Instead, says Noble in The Forces ofPI-O, duCtion: A Social History of Industrial Automation, technology follows the interests of those who pay for its development; This doesn,'t come as a '
complete shock; in an essentially market-driven"economy, it seems only
"
,
natural.
Noble is convinCing when he shows how the career paths certain
MIT scientists helped determine the specific directions in which numerical
control manufacturing systems have developed., But he's less corivincing iIi
his suggestion that labor. saving devices are really labor controlling.
Nonetheless, Noble has br~:)Ught technology to the attention of people
who usually manage to ignore it. His book was, published by Alfred A. "
Knopf, a house whose imprint lends almost automatic respectability. With
all its reviews by big name critics, the book may well be one the very few
dealing with the application of high technology to Amencan business that
will be read by n~ntechnical types.
.
They are in for a stiff read; the book's academic~ closely argued tone
may put people off. But ,those of us in the computer business could. be in for
some tough questions. Historian Noble is most comfortable when he.uses
class antagonisms to analyze how society functions, how it divvies up the
hard work~ how it parcels out the inconie. His argument is that technology
does not lead; instead, it is led. It has developed to serve the desires of the already powerfui, to concentrate control, and to lessen workers' ability to dis~ .
rupt production. According to Noble, automation, having been created at the
behest of owners and managers, is bad·news for the blue~collar worker. ,
Noble offers politically loaded analysis but no solutions. But if his
'conclusions make us think twice before lightly, bandying the term "industrial
revolution,"
he will have performed job enough.
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Oddly enough, most offices
are better equipped fbr .the futu~ than
the people who wlll create it
.,
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The MIT Museum

According to recent reports, this last year, businesses spent
over $10.5 billion successfully automating America's offices.
Meanwhile, do you realize what many of the scientists
and engineers are using to design and develop America's
new products?
Hand calculators.
Which is just preposterous. _
Especially now that there's
computer-aided analysis software
designed specifically to do what all
technical professionals spend most
The evolution of scientific tools.
of their time doing: analyzing data.
It's called RS/r~ Andit's from BBN Software Products
Corporation.
RS/1 is fully capable of making technical professionals
4-5 times more productive. Which in tum, will allow them
to create considerably better, considerably more reliable
new products. In a fraction of the time it now takes.
And it will do so without turning them into hackers.
RS/1 works like a research assistant. Not a computer.
Lest you doubt the significance of RS/1, we would
hasten to point out that a single copy of RS/1 running
on a single computer has already saved one company over
$7 million. In one plant. In one year. Without any additional
investment in new equipment. They did it simply by allowing
their technical professionals to explore alternatives they
never had the time to before.
Ahd if you think RS/1 may be something you should
look into in the future, you should know that many leaders in
American industry are already using it
to get their new products out into the
marketplace faster.
Don't expect them to tell you
about it, though. They'd just as soon
you continue spending your money
only on getting your letters out faster.
For information on RS/1, call
This one's for the VAX
.
toll-free 1-800-251-1717.
andPDP-ll.
BBN Software Products Corporation
One Alewife Place, Cambridge, MA 02140
A Subsidiary of Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

This one's for the

PRO 350/380.

PRO 350/380. VAX and PDP-II are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
RS/I is a trademark of Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.
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UPSTARTS
OUTSHINE
THE STARS
The personal computer, in its
many guises, is taking most of
the glory away from traditional
minicomputers.
by John W. Verity
Driven by strengthening user interest in
office systems and workstations, the personal computer continues to gain importance at the expense of the traditional
minicomputer. More than ever, new applications are being written for micros
rather than minis. What's more, the IBM
PC has apparently become the main element of that company's low-end business,
working as a strategic vehicle for gaining
new customers for all product lines.
These and other important trends
were revealed in the 1984-85 Mini!
Microcomputer Survey conducted last
July by the stock brokerage firm Cowen
& Co., Boston, in conjunction with DATAMATION. The survey is based on 6,264
unduplicated responses from individual
user sites in the U.S., who reported a total
of 26,778 minicomputers installed. As
with previous surveys in this series, the
respondent population is weighted heavily toward user sites where mainframes are
installed. Almost nine out of 10 respondents, moreover, were end users, as opposed to oem/system resellers.
Among the special issues focused
upon this year were the emergence of
AT&T as a minicomputer and personal
computer supplier, the use of local networks, and corporate use of personal
computer software products. Additionally, measurements were made of users'
loyalty to prime vendors, future spending
on processors and peripherals, and their
interest in the Unix operating system.
New users of small computers are
increasingly choosing micros as their en':
try vehicles to the small systems market,
which is not surprising, given the recent
boom in personal computer manufacturing and marketing. The usage of workstations, measured explicitly for the first
time in this year's survey, also took away
from minicomputer growth. Whereas five
years ago the eight-year compound annual growth rate for minicomputer shipments was measured at 23%; this year it
stayed at the same 16% level as last year.
The two vendors showing the
strongest growth in terms of purchases by
users new to the mini industry were Apol34 DATAMATION

10 Computer Inc., Chelmsford, .Mass.,
maker of engineering workstations, and
Altos Computer Systems, San Jose,
Calif., which makes microcomputers. In
terms of new users of small systems, the
office systems and workstations categories showed the most pronounced growth,
while the rate for traditional minis
dropped once again.
Despite the incursion of the personal computer, however, minicomputer
shipments during the year ending June
1985 should grow by 25% in dollar terms
compared with the previous year. This is
almost double the comparable figure recorded in last year's survey, 13.9%, and is
attributable mainly to strength in the
oem/systems house segment of the market. (These figures are adjusted for new
user expansion of the marketplace.)
Growth prospects for individual suppliers
relative to the overall average are a function of product positioning within the industry. Thus, traditional minicomputer
suppliers will see only nominal shipment
growth, small business systems suppliers
a 21 % rate, office systems vendors 34%,
and workstation manufacturers 110%.
Personal computers, of course,
will far outpace the minicomputer in
terms of near-term growth: pcs should enjoy a rise in dollar shipments of 63% for
the year ending June 1985, Cowen says.
In fact, in the context of the survey, pes
will account for 32% of the dollars spent

The eight-year compound growth
rate of minicomputer shipments
has stayed at the 160/0 level.
on small systems by respondents from
July 1984 through June 1985, compared
with 27% recorded for the same period a
year earlier.
Looking further ahead, however,
to the 12 months ending June 1986, a rising percentage of respondents indicated
that their minicomputer spending would
probably be less than during the previous
year. That fits a general long-term pattern
of moderating minicomputer shipment
growth foreseen in the past several years.
The slowdown is most pronounced at the
high end of the minicomputer spectrum
but is partially made up for in the low
end, where workstation and personal
computer business will be far more upbeat. For instance, three times as many
respondents are planning to spend more
rather than less on personal computer
purchases in the 1985-86 period.
The rate of new sites joining the
ranks of personal computer users
dropped off dramatically, showin·g only
55% growth this year compared with
130% the year before, but it is still a substantial source of new business for vendors, given the fact that many more
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billions of dollars are now involved. Apple Computer and Tandy Corp., two early entrants in the pc business, showed
new user growth rates markedly lower
than later arrivals like IBM and DEC. In
the corporate marketplace, IBM has established a commanding lead of 58.4% of
first-time users, compared with Apple's
7.4% and DEC'S 8.1 %. Just two years
ago, Apple's share of new users was
26.7%.
Once again, those respondents
buying pcs are turning more often than
not to centralized control of their buying
processes. Among organizations whose
annual revenues exceeded $250 million,
for instance, almost 70% said they centralized purchase of pcs. Among those
same respondents, 45% buy direct from
the manufacturer and 45% buy from independent computer stores.
In terms of sites, the independent
store is the primary channel of distribu-

tion to respondents, but in terms of units
purchased, the leading channel is direct
from a vendqr. Sales through independent
stores were heaviest for portables from
Compaq Computer Corp., Houston. Independent stores also figured heavily in
hardware maintenance, particularly in
the Apple and IBM-compatible segments
of the market.
While the reselling of personal
computers was present at only 9.4% of all
responding sites, sites whose primary suppliers were Texas Instruments and Data
General showed particularly heavy activity, an indication that TI and DG are focusing their attention on the value-added
reseller and oem channels rather than on
the more difficult direct confrontation
with IBM and Apple.
As in surveys past, the availability
of quality software is by far the most important criterion cited by respondents in
choosing a personal computer vendor.

Following that are the issues of compatibility (a close second), product reputation, price, ease of learning, and memory
capacity.
Pc software purchases continue to
be limited largely to a small number of
popular packages. The 1-2-3 integrated
spreadsheet and database from Lotus Development Corp., Cambridge, holds a
commanding lead in popularity among
users of IBM pc-type equipment, followed
by Wordstar, dBase II, and VisiCalc, in
that order. For the most part, users tend
to rank the quality of packaged pc software above that available for their minicomputers. The ranking of': types of
applications run by users-word processing, spreadsheets, etc.-are relatively
consistent across all major vendors' lines.
Except in the case of DEC, whose users
spend more time on word processing,
spreadsheets are the leading application,
followed by word processing, remote ter-
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minal emulation,. database management,
and graphics.
The heaviest actual use of the personal computer was found in educational
sites, where approximately 6.1 hours a
day were put in on each machine. The average across all pc sites was 4.8 hours a
day. The educational market continues to
grow, with an average of 29 machines
purchased at each such site (the overall
average was 16 machines per site). Apple
seems to have lost its lead in the educational sector in this survey population,
showing a 28% share compared with
IBM'S 38%.
One of the most notable trends
seen in the low-end computer marketplace is the ground swell of standardization on the IBM PC and work-alike

Workstation suppliers are among
the most vulnerable to user
defections from their customer
bases.
products. No matter which vendor is
cited by users as their primary minicomputer supplier, they more often than not
list IBM as the primary supplier of personal computing equipment. In the context
of the survey, in fact, IBM is on the verge
of achieving a majority of market share
for sites with pcs installed, Cowen reports. The company shows a 48.7% share
of those sites, followed by Apple with
13.4%, DEC with 5.9%, Compaq with
4.7%, Hewlett-Packard with 4.1 %, and
Tandy with 4.2%. Just three years ago,
Apple's share of the sites was 42% and
Tandy's 26.1 %.
As for machines planned to be
purchased through the end of next year,
IBM was cited as the primary supplier at
55% of the sites, followed by Apple at
8% and DEC at 7%. In a related development, DEC and Data General's pc sales
seem to go mostly to their installed customer base. Whereas IBM will ship 64.5%
of its PCs to respondents who don't use its
minis, DEC'S and DG'S comparable figures
are only 7.5% and 7.7%, respectively.
Apple has apparently done well
with its Macintosh product. Of those
1983-84 Apple computer purchases mentioned by respondents, 42% of the units
were Macs and 34% Apple II class machines. Those two models account for
55% and 29%, respectively, of units
planned to be purchased through the end
of 1985. The more expensive Lisa machine, however, shows a small and
shrinking importance in Apple user buying plans.
Turning to minicomputers, the
survey found that the mix of technical vs.
business/commercial applications on
minicomputers is a source of continuing
strength for Digital Equipment Corp., the
36 DATAMATION

FIG. 1

TOP DOZEN MINICOMPUTER SYSTEMS 1984/85
A. BASED ON NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS ACQUIRING SYSTEMS
(7/84-12/85)
MANUFACTURER SYSTEM
DEC
IBM
DEC
DEC
IBM
DEC
HP
DEC
IBM
HP
DEC
DG,DEC

VAX-11j750
System/36
VAX-11j780
VAX-Unspecified
Series/1
VAX-11j785
3000-Unspecified
PDP-11j44
System/38
3000/68
PDP-11j23,23-Plus
MV/4000; VAX-11j730

HOW MANY
SITES ACQUIRING

AV.UNITS/
SITE

181
173
131
80
70
65
57

1.5
2.6
1.4
5.9
3.3
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.1
1.1
9.4
4.0,1.7

40
40
37
31
30 each

B. BASED ON NUMBER OF UNITS BEING ACQUIRED (7/84-12/85)
HOW MANY UNITS EST. VALUE
BEING ACQUIRED ($ MILLIONS)

MANUFACTURER SYSTEM

Apollo
DEC
IBM

Burroughs
Data General
DEC
DEC
NCR
IBM
DEC

Honeywell
DEC

Unspecified
VAX, Unspecified
System/36
820/825
Eclipse, Unspecified
PDP-11j23
VAX-11j750
Tower
Series/1
PDP-11j73, 78
DPS-6, Unspecified
VAX-11j780

3,621
469
451

366
308

292
275
273

230
184
184
181

$181.4
62.6
27.7
2.7
40.7
4.1
40.5
3.8
16.3
1.7
14.3

60.5

FIG. 2

INDUSTRY PRICING TRENDS
Query: How big a price concession (above and beyond any normal quantity discount) did you receive
when acquiring your last minicomputer system(s)?
.

PERCENT ANSWERING "SUBSTANTIAL"

1983
SURVEY

1984
SURVEY

PRIME
DEC
BURROUGHS

HP

DG

WANG DATAPOINT 'P-E

PRINCIPAL SUPPLIER

TI

HIS

FIG. 3

MINICOMPUTER SELECTION CRITERIA
Query: Which of the following factors were most important in your
choice of a mini vendor?

SITE ORIENTATION:

HARDWARE
RELIABILITY

VENDOR
REPUTATION

COMPATIBILITY

APPLICATIONS
FIELD
SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE

PRICE

FIG. 4

Tandem and Apollo users are
most heavily into networking.

PC SELECTION CRITERIA

PERCENT OF MENTIONS·

SOFTWARE
AVAILABILITY

COMPATIBILITY

PRODUCT
REPUTATION

leading mini supplier, in technical markets. This connotes, however, a disappointing showing by DEC in the
faster-growing commercial mini market:
the Maynard, Mass., company showed
little if any additional penetration of the
commercial sector and it continued to
rank below the industry average in several subcategories. DEC'S business continues, moreover, to be strongly dominated
by minicomputers and not by the fastergrowing personal computer.
AT&T, which formally entered the
merchant minicomputer market this year,
was found to have its strongest market
penetration in shops doing software development systems, which follows from
the Unix orientation of its hardware. It
also showed strongly in education and
timesharing markets.
When asked about the availability
and quality of minicomputer applications
software packages, DEC and HewlettPackard were most highly rated by respondents; Perkin-Elmer and Sperry were
lowest.
As in the past four surveys, hardware reliability was named by users as the
most important factor in choosing a minicomputer. This was especially true in
commercial and business-oriented users.
Technical and scientific sites were more
likely to name field support and prior systems compatibility as the key factors.
Other factors taken into consideration
were vendor reputation, availability of ap-

PRICE

'Each respondent asked to specify no more than three criteria

EASE OF
LEARNING/USE

MEMORY
CAPACITY

plications software, and pricing. Users of
IBM minis most often cited vendor reputation as the main criterion in their choice,
while those using AT&T'S 3B machines
found the machines' strength in Unix
most important. Wang Labs scored high
with users looking for a "full systems
line."
Asked over the years if they expected to change primary vendors of
minicomputers, about four fifths of the
respondents have said no. This year was
no exception: 83.9% said no, 7.3% said
yes, and 8.8% (down from as much as
11.3% in previous years) said they were
seriously considering a switch. The vendors most likely to see users leave their
fold, according to the survey, are Basic
Four, Datapoint, and Four-Phase.
IBM and HP seem to have the highest
loyalty among users, with only 9.1 % of
their users planning or considering a
switch. Tandem Computers Inc., Cupertino, Calif., however, this year showed
14.3% of its users planning a switch, up
dramatically from the 5.9% figure in last
year's survey and a 0.0% rating in 1981.
Also vulnerable, according to this year's
NOVEMBER 15, 198437

School-Financial
Management

Office Management
System

Scientific Subroutine
Package

oFFI CE/38 Text

Sort/Merge
Strategic Profit ,Model

Online Membership
System

Structured Query Language/Edit

Operator Communication Control Facility

Subscription Fulfillment
Trade Association

Order Entry and
Invoicing

Management

Supermarket System-Host
Support

F astdraft System
File Transfer Program
(FTP)
Fixed Asset Accounting
and Control
Forecasting and Time
Series Analysis
FORTRAN

Tape Library Control
System
Telephone Toll
Data Collection-Central
Teleprocessing Network
Simulator
The Information Facility
(TIF)
Thesaurus Retrieval
(STAIRS/VS)
Time Sharing Option
Extensions (TSO/E)

Surgery Reporting
(patient Care System)

H none of these llleets yourneem
Whether your company is an industrial
giant or a cottage industry, if you have a
need for software, chances are IBM has a
software solution.
After all, we've been writing computer
software for more than 30 years.
Software for almost every industry and
almost every kind of application. From
manufacturers and banks to lawyers and
doctors. For our largest computers and
our smallest.
.
Some IBM software helps you to take

care of basic business needs, such as
accounts receivable, inventory control or
sales analysis.
Other more specialized systems focus
on a particular industry. Do you manage a
motel? Run a construction company? Or
schedule a fleet of trucks? Ask us.
Most data professionals know IBM for
our sophisticated system-level software.
And high-productivity packages .such as
DB2, a full-function relational data base.
And Information Center products that

Wideband Communication Program
Workstation Search
Facility (WSF/38)

Advanced Communication FacilityNTAM
(ACF/VTAM)

Railcar Location and
Reporting System

Education Information
System-Grading

Realtime Programming
System

Electronic Spread Sheet

Adventures in Math
Apparel System-Order
Allocation

Remote Job Entry
Facility

Application Development
Facility (ADF)

Remote Spooling Communication Subsystem
(RSCS/SNA)

A Programming
Language-2 (APL2)
Audio Distribution
System
Auto Dealer Accounting
Automated Information
Management Development

Energy Management
System
Engineering/Scientific
Support System (E/S3)
Executive Data Link to
IBM Personal Computer

Resource Access
Control Facility

Expandable Level
Interactive Application
System (ELIAS)

Restaurant ManagementFinancial Management
Retrievall36

·exactly, we have 2~376* more.
help computer users help themselves.
But what's more to the point is that we
know the real meaning of software
quality. And how to make our programs
easy to learn and easy to use.
So when you need a software solution,
look 'first at software available from IBM.
I t may save you the trouble of looking
in 2,876 other places.
Start with the IBM Software Directory.
F or your free copy, please call
1 800 IBM -2468, Ext. 82. Or return

the coupon. Or call
your IBM marketing
representative.

--- ------------------,-

==.::~®

~M-----------------ll-1~

I DRM, Dept 31182
I 400 Parson's Pond Drive, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
I Please send me a free copy of the IBM Software Directory.
I Name
I~

II Company

~m

I~~

~i~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~tate-==-Zi~ _ _ _ _
*Programs available as of 9/12/84.
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IN FOCUS
survey, are workstation supplier Apollo
Computers and microcomputer vendor
Altos, with 33.3% and 40%, respectively.
Software support, or the lack
thereof, was cited most often by end users
as the reason for considering a switch of
vendor, while oem/systems house rtspondents cited faults in the vendor's sales and
service organization.
The past trend toward single-supplier procurements has seen a reversal,
suggesting a reintensifying of competition
in the small business and office systems
market segments. In other market segments, however-namely, traditional
minis and intelligent terminals-more
single-source procurements indicate a
consolidation favoring established suppliers. Respondents indicated they enjoyed
discounts from vendors when they were

Users rated Hewlett-Packard
and DEC highest for availability
of quality applications software.
able to call in more than one supplier on a
procurement.
A key measure of industry performance in the mini and personal computer
markets is the purchasing plans users
have for peripherals. This year's survey
found 20MB to 100MB hard disks and tape
drives to be the most active peripherals
segments in terms of planned shipments.
Disk storage capacities were found to be
growing at better than 30% a year on a
six-year compound basis. The average attached minicomputer disk storage is
344MB, compared to 275MB last year.
Tandem cpus are equipped with the most
disk storage, over 1GB, at the time of shipment. In the tape drive arena, Cipher
Data Products, San Diego, will enjoy a
21.4% share of planned purchases for the
18 months ending December 1985.
Main memory for minicomputers
among survey respondents has grown
even faster than disk, at over 50% a year
on a six-year compound basis. The average main memory size of minicomputers
is now 1.396MB, compared with 950KB
last year. This obviously reflects the continuing drop in semiconductor memory
prices. Tandem machines are shipped
with the most main memory, some 2.9MB.
Growth of main memory on personal computers is even sharper, hitting
61 % on a four-year basis, compared to a
45%, four-year rate for minis. The average pc is shipped with "287KB of main
storage, compared to 186KB last year. It
seems safe to say that growth in this segment will be even stronger now that more
powerful micros are coming into the market, and many vendors are now bundling
256KB as a minimum configuration for
their pes.
Looking at minicomputers that re40 DATAMATION

FIG. 5

NEW CORPORATE PC USERS CHOOSE IBM

PERCENT OF FIRST-TIME USERS

OTHER

~~~

DEC

TANDY

APPLE

IBM

SURVEY YEAR

1982

1983

1984

FIG. 6

IBM PC LEAD STRENGTHENING

PERCENT MENTIONS
(SITES WITH ALREADY PURCHASED UNITS)

SURVEY YEAR

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

*Included in "Others": Compaq 4.7%. HP 4.1%, Wang 2.3%. Zenith 1.4%. Kaypro 1.2%. Tl1.2%.
Commodore 1.1%. etc. (the rest all less than 1%)
:

WHEN IT COMES mLINKING
PC's mMAINFRAMES, ONE COMPANY
IS AMILLENNIUM AHEAD.

You don't have to look hard to see why McCormack
& Dodge has linked more PC's to more mainframes than
any other business software vendor.
It's a classic case of a superior product leading to superior sales. A product that lets your PC access all company
business applications, no matter who designed themnot just applications designed by McCormack & Dodge.
A selective system that lets you pinpoint and summon
exactly the portion of data you need.
And when you've made your selection and massaged
the numbers the way you want them, our link lets you upload the new material back to the mainframe (assuming
you have the proper security clearance). You do it yourself '
on the spot---in real time. Without keyboard operators or
programmers. So the entire company has the benefit of
the latest information immediately. Not days later.
'
The M&D PC link is one of several products in our
highly acclaimed Millennium family of borderless business
software. One more reason why we're a Millennium ahead.

WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT TOMORROW,
MILLENNIUM MAKES SENSE TODAY.
MCCormack & Dodge "
a company of '
Dun Bradstreet corporatIon
Da The
8i

McCormack & Dodge Corporation, 1225 Worcester Road, Natick, MA 01760
Sales and support offices throughout North and South America, Europe, Asia, Australia and Africa. 800-343-0325. ~elex: 710-325-0329
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The computer

for companies
.who want eve
·
Before you buy another computer system, listen to every department in
your company. You don't need a lot of different computers to solve all
their problems ... just one family of versatile Prime@computers.

"Instead of one computer for design,
one for database management, and one for
text processing, why can't we get all our
engineers to use a single system?"

"Before I put one more computer on the
shop floor, I want one powerful system that
puts it all together reliably: inventory
control, shop scheduling . . . even
shipping!"

"This company's marketing decisions are
too big for one little sRreadshee~. I need
total decision support ifI'm going to meet
my revenue goals. And I need it now. Or
after lunch, at the latest."

PRIME is a registered trademark of Prime Computer, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts.

. "Don't tell me about applications
backlog ... my receivables are aging!,
I need a comprehensive accounting system
that uses all our data, from branches
around the world."

"I'm building an information system for
the whole company. That means real
compatibility. User.. transparent communi .
cations between all departments. And
plenty of proven software."
"I want everything they want. And I want
it all from an established company. that's
going to be around tomorrow."

~

You can do more with a Prime system.
We're a Fortune 500 company with
worldwide support. With a family of
high..performance computers so com..
patible, you'can interchange hardware
and software. With complete networking
and communications. And with over
1,000 software solutions, for every.
imaginable need.

-----------PH1M
.

~C

.Computer

..

Find out what you can do with our versatile
systems. Call 1800 343 ..2540 (in Mass.,
1800322..2450) or your, local office. Or
write: Prime Computer, Prime Park, MS
15 . 60, Natick, MA 01760. In Canada:
416..678.. 7331; Prime Computer of
Canada Ltd., 5945 Airport Road,

.Mississauga, Ontario, L4VIR9 Canada.

Were versatile, so you can do more!
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spondents reported having purchased
during the past 18 months; the survey
found ·some interesting patterns in price
discounting. Price cuts were much more
severe among the oem/systems hQuse side
of the market than among end users. The
former received an average discount of
18.8% (above and beyond normal quantity discounts), while end users. received
only 10.7% breaks on the average. Altos
came out as the heaviest discounter, offering an average of 57.1 % off "normal" list
prices. It was followed by Gould/SEL,
Fort Lauderdale, (42.9%) and Convergent Technologies, Santa Clara, (40%).
IBM and Tandem were the least likely to·
discount their machines.
Based on the number of sites that
acquired a particular machine during
1983-84, DEC'S VAx-111750 was the most
popular minicomputer: it was acquired by
232 sites, followed by IBM'S System/36,
which was acquired by 217 sites. Based
on the number of machines acquired,
Apollo earned the top spot with its Domain system, of which 1,411 units were
acquired during the period.
With an eye to the next 18
months, oems and systems housesestimated· their average on-hand supply of
hardware was good for about 3.6 months,
compared to the 2.8-month figure reported last year. That change may mean an
eventual cooling off of order trends
among these respondents. So far, however, few order'delays or cancellations have
been seen.
The most popular machine to be
acquired by respondents in the coming 18
months should be the DEC VAX 111750,
which is in the purchasing plans of 181

FIG.?

IBM PC STRENGTH AT MINI SITES
WHOSE PC(S) PLANNED FOR
PURCHASE IN 1984/85

PRINCIPAL MINICOMPUTER SUPPUER
DEC
(66.1)*

DG
(62.1)*

HP
(71.0)*

IBM
(68.0)*

WANG
(64.6)*

OTHER

APPLE

HP

DEC

COMPAQ

IBM

SAME SUPPUER
AS FOR MINIS

"Figures in parentheses represent percent of sites planning personal computer purchase during 1984/85

FIG. 8

VAX-11/780 STIll. IMPORTANT TO DEC
VAX AS A PERCENTAGE OF PLANNED
DEC SHIPMENTS (DOLLARS)

Respondents cite the availability
of quality software as the most
important criterion in choosing a
personal computer vendor.
sites, followed by IBM'S System/36, being
acquired by 173 sites. Based on the number of units being acquired during the
same period,. the Apollo workstation is
the most popular-including one particularly large order calling for 3,621. The
runner-up is the DEC VAX, with 925 machines of various models to be installed.
Digital Equipment still relies
heavily on the VAX family of 32-bit processors, but the stage appears set for a
sweeping product cycle transition. Industry watchers generally expect new VAX
models to begin appearing this month or
next, particularly the long-awaited Venus, which would top off the line. In fact,
survey respondents indicated that 5.5%
of their planned purchases of DEC equipment would be for the Venus model, compared to 22% for the model 111785, 35%
for the 111780, and 23% for the 11/750.
44 DATAMATION
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,'ABLE'sATTACH8ystem keeps your
CPUs' and terminals on solid ground.'
ATTACH, the multi~host terminal network system for'
, DEC UNIBUS ~omputers, provides the level of fault
tolerance required for any application.
..,
ATTACH' can guard your system and users with
fail-safe rerouting Ol1to redundant paths. ATTACH '
hot-swappable modules maximize uptime because failed
modules are replaced without interfering with the continued
operation of most users.
FULL REDUNDANCY
The ATTACH network can be configured for complete,redundancy."
Should one ATTACH subsystem or module fail, users can be detoured
around the failed component On-board battery backup sustains configura~
tion assignments in memory for up to one month.
'
, 1,000 terminals or more can access the many host computers in the
ATTACH network, with each computer requiring only a single host interface and single cable to support 128 terminal users in remote or local sites.
ATTACH HELPS MAXIMIZE RESOURCES
In an ordinary multi-host environment, if one host
computer goes down, lots of users could be left sitting idle.
The ATTACH network system eliminates user down time,
by allowing users to switch to a working CPU, maximizing

.' human and, comp~ter reso~r~es. , '
,
" "
Prevent the potential catastrophies associated with Host ,',
,Dedicated termiIlals;':"buy ATTACH. '"
For more information on ABLEs ATTACH System, contact the
ABLE representative near you, or call ABLE toll-free at "
800/332-2253.
'

, (t{ "'~ I:If: •• w3 ;, The Communications Specialists

3080 Airway Avenue, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 In the Costa Mesa area: (714) 979-7030. Or TWX 910-595-1729
DEC, PDP, UNIBUS and VAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. ATTACH is patent pending.
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Getting a group of five or six personal
computers networked isn't that big a deal.
But it gets complicated when the group gets
bigger. And in case you hadn't noticed, the
groups are getting bigger. Fast.
Experience may have already taught
you that low-end PC networks run out of
steam in a hurry once you have more than
five or six stations connected. If your plans
include several PCs or several hundred, high
performance isn't a luxury. It's critical.
WHY YOU SHOULD BUY YOUR PC
NETWORK FROM A COMPANY THAT
UNDERSTANDS HIGH PERFORMANCE.
If you want the PCs in your company working in concert with the rest of the information processing equipment in your company,
it makes sense to talk to people who have a
track record networking more than just PCs.
Like us. The expertise we've gained
from developing the widest range of interfaces
and protocols in the data communications
industry has allowed us to build PC networking products with the muscle necessary for
quick responses even in heavy traffic.
The Net/One Personal Connection™
is a high performance, high speed network
system that can take your PCs as far, and as
fast as you want in the corporate network.
With the Personal Connection's SNA server
software, a PC can emulate a 3278 and get a
direct SNA route to the top. With Diskshare™
and Printshare,TM PCs can share information
and expensive peripheral resources, and
Mailshare™ gives you complete
electronic mail service.
It's a far-sighted solution, even if all you
want to do now is hook up a few PCs economically. And it's the only solution when PCs
need to be mixed cost effectively into a highspeed corporate network with devices from
different manufacturers.

© 1984 Ungermann-Bass, Inc.
Net/One, Personal Connection, Printshare, Mailshare and Diskshare are trademarks of Ungermann-Bass, Inc.

HERE'S A CASE WHERE
A BIGGER ENGINE IS ACTUALLY
MORE ECONOMICAL.
The Net/One Personal Connection system
packs the microprocessing power to offload
all networking functions, so it doesn't eat
~p .the host CPU's resources. That frees up a
work station that other systems require
-simply to do their network's work .
. WITH TWO BOARDS TO CHOOSE FROM,
THE COST GOES WAY DOWN.
We now have two Personal Connection interface boards, with two levels of intelligence
and two prices. At stations on the net where
this additional offloading intelligence isn't
required, plug our newest, most economical
Personal Connection board into the PC, and
bring your cost-per-connection down to
where it would be tough to justify buying .
anything less. The full network functionality
is all there with either of the two interface
boards i they can be used interchangeably on
the network and it makes no difference to
network users. But no~ with the option to
pay for only as much intelligence as you need
at each station, we've made it possible to
have a real network at PC network prices.
IT'S POSSmLE BECAUSE THESE ARE
NET/ONE® PRODUCTS.
They are the newest extension of Net/One,
the general purpose local area network
system that can turn all the equipment you
have now, no matter who makes it, into a
fully functional, high performance network.
Broadband, baseband, fiber optics. Mainframe to mini to micro. Local to remote.
Give us a calL Ungermann-Bass, Inc., .
2560 Mission College Boulevard, Santa Clara,
California 95050. Telephone (408)496-0111.

Net/One from Ungennann-Bass

I
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A decline in 111780 installations is apparently being offset by rising 111785
shipments.
Interestingly, Data General's
standing in the overall minicomputer
market seems to be on the rise. Whereas
in the previous 18 months its hardware
accounted for only 10.4% of the respondents' total spending on minicomputers,
it expects to capture 12.4% of their dollars in the following 18 months. The
warm reception given its line of 32-bit
minis may be enough for it to gain market
share from archrival DEC. Data General
users indicated a planned increase in orders of MV/10000 32-bit machines at the
expense of the MV/8000, while the
MV/6000 has dropped almost completely
out of the picture.
At Prime Computer, a sharp falloff in shipments of the models 550, 750,

IBM and HP seem to have the
highest loyalty among users.
and 850 was foreseen, but those machines
have been superceded by the 2250, 2550,
9750, and 9950. Prime users said they
would spend 44% of their budgets
through the end of next year on the 9950
and 21 % on the 750.
The use of AT&T's up-and-coming
Unix operating system was found to' be
growing quickly, albeit from a small installed base. Only 7.6% of the respon-.
. dents, most of them in the technical!
scientific sector, said they were using
Unix as their primary operating system at
the time of the survey, but another 6.2%.
said they would have it installed by the
end of next year. By that time, also,
18.2% of the respondents said Unix
would have at least secondary status at
their sites. Among those using Unix as
the primary operating system, those sites
involved in so-called artificial intelligence, communication, and CAD/CAM
were the heaviest users of Unix. Over half
the primary Unix sites said they used the
software on DEC hardware, but by next
year substantial showings were expected
on IBM, HP, and even Wang computers.
Use of remote minicomputer networks will grow substantially this year
among respondents, 30% of which have
such facilities installed and 18% of which
will be making their first installations in
the coming 18 months. And, as might be
expected from the nature of their hardware, Tandem and Apollo showed top
rankings in the usage of remote and local
area networks, respectively.
Asked who their local area network suppliers were, respondents indicated that Ethernet was leading the pack,
with 25% of the current and 44.5% of the
planned installations, followed by Wangnet and DECnet. Interestingly, the local
48 DATAMATION

FIG. 9

AT&T 3B SERIES SHIPMENTS
DISTRIBUTION OF 3B PURCHASES BY INDUSTRY

1/83-6/84

7/84-12/85

INDUSTRY:
"REAL ESTATE ...----.,
EDUCATION
MISCELLANEOUS
SERVICES
MACHINERYEXCEPT ELECTRICAL
WHOLESALERSNONDURABLE
BUSINESS SERVICES
COMMUNICATIONS
MANUFACTURINGELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT

• Manufacturing-Electrical Equipment SIC includes old Western Electric
• Communications SIC includes the old Bell Operating Companies
• Business Services includes computer and data processing service (i.e., much of systems house
population)
• MaChinery-except Electrical includes office machine suppliers (e.g., hardware oems)

FIG. 10

UNIX USAGE BIG ON DEC SYSTEMS
Query: What if any plans do you have for the use of Unix (Ultrix, Xenix. etc.) as your primary
or secondary operating system?

PERCENT OF SITES ANSWERING "PRIMARY"

USING
NOW

OTHER
DG
WANG
HP

IBM

DEC

PLANNING TO
INITIALLY IN 84/85

That's why an
OMNINET Network uses simple,
telephone-type
line. Even relocating
the system to a whole
new building is just
a move. Instead of a
construction project.

Fact: OMNlNET
Networks offer
unmatched
compatibility.
From Apples to Zeniths,
OMNINET handles more
varieties of computers
than any other network.
So keep the DEC's in Data Processing and the PC's in Purchasing.
OMNINETwill keep them all on
speaking terms.

The price? At under $500 per
hookup, OMNINET is the most costeffective network you
~~~~~~=~~~~~=~..,......,.~---=~
can install. Or expand.

Fact: This network
was designed for
microcomputers.

Over 30 of the major computer c0111:'··
panies have licensed OMNINET for·
networking their micros. So youd()n't
have to worry about support tomorrow for the system you pick today.
And OMNINET already has the most
software options around - over 500
programs to choose from, according
to your people's needs. Not their
network's limitations.

Fact: The facts have made us #1.
CORVUS pioneered local area networking for microcomputers, and
we've never stopped working on ways
to improve it.
Just give us a ring
at 800-4-CORVUS
to find out more.
Because while
calling ourselves the
best is a matter of opinion, telling you
that 3 out of every 5 locally networked
micros work on a CORVUS network
is something else~
It's a matter of fact.

*I
.
CORVUS

Micros get moved.
Businesses expand.
Your network should
be able to grow and
change just as fast as
your business does .

The Networking Company. .

• 59% of all locally· networked micros operate in a CORVUS network, according to InfoCoIfl CORVUS. TIiE NE'NORKING COMPANY. OMNINET, OMNIDRIVE and CORVUS BANK are trademarks of CORVUS SYSTEMS, INC.
IBM PC is a trademark ofIntemational Business Machines. APPLE is a trademark of APPLE COMPUTER INC. DEC is a trademark of DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION. Zenith is a trademark of Zenith Corporation.
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Far be it
from DCA, the
makers of the
original PCto-mainframe
cOIllIIlunications link, to
close down
the very same
information-flow we created.
But that doesn't mean we
aren't fully aware of the mess
. that unauthorized use of a
PC can cause.
But how do you lock up
the secrets without locking
horns with PC users with
legitimate requests?
Easy. Just get IRMAlink
DBX/CICS.
IRMAlink DBX/CICS is a
data file transfer system that
allows the MIS manager to
retain total control of the
mainframe's database and,
at the same time, gives PC
and data center users quick
and easy access to the files
they need to have.
IRMAlink DBX/CICS'
Record Definition function

I

I

I
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allows the MISmanager to
deSignate which field, if any,
can be extracted from a file
on the host for transfer to a
particular user.
Several record definitions
can be easily created for a
particular host file with each
containing only selected
fields from that file.
Data can be even further
limited by assigning selection
'
criteria to the records.
IRMAlink DBX/CICSfrom
DCA. It gives users the access
they want. It gives MIS managers the control they need.
For more information,
send in the coupon to DCA.
For quicker results, call us at
1-800-241-IRMA. Telex
261375 DCAATL.
Mail to DCA, 303 Technology Park, Norcross, GA 30092.
And we'll tell you more about IRMA link DBX/CICS
and all IRMA products.
_________________
~me

AM~

_________________

City
,
State
Zip _ _
Phone_________________

c!cci

Digital Communications Associates, Inc.

.

l\1P-02-11

IRMA and IRMA link DBX/CICS are trademarks of Digital Communications Associates, Inc. DCA is a registered trademark of
Digital Communications Associates, Inc. © 1984, Digital C~munications Associates, II'c.
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INTEL LEADS IN MICROPROCESSORS
PERCENT OF UNIT PURCHASES

ZILOG

CHARLES L. BROWN,
CHAIRMAN, AT&T

"What do you do if your
dream is to go to college but
your family earns less than
$12,000 a year?
"You work part-time, and
sometimes you sacrifice spending money to pay for classes.
"That's what thousands of
students do at 42 private, predominantly black colleges and
universities. Schools where
almost 25% of the graduates
have degrees in business-in
subjects like business administration, marketing, computer
science.
"Our contributions to the
Fund help keep their tuition affordable. So these motivated,
dedicated students can stay in
college. And one day contribute
to the world of business."
For a brochure on how to contribute, write on your company
letterhead to the United Negro
College Fund, Box E, 500 East
62nd St., N. Y., N. Y.I0021.

GIVE TO mE
UNITED NEGRO

COLLEGE FUND.

Amind is aterrible thing
to waste.

~•

•
~UlCI

A Public Service 01 This Magazine
& The Advertising Council
C 1983 United Negro College Fund. Inc.
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network appears to be ahead of the private branch exchange in popularity
among minicomputer users, particularly
among defense contractors. This may
mean the Defense Department will have a
standard-setting influence on this area of
data communication.
The Defense Department-dictated
Ada language is being used at only 1.7%
of all respondent sites, but at 4.3% of DEC

The most popular machine to be
acquired by respondents in the
coming 18 months should be the
DEC VAX 11/750, which is in the
purchasing plans of 181 sites.
sites and 5.2% of defense-oriented sites.
By the end of next year, however, those
numbers will have grown to 6.6%,
15.9%, and 25%, respectively.
The AI language Lisp was found to
be in use at only 3.7% of all sites, 9.9% of
DEC sites, and 19.6% of education sites;
by the end of 1985 those numbers are expected to have changed to 6.3%, 15.6%,
and 28.2%, respectively.
The fault-tolerant computing market, pioneered by Tandem Computers
and now targeted by many recently started companies, is still drawing fairly high
interest from users, but that's topping off,
Cowen contends. For instance, almost
40% of the respondents said they would

not be interested in fault-tolerant systems
even if compatible with their current
minicomputers; II % said yes to the same
question. This. suggests a much narrower
market potential than might otherwise
appear for new proprietary fault-tolerant
systems suppliers.
In the "raw" microcomputer chip
arena, where IBM has established itself as
a de facto standard, Intel not surprisingly
was found to be the leading supplier. Intel, of course, supplies the 8088 and 80286
chips to IBM and many other pc makers.
In terms of unit purchases of individual
chips, Intel supplied 40% through June
1984, followed by Motorola supplying
19%. As for the following 18 months, Intel is slated to get 47% of the respondent
purchases, with Motorola obtaining a
24% share. In both cases, the runners-up
were Zilog, RCA, General Instrument,
and Rockwell. The 8088, which forms the
heart of the IBM PC and its software-compatible clones, accounted for just over
30% of the Intel micro chips respondents
will buy through the end of next year; the
8086 has an 18% to 19% share. According to survey results, Motorola should see
an ongoing shift by users to its new 68010
and 68020 chips from the 68000.
@
To order the complete 1984-85 MiniMicro Survey results for $795, please
call Cora Zaboly at (212) 605-9593.

Mal<ing multi-vendor office
systems worl< together
requires just one thing.

.

.

§olf~ =§wn~cchT:
The idea seems simple enough: connect all of
your office systems so that documents can be
freely interchanged for editing, storage, display,
and printing. That includes word processors, PCs
running word processing packages, and main- .
frame terminals accessIng DCF and PROFS.

Soft-Switch is compatibility
ITI's Soft-Switch is a program product for .
your IBM mainframe (MVS or VM) that allows
users to send documents to other users with
document translation performed automatically, to
store documents in host libraries, and to retrieve
docuinents from these iibraries.
Soft-Switch communicates with IBM, Wang,
Xerox, and NBI. It communicates with the
MultiMate word .processing program on the IBM
PC, with DCF and with PROFS; with the IBM
6670 laser printer, and with standard hard copy
printers.

Soft-Swltch solves today's problems
Let's sayan analyst prepares a document on
his PC with MultiMate. He executes Soft-Switch
(which executes in the PC, as well as in the IBM
host) and specifies distribution to his secretary's
Wang word processor and to the 6670 laser

printer down the hall. Soft-Switch provides the
micro/mainframe link, transports the document
from the PC to the IBM host, translates the
document from MultiMate format to DCA,
translates the DCA format to Wang's WPS
fonnat and the IBM 6670 laser printer OCL
format, and routes the documents to thdr final
destinations.
Soft~Switch:

a path to tomorrow

Already installed at ~any FORTUNE 100
companies, Soft-Switch integrates the technologies of protocol tninslators, text management
systems, micro/mainframe links, message
switches, and electronic mail systems to provide
organizations with integrated office systems.

It's a product you need today, and will, no
doubt, need even more tomorrow. To learn
more about how Soft-Switch will make your .
multi-vendor office systems work together, call
TOLL FREE

1-800-227-3800 Ext. 7028

.

.! Integrated..

.1tll Technologies,
mJ)
.~-- .-~

Inc.

200 North Warner Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406
(215)768-9330 Telex: 469600

IBM is a reQistered trademark of International Business Machines; Wang is a registered trademark of Wang Laboratories, Incorporated;
Xerox IS a registered trademark of the Xerox Corporation; MultiMate is a registered trademark of MultiMate International, Inc.;
NBI is a registered trademark of NBI: Incorporated.
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Introducing the PC7800 Micro to Mainframe link
The PC7800 software packfrom HooeJVUliell age
transforms many personal
YY ,

•

computers running on MS-DOS* into Honeywell
professional workstations. Now users who have
been isolated can communicate directly with
a large Honeywell GCOS mainframe.
.
Being able to utilize the power and performance of the mainframe not only makes users
less lonely, it can make them a lot more productive. They can take advantage of the wide range
of Solution Center productivity software to
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. perform their own information processing.
This can go a long way towards reducing
the applications development backlog in the data
processing department. And because PC7800
allows users to draw from a shared database,
corporate-wide data can become more consistent and up-to-date.
So why not tum these personal computers
into powerful Honeywell professional workstations? To get your PC7800 software package,
just ask your DP manager to order it on his

/

sa/TAffY

CONFIN£,M~NT. "

/

Honeywell HIS 439A order form. If he doesn't
have this form, call toll-free 800-328-5111,
extension 2727. In Minnesota, call collect
1-612-870:-2142, extension 2727.

Another Big Idea from Honeywell
Large Systems.
'
Look to Honeywell Large Systems for
solutions to information management problems
and for products ranging from powerful computers to comprehensive networking capabilities.

Together. we can find the answers.

Honeywell
*MS-DOS is a trademark of MicroSoft Corporation.
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never made it through Congress
but it may next year.
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by Willie Schatz
If cowards die a thousand deaths and the
brave but one, put the Export Administration Act (EAA) somewhere in between.
"I feel like Adlai Stevenson after one of
his election defeats," says Rep. Don Bonker (D-Wash.), chair of the House Subcommittee on International Economic
Policy and Trade and the EAA'S main
man during the two years of the 98th
Congress. "I'm too old to cry and it hurts
too much to laugh."
Officially, the EAA expired last
Feb. 29, when Congress failed to renew it.
But House and Senate conferees met 14
times during the ensuing eight months to
try to revive it. The EAA was dead and
alive several times during the chaos that
characterizes all congressional attempts
at adjournment. Then, just when it
seemed all was well, the EAA succumbed
on the next to last day before the 98th
Congress came to an end.
"We're back to ground zero,"
sighs Hugh Donaghue, Control Data's
vice president of international trade programs and government relations. "This
whole thing has been weird. First the bill
was alive, then dead. But when the Senate
picked up the House version and dropped
[section] 109, I thought.we had it."
So did many other people. Until
the very end, it had been a classic case of
the irresistible force meeting the iinmovable object. The Senate, led by Jake Garn
(R·Utah), chair of the Banking, Housing
and Urban Development Committee, and
John Heinz (R-Pa.), his chief lieutenant,
would not drop 109 from the EAA bill.
That provision, probably the most contentious in the entire bilI, would have allowed the Secretary of Defense, with the
concurrence of the Secretary of Commerce, to review applications for exports
to Western allies and reliable end users.
When the two secretaries disagreed; as
they almost always would, the President
would break the tie. (See "EAA Bogged
Down," Sept. 1, p. 52).
The disagreement led to some
rather colorful rhetoric: "All I hear about
is how bad DOD is," Garn complained at·

one of the few conferences he attended.
"It's just dump on DOD. I don't hear
about what a sieve DOC has become. It's a
one-sided discussion. DOC has been a failure in this area for years. I'm not going to
deal with all this b.s. that goes on in
DOC."

Sen. Heinz was not far behind,
calling the DOC "paranoid about anything
that smacks of 109," only to be reminded
by undersecretary for international trade
Lionel Olmer that "some paranoids have
real enemies." Heinz also accused the
business community of being misled by
"two or three zealots in the high-tech
community who don't understand what
the Senate offers in 109. These companies .
have either totally misread the Senate section on 10g or been bought off for other
reasons by people who needed their
help." Whether the high-tech community
was as uncomprehending as Heinz
charged proved moot. After the Senate
conferees voted 4-1 to reject the House's
bill, the House returned the favor, with
Bonker's subcommittee voting 15-2 to kill
the bill rather than accept the Senate's
version.
"Why should we recede? We've already given up absolutely everything,"
said Rep. Toby Roth (R-Wis.), the subcommittee's ranking minority member.
But that was merely the first of
many .deaths. The same forces that
seemed so anxious to bury the EAA tried

"Alii hear about is how bad DOD
is," complained Garn. "I don't
hear about what a sieve DOC has
become."
to revive it four days later. There was no
life after that death, though, since the
conferees could not even agree to have a
conference. Bonker then pronounced the
bill "as dead as a doornail."
Miraculously, a spare hammer
was found and the coffin pried open once
again. The redeemer was none other than
the previously unyielding Sen. Garn. He
surrendered his dearly beloved section
109 while simultaneously dropping a U.S.
ban on bank loans to the government of
South Africa, a provision dear to the
House. The finished document, actually
an amendment to a previously passed
House extension of the EAA on which the
Senate had never acted, reached the
House floor the morning Congress was
scheduled to adjourn.
After a complicated rules vote followed by some emotional debate, the
House approved the Senate's amendment
269-62, but reinserted the ban on bank
loans.
The House then sent the measure
back to the Senate, but it could have
saved the- postage. A combination of
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White House pressure, including four
phone calls from Cabinet officials to majority leader Sen. Howard Baker (RTenn.) telling him to kill the bill, and
Gam, taking' offense at what he considered a stab in the back, signaled the final
death of the EAA.
"I've never been in a conference
where everybody was so unwilling to
yield," Gam said on the Senate floor.
"The House was never able to come
through and perform on any tentative
agreement it made. There will be no bill
this year. I hope the House has learned a
lesson.
"I'd love to take this dead cat back
to the House door and see what further
mischief they can perform, but my colleagues won't let me at this late date."
"This is a total humiliation for the
administration," Bonker charged. "It's
supposedly an administration that believes in free trade and represents the
business community. It sure didn't do
that this time.
"Nearly every group 'comes out
the loser in this kind of stalemate. U.S.
exporters will still be perceived as being
unreliable suppliers. For those who worry
about delays and uncertainty in applying
for export licenses to ship high-technology products or who fear an expanded

role in the licensing process, there is
no hope in sighL"
, What is looming on the horizon is
starting all over when the 99th Congress
convenes next January. Since the EAA was
not extended and no new law was enacted, export policy will continue to be
administered under the International
Emergency Economic Powers Act
(IEEPA), as it has been since Feb. 29. That
DOD

Miraculously, a spare hammer
was found and the coffin pried
open once again.
law allows the President to declare an
economic emergency and invoke the authority he would otherwise have under
the EAA.
'
That authority has been challenged in a lawsuit in federal district
court in Seattle, however. The court upheld DOC'S denial of an export license application, but where that case came,
others are sure to follow.
The question for 1985 seems to be
who will get there first-Congress, with a
new EAA, or disgruntled exporters, denied
a license and all too ready to tell it to the
judge?
"We need another law. This is an
unten~ble position," says Rep. Ed Zschau

(R-Calif.), a former Silicon Valley executive and chair of the Republican Task
Force on High Technology. "Next year
we're going to have the same issues. But
the reality in the spring of1985 is going to
be different than it was in the spring of
1983, when we started all this. Getting
another bill is going to be difficult. The
turf battle between Commerce and Defense isn't going to go away; It's probably
going to get worse.
"But I think this has been a victory for the high-tech industry. By raising
these issues as we did, some changes have
been made. Delays are down dramatically. Turnaround time has been reduced
sharply. I think that can only get better."
"This is a win," agrees a leading
export attorney for computer trade associations. "But it's a limited one. We had a
chance of having a terrible bill shoved on
us, and we' avoided that~ But there wasn't
much good or valuable in the bill anyway,
so it's just as well we don't have one. It's
kind of a wash.
"I think we're exactly where we
were when we started."
Perhaps. But they won't be starting exactly where they left off. The composition of Congress is bound to change,
which means the committee and subcom, mittee members won't be the same. Their
NOVEMBER 15, 198457
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depth of understanding of the issues may
differ from that' of their previous
colleagues.
"We'll be in better shape to get
what we want next year," says a govern.:.
ment relations executive for a major computer company. "We'll be starting at a
higher level just because these issues have
been discussed so much over the past two
years. And Garnhas already conceded on
109. He got away with it the first: time
because we rolled over and played dead.
That won't happen again."
"To come this' close after two
years of good faith 'effort is really disappointing," Bonker says."There's no way
I'm going to work hard again on a bill
that's as overloaded as this one was. We
started off in an adversarial position.
then it got worse. We need to work on a
consensus before we start the next'time."
Don't hold your breath.
@

them quickly vanish without trace."
Currently there is talk in the industry of a software shakeout since several companies have· experienced layoffs
and bankruptcy proceedings. But for every software company in the doldrums, a
newcomer springs up offering renewed
hope and a new idea.
One good idea in this industry can
be worth $50 million or even $100 million, as Lotus showed when it integrated a
database, report generator, and spreadsheet into one package to produce its
best- seller, 1-2-3. But even for the top micro software companies, that second
lucky roll has so far proved elusive.
Thus for all its explosive growth,
the PC industry is an industry that is spinning out of control, bursting into thousands of fragments without order or
design. "There are some 10,000 companies and 32,000 products," claims Fertig,
who is writing a book on the shakeout.
SOFTWARE
The fragmentation is no less apparent within businesses and corporations
because of the nature of the PC buyer, but
experts believe the individual buyer is giving way to the collective or corporation as
purchaser. "Two years ago the mentality
was standalone. Today it's shifting to
some form of multi-user and the whole
central principle of the PC industry is
shifting from personal data to the shared
database," says Ruthann Quindlen, an industry analyst at the investment research
IBM's entry illto the PC software firm, Alex.· Brown, Baltimore.
"The PC has proliferated as a perbusiness has raised the stak~s
sonal productivity tool. Like a calculator,
for even the most successful
which is uniquely yours, it has had nothi~dependent v~ndorS.
ing to do with the organization," adds
by R. EmmeH Carlyle
Quindlen.
The volatile IBM PC industry has come to
"But all these individual purchases collectively constitute a huge inresembie a high-stakes gambling game
without rules. IBM set the game in motion
vestment ,by
corporation," stresses
David Wilson, a director at the New
around the central principle of one person, one machine, but it offered few
y'ork-based accounting, tax, and manageguidelines for using the PC in business
ment consultant firm, Arthur Young &
automation and sold no applications soft- , Co., "and so the emphasis has now swung
to controlling and intergrating the pcs
ware of its own.
"The machine merely permits an
and migrating to multi-user extensions."
individualistic answer to such problems,"
With this fundamental shift in the
Peter Labe,' an analyst at Smith Barriey
industry, IBM is ready to come off the
sidelines and make its move. "IBM has anHarris Upha~ & Co., New York, points
out.
'
nounced the multi-user PC hardware but
Of course others, notably the indewon't provide the software until a market
pendent software vendors (ISVS), have
develops for the machine. Its first order of
been more than willing to come up with
business is to prepare its base of PC customers for migration, and it can't do that
solutions to determine a few rules of play.
But so far such companies have sprung up
without imposing standards," Fertig exfor the duration of one product, only to
plains. He estimates IBM will have some 3
fade away; Some highly publicized ideas
million pcs of various types installed' by
don't even make it to the market-sothe end of next year:
called vaporware.
So far the creation of PC software
"One IBM estimate I heard is that
has occured in a chaos of sorts. The only
a new software product for the PC is creatcreative framework provided by IBM has
ed every 11 minutes," says Robert Fertig,
been its generic hardware and PC/DOS operating system; but, through a few
president of Enterprise Infonnation Systems, Greenwich,Conn., "but most of nionths of' aggressive announcements,
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IBM has changed all that and imposed its
will, direction, and standards on a free
but wayward young industry.
IBM'S open architecture is being replaced by a closed architecture: PC/DOS,
following details of Release 3.1, is now
largely proprietary. A higher-level program to control applications and shared
resource management, TopView, has
been'introduced "to herd the ISVS into' a
form of commonality at this level," as
Laura Stuart, an analyst at the Bostonbased Yankee Grou'p puts it. '
Some top micro software companies-Microsoft, Digital Research (DRI),

"There are some 10,000 companies and 32,000 products," says
analyst Robert Fertig.
and VisiCorp, for instance-have attempted to forge their own standards at
this level, their so-called windowing software, but these could now go the way of
the dodo, experts feel.
More recently, IBM took aim at the
ISVs with its first internally developed applications software for the PC in a drive to
tie the micro into the IBM mainstream.
Two business software lines developed
over the past two years to provide host
access, spreadsheets, financial analysis,
and word processing were revealed-31
programs in all.
'
Everywhere there is a sense of IBM
bringing order to an emotionally impelled
young industry~a kind of cooling maturity. A recent survey of the large U.S.
companies illustrates this shift: there is a
move toward greater control of the process by MIS departments' and IBM rather
than by the PC buyers. According to
Computer Intelligence Corp: (CIC), La
Jolla, Calif., IBM now has 60% of the PC
business, by dollar value, at large corporations. Taking into account the 75% or
so of the mainframe business that IBM has
secured in Fortune 1,000 accounts, the
scene is set for a fusion of the two bases
through increased control of the DBMS
and communications links between them,
experts explain.
What's becoming apparent is that
IBM's indispensable partners for' the first
phase of the PC industry's growth-the
retailers and Isvs-will be diminishing
factors in the second, or multi-user,
phase. The CIC figures show that retail
stores currently supply 40% of the PC
family, but that percentage is shrinking.
And most third-party software firms have
neither the size'nor Fortune 1,000 connections to be much of a factor in the
years ahead, observers point out.
During the first phase IBM ardently courted the ISVS. Fertig believes that
the computer giant currently has oem
deals fot over 200 products, and is being

That's all it will cost you to mail us the coupon
below. But it will be a giant step toward solving your
[mancial software problems. A step that has already
been taken by [mance and accounting managers at
hundreds of major corporations. They have since
found they can totally rely on financial software
systems by Data Design.
Why? Our Financial Applications Software
Packages-all of which are developed by Data Design
-are given the most extensive reliability testing in the
industry, guaranteeing ease of use and trouble-free
installation.
No wonder, then, that Data Design was rated so
highly in the latest Datamation software survey. In
fact, in the ratings of General Accounting packages,
Data Design's Fixed Assets and Accounts Payable/
Purchase Control finished above all other packages
studied. Ahead of MSA,McComlack & Dodge and
Software International. Our General Ledger and·
Capital Project Management System were too new to
be included in the survey. We're dedicated to achieving
the same results with these systems.
Data Design was rated higher in terms of overall
satisfaction with product performance as well as service and support.· The service and support ratings are
especially significant in that they polled user votes in
the categories of veridor responsiveness, training and
documentation-areas critical to trouble-free system
operation. Data Design has consistently been rated the
best in these categories in nationally recognized
independent software surveys.
Follow-up maintenance (each customer is assigned their own personal Account Manager),
telephone consultation and a 24 hour emergency hotline service are included with the purchase of each
system. So are full installation assistance and in-depth
traini~g (at Data Design or at your facility).
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So you see, our reputation for excellence has been
built on providing only the highest quality mainframe
software for:
.

o General Ledger Financial Control
o AccOunts Payable/Purclmse Control
o Fixed Asset AcCounting
o Capital Project-'Management

To learn how these systems have solved financial
software problerris for a broad range of medium to
large size companies on most major computer .
systems, complete and mail the coupon belo:w. Better
yet, save the 20e and call us today ·at 800-556-5511
(408-730-0100 in California). We'll do the rest.
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careful not to "kill the goose that laid the
golden eggs. H But as software becomes
more of a factor in total PC industry reve-,
nues-20% of the' total this year, 30%
next year, and so on-it is believed IBM
will begin to crowd out the independents.
When IBM disclosed the new applications software, it announced in conciliatory tones that ISVS would still phiy a
big role in the years ahead. "They'll 'provide more than half of the applications
software,H said John Steuri, general manager responsible for IBM'S independent

business unit, Information Services,
which created the new software.
"I'd take all this with a pinch of
salt,H urges Maureen Fleming, editor of
Download, a newsletter published by
International Resource Development,
Norwalk, Conn., which deals with PC
software issues. "IBM is now using its
much vaunted hand holding as a sales tool
to relieve both PC retailers and IBM direct
sales from fully supporting IBM'S new
software.
"This gives retailers an incentive

BEAT THE HIGH' COST OF TRAINING

PC-DOS
UNIX AND UNIX~LIKE SYSTEMS
INTRO TOC PROGRAMMING'
Workshops in 1985
San Francisco Jan 7-8
New York
Jan 28-29
Boston
Jan 14-16
Feb 6-7

$450.00
450.00
550.00
450.00

Special group rates fqr 3 or more.

PHONE JANUS (617) 262-4183
to register or to 'order tapes

'

"

~d4tm
self study audio cassettes
Intra. to UNIX and UNIX-like Systems
(6 cassettes)
$199.00
Intra. to C Programming
(6 cassettes)
295.00
Overview of C Programming
(2 cassettes)
99.00
Intro. to PC-DOS

(4 cassettes)

99.00

These courses consist of self-paced modules with
exercises to promote hands-on practice and self
testing. Totally portable, they can be used at the
office, at home or while commuting. 'Requires
standard tape cassette player. Materials include
text notes, cassettes, binders and albums.
For more information and catalog write:

JANUS ASSOCIATES
50'Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02116
'Phone (617) 262-4183
*UNIX TM BELL LABS
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to sell IBM software over software from independents, who typically expect retailers
to be the first support point after a problem, H she adds.
IBM is also undercutting the leading
third-party software firms on price, according to Fleming. "For $400 a user gets
a DBMS that rivals if not surpasses Ashton-Tate's dBase III, while for $400 or
$550 customers can buy one of IBM'S new
packages instead of-I-2-3. H
'
To ensure a smooth migration to
future multi-user PC systems, IBM has apparently made sure that user programs
written under market-leading software1-2-3, dBase III, and Multimate, for example-can run under its new Personal
Decision Series (PDS).
While IBM is not going to come in
and take over the market overnight,
Fleming and other experts believe 'thirdparty software developers will see an almost immediate slowdown in ordering as
retailers assess the IBM software
announcements.
For instance, the market leader,
Lotus, is having trouble expanding its
constituency of users to embrace new
first-time customers, and its 1-2-3 extension, Symphony, is being discounted
heavily to attract buyers.
IBM has 'avoided this trap, Fleming
points out "Though TopView runs with

IBM's PC architecture is seen as
closing after along' period of be·
ing open to aU vendorS arid use~.
the PDS series, it is not bundled in with it.
And PDS was created asa series of functional modules sharing a database-all of
which, as well as being integrated, are low
priced and easy to use. H
'
Most of IBM'S programs run in a
minimum ,256K of RAM. Packages from
independents are often pushing the upper
limits of a pc's range, some at more than
700K.
There may be some weaknesses in
the IBMannouricements for Lotus and the
other ISVS to take advantage of. The most
visible, according to Fleming, is the requirement for disk swapping on a floppybased system. "Users will have to cometo
terms with buying a hard disk for efficient
, use of the software, which they may not
find cost-effective. H Yankee Group's Stuart adds that the word processing module
is not very good-"no more than a memo
and form letter generator, and presently
incompatible with the pc's existing Displaywrite II software developed by IBM; H
This deficiency will be corrected soon
with a new format module; sources say.
The other major weakness of IBM'S
new software is that it is limited t6 singleuser pcs. Versions will be written for the
multi-user PC AT and the PC local area net-

DunsPlus:
The Micro Solution
That Reflects The W cry
You Do Business
You've heard the buzzwords: user friendly, integrated, smarter, faster, cheaper.
But when you push the rhetoric aside you're still asking the same question, "Why
can't I get a system that solves more problems than it creates?"
You can. It's called DunsPlus and it's built to respond to your information-related business demands without creating demands of its own.
DunsPlus gives the IBM PC XT a built-in business environment. This lets you
mold DunsPlus to fit the way you do business.
Within the DunsPlus environment is a software base of the best. Lotus, MultiMate, Western Union electronic mail (to name but a few), are all ready for
immediate use. But additional programs to solve your unique problems can
also be added with ease.
Instant yet controlled, access to your choice of mainframes and subscription databases is also a part of the DunsPlus environment. And transferring data
throughout the system is as easy as moving a piece of paper from the In Box
to the Out Box.
Immediate end-user productivity is not an issue: DunsPlus is a menu-driven
system requiring minimal keystrokes for maximum results.
Installation is not an issue: DunsPlus is installed by IBM.
End-user training is not an issue: Training and support are part and parcel
of DunsPlus.
Flexibility is not an issue: Any part of the DunsPlus solution--hardware, software, or service--can be tailored to meet your precise business needs.
In fact there are no issues. DunsPlus does what you want the way you want
it--now.
Designing systems that reflect the way you do business is business as usual
for us. NOMAD2, the premier 4th-Generation-Language/DBMS from D&B Computing Services, has made us a
leader in the field of information
management services. And as
your needs evolve, so do we.
DunsPlus is just the latest step in
translating technological advances into usable business tools
--tools that reflect the way you do
business.

D·unsPlus .

An Innovation In
End-User Computing
From Dun 8r Bradstreet

DunsP)us
a company-of
Dun 8i Bradstreet Corporation
nB The

For further information call: 800-DNB-PLUS. Or drop your business card into an envelope and mail it
to DunsPlus, 187 Danbury Road, Wilton, CT 06897.
Lotus spreadsheet and graphics from Lotus Development Corporation. MulliMate·· word processing from MulliMate International, Inc. IBM Is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. DunsPlus Is a trademark of DunsPlus,
a company of The Dun & Bradstreet Corporation. NOMAD2 Is a trademark of D&B Computing Services, Inc.
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work, IBM insiders explain. "But, as usual, IBM will wait for this market to
mature. It likes a $1 billion game before it
starts to play," says one source.

IBM is being careful "not to kill
the goose that laid the golden
eggs," says Fertig.
Though the independent software
vendors have been bracing for the IBM announcements, their reaction was generally one of shock-a numbed silence. This

,Cc: ,

.. . .

fact is reflected in their press relations.
Only months ago, Lotus for example, had
an easy rapport with the media. Today its
is
more
cautious--even
attitude
suspicious.
When asked for its perspective on
the IBM moves, Lotus declined comment.
Others have been less hesitant, but have
said publicly only that it's too early for a
sensible overview.
One Cambridge, Mass., challenger
of Lotus did speak. "A shakeout seems
inevitable," says Phyllis King, New En-
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·O~' lJptoI 28 a'.'thorized callers

the onl.ysy.ste. m.'.t.hat 0...
. .!
ca.n get a~Ille slmultaneo'-!sly.
Each call IS responded to III less
blocks computer',.·
than a second. No waiting
fraud by telephone without \
in a queue.
denying a u t h o r i z e d " '. • MultiSentry i~ the only
. k
secunty system that activates an
caIIers qU1C access to
alarm mode.
your multiport computer.. • MultiSentry operates on the

G

analog side of your modem. No
MultiSentry gives you today's most
callers hear a modem tone until
sophisticated, effective defense
they have been cleared for system
against computer crime by teleaccess.
phone - and more.
• MultiSentry offers three access
Other systems offer protection
choices: one direct connect and
that considerably restricts the contwo call back modes.
venience of authorized callers.
Don't let another defenseless
MultiSentry's technology actually
day go by. And when you buy
enhances that convenience.
protection, don't buy a system
These are some
that imposes
of MultiSentry's
a penalty of
many exclusive
restricted
features:
convenience
• MultiSentry
and ease of use.
Look into
can be accessed
by all telephones:
Multi Sentry.
by Touchtone, or
Call for full
details or a
by rotary phones
using TACT's
demonstration:
patented voice1-800-523-0103,
activated method
Ext. 510. Your
- a remarkable 128 calls can be accommodated at the call will get
ability.
same time by the MultiSentry system. through.

~

TACT®
Protection without Penalty

TACT TECHNOLOGY, 100 N. 20th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103 • 215-569-1300
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gland regional sales manager at Mosaic
Software, supplier of the Integrated 7
package. "Software companies will either
be forced out, or into vertical customized
niches with IBM taking the horizontal
cross-industry business." King said Mosaic has prepared for IBM'S entry into the
applications business by writing its programs in the portable C language. "We
can move to PC Net and Unix multi-user
applications when the market matures,"
she confides.
Other independent software companies, not just those focusing on micros,
have also come under pressure following
the IBM announcements. Along with its
PDS series, IBM unveiled a family of accounting programs, the Business Management Series, that could hurt big names
like Management Science America (MSA)
and Informatics. But perhaps IBM's most
interesting maneuver is the increased
mainframe control it brings to bear with
its new software. Soon after the IBM product announcements, MSA said it was trying to sell the Peachtree Software
subsidiary it had made so much noise
about for the last two years (see
Benchmarks).
Using the new packages, the central MIS department can take requests for
data from its end users and download
them to virtual disks on the host that

Though the independent software vendors have been bracing
for the IBM announcements,
their reaction was generally one
of shock-a numbed silence.
have been allocated for personal computer use. PC users are able to query the virtual disks for their data and download to
the PDS software. Each PC can access up
to eight 10MB virtual disks, 80MB in all,
IBM claims.
IBM is happy because it will sell
many disks. Central MIS is happy because
it will increase its control over end users
while maintaining control of the central
database. And, of course, IBM should sell
a lot of PDS software.
Taken as a whole it's clear that the
changing nature of the PC buyer is forcing
a change in the supplier. As a result, the
first phase of the personal computer software business, which began with VisiCalc
. six years ago and got into high gear with
the announcement of 1-2-3 in October
1982, may be drawing to a close.
Some observers feel that IBM may
have been a little too aggressive over the
past few months, or at least heavy-handed. IBM for its part is telling the industry
that law and order is preferable to chaos.
It is now telling vendors that they can be
creative within a framework, thus allow@
ing more focus for their efforts.

Most People.
Who Try NOMAD2
Buy It!
AlI4-GlJDBMSs make the same claims as to features and attributes, but you
have to look closer to see the difference between NOMAD2 and all the others.
It's not only what NOMAD2 does. It's how it does it. And it's the how that leaves
the programmer productivity issue in the dust.
As the saying goes; talk is cheap. So rather than just telling you about
NOMAD2, we'd rather prove it to you through an application building demonstration, or a trial installation. Further, we invite you to compare NOMAD2
to the products of our leading competitors. And we wouldn't make thatsuggestion if we weren't fairly certain of the outcome of such a comparison.
Among current NOMAD2 users are some of the largest corporations in
America including banking institutions, motion picture companies, supermarket chains, oil companies, pharmaceutical firms, insurance companies and
major newspapers, to name just a few. And in most cases, NOMAD2 was chosen
after head-to-head testing against the leading competitive products.
The products and services of D&B Computing Services have evolved over
the years to keep pace with the rapidly changing business environment. And
evolution is an essential part of our ongoing commitment to providing quality
business tools to help you get
more leverage from the way you
do business. NOMAD, now
NOMAD2, is a product which can
help keep you on the right track.
Most people who try
NOMAD2 buy it. You owe it to
yourself to find out why.

NOMAD2 :

An Innovation In
End-User Computing
From Dun 8r Bradstreet

D&B Computing Services
acompanyof
Dun 8< Bradstreet Corporation
DB The

For more information call: Roger Cox at (203) 762-2511. Or drop your business card into an envelope
and mail it to Roger at: D&B Computing Services. 187 Danbury Road. Wilton. CT 06897.
NOMAD is a registered trademark of D&B Computing Services. Inc.
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The exceptional flexibility of
the ESP63tO terminal
.sets it sharply apart from
.
the crowd.
Upgradable to an IBM® PC workstation. Add an ESP 9310 module and,your
ESP 6310 becomes an IBM PC. You get a loaded terminal and a personal computer
on a single footprint. That's unsurpassed present and future flexibility.
7 terminals in one. Menu selection of emulators for Televideo 925/910PLUS~
ADDS Regent 25/Viewpoint~ Esprit II, Hazeltine 1500 and Lear Siegler ADM3A~
And we throw in' extra features in every mode, including our IBM PC compatibility.
Bridges old and new technologies. Works with either embedded or nonembedded video attributes to save spaces on the screen and hassles in the
programming.
Loaded with features. Non-glare 14" screen. An amber display is optional. Tilt &
swivel. Line drawing graphics and smooth scroll. 25th status or message line. Low
profile DIN keyboard. 22 programmable function keys.
For more about the ESP 6310, the flexible terminal with the unlimited future,
call Esprit (Es-pree) toll free at 800-645-4508. In NY State 516-293-5600.
®Registered trademarks: IBM, International Business Machines Corp, Viewpoint and Regent 25, Applied Digital Data S'ystems. The ADM3A, Lear
Siegler, Inc. Televideo 925191OPLUS, Televideo Systems, Inc.

See us at Comdex Booth #1741

Systems, Inc.

PEACE OF MIND TECHNOLOGY
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS

WEWANT
UNIX:
MITI

Japan has signed a dea.1 to get
AT&T's help in furthering local
Unix development.

by Tom Murtha
A planned tie-up between AT&T International and Japan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MIT!) may
assure Unix a long life in Japan, perhaps
at the expense of IBM.
"It's a deal that benefits everyone
involved," says Akito Yanai, assistant
managing director for AT&T International
(Japan) Ltd. "The Japanese industry gets
the Unix source code as a basis for software development. AT&T moves toward
establishing Unix as a standard for the
world's second largest market for
software."
The deal was disclosed in early

AN ALTERNATIVE TO UNIX
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Qualified Assistance is Now
Available to Users of

CICS-IMS
IDMS
Applications
•
•
•
•

Functional Design
petailed Design
Programming
Implementation

Systems
•
•
•
•

Operating Systems
Networking
System Software Trouble-shooting
Performance Evaluations and Tuning
Systems and 'Application Reviews

Standards & Guidelines Developed
for CICS and CICS/DL 1
For more information call Sonny Fusco:
Two Executive Drive
"~ON.LINE
Fort Lee, N.J. 07024
SOFTWARE (800) 526-0272
INTERNATIONAL, INC. In N.J. (201) 592-0009

Worse, it can cause costly business interruptions.
But take heart! Ansul, the world's leading
manufacturer of fire protection systems, has
developed ingenious, new, cost-effective solutions
that you should know about.

Write for our new, useful (and free) booklet
"Facts About Protecting Electronic EqUipment
Against Fire."
Ansul, Dept. 10, Marinette, WI 54143.
or call (715) 735-7411.

~
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Your Most Precious Resource
In any business, time is money! This is
especially true when dealing with Data
Communication Networks where system
performance and RESPONSE TIME is critical to
the user.
Degradation of system performance (responsiveness) is inevitable as customer work loads
increase. Installing faster, more sophisticated
hardware is a popular but temporary solution. It
is only a matter of time until the problem
reappears.
Questronics offers a solution through
statistical performance
analysis of
system. Over
seventy-five
categories of
line utilization.
and response

time information can be generated in eleven
different reports (hard copy and/or data based).

Questronics model CPAl7 is setting the standard
in the industry by providing vital performance
statistics in the areas of:
• User/System Response Time
• Line Utilization
- Character Transmission Counts
-Transmission Errors
- Host Resident Time

• Network Transmission Time
• Polling Counts
- Poll List Wrap Time
-Histograms
- Alarm Cond'itlons

Utilizing this information, DataCom managers can
then make the crucial decisions necessary to fine
tune and balance the network.
Each line may also be t'urther
refined to greater efficiency,
enabling planning and
projection for new growth.
Call Questronics and
discuss your situatio,n on
our TOLL FREE NUMBER
1-800-572-1122.

Answers ·through Analysis

[JUE~TR[]r.-i~L~ n~L.
3570 South West Temple. Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 • (801) 262-9923 • TWX 910-925-4000
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PRESENTING

THE LATEST ADVANCES
IN ARCHITECTURAL
.
DESiGN.···
Rising above the main campus
at theUniyersity of Pittsburgh
stands a Gothic tower called the
Cathedral of Learning. Its exterior
owes much to medieval architecture. Yet within its walls, you'll
fmd another kind of architectureone that's thoroughly modern.
It's called Information Systems
Architectlire~ the design principle
governing the new technologies
from AT&T Information Systems.

YOICE, YIDEO AND DATA FULLY
INTEGRATED IN ONE SYSTEM
The University of Pittsburgh
wanted a total solution to their
infortnation and commUnication
needs. AT&T could provide it.
We offered a system that fully integrates not just voice and data, but
video functions as well.
.
It's all made possible with
Information Systems Architec- .
ture, the unifying principle
designed into every product we
make and tying all our systems
together. The reasoning behind it
can be summed up in three words:
communication, distribution and
uniformity....

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
ARCHITECTURE: THE PRI~CIPLE
Communication
Because all AT&T products
are communications based, they
can communicate efficiently and
effectively with each other and
also with products made by other
manufacturers like those of DEC
and Xerox already being used· at
Pittsburgh.
Besides being great communicators, they're also great translators. So products from· different
manufacturers that are otherwise
incompatible can communicate

with each other, using our equipment as a go-between. In this way,
Info~ation Systems Architecture
protects both your past and future
automation investments.
What's more, the system is
functionally integrated, so various
applications, ~uch as,Electronic
Document Communication and
Message Center, can work
together and share information.
Distribution
Besid~s functional integration,
we also provide function distribution~ This allows applications to be
distriputed to whichever system .
component is most appropriate
and cost-effective. Even to components in different locations, miles
.
away from each other.
And all end-users, no matter ,
where they are, or to which component they are hooked up, still
have access to all fUnctions in the
system. '

Uniformity
All our products are designed
to be user-friendly, so they're easy
to use. But beyond that, we've also
made their operation uniform. A
person trained in one location on
one type of terminal will have no
problem operating a different type
of terminal located somewhere'
else. This keeps training costs
down 'and your operation running
smoothly. ,
With communication, distribution and uniformity as our '
watchwords, Information Systems
Architecture guarantees an evolutionary system that can keep up
with changing needs and changing
technologies. That's why the University of Pittsburgh will always
be a campus of the f~ture, no '
matter what the future may hold.
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THE TRADITION OF
EXCELLENCE CONTINUES
The University of Pittsburgh, a
distinguished academic leader for
nearly 200 years, has called upon
AT&T's century of communications
experience to help them carry on
their tradition. They're in good
hands~ Four thousand designers
and engineers formerly·at AT&T
Bell Laboratories are now working
exclusively to develop ne'Y business products at Information
Systems Laboratories. Information
Systems Architecture will give
them the framework by which to
tie those products into complete
business automation systems.
It will provide our sales staff
with a planning tool for total automation so 'that all needs are met,
now and in the future.
And, because of our uniform
design, the job of the largest, most
experienced service staff in the
industry will be that much easier.
11> fmd out now how AT&T
Information Systems Architecture
can put you on the road to total
office automation, call 1-800-2471212, Ext.198.

WHEN YOU'VE GOT TO BE RIGHT
©1984 AT&T Infonn:,-tion Systems

--

•

ATlaT

Information Systems

Reactive or resoUrceful?'
Action rather than reaction marks the resourceful and successful manager. As an MIS/DP
specialist, you can anticipate 'the needs of your
colleagues and act in your company's'best interests
bY'introducing Dow Jones NewslRetrieval® into
your corporation. .
Dow Jones News/Retrieval can be accessed
with most standard time-sharing terminals, personal 'computers or word processors with communications· capability... or even integrated into
your office automation systems.
It's one way to be certain any manager and
staff membe~, in any department, can have the
reliable business and financial news, corporate
analyses and' economic forecasts needed to anticipate and respond quickly to opportunities for
.
growth and profits.
Dow Jones News/Retrieval is a powerful,
versatile, time-s~virig and, above all, extremely
easy-to-use information resource that has applicationateverylevel of corporate activity. It will
give your entire management team an imniediately
accessible selection of high-'quality data bases
they can use to solve problems, analyze trends
and increase pro~uctivitY.

Only Dow Jones News/Retrieval provides instant electronic access to The Wall Street Journal,
Barron's, the Dow Jones News ServIce and
Dow Jones Current and Historical Quotes that
are continuously monitored for accuracy by our staff.
Dow Jones News/Retrieval can even accommodate departmental usage billing if you wish.
Users may also purchase Spreadsheet Link,
the Dow Jones Software package that allows you
to download data from Dow Jones News/Retrieval
into three of the leading spreadsheets:Visicalc®,
Lotus™ 1_2_3™ and Multiplan® ..
For every action there's a reaction. Call
Dow Jones News/Retrieval right now and watch
your colleagues applaud a very smart decision.
For full details, call Eric Bradshaw, National
Sales Manager, during office hours at
(609) 452-2000, Ext. 2678.

Copyright © 1984 Dow Jones and Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Dow Jones
NewslRetrieval® is a registered trademark of Dow Jones and Company, Inc.
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S'eptember and calls for AT&T to help MITI
develop Japanese versions of the up-andcoming operating system. Unix is expected'to be central to Japan's determined
effort to bolster its flagging software development and help it penetrate international markets.
Of course, what bodes well for
AT&T presents IBM Japan with some uncomfortable choices. IBM can go against
the trend and develop its own Japanese
version of Unix at considerable expense.
Or it can make a deal with Microsoft
Corp. of Bellevue, Wash., for supporting
Xenix on IBM hardware sold in Japan.
The successful Model 5550 workstation
that IBM sells in Japan should soon have
available another Unix variation called
Venix. All these choices, however, involve licensing indirectly or directly from
rival AT&T, something IBM most likely
doesn't want to do but' is not totally
opposed to.
"It looks like it's IBM Japan vs.
AT&T and MITI," concludes Masanobu
Hirano, president of Nippon Venturcom
Inc., a company developing a Japanese

Untangle your Data
Communications Snarl
with FREE Booklet
r-~l~~~i"'. from Inmac.
~~~
.

Wether you're
the resident MIS
technician, a mini~
computer operator or a
PC user, you'll better understand
how computers and peripherals
work together after reading this
free guide. Photographs, diagrams,
and easy;to~understand descripdons
make this complex subject clear and
manageable.
, The booklet answers such questions
as:
• What new kind of cable jacket can
save you thousands of dollars in
conduit costs?
• How far can cable stretch before
the signal becomes unreliable?
Why is this?
• What's the difference between a
RS~232 interface and a parallel
interface, and why is this
important?
• Do your cables meet the new FCC
requirements to keep data in and
noise out?
'

It is estimated that there are
more than 700 Unix installations
in JClpan.
version of Venix for the IBM 5550.
MITI'S choice for the five-year, $125
million software development project assures a continuation of Japan's Unix
boom. Since opening its Tokyo office last
January, AT&T has sold more than 25 ,
Unix source code licenses to Japanese
companies for a cool $43,000 each. The
Japan Unix Society estimates Unix is implemented at more than 700 installations
in Japan, more, than double the number
two years ago ..
The total installations in Japan is
hard for even AT&T to estimate. One
source code license can spawn dozens of
individual computers using Unix. "We
can't keep track of multinationals moving
their Unix implementations across borders," says Jiro Monden, manager of the
Unix support group at AT&T's Tokyo
office.
AT&T'S pricing scheme contributes
to the proliferation of Unix. Educational
institutions pay only $800' for handling
and copy charges to obtain source code,
regardless of the number of copies. According to AT&T'S Monden, the pricing
scheme for Unix is uniform woridwide:
Rehitively low~priced sublicensing' has
helped push Unix in Japan. A penchant
for improving' the operating system has
also created a smorgasbord of incompatible Japanese language variants of Unix.
AT&T is helping Japanese industry
create a standard Unix approach to processing . the ideographs of written Japa-

I
I
I
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For the solutions
to these and other
knotty problems, send for your free
copy of "How to Tame Computer
Sprawl." .

Everything you always
wanted to know about
data communications but .
didn't know who to ask.
Letthe experts at Inmac show you
how easily you can control computer
chaos with masterful connections.
After all, we make over 2,000
different cables, 25 T~Switches, and
250 connectors for minis, micros, and
mainframes.
We've been helping customers with
products and advice since '76. Link up
with the experts today and send for
you~ free booklet. Or call toll,free
800,547,5444 (In California, 800,
547,5447.) Arid manage your dat~
communications
like a pro.

-------------Yes! Rush me the free Inmac bo~klet "How to
Tame Computer Sprawl."

Name ___________________________________

I
I

Title --------------------------------Company ______________________________

I
I
I

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip ____
Phone No. ____________________________

Address __________________________

I

I
I

When you request this booklet, you'll also receive
a free Inmac catalog.
D Check here if you already receive the Inmac
catalog.

~

•
Inmau™
2465 Augustine Drive,

S~nta Clara,CA 95054
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The people who gave you INTELLECT'·
. .. intro3uce anew software product.
And an incredible introductory price.

New INTELLECT/SX

$30,000
if you order by D~cember 31, 1984.

New INTELLECT/SX lets users defme and maintain
their own data"
Since its introduction, INTELLECT has provided hundreds of
organizati~ns ~ith a new way of 40ing business. It makes data
~ore'us~ful by'making it a~ai1able to anyone who can ask a .
question in plain English .. : even the hopelessly technophobic.
Now there's new INTELLECT/SX. It enables non-technical
users to define andmaint~ih t~eirown personal databas~s. It
allows users to access existing sequential files, or to create
their own. Arid INTELLECT/SX has an Interactive Lexicon
that users can ~uild and enhance in everyday English-so
INTELLECT/SX is as easy to install as it is to use.

With INTELLECT/SX, users can get their own data and
make decisions faster. Data processing and Information Center
professionals are free to spend their time on their own productive tasks rather than chasing down data for others.
And between now anq December 31, 1984, we're offeri~g new INTELLECT/SX at a special introductory price
of just $30,000.
New INTELLECT/FOCUS gets everyone in your
organization into FOCUS.~':
Until now, FOCUS has been a powerful productivity tool for
Information Center and data processing professionals. But now
there's a way for everyone in your organization to get the bene-

Ditto.

New IN'IELLECf/FOCUS.

$30,000
if you order by December 31, 1984.

is available at the special intro~uctory price of just $30,000
if you order by December 31, 1984.

fits of working with FOCUS. It's new INTELLECT/FOCUS.
INTELLECT/J.l0CUS automatically translates plain,
everyday English into sophisticated FOCUS command language; So virtually any user can access data available through
FOCUS, using INTELLECT/FOCUS.
INTELLECT/FOCUS can generate its own lexicon automatically, and build and maintain the lexicon in everyday English. So it's as easy to ~nstall and use as n~w INTELLECT/SX.
And like INTELLECT/SX, INTELLECT/ FOCUS
• FOCUS is a product ofInformation Builders, Inc.
INTELLECT/SX and INTELLECT/FOCUS run on IBM
and IBM-compatible mainframes.

0

Cai1617~890·8400

If you'd like, we'll send you. a fn!e demo diskette so you can get
a look at new INTELLECT/SX and INTELLECT/ FOCUS.
But be sure to order new INTELLECT/SX or new
INTELLECT/FOCUS before December 31, 1984 so you can
getthe special introductory price of$30,000. In plain English,
it could be the smartest move you've imide all year.
°

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE CORPORATION
100 Fifth Avenue, Waltham, MA 02254
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nese. Since Sept. 1 of this year, MITI and
the stars of its dp flock-Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (NIT), Fujitsu, NEC,
Hitachi, Toshiba, and Oki-each send a
representative to AT&T'S office once a
week to work out a standardized Japanese
language version of Unix.
Conspicuous by their absence
from' the club are subsidiaries of the
BUNCH mainframe companies,' although
MITI says everyone is invited to the party.
When foreign competitors come knocking, as surely they will, MIn's open-door
policy will be put to the test.
"Our approach to the. Japanese
market is very different from IBM's," declares AT&T'S .Yanai. "We are a relative
newcomer to Japan. It's only appropriate
ask Japanese users how AT&T can
that
contribute ~o the development of this
[software] market. I think MITI appreciates our efforts. Few, if any, U.S. computer companies have ever had regular
meetings with people from both Japanese
government and industry."
While MITI has rushed to embrace
AT&T'S offerings, the motives of both sides
are far from transparent. According to
MITI, the purpose of its project is to increase the productivity of Japanese programmers. About 10% of Japanese
software writing is now automated. With-

we

nations, the government of Brazil is negotiating to be the sole distributor of Unix
source code within its borders. China has
reportedly already approached AT&T
about licensing Unix on special terms. A
Unix standard for processing the ideographs used for both Chinese and Japanese will open up an enormous potential
Asian market' for Japan's computer industry. China and other developing countries are closely observing MITI'S policies
to promote software.
AT&T may be after a quid pro quo
for cuddling up to MITI. "We might think
"We might think about using
about using AT&T'S Net 1000 for our softAT&T's Net 1000 for our
ware distribution network," hints Masataka Nakano, director of MITI'S Data
software distribution network,"
Processing Promotion Division. "I origihints Masataka Nakano.
nally approached AT&T because it had the
that the MITI move is an attempt to saboexperience we needed in using computer
. tage AT&T's long-range plans to market
networks. We didn't intend to use an exUnix. Once centralized interactive pro- . isting system but Unix turned out to be
the best candidate."
gramming systems are in pi ace, MITI will
For Japan, Unix happened to be
no longer need AT&T as the sole agent and
distributor for Unix source code. The
the only candidate other than the convenMITI Unix derivatiye may be. a stronger
tional mainframe environment. Kouichi
and more appropriate tonic for the ripenKishida, president of the Japan Unix Soing Japanese software industry.
ciety and executive vice president and
Other nations are making· efforts
technical director of Software Research
to create centralized depositories for bolAssociates Inc. in Tokyo, says, "In 1981
stering nascent software industries. In a
when I chose Unix for developing promove that may foreshadow MITI'S machiductivity tools for a MITI-SpOnsored softin. five years, MITI hopes to raise this figure to 80%.
Although the project is .still in the
planning stages, a priority is the establishment of a nationwide computer network
for access to software productivity tools
based on Unix. The project ~s still contingent on funding approval from the Ministry of Finance. MITi officials---..:.although
they've been wrong before-say that all
the groundwork is complete for a goahead in December.
Some industry observers speculate

The. Graphics Link
between your
IBNIPe and your
Computer Network

PC-PLOT TEKTRONIX 4010

Terminal Emulator

for your.IBM PC

Your IBM Personal Computer becomes a powerful
graphics workstation with PC-Plot and your
mainframe graphics software from .ISSCO, SAS,
Precision Visuals, or Tektronix. Allows direct access.
to CAS Online and Questel DARC chemical
databases. Save picture files on PC diskette, redraw
on. IBM printer or Hewlett-Packard 7470A plotter.
Includes VT-100 emulation and autodial modem
support.
Call for immediate shipment with purchase order
number or VISA/MasterCard number or se~d check.
Call or write for complete technical brochure.

$95
a
'::.:; I
. :' ;. . ("
For ~nfo. rin.ation call: ~ . . : '."'. . . . •. .'.•..'. •.
If~fI
800-833-2252 ~.I ••: • • "
ext. 260
plus $3
shipping.

.
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2152 E. DUBLIN GRANVILLE RD. SUITE 205
.COLUMBUS, OHIO 43229 .614-882-4786
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Arthur D. Little's Strategic Value Analysis
SVA - is a better systems and data planning
methodology because it:
• directly. supports your corporation's
business strategy
• employs structured systems analysis
• provides a process and data model
of your business
• makes effective use of automated
tools.
Interested? Write or Call:
Robert M. Curtice
Arthur D. Little, Inc.
17 Acorn Park, Cambridge, MA 02140
(617) 864-5770, Extension 4841

;1~ Arthur D. Little, Inc .
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Now p-uf your 18M® and WANG®
woril processors 011 speaking

te,.ms wi,h each o,her.

Introducing the QUIK_COMM™ Sys,.m. WPXchange TM_fhe glohl dOcument
translation, storage and retrieval service for WON p~eSsors. qE ~riformation
Services proudly announces WPXchange, the newest feature of the QUIK-:COMM System.
The QUIK-COMM System WPXchange acts as an electronic translator that permits documents
created on one type of equipment to be easily accessed arid edited by other devices in your company.
It increases productivity by elirillnating the need to rekey data for dissimilar devices. It reduces operating costs by providing a cost -effective alternative to expensive courier services. It enhances an
organization's effectiveness by providing easier access to critical documents needed for decisionmaking tasks.

Free Document Usage. Analysis.

At GE,
our vast experience in markets worldwide has
taught us how to solve business commuriication problems. We're helping others solve
problems, too, including two-thirds of the
FORTUNE 500 companies. And we're ready to
help you.
To find out more about the QUIK-COMM
System WPXchange and what it can do for
you, just give us a callat 800-638-9636,
ext. 2102. Or clip and mail the coupon.
You might qualify to receive a free document usage analysis from GE. If you qualify,
we'll arrange for a GE representaiive to come
to your site to discuss your informatiori storage and retrieval needs and how to make your
organization more effective.
It's free and there's no obligation. So call us
today!
.

r-----~-~~~---------,

CALL 800-638-9636";' axi. 2102
OR COMPLEI'E AND MAIL
I'HIS COUPON I'ODAY'

401 N. Washington Street,Rockville, Maryland 20850
Attn: Manager, Client Services Telemarketing

D

YES i want to learn more~bout the QUIK-COMM
System WPXchange and how it can increase productivity for my organization. If I qualify, please call me
to arrange for my free document usage analysis.

Name _____________________________________________________________________________
Title ________________________
Company Name __________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _._
Telephone (
Company size

•

~

INFORMATION

SERVICES

U.SA
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Zip _ _ __

______________ Ext. _______--'-__
Number of locations _ __

(Number of employees)

Number of WANG systems:
..
..
Type(s): (Check box) D vs D OIS D PC
Number of IBM systems:·
...
.
Type(s): (Check box) D Displaywriter D PC

.B

~~-~---------~~-----~

2000 OF THE

UNESOQ

In the past few years the, biggest, the brigh
the toughest companies in America tried
something new called a ROLM® digital
phone system.
Then they ordered another.
another. '
. And, suddenly, there were more
than 2,000 ROLM,systems up and, running
inore tha~ two-thirds. of the Fortune 500
companies.

Today, nine of the ten largest banking coinparnes rely on ROLM. Eight of the ten largest
insurance companies. Nine of the ten'
, largest bro~erage houses. The top compilter makers, EDP makers, airlines,
~~~Af'l]l
, hotel chains. The list goes on
and on. And on.
Why ROLM?
~ecause ROLM systems are siinply the most
flexible, the most advanced, the inost inevitable

business communications systems in the~or1dtoday.
We'll show you how to manage voice and data.
together. On one system. (It's easy. We're thepeopIe who taught computers and telephones and people
how to work together.)
You can grow from sixteen phones to ten thousand phones and terminals and computers. On one
system. Today. Next year. Into the next century.
ROLM has the technical edge, the operational

, track record, the'wej'rldwide', s~rn,~e"organization to
please,' the, toughest customer.
You're not a Fortune 500 company? Relax. Inside
every great, little company is a great, big company
scrambling to get out. All it takes is a lot of hard work
and a little luck.
And, if history'S worth anything, a ROLM business communications system couldn't hurt.

'R I bID

4900 Old Ironsides Drive, MiS 626, Santa Clara, CA 95050·800-538-8154. (In Alaska, California and Hawaii, caI/408-986-3025.)
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MORE THAN 800 LARGE
.NETWORK USERS
DON'T HAVE TO FIT
NCRCOMTEN.
NCR COMTEN FITS THEM.
There are two basic choices in
developing a data communications network:
you can compromise your objectives to fit
the limitations of the system; or you can
choose a system with a flexibility to
accommodate your needs.
NCR Comten gives you the latter
option. Our Communications Network
Architecture lets you accommodate
yesterday's and today's technologies in your
present network and anticipates future and
emerging technologies without major
equipment change.
Fitting our system to your needs is
just part of the NCR Comten story. You'll
find more good reasons in our special
executive briefing. For details, write "Data
Communications Systems", NCR Comten, Inc.,
Department 8015, 2700 Snelling Ave. N.,
St.Paul, MN 55113. Orcalll~800-334- 2227.
In Canada, call 1-800-543-5713.

NCR COMTEN. KNOWN BY THE COMPANIES WE KEEP.

m~rn

NCR Comten, Inc.
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LEARN
MORE ABOUT

THE COMPANIES

NCR COMTEN
KEEPS.

Find out how a southeastern
bank got the networking
D
technology it needed by efficiently

combining an old network and a
new network. And lJreserved a $9
million investment m the process.
Discover how a national
industrial fiim - famous for
productivity innovations processes $4 billion worth of orders
a year without a hitch by using
advanced data communications
solutions to tie together all of its
data centers.
Learn how a major data
services company not only
serves customers better, but also
supports a 20 percentper year
growth rate by using its network
flexibility as part of its marketing
plan.
Call the toll-free number below, or
use the reader service number.

D

D

1-800-334-2227·
In Canada, call1-800~543-5713.

ware maintanance engineering facility,
people said I was crazy."
Kishida stresses that even today
"there is no other viable alternative to
Unix in spite of the inadequacy of its file
system and the ASCII character representation for Chinese characters. We need to
develop a new operating system, but for
now Unix has become a de facto standard
in Japan."
At the annual Data Show in Tokyo this past September, each major Japanese hardware maker was selling its
version of Unix for the domestic market.
The same companies now each indicate
plans to market a 32-bit Unix personal
computer sometime next year.
Except for a few proprietary operating systems in Japan, all have been imported and modified. The MSX standard
operating system for 8-bit home computers, MS/DOS, and different versions of
CP/M are all U.S. imports. Japan has
made only one serious effort to create an
alternative operating system of its own
.
(see box).
Software development and support systems for Japanese supercomputers is another feature of MIn's Unix
plans. NEC Corp. is reported to be developing a Unix front end for its sx series of
supercomputers.
Unlike Hitachi and Fujitsu, NEC
has not followed the path of IBM compatibility for its mainframes and supercomputers. A Unix bridge would help NEC

"There is no other viable alternative to Unix in spite of the inadequacy of its file system and the
ASCII character representation
for Chinese characters."
convert programs from general purpose
mainframes to supercomputers. The centralized software development support
system envisioned by MIn will employ
several supercomputers. A Unix front
end for NEC supercomputers would make
a perfect candidate for the hub of MIn's
network.
The MIn. approach to national
software development is a tangle of
strange bedfellows and powerful adversaries. For AT&T, helping the Japanese
government initiate a comprehensive
project aimed at bolstering the country's
industry is a gamble.
"Obtaining technical cooperation
from AT&T seems to be a good format for
our project," declares MIn's Nakano.
"However, our doors are open to the
many Unix users in the U.S. who have
experience we need."
When AT&T is no longer giving
away expertise desired by MIn, how long
before it too shares IBM'S outsider status
@
in the Japanese industry?

JAPAN
BElSON
FIBER

The country's phone system is
leading a 20-year experiment to
develop a nationwide fiber optics
telecom network.
by Tom Murtha

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public
Corp. (NIT) has begun an experiment in
digital telecommunication services that
initiates use of what may be the·most ambitious commercial optical fiber network
in the world.
It is hoped that within 20 years,
NIT'S Information Network System (INS)
will be a comprehensive communication
trunk line spanning the Japan archipelago. "We are digitizing information transmission so we can explore all possible
combinations of communication," says
Norio Yamamoto, assistant general manager of the corporate planning department of the Mitsubishi Research Institute
(MRI) in Tokyo.
NIT has virtually completed the optical fiber trunk line, which runs from the
city of Sapporo in the north to the city of
Fukuoka in the south. Japanese manufacturers of data communication equipment
are going after the market created when
NIT opened the Tokyo optical fiber line
for service last month. This line accounts
for 70% of Japan's domestic data traffic.
"Outsiders have been lulled into thinking
the line would be open in mid-1985," says
Bernard Key, general manager of Jardine
Fleming Securities Ltd. in Tokyo. "The
Japanese manufacturers are now preparing major marketing efforts for network
multiplexors, PBXS, video response systems, high-performance faxes, and digital
telephones. "
The 30-month-Iong INS experiment, which began Sept. 28, is taking
place among 1,266 individual telephone.
subscribers living in the Tokyo suburbs of
Mitaka and Musashino. More than 700
business offices and 140 showrooms are
also participating. At present 98 companies are providing digital information services through digital telephones, videotex
terminals, fax machines, as well as an assortment of other prototype equipment.
By next spring, the number of companies
providing information is expected to swell
to 360. The equipment will be rotated to
different households every six months for
the duration of the experiment.
Japanese manufacturers are testNOVEMBER 15, 198479
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ing equipment for future commercial production. When the experiment ends, NIT
will decide what kind of digital terminals
to develop for commercial use" and the
type of functions it will incorporate into
INS.
The old "NIT family" OfNEC,Fujitsu, Hitachi, Oki Electric, and Mitsubishi Electric is already positioned for a big
stake in INS. Newcomers outside the family, such as Toshiba and the consumer

Japanese manufacturers would
like to combine home electronic
services into a single data
stream.
electronics giants Sony and Matsushita,
are poised to offer hardware and services
as well. The large Japanese trading companies, such as Mitsui and Marubeni, are
also getting into the software and services
act.
"It's a dream approach to telecommunications," says Willem H.C.
Kooij, managing director ofPromotec International, a consumer and educational
software firm based in Tokyo. "Although
no one yet knows exactly what 'new me-'
dia' are, Japan is rapidly moving toward
combining everything into one unit in the
home. The project is signi~cant because it

provides Japanese companies with handson experience determining the next direction for home services in Japan, services
that merge computers and telecommunications."
By gathering and evaluating consumer reactions, Japanese industry can
determine the difference between technical and commercial feasibility for home
services through INS. NTT and other companies due to be unleashed under Japan's
new partially deregulated telecommunications environment-slated to begin in
April-are carefully monitoring the NITsponsored experiment.
"A key factor to determine is
whether I~S participants are willing to
pay the;lctual cost of services that are
technically feasible," says Yamamoto of
MRI. ~"INS is still a huge white elephant
that" people are just beginning to
appreciate."
White elephant or not, the INS represents a considerable long-term investment for Japan. The present experiment
in the suburbs of Tokyo cost 20 billion
yen ($81.3 million) for the two years of
construction and preparation that began
in September 1982. The national implementation of INs-mostly through re- "
placing old analog lines with optical
fiber-is planned at the rate of 1. 7 trillion
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Here's why.
Quality disks deserve a quality sleeve.
Sleeves of TYVEK* spunbonded olefin
provide unsurpassed data protection
because
1. TYVEK is strong-won't tear like paper.
2. TYVEK does not lint.
3. TYVEK is smooth, non-abrasive.
4. TYVEK is chem ically clean, has a
neutral pH.
5. TYVEK reduces static problems.
6. TYVEK is unaffected by water.
You're in great company when you rely on
the disk protection of TYVEK. To learn
more, write Du Pont Company, Room
X40411, Wilmington, DE 19898.
*TYVEK is Du Pont's trademark for
spunbonded olefin. Du Pont makes
TYVEK, not sleeves.
Dysan is a registered trademark of
Dysan Corporation
.
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yen ($691 million) per year over the next
20 years. About $418 million of this expense is to be financed from depreciation
allowances for NIT with the remainder
from the issue of bonds.
Implementation of the project is
currently on schedule, as it develops into
one of the world's most comprehensive
digital networks. The convergent computer and telecommunications industries
of Japan are likely to get plenty of practice on their home turf before taking on
@
the rest of the world.

DATA CENTERS

QUAKE
AND
SHAKE

Scientists at Stanford seek to
soften earthquake damage at dp
and manufaduring sites.
by Diana Diamond

It doesn't take a seismologist to know
that the San Francisco Bay Area is vulnerable to earthquakes. In fact, users and
vendors of computer gear are beginning
to worry about what will happen to their
dp installations when the long-expected
"big one" finally hits.
Prompted in part by this concern,
researchers at Stanford University are
studying ways for users of sensitive equipment to cope with damaging earthquakes.
What follows is a scenario based largely
upon the computer industry's current
state of vulnerability.
An earthquake with force approximately equivalent to the one that rocked
Northern California in 1906 strikes, and
Silicon Valley is the hardest hit. Many
older buildings are demolished, while the
interiors of newer ones are cluttered with
broken light fixtures, shards of glass, and
shattered plaster. Water mains are broken. Some vendors estimate that it will be
two months before the industry becomes
. operational again. In adjacent areas, data
communication networks of telephone
lines and microwave installations are also
knocked out.
Within days the economic impact
of the quake is felt all over the world. A
firm in Taiwan cannot assemble computers because Silicon Valley is technologically dead. Some 30 miles to the north, in
San Francisco, major banking houses sit
incapacitated. Domestic losses are estimated at up to $200 billion, for northern
California is home to many of the nation's
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Allcqmguter .
termmals are .
not created
. equal.

Ours add more
value to your
system.

Computer terminals may look alike.
But some are far more equal to their tasks
than others.
After just a short time on the job, many
cut-rate terminals could cost you in ways you .
never bargained for. In downtime. Expensive repairs. And worst of all, breakdowns
in communication between expensive
computers and expensive people.
So when adding terminals to your system
-or designing a new one-it's smart
business to shop for quality as well as cost.
When you do, you'll find that one terminal
company lets you have lower prices, without having to lower your expectations:
Qume Corporation.

Value that stands
the test of time.
We solve reliability issues in the design
stage, so you won't have to later on. Our
QVTThI terminals give your system a performance edge that won't fade after the first
few months.
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You get added peace of mind from the
day of delivery, with a full one-year end-user
warranty. Though that's double the warranty of most other terminals, over 98% of
our customers never need it. Qume quality
control is that good.
Considering our affordable prices, it's an
even more remarkable achievement.

High performance for less.
With Qume, you don't have to pay more
for advanced, productivity-enhancing features. Our alphanumeric terminals deliver
all the power and flexibility of more costly
VDTs. Our affordable new graphics terminals let you perform the same magic as

very expensive models ... plus some impres..
sive new tricks of our own. And all Qume
terminals feature the latest ergoriomic con..
veniences - compact, space..saving design,
detached low..profile keyboards, and full tilt..
and..swivel screen displays. You won't find
more people..pleasing terminals at any price.

Superb nationwide service.
Even the world's most dependable termi..
nals might eventually require maintenance.
So we back you up with reliable third..
party service as well as our own Qume repair
depots. Wherever you are and whichever
service option you choose, you can depend
on prompt, expert nationwide support.

~\

Rock-solid business credentials.
Qume is an ITT company. There are over
60 years of resources and experience
behind our commitment to deliver today's
best terminal values, premier service., and
excellent technical support. And just as
important, we have the staying power to be
there with all the right solutions in the years
ahead, as your needs grow and evolve.
Whatever your needs and applications, you
can trust Qume terminals to work harder
for you today ... and equally hard tomorrow.
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Editing terminals
you can be twice

as sure of.

With Qume's full one..year warranty, you
get twice the protection of most other
editing terminals. And you can be equally
sure of a perfect fit with both your appli..
cations and your people.
Qume QVT editing terminals are designed
to satisfy a broad range of everyday business needs, including word processing,
spreadsheet functions for accounting and
general ledger, and database activities such
as order entry, data entry/retrieval, and
inventory control.
While many terminal manufacturers claim
overall compatibility with a wide assort..
ment of terminals, the fit is often less than
exact ... which means big on..the-job problems for operators and host systems alike.
But Qume terminals go much further, with
full and complete emulation of ten of the
most popular terminals in the field.
All four QVT terminals come with a host
of operator conveniences and productivityenhancing ergonomics, as detailed in the
inset box below. And what's more, each
has been custom..tailored to a specific set
of technical requirements.

QVT-I02.
The add-on terminal
that adds more value.
Our low..cost, high..performance QVT 102m
is the best way to expand your current
system. It emulates the Hazeltine 1500, Lear
Siegler ADM 3A/5 and TeleVideo 910 at
a keystroke, so your operators will find
it a perfect fit right from the start. But best
of all, it provides a system upgrade at no
extra cost, with sophisticated features
like local editing, block and conversa..
tional transmission modes, and the many
enhancements and ergonomic advantages
listed below.

memory, and many other standard features.
There's even a built-in clock. Add in
Qume's advanced ergonomics and a very
affordable price, and the QVT 108 is
an unbeatable choice.

QVT-I03.
The ideal alternative
for ANSI and UNIX environments.
Our QVT 103m is not just another DECcompatible terminal. It provides the most
complete VT 131 and VT 100 emulations you can obtain. And it outperforms
other VT 100 look-alikes with more power. ful editing features like block and conversational transmission modes, a switchable
80- or 132-column screen format, two pages
of screen memory (expandable to four),
and 12 user-programmable functions. The
standard 14-inch screen - and Qume's
optimal ergonomic design - give this
terminal the clear edge for operator comfort
and convenience. So when your ANSI
needs are multiplying, you need look
no further than Qume's QVT 103.

QVT-I08.
Exceptional power
for executive workstations.
Packed with power and versatility, the
QVT 108m is more than equal to the most
demanding management-level tasks. It
provides full emulation of the TeleVideo
925, 920 and 912, and out-smarts them all
with 22 user-programmable functions, 12
editing functions, two pages of screen

QVT-I09.
Made to order for OEMs
and systems integrators.
This is the terminal of choice for anyone
in the business of systems design. Our new
QVT 109m provides all the most-wanted
editing features, for complete applications
flexibility -19 user-programmable function keys (38 functions). Six non-imbedded
character attributes. A truly buffered
auxiliary port for data transmission at
a different baud rate from the main port.
And a rugged and responsive capacitive
keyboard. There are a host of other utilities
and options, plus the superior ergonomic
design of all Qume terminals. Whatever
specs you're designing to, you'll find the
QVT 109 to be the best, most rewarding
solution.
All Qume editing terminals come with
the following features and conveni~nces:
• 14" screen in green or amber with full
tilt and swivel
• Detached, low~profile, adjustable~tilt
keyboard
• Bidirectional auxiliary port
• Menu set~up mode
• 25th status line
• Screen~saver time~out (defeatable)
• Baud rates: 16 selections from 50 to 19.2K
• Options: amber phosphor screen, foreign
character keyboards, 20 mA current loop

Graphicstertninals
witli more magic
for the money.
Whatever your line of work, computer
graphics can help you shape your ideas more
powerfully and productively. Such wizardry
used to be out of reach for most profes. .
sionals, but now Qume brings you the magic
of black. . and . .white and full. .color graphics
.. .at much less cost than ever before.
Qume graphics terminals are loaded with
power and sophisticated features, but
they're not limited to a few specialized appli. .
cations. Engineers will find them perfect
for computer. .aided design and manufac. .
turing, process control, and simulations
in aerospace, automotive, and electrical
engineering. They're equally inspiring tools
for the scientist in space, medical, and
laboratory research. And in the business
world, they're equipped to help decision. .
makers build visions of the future with
interactive presentation graphics, trend
analysis, and financial modeling.
Each of our terminals is compatible with
several popular graphics printers, so your
work can look just as good on paper as it
does on the screen. And because most
applications require simultaneous text and
graphics display, all three come with full
text. .editing capabilities.
Our QVT graphics terminals are worlds
apart from the others for comfort and ease
of use. They're among the very few that
incorporate the latest in people . .pleasing

ergonomics. And whatever your applica. .
tions, we're ready to back you up with a
dazzling display of technical support.

QVT..211GX.
Powerful vector graphics
for surprisingly low cost.
The QVT 211GXTM puts a powerful array
of graphics within easy reach of micro, mini
and mainframe users. Our advanced vector
graphics let you draw conclusions quickly
and easily - arcs, circles, boxes and fill
can be generated with single commands.
So you can whiz through graphics program. .
ming with just a few keystrokes.
The QVT 211GX comes with all the text. .
editing features - and the ergonomic design
- of our QVT 102 alphanumeric terminal.
It's compatible with the Tektronix 4010
and 4014 command sets, which makes it
ideal as a preview terminal for CAD/CAM
and PLOT 10 applications.

'==========-01

Hazeltine 1500 is a registered trademark of Hazeltine Corporation. Lear Siegler ADM 3M 5 is a
registered trademark of Lear Siegler. Incorporated. TeleVideo and TeleVideo 910.912.920 and 925 are
registered trademarks of TeleVideo Systems. Incorporated. DEC. Digital VT 100. VT 125. VT 131.
LA 30 and ReGIS are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. FX 80 and MX 80
are registered trademarks of Epson Corporation. Hewlett-Packard 7470A is a registered trademark
of Hewlett-Packard Company. Tektronix 4010. 4014. 4105. 4110. 4695 and PLOT 10 are regIstered
trademarks of Tektronix. Incorporated. ANSI is designed ro American National Standards Institute.
Inc .• ANSI X3.64-1979 guidelines. ISO is designed to International Standards Organization ISO 6429
guidelines. Images courtesy of Precision Visuals Inc. and SAS Institute Inc.

QVT..511GX.
Now anyone can afford
the brilliance of color.
When you're ready for the beauty and
precision of color graphics, our new
QVT 511GXn. terminal is the ideal choice.
At a cost you may find hard to believe, it
provides flicker-free, non-interlaced raster
scan graphics {screen resolution of 480 x
360 pixels} with a selection of up to eight
colors from a palette of 64. It's fully compatible with the Tektronix 4105 and accepts
all of its software, including PLOT 10 packages. The QVT 511GX can also be used in
Tektronix 4010, 4100, and 4110 series
environments, and works beautifully with
the Tektronix 4695 color graphics copier.
What's more, it conforms to both ANSI
X3.64 and ISO 6429 protocols for text
editing. A mouse device and capacitive
keyboard are standard equipment on
the QVT 511GX.
All Qume QVT graphics terminals come with superior
ergonomics: compact, space-saving design; detached,
low-profile keyboards; and 14-inch screens with full
tilt-and-swivel. Plus the following features:

I QVT..311GX.
The shortest distance
between PLOT 10 and ReGIS.
I

Qume's new QVT 311GXlM monochrome
graphics terminal provides full compatibility
with both Digital's VT 125 and Tektronix'
4010/4014 series, at a price substantially
lower than either! It's the first terminal that
gives you the mobility to draw on an entire
universe of graphics software - both PLOT
10 and ReGIS - plus full ANSI textediting capabilities. It provides full bitmapped graphics on a 14" non-glare white
snow phosphor screen, with a resolution
of 640 x 480 pixels. Two graphics planes
allow for the production of four shades of
gray. And there's an optional mouse for
complete flexibility in graphics editing.
All Qume ergonomic features are standard
on the QVT 311GX, including a 14-inch
screen and a responsive, long-lasting
capacitive keyboard.
-

.
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QVT211GX
Max. Addressable Memory: 4096 x 4096 points
Display Resolution:
644 x 288 points
Graphics Printer
Compatibility:
Epson FX 80 and MX 80
Hewlett~Packard 7470A
QVT311GX
Max. Addressable Memory: 4096 x 4096 points
Display Resolution:
640 x 480 pixels
4 shades of gray
Graphics Printer
Compatibility:
Digital LA 30,
Epson FX 80 and MX 80
QVT511GX
Max. Addressable Memory: 4096 x 4096 points
Display Resolution:
480 x 360 pixels
8 colors from a palette of 64
Graphics Printer
Compatibility:
Tektronix 4695 color
graphics copier
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we'll be there.

Qume QVT terminals are available for
large and small businesses, OEMs, systems
integrators, and individual users. For more
information on our editing and graphics
terminals, or the full line of Qume daisywheel
printers and disk drives, call us toll-free:
(800) 223.. 2479. Or write Qume Corporation, 2350 Qume Drive, SanJose,CA 95131.

Qume Corporation
Koll Center
224 West Brokaw Road
Suite 175

Qume Corporation
5457 Twin Knolls Road

Columbia, MD 21045
(301) 596-3431

San: Jose, CA 95110
(408) 920-2500
Qume Corporation
6011 Bristol Parkway
Suite 150

Qume Corporation
19 Crosby Drive

Bedford, MA 01730
(617) 275-3200

Culvl!r City, CA 90230
(213) 410:1458
Qume Corporation
1820 East Gary Avenue
Suite 104

Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 957-4040
Qume Corporation
Suite 110G
2323 South Troy Street

Aurora, CO 80014
(303) 752-3000
Qume Corporation
2354 Hassell Road

Hoffman Estates, IL
60196
(312) 490-9320
Qume Corporation
5335 Far Hills Avenue
Suite 104

Dayton, OH 45429
(513) 439-0469
Qume Corporation
1925 Westridge Drive

Irving, TX 75062
(214) 659-0745
Qume Corporation
20 Mayfield Avenue

Edison, NJ 08837
(201) 225-5005

Qume Corporation
4319 Covington Hwy.
Suite 202

Decatur, GA 30035
(404) 284-8500

CANADA
QUME Canadian Office
207 Place Frontenac
PTE Claire
Quebec, Canada H9R4Z7
(514) 695-3837

ENGLAND
QUME (UK) Ltd.
Bridgewater Close
Reading, Berkshire UK
PH: 734-584-646

FRANCE
QUME France
20 rue Thiers
92100 Boulogne, France
PH: (I) 6082334

GERMANY
QUMEGmbH
Schiess-Str. 55
4000 Dusseldorf
West Germany
PH: (211) 59798-0

.. ' Contents of this publication may be preliminary and! or may be changed
a~ any time without. notice arid shall not be

NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
largest defense contractors, not to mention major banking and brokerage houses
whose lifeblood is data processing.
Japan tries to step in to fill the
void, and within weeks accelerates its
manufacturing and shipping of vital parts
and peripherals. Silicon Valley manufacturers start to worry about their own future, for even a temporary Japanese
capture of the market could be disastrous.
Meanwhile, life in the Bay Area is
a shambles. Even the smaller companies
cannot operate without their computers.
Simple transactions like buying groceries
or cashing a check are not occurring because the machines used for these operations simply won't work. Even the
disaster relief checks handed out quickly
by the federal government can't be
cashed.
"Our technological life depends
now more and more upon the computer,"
says Professor Haresh Shah of Stanford
University's Civil Engineering Department. Shah has spent the bulk of his lifetime studying earthquakes and their
effects. "No bank would be able to transfer any money if its computers were
down. The Federal Reserve Bank in San
Francisco could not open the next day if
its computers were down. The West

computer equipment, are asking questions, and IBM is funding some of the research at Stanford. For the past year, IBM
has loaned Stanford one of its experts, 1K wang Chang, to help research the problem. Chang remains a full-salaried
employee of IBM while working with
Shah, and the firm has paid for all his research expenses to date.
"IBM'S customers are asking what
it can do," Chang says of the earthquake
research. Others with pressing questions
include the Federal Reserve Bank in San

Francisco and Chevron, he notes. "We
are also being asked not just to upgrade
building codes, but to evaluate what the'
potential dangers are.
•
".Ways to protect computers are
still limited. No one can guarantee the
functioning of a given computer s.ystem
after an earthquake."
Some are looking at the impact of
a tremor upon the interior of a building,
focusing orr all aspects of a major dp installation. Others are taking a more global approach.

IBM's customers are asking
what it can do.
Coast banking community would be unable to function," he says.
Fifteen years ago, corporate reliance on computers was not as great, so it
is not as though this problem has been
shunted aside for years. And since there
have been no major earthquakes in the
u.s. during that time, problems do not
appear to be imminent.
Shah and his associate, Professor
James Gere, have both received many inquiries from corporations about what
could be done to avert such a computer
disaster. Research is now being conducted at the John Blume Earthquake Engineering Center at Stanford to find some
answers.
"I've gotten several calls in the
last year or two from strangers, people
who don't know me but are calling from
their Silicon Valley companies to see
what can be done," Gere says.
"It's a major problem, and a new
concern. People finally are addressing the
issue of protecting their electronic data
processing equipment," Shah observes.
"The issue is coming more and more into
the forefront. We realize we have not
done very much."
And right now there really isn't
much that can be done.
IBM and' Hewlett-Packard, who
have a great deal of money invested' in
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specialist" (who tries to be everything to everybody). Until now.

New, From Control Data

Service/or
your IBM PC
and Mixed

Peripherals
It's no wonder that most
American businesses have
chosen the IBM Personal
Computer to meet their microcomputer needs, since most
everything in computers today
is compatible with it. Particularly
other brands of peripherals.' .
Yet, when you solve one problem,
you're often left with anotherlike incompatible service
programs. After all, with IBM
only willing to maintain its
own machines, the alternative
has been to trust a "general

We specialize in servicing
IBM Personal Computers.
But, unlike IBM, we're flexible
enough to maintain mixed
brands of peripherals too. So,
you've got the best of both
worlds - a specialist who's
flexible.

IBM Computer

Service Specialists
For Over 14 }ears
Control Data became the
frrst national maintenance
organization to service IBM
computers outside of IBM,
over 14 years ago. So, we're no
strangers to the service
business or to Big Blue. And
with an exceptional record
for over 25 years in servicing
computers, you can rely on
our experience, knowledge and
expertise. Our field specialists

constantly keep on top of the
newest equipment in the
industry, so you know they're
up-to-speed on all of your
most current needs. And they'll
stay with you until you're
back up and running again.

CUStom Designed
Flexibility
We realize that no
two companies have the same
service needs, so we'll provide
you with a contract that is
designed to your company's
specific needs, at a most
cost-effective rate. It means you
can get different levels of
service on different pieces. You
can cover your most critical PC
equipment on a rapid Customer
Engineer Exchange and your
less critical pieces on overnight
Courier Service Exchange
or Ship-in Exchange.

Our Unique
Flexible Fee Offering
When your IBM PC: and peripherals need service, get Back-Up. CallI (800) 346-6789.
IBM PC and IBM are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.

As of yet, it's probably
difficult for you to speculate on

amount you'll spend in a year.
Or, if you don't want to·worry
about the details, you can take
our Fixed Fee coverage. If
you'd rather use us on a noncontract basis, you can still
have the same fast service. Whatever your needs are, we've got
something to fit you; No other
.
ffi
service company can 0 er you
the same level of expertise
with the same flexibility that
Back-Up service can give you.

get you back up and runnirig
again within four hours.

1(800)346-6789 Will
. Get lOu Back-Up
Nationwide

----------Call our toll free number
for more information about
getting Back-Up service. In
Minnesota, call (612) 292-2209.
\:
We're nationwide, and growing,
so your other offices can have
what kind of coverage you'll
coverage too.
be needing since the IBM PC's
No one should be without
are so new to your business.
Four Hour Service
Back-Up. That's what we are.
So, we've got the most exciting
It's what we give you. And that's
Your IBM Personal Comnew concept in the business what
you'll be.
puters have defmitely become
a flexible fee option that lets
From
the
an integral part of business
you pay a very low annual rate
High
Touch
today, and when they go down,
for service with additional
Professionals
charges for equipment exchanges it seems that business goes
at
Control
CONTl\.OL
down too. We know you can't
only as you need them. You're
Data.
afford to wait, so we'll normally
protected by a ceiling on the
DATA
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When you need it on time
and on the money
The pressure's always on to getthe job
done, whether you're building a bridge or
getting out the company newsletter.
There's orily so much time and just so
many people to do the work. And nobody
wants to hear that it can't be done.
Enter PAC MICRO, a project management software tool from AGS Management Systems. It was created for
the IBM® PC (and compatibles) to
help you know how to do the job, how
long it will take, and what it will cost.

MICRO's scheduler uses the critical path
method, allows an unlimited number of
projects and up to 400 tasks per project. It
shows you the critical aspects of ajob
which could cause delays. You 'll know in
plenty of time where problems could
occur, and you'll also know how to deal
with them. Although project management
specialists find PAC MICRO to be an extremely convenient desk-top management
aid, even those with little or no computer
experience have no trouble using it.

ASS

Easy to usebut powerful
All you have to do is tell PAC MICRO what
youwanttodoandinwhatsequence.PAC.
MICRO does the rest. And it's all done in
simple, uncomplicated English. It lets a
manager plan and schedule resources
(people, equipment, dollars), as well as let
. you constantly track progress so you
always know what's happening. PAC

scheduling, budgeting, "what if' simulations, easy-to-read reports, and
color graphics. It complements any
existing business system, there are no
intimidating volumes of documentation to wade through, and it can
interface with our mainframe project
management systems. It's already
being used by Fortune 500 companies,
small businesses, government agencies, and the military. The cost is $990.
A demo disk is available for $100,
which is applied toward purchase.
Write or call for more information.
PAC MICRO is brought to you by the
company that for almost two decades
has made project management its one
and only business.

AfanagenJent

SystenlS'NC.

Manage any iob,
large· or small
PAC MICRO has everything you need
to manage any size project, including

The world's leader in
project management systems
880 First Avenue
King of Prussia, PA 19406
.
(215) 265-1550; Telex: 510-6603320

PhiladelphiaiAtlantaiChicago/Dallas/Denver/Los Angeles/Minneapolis/MontreallNew York/San Francisco!Toronto/Washington, D.C.IArnsterdaml
.
BarcelonaiJakartaiJohannesburg/LondonlMilanlMunich/Paris/Siio Paulo/StockholmlSydney/vi~nnaiZurich
.
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In fact, this was a hot topic for the
more than 1,500 engineers from 43 nations at the Eighth World Congress on
Earthquake Engineering held in San
Francisco this summer. The congress
meets once every four years. One of the
ideas discussed was protecting large
b~ildings and their interiors· from earthquake damage by mounting the buildings,
in effect, upon large shock absorbers. The
idea is finally being tried on a large scale,
the engineers reported. The concept is
called "base isolation," with a variety of
versions proposed that rely on sliding
pads, flexible inserts of laminated rubber
and steel under building pilings, and even
hundreds of stainless steel ball bearings.
The thought is that as the ground shakes
from an earthquake, the shock absorbers
can absorb most of the energy before it
reaches the building.
Researchers at Stanford have also
been looking at the problems of protecting computer equipment, disk drives, the
operations rooms of nuclear power stat~ons, and the like. In recent months part
of the focus has been on magnetic. disks
and tapes, since research shows that they
are especially vulnerable.
.
If a major quake were to occur
and its epicenter were near an installation
of removable disk packs, many disk packs
would crash to the floor. In most instances, the plastic hook holding disks on
a rack would break off, sending the plastic case onto the floor with a tremendous
force, most likely cracking the case so
that the magnetic storage medium would
be exposed and contaminated. Sometimes
the force of hitting the floor creates nicks
in disks or unrolls and scratches tapes, so
that much of t4e stored material becomes
unusable, according to Shah.
Companies like Hewlett-Packard
or IBM have literally tens of thousands of
these tapes stored in this manner, as do
the IRS and the Social Security office.
Usually, a rack holds about 100 to 150
stored disks. The strength of the racks
seems to be adequate, but they can overturn in an earthquake if not bolted down;
and even if the racks are bolted down; the
vibrations from an earthquake may cause
the hooks to break off,. says Shah.
"So far there are two ways we
think we can solve the problem of protecting the computer equipment, or for
that matter, the central control room of a
nuclear power plant," Shah says. "First,
we can put an isolator under each· computer." This. approach involves isolating
each' piece of equipment from the floor
through a set of springs that would be activated if an earthquake were to occur.
The springs between the floor and the flat
surface or false floor on which the equipment sits would absorb most of the shock
from the earthquake.

"This approach, however, would
be very impractical and uneconomical for
large computer systems, such as those at
banks and large businesses," Shah admits.
"Also, it would become a major problem
every time a person decided to move the
equipment."
The other approach is to isolate
the entire room, especially the floor upon
which the computer equipment is sitting.
The room, in effect, would be suspended
and protected by isolators on the top and
bottom-the top being the bottom of the

next floor up. "It would be like a big cage
sitting in isolation," Chang says.
Earthquakes can cause three-directional movement: vertical,north-south
horizontal, and east-west horizontal. So
the problem is to design a system that will
protect the equipment not only from the
up-and-down motion, but also from sliding. A report prepared by Chang and
Shah outlines the basic. requirements of
isolation systems f9r floors where computers and other types of equipment are
supported:
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CONVERSION
CONYERSION
CONYERSION
CONYERSION
CONVERSION
eONVERSION
CONVERSION

NO CONVERSION IS TOO BIG
OR TOO SMALL.
Experience in conversions is
improved technology in methods,
generally the most important factor in
translators, and other conversion tools
success or failure when changing comto help you avoid the many pitfalls
puters or languages.
present in any conversion process.
CAP GEMINI DASD has been
We structure the plans and techin the conversion business continniques to secure the fast, high-risk
environment of movipg all of a comuously since 1974. As a client, you
enjoy over 10 years of constantly ~pany's applications at one time.

,
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CAP GEMIM-r-DA-S-V'· .
PEOPLE/PRODUCTS/RESULTS

For instant information call 800-558-5148; in Wisconsin, (414) 355-3405
or your local CAP GEMINI DASD branch.
Atlanta
Denver
Jacksonville Milwaukee Orlando
Seattle
Baltimore Edison, N.J. Los Angeles Minneapolis Philadelphia St. Louis
Chicago
Houston
Miami
New York
Portland
Tampa
San Francisco Washirigton, D.C.
Dallas
Indianapolis
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·H. OW?By participating iIi an exciting
.
new plaIl for computer disaster
recovery in conjunction with
Comdisco Disaster Recovery
Services.
It works like this: .
Let's say your company uses a
computerized system for accounts
receivable. You depend.on speedy,
accurate functioning of this
system.to maintain your cash flow.
o if your system goes down for
any substantial length of time,
it's nothing short of disaster.
What you need is peace of mind.
And that's where Coindisco
Disaster Recovery Services and
AT&T Communications can help.
In the event of failure, all you have
to do is ship your data to Comdisco.

s

FolJowing a pretested plan, the
Comdisco computers are then
loaded with your software to allow
them to function just as your
system did.
Then a communications link is
established between Comdisco's .
computers and your company's
terminals. And suddenly, you're
back in business!
llThat makes this amazing
VVhigh-speed transmission of
data possible? AT&T ACCUNET®
Reserved 1.5 Service. A digitalswitched network that permits
simultaneous, two-way transmission
of data at a speed of 1.54 megabits
per second.
Raymond Hipp, President of
Comdisco Disaster Recovery
Services comments: "We look to

AT&T Communications, with its
ACCUNET® family of Digital
Services to be the·backbone of
our service:'
Comdisco Disaster Recovery
Services and the people of
AT&T.
Working together across the
country to meet your company's
need to restore critical computer
operations in the event of a disaster.
We're thinking about your business in ways you never thought of.
Whatever business you're in. Retail.

Banking. Travel. Financial Services.
Insurance. The list goes on and on.
o get peace ofmind. Find out more·
by calling your Account Execu- .
tive at AT&T Communications.
Or 1 800 821-2121, Ext. 261.

s
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• The floor isolation systeni should isolate
the induced vibrations from the three
directions.
·Both the acceleration and displacement
response problem should be dealt with.
• The floor system should maintain a constant level and should not sway under
normal operating conditions.
• A trigger should activate the isolation
system only when a sufficiently strong
motion in the horizontal and/or vertical
direction starts ..
• The floor 'systein must be capable of
dealing with large variations in loads carried during normal operating conditions.
• The isolation system should be effective
for such variations in loads during a
strong vibration.
• Service space below the floor should not
be reduced or hampered.
• The cost of manufacturing .and maintaining such floor isolation system should
be competitive when compared with individual isolation systems required for each
particular
computer or
ancillary
equipment.
• The operational requirements of the
floor must be met during and after the
strong motion.
"It's a self-compensating. system
we are trying to come. up with-one
where the more the load, the more the
springs come into action," Shah says.
In their laboratories at Stanford,
and in association with IBM and the
Ishekawayema Harema Heavy Industries
Research Institute in Japan, Shah and
Chang have been working to test the system they hope will work. What they are
developing is a room isolation system.
The isolators. are placed on a subfloor
grid, which supports the foundation of
the raised floor system. The vibration isolators consist of fixed spring and damping
systems for vertical vibration isolation,
and are ·enclosed in a steel column. There
is one unit assembly for every 100 square
feet of floor area.
"The unit absorbs and neutralizes
most of the vertical seismic shock," says
Chang. To counteract horizontal motion,
each unit has a mechanism that allows it
tQ slide freely. This consists of a Teflon,:
coated steel shoe at the base of the unit.
"Normally, to prevent sliding, the
steel plate is secured by four horizontal
springs around it that are anchored to the
fixed floor. To prevent the floor from responding with spring action to' persons
walking in the computer room and other
loads, the floor grid bears on steel rods
housed inside the modules. The floor is
released from these rods by a spring trigger under the Impact of a vertical or horizontal shock. The floor's weight then is
transferred to the springs and dampers,"
Chang says.
There also is a set of horizontal
96 DATAMATION

springs attached to each isolator to control horizontal movement. "All three isolation systems seem to work well for
motions in three dimensions," Chang
says.
Shah claims that it may be possible to actually design this kind of computer protection system. IBM will fund the
next stage of the project to try to answer
whether such a system actually. works
and whether it is economically feasible to
build. Shah is also applying to the National Science Foundation for funding, adding that this organization is interested in
the project.
Japan is working on some 6f these
same.problems, and different kinds of isolation devices are being installed there.
Japanese firms have expressed more interest in earthquake protection devices, says
Shah, "because they have more earthquakes there.
"We really haven't had a big
earthquake in the United States in years,"
he continues, "and protecting electronic
dp equipment is really anew baby.", @

SAFETY &,HEALTH

TOXIC
SHOCK
TROOPS

Silicon Valley chip makers have
formed a group to aid in the
cleanup of toxic wastes.
by Charles L. Howe
Pioneers coming to Califoniia learned
that the best way to fend off attacks from
hostiles was to hire a wagon master, travel in large numbers, arid make their stand
ina tight circle to deflect arrows. Many of
Silicon Valley's electronics firms are doing much the same thing in response to
charges of toxic waste pollution of the
earth and water, and the result is called
the Industry Clean Water Task Force.
The new organization represents
four electronics trade groups whose members inClude some 1,200 chip makers and
suppliers in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Funded by the industry with $100,000 for
its first six months of operation, the task
force pledges to:
• Establish a library of technical information to aid firms that have little or no experiencein toxic waste cleanup in getting
on with their efforts;
• Develop for public dissemination a
"scorecard" that will show which electronics firms are making cleanup efforts,

and just how these efforts are progressing;
• Lobby for state and federal help in
cleanup efforts.
The group will not gather or exchange medical information on toxic
waste problems as they relate to persons
who may have imbibed contaminated
drinking water, nor will the group collect
and exchange medical information on industry employees who claim that they
were injured while working with toxic
chemicals.
"We have already seen extensive
and very effective actions taken by area
firms," says task force spokesman Peter
B. Giles, president of the Santa Clara
County Manufacturing Group. "However, until now little has been done to coordinate these projects. The Industry Clean
Water Task Force has been formed to fill
that void" (see "Poison in Paradise,"
Aug. 15, p.30).
Giles's announcement at a press
conference came one day before the federal Environmental Protection Agency
added 225 national hazardous waste sites
to its Superfund cleanup list. Nineteen of
the sites are in Silicon Valley. Of these,
the EPA cited Van Waters & Rogers Inc.
of San Jose as having the most serious
problems. The firm distributes solvents
including acetone, chloroform, toluene,
and other chemicals used in the manufacture of semiconductors.
Cleaning up Silicon Valley spills
has so far cost the industry at least $70
million. Federal officials gave no estimates on what it would ultimately cost to
clean up the area, noting that the $1.6 billion in the Superfund was either spent or
pledged for efforts at other locations
around the nation before the agency released its latest list of contaminated sites.
For now, the EPA will allow the semiconductor industry to continue its voluntary
efforts in Silicon Valley. In any case, the
sites are only proposed for Superfund assistance, and must go through many bureaucratic machinations before any
money is seen.
Giles told reporters that the industry recognizes it has a prol?lem and wants
to put all its cards on the table, face up.
"If nobody was concerned, this task force
would.not be operating," he says. Another spokesman adds, "This is not an industry cover-up of the problem, and there
never has been one."
The organization will be headed
by Megan Taylor, who was a member of
the Toxic Assessment Group, a private
consulting firm in Sacramento that conducted research for the state legislature.
The Industry Clean. Water Task Force
will operate from the offices of the Santa
Clara County Manufacturing Group, 12
South First St., Suite 1220, San Jose, CA
95113.
@

When it comes to the demand
for human resource
management software,
data processing has a problem...
A problem of balancing everyone's needs
and" getting the over-all · ob done within budget

Now what if ...
• There were 4 software packages that
fully integrated to meet Q]J your human
resource management needs in payroll,
personnel, benefit plan, and claims
processing programs.
"
• And these packages were completely
on-line, realtime, and adaptable to
meet your ever-changing business
requirements
• And this adaptation, including small
and major modifications, was done by
the user by modifying entries in the
tables that define program logic, data
structures, etc.
• And these packages operated with all
major DBMS' and TP systems common
to IBM and IBM compatible mainframe
environments
• And these packages could quickly
adapt to new environmental offerings
such as IBM's DB2

• And the company
authored these
packages provided thorough maintenance, training, and user support to
assure user independence
• And the cost of all this was much less
than in-house development, support,
and maintenance ...

Now what if
you had all of this?
Then you'd have Tesseract's complete line of Human Resource Mangement software ..
You'd have systems that are being
used by almost half of North America's
largest companies.
And you'd finally have the solution to
the never ending problem of balancing
HR user needs with the needs of the rest
of your organization.
STOP WALKING THE HUMAN
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT TIGHT·
ROPE~ Call us today or send in the
card. (Call 415-543-9320 and ask for
Robin Curle, VP Sales)
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Mail to: Tesseract, 101 Howard Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
Name/Title

1

1
1

Company Name _ _ _ _-----'-_ _ _ :
Company Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
City _ _ _ _ _ State _

ZIP _ _ _ :

Phone-,--(_ ' - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
Type of Business _ _

~_ _ _ _ _ :

Number of Employees - - - - - - - 1
Computer in Use _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

11

Send info on:
Personnel Mangement System
0 Payroll System 1
Benefit Plan Administration System
1
~~~sprocessingSyste~ _ _ _ 85NM1DM~
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Software that creates solutions,
not problems.

·The NewCincom: 10
the only software ve
. Finally, there's one software
vendor offering a sophisticated software information network capable
of meeting all of your corporate~
departmental and personal information software needs- The New
Cincom Systems. Organizations
around the world are discovering
that working with Cincom's bite- .
grated family of products enables
them to greatly improve both performance and productivity~ Here are
just 10 of the many reasons why
you should be considering the New
Cincom software information network for your company:

#1 Relational Data

#2 Fourth Generation
Management Technology Application Development
Powerful relational data
management technology forms the
"nucleus" of our software information network. Using a imique
"Logical View" concept, all applications operate direCtly with
"derived relational tables:' As a
result, we can provide complete
data structure independence, as
well as the high performance needed
for today's production environments.
This relational technology is the
nucleus of both our TIS™ family of
information products for IBM users
and our 'ULTRA INTERACTIVE
DATA BASESYSTEMTM for
DECTMVAXTM users ..

Jh
teci:oj:h(JlI!c/k
"

h
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.

The perfect complement to our
relational data management technology is our industry acclaimed
4th Gerieration application development system, MANTISTM. In more
than 1,500 complex production .
environments, MANTIS is dramatically reducing the application .
backlog through its powerful ability
to "prototype," refine and commit
the application to production in one
interactive sitting.

#3 Manufacturing
Control Software
CONTROL: MRPS is our
sophisticated manufacturing control system that is fully integrated;
with our relational database

:~ts all~~g~ I·~t:alT,..~r.:t]"'famjly ofsoft .
processil1o- Ware .
o needs.

reasons why we're
ndor you'll·ever need.
technology. A complete closed#7 .Micro Decision
believe our new products provide
loop system, MRPS is improving
~~.II.A"~~e
the highest degree of reliabiljty,
SUpport
.
LJUIlWUI'
integration, performance and value
the productivity and profitability of
over 125 IBM and DEC VAX
For comprehensive micro·
in the "industry. As proof, just look
manufacturing environments
level Decision Support we offer
atour sales. From 1982 to 1983,
around the world.
'
SeriesOnePlus TM~ SeriesOnePlus
TIS sales rose 136%, MANTIS
#4 Flenancleal
includes file management, spread· sales rose 50%, andMRPS sales
sheet, graphics, reporting and word rose by 45%. For'even more proof
. Control SQftware
processing components that are all we invite you to personally com·
CONTROL: FinanCial is 'our
integrated through a unique"BUS" pare our products with what our
architecture. Because the system is competitors are offering. Then
sophisticated financial accounting designed exclusively for business you'll understand why the words
and controlsystein which molds to situations, SeriesOnePlus comple- "Excellence In Software Technology",
the'way you do business. Intements any mainframe-micro netfifsoweUunderour name.
grated directly with MRPS, .'
work strategy. . , .
,~
:... -. ~ -. ~ -. ~~_ -.;,

~~J~~~~j~':ib?f;d~~:Jit

Management systems with
Accounts Payable soon to follOW'.

#5 'Ad'1Tanced
.'
,.'
Network
Man,'
agement
.'
."

'8 Mainframe
r~ - - De... S ·rt ,:~
eCISIOn .Uppo.
I
Software '.' " ,I

.
To Learn Even More
About Cincom Call
OrWrite For Our
Brochure: "THE
NEW CINCOM:
WHAT EVERY
. INFORMEDSOflWARE
BUYER SHOULD KNOW.'

I
II.
I'
.

I

The recently introduced
I
I
MANAGEUSER'SERIES™
.
.1
I
NET/MASTER is 'one of the provides powerful Decision
',1
I
most recent additions tothe New
Support capabilities for the.
,I
Ciricom family 0'£ integrated .
mainframe user. The MANAGE· I
products. Very simply, NET/
USERSERIEScombinesgraphiGS, I
MASTER is an advanced network :spreadshe~t,· text processing and, , Cincom Systems Inc.
manag'
... tha.t. takes. the ' application
Montana Avenue
. '. eme..nt. system
....
.. h
. th' development
, d d' tools
I' fto. 'I 2300
Cincinnati Ohio 45211
t
complexity out of managing Cl
en ance euse an 1SP ay 0 ' ,I Attention: Marketing Services Departmen
'. sophisticated IBM comp' uter ne.tcorporate data.
'.,
.
I 1-800-543-3010
.work al1d lays the groundwork for
#9
Cle.
t'
S
'rt
I In Ohio: 513-661-6000
, distrib~ted data base processing.
. . ",' Jen' UPPO..
I In Canada: 416-279-4220
The one.thing.thatisri'tnew····· .. I
#6Tbe Interactive, .about Cincom is our unrivaled com· I N a m e - - - - - - - Mainframe-Micro'Link lIlitment to service,support.and '•. ;
.:'. "., "Fu'rthe·'r . e'x'pan'd'l'n'.g the··,ca."p'a':.
user education. When you choose ' ~ Title
. . .
.
.....
'CincomyouCcin be assured of the
Company-------'bilitiesof our,software information, . highestcaHber otsuPPQrt:~:"
I, A d d r e s s - - - - - - - network is' p,C CONTACT,. bur
xmainframe-micro Jink which enables #10'( So'f' ....... ·u~"'ll··· . .
I City
:l.lserstointeractiyelyupload(. . ' ...' ,' . " twareLACe en~e I Z i p _ P h o n e - - - - - dowp.loaddatabetweenthe·main'Why the New ,Cincom? Well, J I
frame and IBM PC's. PC CONTACT : weliketo·think oiourselvesas
II
gives tile PC user the ability to.
the New CincoIil because every. ).
'
.
accessm.ultiple file types stored in product in ollf sofhvare informa-· ::
the corporate data base for Decision' tionnetwork. has been released.
. '~
.' Support manipulation.
since 1981. And, quite frankly,· we . ~~ Excellence in sOftware technology. J"
L-.. ~~,-.~~~-"·~~·~-~ , ,
TM.
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
BENCHMARKS
FILES CHAPTER 11: Beehive Jnternational, a Salt Lake City crt terminal
manufacturer, was forced by troubles at
its main bank to file for reorganization
under Chapter 11 of the Federal bankruptcy code. The troubled Continental Illinois Bank of Chicago, which was
Beehive's main lender, demanded that a
$2.5 million loan to Beehive from another
source be paid to Continental instead of
to Beehive's suppliers. Beehive said its
lack of working capital was so severe it
. was forced to file for Chapter 11 protection when it was unable to use the loan as
planned. The manufacturer's debt to
Continental was reported to total $6.5
million. Beehive also laid off 20% of its
staff, leaving about 300 persons on board.
PERTEC SOLD: The Applied Digital
Data Systems (ADDS) subsidiary of NCR
Corp. agreed to purchase Pertec Computer Corp. for an, undisclosed sum of cash
from'its current owner, Triumph-Adler
North America of Windsor, Conn. ADDS,
based in Hauppauge, N.Y., was said to be
particularly, interested in Pertec's
strengths in small business systems based
on the Pick' and Unix operating systems.
ADDS already sells its own Mentor line,
which uses the Pick software, but Pertec's
machines are lower priced and would enhance the ADDS product line. Moreover,
ADDS said it needs an entree into the Unix
marketplace. Triumph-Adler put the Pertec unit up for sale because it thought the
Pertec computers would compete too directly with a line of small systems the par:
ent 'plans to introduce shortly. Pertec
Peripherals; related but separate subsid. iary, is not going to be sold, according to
Triumph -Adler.

a

IBM FIELD MERGER: The industry
leader, which has long' had a reputation
for superior service, melded its Information Systems Group's two main field
maintenance organizations and formed a
new staff oiga~ization to improve product serviceability. The new National Service division, which combines most of the
previous Customer Service and Field Service Divisions, is hoped to provide more
efficient and effective maintenance of installed products, the company said. Field
Service. generally handled large computer
products while Customer Service concentrated on office systems and small computers. Heading National Service as
president is Charles P. Biggar, formerly
president of Field Engineering. Ronald F.
Casella, former president of Customer
Service, was named assistant group executive for service. Both will continue to report to C.R Rogers Jr., senior vice
president and Information Systems
100 DATAMATION

Group executive. The new staff operation, reporting to Casella, will work to incorporate more maintenance related
thinking into the corporation's strategic'
planning process, a spokesman explained.
For example, product designers will now
get more advice from the" maintenance
staff when planning future products.

lENITH TEMPESTllES:

Zenith
Data Systems, Glenview; Ill., won a $99.8
million contract to supply 10,500 specially certified personal computers to the Air
Force, Navy, and Marine Corps. The
five-year deal, which Zenith won over
several other contractors including Delta
Data, Wang, and Burroughs, calls for delivery of pcs that are protected against
electronic surveillance. The military'S
Tempest requirements call' for special
shielding of digital electronic gear,which
prevents unauthoriz'ed ,,detection of the
circuitry's operations through FM signals
emitted by digital components. Zenith
will supply its model Z-150 IBM-compatible pc for the high-security m.ilitary applications. It was reported that the contract
may expand to as much as $320 million
for 30,000 of the machines.

TI ENTERS liSP MARKET:

Aiming for what it expects will be a large market for so-called artificial intelligence
applications, Texas Instruments introduced a computer designed to run the
Lisp language. The Explorer machine, using a Lisp programming environment licensed from Lisp Machine Inc., Culver
City, Calif., is designed for use by a single
user. It is based on a TI bit-slice processor
with tagged architecture, which facilitates
run-time data typing and hardware-assisted memory management. The machine uses n's NuBus, which was devel
oped at the Massachussetts Institute of
Technology and licensed to n via Western Digital. Scheduled for shipment beginning next April, the new computer's
list price begins at $52,500. Marketing
will be handled by a dedicated sales force.
Lisp Machine Inc. will distribute the n
machine as part of its product line and
has obtained nonexclusive manufacturing
rights to the new system.

OEMS IBM DISK: IBM grabbed another big piece of the'large-capacity disk
drive business with a deal to sell Honeywell Information Systems an oem version of the 3380 disk and 3880 controll,er
for use on DPS/8 and DPS/88 mainframes.
The contract, with·a value estimated as
high as $20 million and lasting two years,
comes on the heels of Control Data's disclosure that it will leave the IBM-compatible disk market because the stakes have
grown too high. Honeywell is a partner
with CDC in Magnetic Peripherals Inc.,

Minneapolis, but CDC'S withdrawal from
the IBM-compatible market meant Honeywell had to go elsewhere for large capacity disk drives. The deal marks the
second known oem agreement IBM has
signed for its 3380 drive, which can store
2.5 gigabytes of data;' it signed the German firm Siemens as a 3380 customer early this year and is thought to have been in
discussions with Digital Equipment and
NCR.

PEACHTREE FOR SALE: Management Science America Inc., an Atlanta
software house, has put its Peachtree
Software and three other microcomputer
software subsidiaries up for sale due to
slow sales. Evidently affected by a general
slump in .retail microcomputer software
sales, MSA also said it would report a loss
in earnings of 11 cents a share in the third
quarter, despite a.rise in revenues. M~A is
interested in selling Peachtree in Atlanta;
Peachtree International of Britain;
Eduware in Agora Hills, Calif.; and Designware in San Francisco. The companies, produced software for IBM pcs,
Apple lis, ~md other machines. MSA said
it had received inquiries from several interested parties but it declined to name
them. In an app~r~ntly_related development, MSA was hifby an $11.6 million suit
by Eduware's founder, Sherwin Staffin,
charging violations of an acquisition
agreement and securities fraud ..
NEW BURROUGHS CPUS: The
Detroit mainframer expanded its A series
of mainframes with the A3 family and entered theUnix market with a Unix-based
oem system designed around Convergent
Technologies hardware. The new A3
comes in three models, two uniprocessors
and one dual processor, and is designed to
compete with midrange systems like
IBM'S 4361 and System/38. Burroughs
said the A3 is completely software compatible with the larger A9 series it introduced earlier this year and with its older
B5000, B6000, and B7000 series mainframes. As a result, the company boasted,
it can offer machines ranging from the
smallest A3 to the biggest B7900 with a
performance span of 26 times. The A3
uses TTL gate-array chips supplied by
Texas instruments and 256K RAMs from
unidentified Japanese suppliers. Main
memory ranges from 3 to 48 megabytes
and disk capacity from 123 megabytes to
6 gigabytes. An entry-level model D carries a list price of $95,500. Burroughs also
came out with a new version of the MCP
operating system, which is claimed to offer many enhancements including InterPro, a menu-driven facility for
configuring and operating its mainframes.
The new Unix system, dubbed XE 550,
uses the Motorola 68010 and Intel 80186.
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"Thank you, sir. We'd like to mention their
reliability as well; Numonics is rather famous for
that. And their high resolution. And the flexible
range of sizes and capabilities. Would you like
to know more?"
The 112200 Tablet has a user-specified resolution
as high as .001", with standard features including
versatile firmware for self diagnostics, HOST
override of switch-settable functions, and matrix
menuing. It operates in six programmable modes:
point, stream, switch-stream, incremental, polled,
ortimed, and interfaces in RS232, IEEE, or byte
parallel, with packed binary or standard format.
Sizes range from 6" x 6" to 36" x 48".

The 112210 Tablet is a simp Iified version of the
2200 and also comes in sizes from 6" x 6"
to 36" x 48" and, like the 2200 all sizes have
identical control electronics. A single card works
for all. It digitizes up to 200 points per second,
in the 6 programmable modes. It accepts downloads for changing default operating conditions.
Standard pen; optional 1,4 or 16 button cursors.
This low-profile, self-diagnostic tablet interfaces
with RS232, I EEE, or byte parallel, in standard
or packed binary format.

o NUMON\CS
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The 115424 Plotter with stand, also uses the
grit-roller system, is a lower cost, single pen
plotter that accepts non-sprocketed cut-sheet
paper or mylar, 22" to 24" wide. Plots at
almost 6" per second, is extremely accurate and
has a similarly comprehensive command structure. It is designed
and constructed for
high durability.

The 115624 Plotter with stand, uses a grit-roller
transport system that produces smooth, accurate,
controlled plots on D size cut-sheet paper or
mylar. The new synchro-belt drive is quiet and
fast, plotting almost 10" per second to a variety
of commands for vectors, line types, circles, arcs,
ASCII characters, symbols, hatching, etc. The
ultimate machine for sophisticated plotting.
Four turret mounted, self-capping pens.
The if 6412 10-pen Plotter is designed for business graphics or any application needing a wide
range of colors, and line types, comprehensive
command structure, accuracy, and high speed almost 18" per second. Pens have soft-landing
and automatic-capping systems, with automatic
speed control for different pen types. Accepts
11" x 17" medium. Rugged, industrial
quality construction.

\

For further information, write:

lJ,~ NUMON~CS
'-'-,/" 418 Pierce St., Lansdale, PA 19446.
(215) 362-2766; TWX 510-661-6585
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The hardware, and some software, are standard, but
how they're used is a maHer of local choice.

BRANCH OFFICE
MICROCOMPUTING
by Perry Petersen
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At many corporations, end users acquire
micros and the dp department struggles, after the fact, to manage them. Personal computing at Sverdrup/sPCM is managed in a
different way: branch offices "hire" the
main office's dp staff to help set up their
micro computing operations. The result is
an effective blend of local autonomy and
central control.
Sverdrup/sPCM is the construction
management division of Sverdrup Corp., a
St. Louis-based engineering, architecure,
and construction management firm. SPCM
manages design and construction projects
on the order of $50 million to $100 million
for clients who want tight control of cost,
quality, and schedule. SPCM's Oakland office provides central support for construction management projects throughout the
U.S. Some projects are managed from an
office set up for that purpose; others are
based in established Sverdrup facilities.
SPCM'S 113M S/34 host and its data
center staff are dedicated to the project and
construction management tasks that concern the local offices; payroll and similar
functions are provided by the parent company. Most applications are performed 10cally on IBM pcs at branch and project
offices. These pcs communicate with the
S/34, and branch offices can access applications that are available only on the host
or that require larger amounts of storage
and processing. The various offices are also
linked by electronic mail.
The goal is to help all offices work
together. For the sake of compatibility, all
local offices use the following:
-IBM Pcs. This standard makes communications straightforward and keeps users in
the mainstream of available software.
- A standard set of utility software packages, which .the branch can use in any way
its manager feels is appropriate. The current standards are Lotus 1-2-3, Multimate
International's Multimate, and Microstuf
Inc. 's Crosstalk.
- IBM 4800-baud modems for communica104 DATAMATION

tion with· the IBM host, .and Hayes
300/1200 baud modems for communication with the other regional offices.
These standards (see Fig. 1) provide
some advantages: the IBM PC hardware is
compatible with the host and with other locations; remote sites can use both local and
central software; data files, correspondence, and spreadsheets can be sent both
upward and downward; and host communications make large network service bureau applications available.
The data center staff delivers this
hardware and software to the local sites,
sets it· up, tests it, and trains users in its
operation. This is efficient. The central staff
is expert in these tasks and the local staff
remains free to concentrate on work specific to the project. Technical skills at the
branches improve over time, but central office consulting remains available.
The local office managers have primary responsibility for the day-to-day mix
of activity on the equipment. Most of these
managers had little or no training in the use
of computers until the PC configuration was
selected and delivered.
Some of the factors that contributed
to success became evident during implementation. For instance, since the branch
staff is under steady pressure to produce for
their projects, they schedule a fast startup
for the equipment. In fact, during the day
of delivery, setup, and training on the PC,
the local staff typically starts turning out
letters and reports. In some cases, training
has been conducted-at the branch's request-on weekends, so that day-to-day
work will not interrupt the process.
The branches begin to take control
even before delivery of the equipment. The
branch manager confers with the central
staff manager about what configuration is
needed, what kind and amount of work will
be done, who will do it, what volumes of
processing and file sizes are involved, and
when delivery is desired. Because the
branch manager is responsible for his own
budget, and because equipment and central
staff time come directly out of that budget,

Once the staff sees what can be done, they want to
use the equipment immediately.

FIG. 1

A TYPICAL LOCAL SITE

the branch is, in effect, hiring the central
office in a consulting role-to buy, test, deliver, and install the pcs, and to provide
training and host support (see Fig. 2).
In locations with larger, more complex projects to control, the branch specifies batch-input database systems it wants
the central staff to create. This makes it
possible for the· branch to get customized
reports based on more extensive processing
of larger files. In this way, the branch can
make cost-effective use of dp staff and highcapacity hardware. With batching of input,
the communication expense is also small.
Let's examine how these policies
have worked in three Sverdrup/sPCM
1 06 DATAMATION

branch offices: Nashville; Eugene, Ore.;
and Anchorage, Alaska. The business plan
for the branch project in each case included
a budget for computer support. The details
of the support-how the local manager
wanted to use that budget-were worked
out during the creation of the management
plan for the office's multiyear assignment.
The management plan is created by
the local manager in concert with a central
staff planning specialist, who reports to the
local manager during this process. The
plan includes the scope, schedule, and cost
of the work, and indicates how the computer is expected to support it. Typical applications are word processing, critical path

method (CPM) scheduling, cost control systems, cash flow, document control, graphics, and communications. Each office,
however, has a somewhat different mix.
Nashville office: custom database
support. Sverdrup's Nashville office handles pr()ject management of a $100 million
design and construction program for the
city. Before program startup, Dr. Jim Irvin, the program manager, requested an
outline and budget for functions that a terminal or PC could perform. At startl,lp, the
planning team from SPCM'S data center
worked with him to review what he wanted; the management plan showed the
scope, schedule, and cost of the design and

FIG. 2

LOCAL OFFICES ARE STRUCTURALLY SUBORDINATE, FUNCTIONALLY INDEPENDENT.

STRUCTURE

FUNCTION
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The managers are becoming more aware of the need
for security as more tasks are done on computer.

construction work Sverdrup would manage
for the city.
Initially, the office handled CPM
scheduling, cash-flow analysis, document
control (computer indexed retrieval of
project documents), and cost control via a
terminal connected to the host. Soon, however, Dr. Irvin saw that more status and
control information was needed to manage
the 88 separate projects that were to be
completed over a three-year period. He
asked his project control manager, Gary
Hyatt, to work with the data center staff on
a plan' for quickly setting up a database.
Custom reports were required, and the system had to be easily operated by local staff.
Hyatt created lists of data to be kept and
report formats desired. Within days, he and
the data center reached agreement on the
plan; including scope, cost, and schedule.
The budget was promptly accepted, and pilot reports for three projects were produced
in Nashville within the week; within three,
the entire database was loaded and active.
The system expanded
and got more use as project personnel recognized
the value of a convenient
source for key project data. Next, the
Nashville office asked for help in moving to
a PC, which would enable them to batch
Clata and to do spreadsheets locally. This
move has cut communication costs and increased the office's capabilities. Lotus 1-2~3
-is used to prepare input data and for
;spreadsheets. Less time is required for
:,training ,'efforts, since one package can be
'used for multiple purposes.
,
Eugene office~' PC augments data
center. SPCM is working (in a joint venture
with Bt:own and Caldwell) to manage a
'$105 mIllion wastewater design and construction program for the cities of Eugene
land Springfield, and Lane County, Ore.
.When the project began in 1978, the data
',center and the local office sent forms and
reports back and forth by courier. Later,
. the project manager, Arl Altman, found
, that ,cash-flow requirements and docu, ment-control status were required for more
CL:rapid turnaround. He asked the data center :'
~~o provide an estimate for hardware, train~ ipg, and support' to make available locally
:5 ~he host programs and some new tasks. On
't5 his approval of the budget and scope, a PC
@ was installed to provide these functions.
~ The less time-critical processing continues
~ to be handled cost-effectively through over>- night delivery.
~
An andllary benefit has been found
8 in that the data center can rerun reports
tr: immediately, if Eugene desires changes. All
c3 input is controlled by the Eugene office.

MOVE TO
PC CUT
COSTS

Anchorage office: experience makes
users more aggressive. The Anchorage SPCM
office has for s~veral years been equipped
with an IBM PC and all the utility software
applications. John Klepac, the manager,
started using the equipment at the outset;
and trained' other personnel in PC applications himself, with only limited support
fromthe data center. In the past two years,
however, he found he could cope with an
increasingly heavy workload by making use
of the data center staff and other central
office specialists via communications and
shared files. CPM schedule input, processing, and revision, for example, require expertise 'in scheduling and in operating the
applications software. Since the company
has employees with these skills at the data
center, Klepac can request short-term as:"
sistance to help ease peak workloads.
This process works for several other
applications' as well. Spreadsheet analyses
done on Lotus 1-2-3 are sent back and forth
for manpower and cost estimating reviews,
and' can be manipulated in either location
for what-ifs by central or branch managers.
In this instance, the experience in pc-host
operations at the branch level has initiated
a workload-sharing arrangement.
SPCM has been using micros at remote
locations for several years, and some trends
are apparent. Training is the initial challenge, but users, become comfortable and
proficient with the machines surprisingly
quickly. As they become accustomed to'the
machines, they start to think of different
ways to get results. The trend is clearly toward users determining their own destiny,
within the scope of the local manager's
control and budget.
Local managers want t,he best re-

sults they can get within their budgets, and
make good use of the data center staff in
planning and using equipment.
'
Last but not least, all the managers
are becoming more aware of the need for
security-particularly as more tasks are
done with the computer. Realizing that the
data center has procedures that include
routine backups of programs and data, they
are taking similar steps 'to ensure that their
operations have the same level of security.
SPCM's experience indicates that
branch and project managers are able to
plan and manage their own computing operations, particularly when they can take
advantage of central data center support.
The computing environment includes some
fixed parameters, but most of the business
decisions are left to the local manager. The
manager is constrained by his budget and
this is probably one of his main motivations
for communicating with the data center.
The local manager uses the data' center's
knowledge and ability to help with planning, to confirm the validity of plans, to
help acquire hardware and software, to test
the hardware and software before delivery,
and fo~ continued support when he needs
more knowledge or manpower.
@
Perry Petersen is a vice president at
McGuire & Hester, a general contracting
firm in Oakland, Calif. He was previously chief planner, western region, for ~ver
drup/SPCM. He managed planning;, project controls, and dp support activities
for clients' design and construction programs, and assisted in business development and acquisition. He has a BSCE
from Cornell University ,and an MBA from
the University of Santa Clara.
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WE ANSWERED.
"SOMEONE HAS.

U5."
We call it the OASys 64. And it does the
most important thing any computer-based
system can do: save time and improve your
people's productivity.
" With the OASys 64, you can interconnect "
up to 100 IBM or NBI PCs. To let them
share and exchange informCition. Without
exchanging diskettes; "
To let them use the same storage,
printers, and software. And with our shared
software plan, you no longer have to buy
expensive software for each additional user.
And the OASys 64 doesn't stop there. It
gives PCsthe best word processing in the
business. Or flexible communications
options like 3270, for access to your
mainframe information. All with the
security options you know you: need in
today's PC environment.
It's a time-saver. A work-saver. And a
people-saver.
You couldn't ask for much more. And if
you could, chances are, if we haven't
already built it, we're already working on it.
For you.
For more information write: NBI, Inc.,
Advertising Dept., 3450 Mitchell Lane,
Boulder, CO 80301.

======NBI==
OFn"CE AUTOMATION SY~TEMS
CIRCLE 56 ON READER CARD

RS700
'. Automatic feeder
with mechanical
control mechanism.
RS800
Feeds sheets on
command from an
external interface.
RS900
Self-controlled
automatic feeder with
internal electronics
for universal
application.

The right solution to printer automation.
SWISS QUALITY

Call us at:
International 0041-1-9264300
or telex 875171 ruti ch
USA (214) 343-9154
or telex 730609 ruti dal

Rutishauser Data AG
Rhynerstrasse 9
CH-8712 Stafa, Switzerland
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Peacefully blending these small computers
into the corporate world is one of the dp manager's
greatest challenges.

MANAGING
THE PC REVOLUTION
.

by Eric E. Vogt
The personal computers owned by major
corporations are possibly America's most
underutilized asset. Brought in for their
ease of use and the promise of higher executive productivity, pcs have fallen far short
of their potential. The reasons for this
include a paralyzing, proliferation of productivity software, a dearth of applicationsoriented user education, and a dramatically
new user environment that challenges the
job description of the traditional dp
manager.
The emergence of thousands of new
pc users has transformed the dp manager's
marketplace from one characterized by
large cost-plus contracts to a mass consumer product market.
A culinary analogy might serve to
underscore the magnitude of this transition. In the. past, the dp manager might
have been viewed as a master chef, charged
with preparing state dinners for the White
House. Today, this same chef has been reassigned to operating a regional franchise
of 12 fast-food restaurants. The refined set
of skills that guaranteed success for the
elaborate dinners are anachronistic for delivering cheeseburgers in high volume.
Organizational success in this revolutionary environment will accrue to those
data processing managers who adapt rapidly to these new challenges. Tomorrow's
successful dp manager will have to operate
with a new set of axioms:
• There are not enough resources to evaluate and specify the proper software to meet
diverse corporate requirements.
• Your corporate users represent a new
breed of customer whose needs must be researched and met on a mass market basis.
• Your users will become experts in applying the software to business problems, and
will create specific applications that move
well beyond your current understanding of
operational business details.
• Fundamentally, rather than being the

I

source of computer knowledge, dp managers must become the hub for exchange of
personal computer knowledge and
applications.
• Business-oriented educational programs
tailored to various corporate user segments
will facilitate the transition.
• The focus of your technical expertise is
now systems requirements-due to the
need to share accurate corporate databases.
Networking and interconnecting to the
mainframe are the new frontiers of measurable performance for dp managers. Interaction with experienced users and a general
understanding of their business applications will be a prerequisite for successful
design of these networks.
The development of business-oriented applications has always been a difficult
area for the dp manager. The inability of
operating managers to communicate their
information needs precisely, coupled with
the inexperience of many systems people in
the intricacies of the day-to-day business,
has led to frustrating delays and cost overruns in many seemingly straightforward
projects.
While some observers of the pc revolution predict that these difficulties will be
exacerbated, I believe costly misunderstandings can be avoided by helping this
new class of users implement its own business applications. The dp manager of tomorrow must manage the flow of
information between experienced and inexperienced users. In the near term, the dp
manager's technical expertise will be required to upgrade the accuracy of mainframe databases and to provide limited
access for those users who need timely information for critical business decisions.
Traditionally, dp managers have
needed little formal business background
or expertise. Until recently, they were responsible for selecting hardware and software, overseeing their installation and,
when necessary, processing data in response to management's requests. These

projects, when funneled through the data
processing department, provided dp managers with a rudimentary knowledge of sophisticated financial analyses or marketing
segmentation concepts. Raw data and a
modicum of instruction were considered
sufficient background for dp to successfully
complete the computerized report.

MANAGERS

Conversely,
executives
hadn't
the
vaguest
idea
WERE IN
what data processing enA FOG
tailed. Certainly, they
knew a computer could compile data and
perform calculations faster than any human possibly could-but they often forgot
that· humans were still responsible for the
entry of data and the ultimate understanding of a project. The obvious communication problem was the absence of any
discussion of project goals between dp and
corporate management.
Before introduction of the pc, differences in the way a dp manager and an executive viewed computer capabilities caused
many budgets and tempers to be blown.
Misinterpretations and assumptions sometimes caused managers-when they received a long-awaited report from dp-to
declare that the whole thing would have to
be done all over again.
"Doesn't the data processing manager know," the executive would ask, "that
all market segmentations are broken out by
SMSA rather than by zip code?"
The introduction of the personal
computer to the executive suite has altered
this familiar scenario radic'ally. Rather
than passing on projects to dp managers,
the business executive is suddenly grappling with hardware and software that had
once been found only within the confines of
the systems room. Meanwhile, the dp manager has discovered that end-user applications, not memory and operating system
requirements, are primary considerations
for choosing software. This orientation has
brought about new and sometimes overlapNOVEMBER 15, 1984 113

Corporate managers may now expect the dp manager
to manage pc growth.

ping responsibilities for which there are no
established guidelines.
Corporate managers, perhaps arbitrarily, may now expect the dp manager to
manage pc growth. Certainly, the uncontrolled proliferation of pcs in a corporation
is unhealthy. It is a threat to the continuity
and security of a corporation as well as to
the dp manager's effectiveness. The real issue, though-the one that causes executives to. bring in pcs over the transom to
begin with-is buried deeper. Executives
want hardware and software they can use
independently, effectively, and efficiently.
Rather than try to wage a war single-handedly, a dp manager should "enlist
the troops" to maintain effectiveness and
control within the corporation. This means
not only serving as a manager but as a support mechanism as well.
The key here is the ability to listen
and communicate. This means getting feedback from experienced users. It might
mean choosing representatives from each
department t6 form a software recommendation committee. While the dp manager is
technically the best qualified to select soft.:
ware, there are other considerations-such
as features and ease of use-that affect the
user and therefore deserve his or her evaliladon. While this process may seem tedious
or circuitous, it will cut back on the
amount of hardware and software brought
in by frustrated executives.
Communication can be taken a step
further by providing users with a format to
talk among themselves with a. dp manager
acting as counselor group leader. Newsletters, hot lines, and user groups all work toward this end. The bottom line is that users
are often confused but find it difficult to
explain their problems. A support group,
made up of data processing and business
managers, will provide the best of both
worlds for an understanding, problem-solving forum.
Support groups, communication,
and sharing of applications are an integral
part of a corporation's successful pc integration. Without proper executive education, however, effective communication
and an exchange of ideas cannot take place.
The challenge is, of course, for a dp
manager to choose an appropriate pc education program in a market where there are
as many training methods as there are software manufacturers. As with the selection
of pc software, the most effective approach
is always geared toward the individual
executive.
Trainirig manuals, disks, and other
generalized training methods will introduce the executive to basic hardware and
software commands and capabilities. The
114 DATAMATION

next question is, "Now. that I am computer
literate, what shall I do?" Executives may
find they can easily bring up the system and
load the software, but they don't know how
a personal computer can solve their business problems.

need for business information will establish
high priorities of systems development in
several areas:
• mainframe database accuracy,
• communications software for high-speed
file transfer,
• database subsets with multi-user access
and one-way limited transfer rights to the
mainframe for periodic data refreshing~
These are the challenges most likely
to occupy the dp manager's creative technical talents-not the development of specific
applications.
Once dp managers have established
the necessary support mechanisms, they'll
find they're putting out fewer fires, hardware and software aren't being brought in
over the transom, and executives are more
open to allocating funds to office automation: The additional funds and corporate
support will allow the dp manager to ex, plare new technologies-such as networks
and micro-to-mainframe links.

Customized. education,
on the other hand, allows
the executive to understand how a market segmentation for refrigerators can be
performed using Lotus 1-2-3. It takes executives beyond functional computer literacy
by showing them how personal computers
can improve their productivity and decision-making abilities, whether they are in
insurance, real estate, banking, or industrial marketing.
Ideally, a custom-designed pc education program should feature case studies
that cover the problems of a particular industry and company. The value of this approach is apparent as soon as the executives
The old roles are changuse hardware and software as trouble- BRIDGING
shooting tools, swiftly determining the best CORPORATE· ing, and work on a support system to bridge the
solution based on fresh information they
gap between data procould not previously have obtained on their DPCHASM
cessing and corporate managers must beown.
While some dp managers believe the gin. The challenge is large, but the
executives who think software is spelled productive potential of personal computers
"softwear" will be slower students than the is immense. The revamped job description
fast-track types who instailed pcs in their for a valuable dp manager will look like
'
living rooms, the customized approach this:
tends to make them all equals. When the • Solicit evalutions from experienced users.
learning process calls for. industry exper- . • Provide applications-oriented educational
tise, the technophobe proves to be just as programs via hot lines, newsletters, user
fast a learner as the basic computer literate. groups, and so forth.
.
Interestingly, age does not appear to affect • Delegate maintenance responsibility to
a manager's. capacity to master personal users who develop the models via two
computers. The popular view of young ex- methods: first, have them embed a descripecutives overtaking their senior counter- tion of what the spreadsheet model does
parts is not borne out when observing the and how it operates within each model; and
dynamics of a pc education class. More of- second, encourage internal user groups to
ten than not, the seasoned executive is bet- share ideas and appoaches to problems. .
ter able than his young, inexperienced • Develop procedures for the controlled,
colleague to grasp and apply the concepts one-way access to mainframe data.
Ultimately, the bridge built by
of an electronic spreadsheet package.
Once a dp manager has troops that means of communication, business under:are properly educated, happy with the soft- standing, and,most important, proper
ware and hardware they're using, and who training will span the dp-to-executive
have a forum where they can voice their pc- chasm, joining the two on common
related problems, the manager is free to ground where the personal computer can
turn to the more critical areas of network- be used effectively and efficiently by
@
ing and database management. At the same everyone.
time, establishing the necessary support
systems for new users will make business Eric E. Vogt is president and founder of
managers more open to allocating addition- Micro Mentor Inc., Belmont, Mass., a
al funds for systems development and data- personal computer education service.
base management. This attitude and the Before he started the company in 1982,
availability of adequate resources are key to Vogt was a manager with the Boston
the dp manager's success over the next five Consulting Group, a lecturer at the
indeyears. As they gain experience, pc users Harvard Business School, and
soon demand more data to work with. This pendent software strategy consultant.
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PUZZLED ABOUT .NETWORKING
DEC'sTM DMZ32 INTERFACE?
MIA-COM HAS THE BEST SOLUTION:
THE IDX3000:

Digital's ™ new cable-saving DMZ32 interface
forVAX™ minicomputers allows users to
cluster up to 24 remote terminals onto a T1
twisted pair trunk connected directly to the
VAX UNIBUS~M
The IDX3000 adds the ability to network
these VAX UNIBUS cards with remote multiplexers, enhancing the functionality of this
T1-UNIBUS breakthrough. Compatible
T1ITDM multiplexers can be added to complete the network puzzle and respond to
system growth.
The IDX3000 adds significant features to
your VAX network:
Efficiency Port managementfrom
the workstation optimizes user access to
computer ports and provides queuing
capability.
o Reliability Automatic switchover to
optional redundant circuitry and on-line
replacement of components keep the
network running.
o .Ease of control Network operator has
control from any location without compromising system security.
o Ease of configuration Table-driven
software makes the network easy to define
and modify.

o

For the office of now
With the IDX3000, you can start with a small
system that fits your current needs and

budget, then grow to obtain non-blocking,
full-duplex asynchronous communic'ation for
as many as 3072 lines, all at data rates of up
to 19.2 Kbps. The IDX3000 isn't one of those
products of the future. It's here now-'-proven,
in use, with full service from MIA-COM, one
of the nation's largest communication
companies.
If you want to get the most from your
DMZ32's, call or write the representative
nearest you for more information about the
IDX3000. It's the only network that works.
MIA-COM LlNKABIT, INC., 3033 Science
Park Road, San Diego, CA, 92121. Outside
California call toll free (800) 626-6640.

Representatives: San Diego, Ruth Stoffel,
(619) 457-2340; Boston, Harry George,
(617) 863-8420; Washington D.C.,
Skip Summers, (703) 734-9000.
IDX3000 is a registered trademark of

MIA-COM LlNKABIT, INC.
DEC, VAX, Digital and UNIBUS are trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corporation.
© 1984 MIA-COM LlNKABIT, INC.

THE ONLY
DMZ32-COMPATIBLE
NETWORK
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In evaluating a
computer system,
many users put service at the top of
their list. So do we.
We start by
making one individual
responsible for
your system's
performance. He's
highly trained and
knows you and your
operation first hand ..
And he's the focal
point of a person-to-person approach that makes
communication more
.ve and the entire
program more
responsive.
The
~oneywell serVIce program
includes varied resources
to assist your
representative
in meeting
every eventu.;.
ality. Like our
National Respons Center, operating 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. Your one call here is all
it takes to trigger action.
· All of the historic data on
your system is at their
. fingertips, all resources
at their disposal.
Among these
are our Technical Assistance Centers. Staffed by
hardware and software
experts, each TAC is
equipped with system
documentation libraries
and advanced capabilities
to quickly diagnose your
problem remotely.
If spare parts are required,
you'll get them. Fast. Our
nationwide on-line
inventory tracking
system and network
of stocking centers
allow us to locate
and ship any part.
Quickly.

Still another element of our customer
service is training. In
addition to such basics as
programming, we conduct classes in advanced
areas such as data com. munications and database
design. Using the latest
computer-assisted learning techniques, these
classes can be conducted
at your facilities or ours.
There are no compromises in the quality of
our service. But there
are varying levels of service available that can be
tailored to meet your
system availability requirements. Our CustomerAssisted Maintenance Program (CAMP);for
example, provides tools for self-diagnosis of difficulties and offers additional economies through
parts replacement arrangements that include
carry-in, mail-in, or call-in options for expedited
delivery.

We call
this comprehensive approach to system support TotalCare™
service. It represents all that we've learned in
more. than 25 years of serving the needs of customers all over the world.
For more information, call
800-328-5111, ext. 2702 (in Min.:.
nesota call collect 612-870-2142)
or write:
Customer Services Division
Honeywell
MS440
200 Smith Street
Waltham, MA 02154.

To,gether .. we can find the answers.

Honeywell
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Current users of this technology are early leaders
in an area that still offers somewhat limited capabilities.

by John A. Lehman, Doug

BUSINESS
GRAPHICS TRENDS

Vogel, and Gary Dickson
Computer graphics is forecast as one of the
fastest growing areas within the computer
industry. Sales of graphics equipment are
increasing, national graphics conferences
such as ACM'S SIGGRAPH and the National
Computer Graphics Association's annual
meeting are attracting record crowds, and
industry pundits are predicting that future
computer systems will be graphics-based.
The use of computer graphics for managerial communication and analysis, what we
shall call "business graphics," is predicted
to be one of the major growth areas.
In spite of the outpouring of enthusiasm for computer graphics in general and
business graphics in particular, we have little empirical evidence as to how organizations are using business graphics, what they
are using them for, and how they anticipate
using them. We have initiated a large-scale
project, the Minnesota Management
Graphics Project, to conduct research in
these areas. rhis article reports the results
of a survey that we recently completed to
help answer these questions. The survey
was intended to ascertain which members
of the responding organizations are using
business graphics, what they are doing with
them, and how they have managed the
process.
Our survey had 36 questions. It was
pretested on a sample of Twin Cities companies, revised, pretested on a different
group of companies, and revised again before being sent out. None of the original respondents were included in the final
mailing (although some of the same organizations were represented).
The survey was sent to the dp managers of789 organizations around the United States. All were members either of the
Society for Information Management, Chicago, or affiliates of the Center for the
Study of Data Processing at Washington
University, St. Louis. The organizations we
sent questionnaires to were selected by
eliminating individual members, academic
institutions, consultants, and other noninstitutional users from the lists. We had a
25% response rate; just under 200 questionnaires were completed and returned.

The respondents were predominantly managers (32%), directors (30%), and
vice presidents (14%) from MIS/IS, representing corporate headquarters (64%) as
opposed to divisions (34%). Most of the responses came from manufacturing organizations (42%), followed by financial
services organizations (14%), retailing
(6%), and utilities (6%); other services including engineering, transportation, government, education, and communication
each made up 5% or less. The responding
organizations ranged in size from eight to
200,000, with an average of about 11,000
employees. Full-time employees. in the
MIS/dp area ranged from zero to 15,000,
with an average of about 440.
We identified nine trends that
involve:
• technological capabilities
• motivation for use
• functional area use
• end users
• applications profiles
• organizational responsibilities
• user satisfaction
• impediments to increased use
• forecasts for the future
These trends can be divided into four major
categories:
• existing situation
• user satisfaction
• impediments to increased use
• the future
The existing situation trends reveal
where the respondent organizations stand
with respect to technological capability,
motivation for use of business graphics,
functional areas using business graphics,
end-user characteristics, business graphics
applications, and responsibility within the
organization for computer graphics ..
Technological capability.
The respondent organizations have a strong technical computercapability. Almost 90% of the respondents already
have computer graphics capability as well
as high levels of other advanced technologies such as databases, interactive debugging, telecommunication, very high level
languages, and extensive use of microcomputers. The only technical area in which

90% HAVE
COMPUTER
GRAPHICS

less than half of the repondents are involved is the ability to link microcomputers to mainframes (other than as dumb
terminals).
While most of the respondents have
business graphics facilities, almost a third
of them have had these facilities for a year
or less. Well under half of the respondents
have had business graphics facilities for
three or more years.
Investment iri existing business
graphics hardware and software capability
is small relative to the size of the organizations and spread over a wide variety of vendors. SAS/GRAPH, from the SAS Institute
Inc., Cary, N.C., is the most widely available mainframe package, and Lotus 1-2-3,
by Lotus Development Corp., Cambridge,
Mass., dominates among the packages that
run on microcomputers (Figs. 1 and 2).
Personal computers with graphic displays
outnumber other graphic devices available
in organizations. Respondents generally
noted that the few existing graphics workstations were distributed throughout the
organization.
Motivation for use. User demand
was the major factor influencing the decision to buy computer graphics, followed by
a desire to explore use of the technology
(Fig. 3). Vendors offering graphics technology at a good price and/or with good support were almost never the major influential factor. Top management was only
occasionally the first to voice a need for
computer graphics. Graphic arts areas
were almost never the first to voice a need.
Functional area use. In most responding organizations, only information
systems, finance, and marketing are regular, heavy users of computer graphics. Personnel, operations research/management
science, and production are notedly weak
users (Figs. 4 and 5). Few functional areas
are using graphics simply on a trial basis.
Of those that are, information systems,
marketing, and accounting predominate,
while strategic planning, production, and
operations research/management science
exhibit little trial use.
End users. Very few end users have
business graphics experience. Those who
do are generally,professionals or managers.
In many of the organizations, almost no
NOVEMBER 15, 1984 119
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The movement of graphics into organizations is like a
series of waves. The first has already crashed on the
beach.
end users have, business graphics experience;organizations where half or more of
the end users have such experience are a
small minority (Fig. 6). Professionals
(34%), managers (23%); and managerial
as~istants (21 %) generally interact with'
graphIcs software to develop or print charts
and graphs. Executives (9%) generally do
not.
Applications profile. In a rank orderIng of computer graphics applications, support for written reports and oral presentations slightly outrank data analysis and
decision support. Replacing or supplementing standard dp reports and informal com, munication of ideas rank lowest. Some lowand middle-level managers -are using
graphics fqr decision. support, but only a
handful of high-level managers are doing so
(Fig. 7).
Organizational responsibility. Respon~ibility for compl,lter graphics within
the organization resides primarily· in the
MIS/dp and information center areas (quite
oft~n in' both). Som~ of the respondents reported that formal responsibility for, computer graphics has not been specified. In a
bare majority of the organizations, no support staff is dedicated to computer graphics. Development assistance and training
on the specifics of using graphics hardware
and software are ofteri provided. Relatively
few organizations provide training on the
art' of selecting and 'designing charts and
even fewer have internal newsletters or user
groups (Fig. 8).
User satisfaction. User satisfaction is
similar for graphics hardware and software
(Fig. 9). I~ both cases, just under half the
users are somewhat satisfied and about a
qmirter are somewhat dissatisfied. More
users of graphics hardware are neutral than
are software users. Only a few are very dissatisfied with either hardware or software;
about a fifth of the users are very satisfied
with both hardware and software. Differences as a result of years of business graphI

ever, have a formal written plan for computer graphics.
Responses to a query concerning
what computer graphics features would
impediments to increased contribute most to effective future use of
USER
the technology were dominated by pleas for
KNOW-HOW use. Most responding or- integration
capability with databases and
ganizations cited insuffiLACKING
cient user knowledge and systems. Ease of use and lower cost, particpoor integration of computer graphics with ularly of hardcopy output devices, were
databases and other systems as impedi- noted, as were flexibility and better termiments to increased use of computer graph- nal resolution., Only 2% of the suggestions
ics as a decisiori-support tool. Roughly one address graphics standards, which indithird of the respondent organizations noted cates that business users of computer
that people just don't think of using com- graphics are much less concerned about
puter graphics, and that sufficient access to this issue than the traditional graphics
computer graphics was lacking. Fewer or- community.
The movement of business graphics
ganizations noted technical difficulties or
into organizations is somewhat like a series
~ack of top management support as impediments, and even less felt there was a lack of of waves. The first 4as already crashed on
support for computer graphics by the dp the beach. Organizations are increasingly
area or that computer graphics were incon- involved in business graphics. The next
sistent with managerial style (Fig. 10): wave is swelling around integrating busiForced to select the major impediment, or- ness graphics with existing databases and
ganizations responses were in about the systems.
Still out in the ocean waiting to '
same order as above.
The future. Most respondents felt form is the, wave that will introduce a subthat use of computer graphics will increase stantial number of organizatiomil personto a moderate extent and almost half expect nel to business graphics~ Present users are
it will increase to a great extent (Fig. 11) early leaders in areas where existing, someover the next three years. Three quarters of what limited capabilities can be used
the organizations expected increases in effeCtively.
computer graphics use for decision supAs the next step in this research, we
port, support of written reports, data analy- shall be carrying out an in-depth follow-up
sis, and support of oral presentation. Most survey to learn more about organizations
also foresaw an increase in its use to replace that heavily use management graphics. In
or supplement standard dp reports. A sub- particular, . we want to learn more about
stantial minority expected increased use of . what specific attributes of business graphcomputer graphics for informal communi- ics are being used, what attributes relate to
cation of ideas (Fig. 12). Again, when, successfui use, and how present graphics
asked to select the major area of growth in systems should be changed to better acuse of computer graphics over the next commodate both technical and human facthree years, organizations responded in the tors perspectives.
The results of this inquiry will give
same order as above.
Half of the organizations are con- direction to forthcoming experimental and
sidering expanded use of business graphics field research that is part of the Minnesota
as part of the formal information systems" Mariagement Graphics Project. These
planning process. Only a few (12%), how- studies are intended to provide prescriptive
knowledge about which graphical techniques are best suited for which applications. The series of studies will be
coordinated and will use a limited set of dependent variables so that cumulative results can be produced from the individual
experiments.
@

ics experience, availability of dedicated
support staff, and degree of training and assistance remain to be examined.

"Dr. Gumer printed my letter, and he referred me to another advice column."
122 DATAMATION

John A. Lehman, assistant professor of
MIS, and Gary Dickson, professor of MIS,
are both employed at the University of
Minnesota's Department of Management
Sciences. Doug Vogel is a PhD student
at the university. All three are involved in
the' Minnesota Management Graphics
Project, which began in 1983 and will
continue for another four or five years.
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It's a simple fact that your small computer can compute a
lot faster than your printer can print. A problem that becomes even more frustrating in business, when your computer is tied up with your printer while you're ready to move
on to other work.
Of course, the only thing more frustrating than waiting
on a slow printer is waiting on a printer that's down. Unfortunately, chances are the initial printer you purchased with
your computer system just isn't designed to work on continuous cycle high volume printing.
More than likely, you've already experienced one, if not
both of these frustrations. But now, you can turn printer
frustration into printing satisfaction with the new Genicom
3014, 3024, 3184, 3304 or 3404. Professional printers for
personal computers ... price/performance matched for small
business systems.
Designed and built to increase productivity and maximize the value of your personal computer, the range of 3000
PC printers offers 160-400 cps draft, 80-200 cps memo,
and 32-100 cps NLQ printing ... performance for both
high productivity and high quality printing.
The 3014/3024 models print
132 columns. The 3184, 3304

and 3404 models give you a full 136 column width, and
offer color printing as well.
Each printer is easy to use, lightweight, functionally
styled and attractive. And you can choose options from
pedestals and paper racks to document inserters, sheet
feeders and 8K character buffer expansion, plus more.
Genicom 3000 PC printers feature switch selectable
hardware, dual connectors and dual parallel or serial interfaces. Plus the 3014 and 3024 emulate popular protocols
for both Epson MX with GRAFTRAX-PLUS TM and Okidata
Microline 84 Step 2™, while the 3184,3304 and 3404 emulate popular protocols for Epson MX with GRAFTRAXPLUS TM. SO your current system is most likely already capable of working with these Genicom printers without modification.
Most important, the Genicom 3000 PC printers are
quality-built, highly durable printers designed for rapid,
continuous duty cycle printing.
So why wait? And wait. And wait. Get a Genicom 3000
PC printer now.
Genicom Corporation, One General Electric Drive, Dept.
C411, Waynesboro, VA 22980. In
Virginia, call 1-703-949-1170.

For the solution to your printing needs call

TOLL FREE 1-800-437-7468
In Virginia, call 1-703-949-1170.
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Peat~ar~cktechnology

has exploded the myths,
about computer systems
development:
It doesn't have to take
forever or cost the earth.
,Introducing Structured
,~ ~Retrofit.

Even the best-managed computer system can
develop ~paghetti code over the years. Changing demands and expanded requirements can
make yesterday's state-of-the-art a state of
confusion. And until now you haven't had a
cost-effective way of replacing your system.
But now Peat Marwick has the answer: a
technological breakthrough that gives you the
best of both worlds: the technical currency of
a new software system at an affordable price.
It's called Structured Retrofit. Its advantages
are simple: You save the valuable existing in..;
formation from your present system by regenerating it in a structured format that is
then used as a base to build your new target
system. Even on a new computer.
Your immediate benefit is you can produce
your new system with savings in time and expense as great as fifty percent of that needed
to write an entirely new system. Only Peat
Marwick's software engineering services, like
Structured Retrofit, can do this. And you gain
the advantage of a major reduction in maintenance programming costs.
Peat Marwick's software engineering technology creates workable solutions for your
business problems. Learn more about the
advantages of systems development through
the Structured Retrofit process. For a free
brochure send in the coupon or call 800344-3600 (in Illinois 800-328-4200).
Mail to: Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
345 Park Ave., Box SR, New York, NY 10154
SR-D-1l/15

Name
Title
Company
Address

t

City
State

Zip

r=1PEAT

I t:I MARWICK
Accounting and Auditing/
Tax SerVices/Management Consulting!
Private Business Advisory Services
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"We are more than banks: we are communications
companies, we are clocks."

promenaded. Concealed speakers filled the
air with music.
High technology notwithstanding,
theire meetings had ancient rituallstic conventions said to' have begun with Renaissancebankers. They all knew one another,
and each player made sure he talked to every other player. According to protocol,
they began by asking about one another's
families, then they traded financial gossip,
and then they moved on. "A frank and
open exchange of views" was the rubric
they used. Pumping one another for infor:..
mation ·was another way of looking at it. It
was possible to be honest-well, about
75% honest. While they all had a common
interest, their theories about the way the
world's monetary problems should be
solved and their competitiveness ensured
exciting play. Roughly speaking, they
could be divided into tWb factions: free
traders and regulators.
Mr. Clitson of the Cividei Group, in
contention for the title of largest financial
institution in .the world, gravitated to Mr.
Sasagawa of the R6ichi, who, seeing his old
friend, turned away from Mr. Portinarii of
Banco Spirito del Valore e Lavoro; to greet
him. They had met under regrettable circumstances 42 years before.
"How's your health?" Mr. Clitson
asked, for Sasagawa had been wounded on
Guadalcanal.
"Except for minot complaints, it's
fine. How's yours?" For Mr. Clitson had
also been wounded on GuadalCanal. It was
their conceit that they had personally dueled and wounded one another. That they
_, were now talking in these luxurious surroundings was a sigri of the world's progress, the ability of commerce to heal all
wounds and do away with more primitive
ways of contention. Indeed, there were
those whose Balances strategy was to make
large-scale war impossible: one or two
points of interest can dampen the weapons
market considerably.
They talked for a few minutes about
investing in a mining consortium in Colombia. Clitson wondered if Sasagawa's bank
wanted to participate. Mr. Sasagawa said
he found the proposal curious, considering
Colombia's debt. Did Clitsori know something he didn't?
"Such a beautiful place," Mt. Sas.
agawa said.
"Very much like Malaputa," Mr.
Clitson replied.
"I've never heard of it."
"You will. That's peculiar music to
be playing."
"I'm not familiar with it."
"Wagner. Die G&terdiimmerung."
They separated and moved on.
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Beneath the mansion on
St. Cunegonde,. a huge
cave has been converted,
lined, and made into a
conference and game center. There are no
computers on the island itself. The terminals the bankers use are connected to an
iurayo(Crays run by the National Security
Agency, which uses data from the world's
banking system. Since eminent people do
not operate terminals, technicians are
flown in every morning. They follow verbal
instructions from the main players, who remain free to wander around and make
deals and feverish adjustments between
sessions.
After an' afternoon of medical and
psychological examihations (the game is
stressful) the 80 players assembled at 10
a.m. the next day in the auditorium, where
the briefing was to take place. They sat in
comfortable chairs that could recline or
swivel. At the side of each chair was a microphone and a small monitor. There was a
huge screen behind the speaker's podium
upon which charts, illustnitions, films, or
the latest quotations could be displayed. As
they settled into their seats, most of the
bankers were conspicuously relaxed, as if
they were athletes conserving their energy
for the main event.
The first speaker was Herr Von Alberich, the new director of the Bank For
International Settlements (BlS), the central
banker to the central bariks. The players
expected him to merely review the usual
problems: world debt, political unrest, the
danger to international economic stability,
the alarming growth of the noncomputable
underground economy. They were a bit
bored.
The director was a tall, spare man.
He was taciturn, and his black eyes glowed
with the fervor of the convert. It was rumored that in his youth the director had
been a Marxist, perhaps even a terrorist,
dedicated to the overthrow of capitalism.
Noone was sure what had changed his
mind. In fact, it was technology that had
converted him. At a young age, Von Alberich had learned much of what there was to
know about financial networks. One night,
from London, he penetrated the SWIFT
wires and had a golden, bliriding insight.
He saw the world's financial condition,. laid
out like a spread sheeted patient etherized
on a table. It was an experience similar to
Paul's on the road to Damascus. He saw
the light; he understood the ineluctable
ways of the Invisible Hand. He defected,
changed names and sides. Using connections-his was a prestigious, ancient Teutonic family-lie got a job in a bank and
worked his way up the ladder quickly.

COMPUTERS
NOTO'N
ISLAND

Von Alberich began with ,a dry
statement, dearing his throat frequently:
~'Gentlemen. I don't have to remind you of
the wondrous works we have wrought in
the past 20 years. We are well on the way to
solving the mysteries of matter, energy, and
life. We have made the transition from a
primitive to a modern financial system. The
financial markets are indissolubly linked,
seconds apart. In a few more years we
would have escaped earthly time and had
universal, 24-hour trading."
There was a murmur."We would
have?"
,
"We are more than banks: we are
communications companies, we are clocks.
And while very few of us are mere computer technicians, we know that the world's financial system is like some vast BiOS. And
the accidental conjunction of the acronym
BIOS and the word bios, meaning life, is per~
haps very much to the point. We-not the
politicians; the soldiers-are life itself, the
blood, genes, hormones, nerves of the global political economy. And yet our world
body is at war with itself."
He shuffied his papers, looked up
into space, and Cleared his throat. The
bankers were getting restless. Mi. Pettacompt, the retired, eminent, and revered
emeritus, a man who loathed high technology, muttered to himself. He hated these
windy and speculative discussions. You did
deals with people, not machines. He wondered if the BIS man had ever really divested himself of his Marxist ahd regulatory
ways.
"We live with third
world. debt from day to
day. Weface the danger
of defa tilt. We make technical adjustments and hope they will get us
out of this morass. We have stabilized instability: a holding action. But the thing we
have feared the most is an intrusion-a
break-in by someone who understands fimince and computers. Well, what we have
all dreaded has happened." .
The bankers were no longer bored.
"Like some virus, invading a body
and changing the DNA microcode, our electronic body has a new Black piague, a cancer. There is an invisible presence among us
today, an intruder, an unholy ghost. A serpent has been sent among us t6 eat of the
apple of our knOWledge.
"This is not a game! We have a preseritation today. You're ready?" he asked
someone offstage. An. indistinct reply
came, and the back screen lit up.
The first image was that of the head
ofa man. No one knew who he was. "Meet
King Mellon."
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Was'Von Alberich, known to favor a regulated world
system, setting them up?
.

The second was of a false-color
Landsat image of an almost circular island.
"This is the island of ~alaputa as it looked
three years ago. It is in the Indian Oceanthere's India, and Madagascar. You will
not find Malaputa in your atlases. You
may, however, find its presence, concealed
under many names, in your portfolios. If
you tried to buy this image from the EROS
center in South Dakota, you would
succeed.
"Malaputa is the ultimate free-trade
zone, the final offshore platform, the last
lawless frontier, haven for the wildest of
wildcat bankers. Mr. Mellon has anointed
himself King of Malaputa. It also may be
said that Mellon is Malaputa."
That brought some murmurs, and a
clear voice asking, "What the hell is he
talking about?" One of the bankers had forgotten to turn his microphone off.
The third image was a spreadsheet
whose numbers kept changing so fast that
no one could really follow the figures. A
frozen frame showed the bottom line, and

produced a gasp from the audience. A $120
billion deficit! "This is Malaputa's debt as
of half an hour ago."
.
Another·image. Malaputa had
grown and was occupying a good part of
the Indian Ocean. "This was the island's.
position as of 1984."
"What position?" demanded one of
the players.
"The presentation isn't finished. A
little patience," the director of the BIS said.
"We have a guest speaker who will brief us
further: Mr. Macey from the U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency. He joins us via satellite, to give us a little background on this
King of Malaputa, Mr. Mellon the Firstand let us hope the Last."
The head of a man appeared on the
screen behind the director of the BIS. The
man was in his fifties, blandly good looking, with one of those intelligence operative's faces that is hard to remember. His
eyes were turned downward and he seemed
to b~ reading from a paper, or courting
anonymity.

"The information I'm about to give
you," he began, "is, of course, highly confidential. It's been collated froma variety of
agencies around the' world: Interpol, FBI,
Deuxieme Bureau, NSA, British Signal'Intelligence, CIA . . . . "
He' paused.
"KGB .... "

There was an outraged murmur.
~'We would like to acknowledge the
cooperation of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and the People's Republic of
China in this emergency situation.
"Delbert Mellon is 42 years old~
He's six feet, one inch tall, has black hair.
Mellon has a doctorate in philosophy from
the University of Te:xas, specializing in
symbolic logic and semiotics.
"Instead of becoming an academic,
Mellon went into the Foreign Service and
became a low-level intelligence agent, doing economic analysis. His task was to inve'stigate and evaluate the delicate and
troublesome offshore banking question
from a diplomatic perspective .... "
More murmurs. Offshore
banking and flight capital
were not gamed. Who
knew how much money
passed through these centers? And after all,
some of the players had their own money to
consider. Was Von Alberich, known to favor a regulated world system, setting them
up?
"He was fairly promising. How
promising we didn't realize. Mellon might
have risen to be a high-ranking Foreign
Service officer, even an ambassador, but
one day, in 1980, he was invited to play in
the twice-yearly political componen~ of
your game, which, as you know, is called
the Game of the Four Corners. We're assuming that his participation gave him
strange and interesting ideas.
"Playing the game Mellon learned
that false information' could count as real, if
people believed in it. He also seemed to linderst~md that at a deep level, machine code
could represent any discipline, all knowledge. Simulations of, bodies, the cosmos,
bank statements, and real estate become
the same. Everything converts to everything else. No need to tell you gentlemen."
Some of the bankers had participated in the political game. The results of the
Game of the Four Corners created interesting nonbank risks and contraints every
banker had to be aware of.
"Mellon quit the service and went
to work for a small investment bank in
New York. What happened next we're not
sure; we don't know what was on his mind,
or exactly what he did. But I can offer you
a reconstruction.

OFFSHORE

BANKING
NOT GAMED

"How do you do, sir? May I use you for a reference?"
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liiTTLEWORDS THAT STIIKE
IN THE HEART IN THE .1980'S.

"The computer is down."
STRATUS
HP 3000
IBM
DEC
Why Stratus May Be The
It is ironic that when we
XA400
4381
68
VAX-111782
Best Computer For The
become dependent on comRELATIVE
puters, we are at their mercy. As PERFORMANCE *
Times, For The Money.
125
100
64
109
Considering its showing in
more and more companies go
PRICE
$707,897
$437,754
$446,350
$656,889
overall price/performance comon line, the industry reliability
PRICE
PERFORMANCE
$ 7,079
$ 6,840
$ 3,571
$ 5,999
parisons against the most SUCstandard of 98.5% becomes
Relative Pnce Performance Index
cessful computers, Stratus must
unacceptable because it means
'Computerworld, August 20,1984
be considered. And when you
your computer is liable to go
down once every two weeks,
sp~e~~~t~~;ma:u~~tt:~~e~~~~~~~~~~hs~:~~~c~ri~~f:C~~~~~Ta~~~~~~~ce.
take into account the added
on a statistical average.
efficiency and security of fault tolerance,
redundancy is in expensive software,
So, if you are a broker, banker, manand the fact that it is the world's most
this is true. But Stratus has hardwarepowerful fault tolerant transaction proufacturer, or businessman who relies
based fault tolerance that takes advanon your computer more and more, take
cessing computer, Stratus truly becomes
tage of the extraordinary advances in
note: Stratus Computers are designed
chip technology. The result - price drops. impossible to ignore. In the 1980's Stratus
not to fail; not once every two weeks, or
simply is the right computer, at the right
The fact of the matter is, our hardware
price. For information, contact your local
once every 200 weeks, or once every
redundancy adds a mere fraction to our
2,000 weeks!
Stratus sales office, or call Keith Johnson
cost, and absolutely nothing to your purin Massachusetts at (617) 460-2188, or
Debunking The Myth That All Fault
chase price. What's more, in overall
toll-free at 1-800-255-1515.
Tolerant Computers Cost More.
price/performance comparisons against
-It is a common and reasonable
the top computer names, including IBM, -...... --~~-- ---....
-~
assumption that because there is reDEC, and Hewlett Packard, Stratus was
~----..--IIIIIL.
J.-_ _
.......
_ ..
~--~----...
dundancy (extra programming, or extra
at the front of the pack, despite the fact
components) in fault tolerant computers, that it included fault tolerance, while the ~-®
that makes them cost more. Where the
others didn't.
CONTINUOUS PROCESSING ™
Now that the world relies on computers
it needs a computer it can rely on.

....--=
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MEET
THE SYSTEM
THAT MAKES
BORDERLESS
FACT.
NOT FANTASY

Borderless.
You've heard the word enough. And until now,
thats all its been. A word. Not reality.
But Management
Science America has changed that for good.
Introducing
Information ExpertlM(I.EJ The new mainframe software tool that
gives' you the level of system integration that some companies
have been promising. But n?t delivering.
I.E. is truly border:
less.
It removes the bamers between systems. Between the mIEXPNFOERMATRTlMION
dividual user and accounts receivable. And accounts payable. And
general ledger. And more. So that the individual user can retrieve
information and design reports from several application programs at once, even if they arerit
all MSA programs. Simply and qu~ck1y. At one online terminal. And I.E. is designed to

1 . - - -_ _ _ _ _ _-----1

=

--.:: = WEADD
~ = TIIEGENIUS
::5::===
TOCOMPUTERS:M
The Software Company

meet the needs of a broad
cross section of users. It's easy enough for first-time usersbecause commands are in
plain English. And powerful enough for the most advanced
DP specialist.
And I.E. also gives you higher levels of security than most other systems.
Only MSA gives you I.E.
Its a giant technological step into the future from the
company that has quietly led the way in application software development. It will now be
a part of all software MSA provides. The result of 3112 years of intense research and development, it's the tool that has taken the concept of total' 'system integration' out of the
realm of theory and into the realm of fact.
To find out more about I.E., contact Robert
Carpenter at (404) 239-2000.
Management Science America, Inc., 3445 Peachtree
Road, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia 30326.
I.E. from MSA.
Its one more way we're adding
Today and tomorrow.
©1984.ManagementScienceAmerica.lnc.
the genius to computers.
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Mellon sought safety in debt, believing that if he
could acquire enough he would be safe.

"Mellon began to dream two
dreams. The first was the perfect offshore
facility, the ultimate free-trade- zone. Not
offshore in the usual sense, on, let us say,
an island in the Caribbean. No; Mellon
asked himself, 'Why must a financial center
be in a place?' He conceived of a facilitation, a financial entity that is pure information in constant motion, one that never
comes to earth. The second dream, which
was integral to the first, was to penetrate
various financial networks and use them as
an insider."
"We think he tried to sell his concepts to· organized crime. The trouble was
that his ideas were too advanced, too abstract. These people are still bound to
earth. They carry suitcases full of money.
Mellon needed something to show. He
found a man named Milton Bimstein, a
man who, as far as we can tell, is a kind of
information hustler, an ex:'poet, a futurist."
A picture appeared. Bimstein was
unruly looking, bearded; he wore glasses, a
green jumpsuit, and a cap with the word
cat on it.
"Bimstein ran a small simulations
and conSUlting company called DBM, for
Digitized Byzantine Mosaics. He had contacts in the computer underground, the
world of hackers, penetrators, freaks, password thieves, planters of Trojan horses.
Among their number were some very sophisticated programmers-people who
know their way around many networks as
if they were suburban backyards. Bimstein
had a different agenda from Mellon's."
Mr. Macey went through a compendium of Mellon's moves. How, after Bimstein had placed the simulation of
Malaputa in the EROS files, Mellon bought
copies of the island's image and used it to
raise money. How the organized crime people, always on the lookout for the perfect
laundry, believed they had found it in the
Central Bank of Malaputa. How Mellon
created a maze of holding companies, trading firms, joint ventures, consortia, all of
them apparently based in real places but ultimately dependent upon Malaputian charters seen only by a few data entry clerks.

MISSION:

Mellon bought equipment-vAXS,
IBM mainHACK INTO
frames, a Cray-and
NETWORKS situated it in a dusty town
in Kansas, Josephson's Junction. The complex was staffed by this. underground riffraff, this detritus of renegade programmers,
communications specialists-even, I regret
to say, a few ex-government intelligence
employees. The pay was good but the enticement was even better. We all know that
the freaks seek recognition of their genius.
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They were persuaded that the NSA had been
interdicted by the Soviets, and that the
Russian electro moles were using the NSA to
destabilize the West's financial networks.
The mission of the pseudo-NSA staff was to
hack its way into our complex, build up a
vast library of access codes, and hunt for
signs of the Soviets' work. They insinuated
their way into such networks as SWIFT,
Fedwire, Euronet, the telex complexes, Intel sat, Citicorp's system, the Bank of England, and many others.
"By this time, Mellon had attracted
a great· deal of money; you would be surprised at the names of some of the people
who invested in his schemes. He traded
currency, commodities, everything imaginable. He invented wild new instruments.
Mellon was moderately successful, but the
scam remained essentially a pyramid
scheme, and couldn't continue forever .. ~
','Bimstein knew this. He also
thought he had a solution to the problem,
and that the solution would give him power
over Mellon. So he secretly started work on
the most daring of all these schemes: the
perfect automated account, a wise and prescient self-trading portfolio. He put his
pseudo-NsA operatives to work on the
project.
"Now, the time when all marketsstocks, bonds, futures, commodities, real
estate, indices, options, insurance, CMAS,
time deposits, money markets, treasuries,
currencies-will be linked up hasn't come
yet. Bimstein had a problem. How could
the portfolio trade if it came across barriers? You have to identify yourself to the
institution you do business with. A human
initiates transactions.
"So Bimstein had his people create
intrusive devices-to penetrate other machines, to alter and destroy other programs. Since some financial establishments
now accept data instead of actual currency
or certificates, Bimstein could move data
that were both funds and instructions.
W4at's more, all the verification and paperwork could be done automatically. His programs worked their way from complex to
complex, altering them as they traveled.
But the trading programs had bugs. Mellon
began to lose money at a greater rate.
Strange glitches and crashes began to appear. Bimstein had to tell Mellon what he
was doing.
"Bimstein disappeared from the
face of the earth.
"Now the Malaputa complex faced
imminent collapse, which led Mellon to attempt his boldest gambit yet. He sought
safety in debt, believing that if he could acquire enough he would be safe. For the
really big debtor metamorphoses into a

partner! Therefore it was 'discovered' that
Malaputa, which had grown enormously,
and was almost a continent, had valuable
minerals. Minerals? Mellon had the Landsat photos to prove it, and he borrowed development funds to build an infrastructure.
Because Malaputa possessed a viable bank,
did business all over the world, paid its interest on time, made loans, had a track record, Mellon could borrow in Hong Kong,
Tokyo, Moscow, New York-wherever he
wished.
"Still, the day of reckoning was to
come, for the penetrative programs that
Bimstein had set loose couldn't be stopped.
I should say, can't be stopped. They have
mutated out of control, and no one knows
what they are, where they are, or how they
function .... "
There was a long pause after the
presentation. The image of Macey faded
from the big screen.

ANARCHY,
CHAOS
AHEAD

Von Alberich spoke into
this cathedral hush. "It
would take auditors, programmers, and engineers
a hundred years to straighten things outif the situation were stable. We face a crisis
of confidence, anarchy, destruction, a black
hole, an interregnum that will last much
longer than the Middle Ages." Von Alberich intoned the historic and ritual. words,
"What is to be done?"
Pandemonium reigned. Solutions
were yelled out. Some were for getting out
from under. Others were for battling this
person, this Mellon, this island, this entity,
this whatever it was, through the game.
There were those who were for letting the
free market forces work. Everything would
balance out. The weak would go under.
Survival of the fittest.
Some of the bankers got up and
started to leave. Others followed. It became
a panic. It was as if they were fleeing the
room, the game itself, as if, somehow, they
could be seen, overheard, spied on through
the terminals by an omnipresent Mellon.
Some ran as far as the sea, and stopped.
There was nowhere else to go.
The sunlit air of the Mediterranean
calmed them. They began to cool down and
stroll, in twos, in threes, in fours, talking
the situation over. Von Alberich was surrounded by a vociferous group of 10.
"Why weren't we protected? Why
do we hire all these ex-spooks, anyway?"
"Shouldn't we put hunter programs
to work?"
"Those measures have been implemented, but what about now?"
"What's the problem? We can always adjust the books."

CalComp introduces
the only plotter with·
'
.OOf resolution,
eight pens and
'
36 wide plots for
under
$8,500.
The numbers on CalComp's
new 1040 Series add up to
one great buy. Even better,
there are no hidden costs
or extras because each 1040
plotter includes a built-in
controller interface "and host
software.
So now every workstation can have its
own full-size, full-featured, high-quality
plotter.
The 1040 Series has advanced features
that make it impressive at "any price. For
instance, there's a new interchangeable
carriage-mounted 8-pen turret that eliminates tedious pen change delays. By using
special sensors, it determines pen type,
~nd sets optimal pen force and speed.
User-friendly features such as automatic
media loading and sizing allow the user to

get started quickly, prodQ.cing
A to E size plots. An in.telligent contr91 panel has local
data manipulation capability
and built-in self-diagnostics
which further enhance overall productivity.
". "The 1040 Series family includes both cutsheet operation for more immediate jobs and
continuous roll capability for unattended " "
operation. These flexible products are compatible with any CAD system, including those
based on IBM® PC al1-d Apple® computers.
Go by the numbers when you select
plotters. For details, contact:CaIComp,
2411 W. La Palma Ave.", P. o. Box 3250,
Anaheim, California 92803. Or call tollfree
1-800Ci"" "R1 l. C".~O"'D,"~"""ti1 ro
CALCOMp,
[A. > lo ..• Ulf8 If"'
ext. 15(3.
I:~;;;q A Sanders Company

IBM imd Apple are registered trademarks of, respectively, International Business Machines
Corporation and Apple Computer, Inc.
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His fingers summoned up this New World, raising it
from conceptual crypts.'

"How long would that suffice?"
"We should never have left the gold
standard," 'Pettacompt said.
"We need a new Bretton Woods, a
new currency: We need to start from
scratch .... "
"Yes, but in the' meantime, who's
going to bear the weight of this debacle?"
'~There must be a technical solution," Clitson said.
"Let me remind you: technical solutions got us into this problem jn the first
place. That's what comes of placing secrets
in the hands of mere technocrats," Pettacompt said.
"A few years of belt tightening and
it's all over," Sasagawa told them. "My
people are always willing to make
sacrifices .... "
"We have a golden opportunity before us," Von Alberich said.
"Golden? Seems more leaden to
me," Pettacompt said.

"We depose the king. . . . Well, in
fact he's dead," Von Alberich said.
"Dead?"
"Those in organized crime are notoriously short of patience. They don't restructure debt: they restructure bodies."
"Then there's no problem."
"His ghost is the problem; it's
hauntip.g the financial netw~rks. But that,
too, can be remedied. Gentlemen, I suggest
that we freight the world's finances to the
blessed island of Malaputa."
"What are you'talking about? There
is no Malaputa/' Pewicompt said.
"There is now. The Central Bank of
Malaputa can become the central bank of
the world-free at last, free at last from national constraints. It will take time, to be
sure, and persuasion, but think of the rewards! One world currency .... "
Pettecompt started to object, but
Von Alberich anticipated him. "And in the
meantime, we, us, those of use who are

.
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here, being in constant touch with one another, might hold things together for a few
years until the solution takes ...."
"More of your computer ',' .. "
"No, sir," Von Alberich said. "By
telephone, by personal conferences .... "
"Are you suggesting we abandon
the technology, go back to primitive ways
of doing business?" Clitson asked.
"No. This is, however, an opportunity to retool: A new generation of equipment, new and impenetrable standards .... "
"There's always a golden lining,"
Portinarii said.
"At the slightest sign of a break in
ranks, every'thing will descend jnto chaos,"
Von Alberich said.
Von Alberich returned to his house overlo()king Lac Leman on Sunday. He had a
good meal, talked to his wife, then retired
to his office to smoke a cigar before turning
in for the night.
'
Progress had been made. It had taken some doing but the players were finally
facing it. They would' rise' to the occasion.
Danger would bri~g them together, but
there was much hard work to be done.
After finishing the cigar, he rose,
stretched, and thought he might go to bed.
But he turned and 'sat down at his keyboard. "Let's see how you're doing tonight,
King Mellon," he murmured. He began to
key. His fingers summoned up this N~w
World, raising it from conceptual crypts.
The vast continent appeared to him
in topographic relief. Malaputa. How it
had grown~' Growing even as he lookedeating money, eating information, eating
energy.
Seated in front of the console, Von
Alberich looked, as if into a mirror. He saw
himself, if' a spreadsheet could be said to
reflect his living, shifting thoughts. A vast,
thriving, amoeboid form, coruscating in
color~ growing, 'growing, . ever expanding,
working to fill the world's informatics sys"
tem, to become' it. Yes, you and me, you,
myself, he thought; we'll bring them to
their senses, won't we?
"
The old financial system had died.
The new had risen from its ashes. He
fooked' upon his work and pronounced it
@
good.

~

a:

Sol Yurick is a novelist living in Brooklyn,
N.Y. He is the author of The Warriors and
Richard A.', among other books, and is a
Guggenheim Fellow. This story is adapted from his forthcoming novel, TheKing
of Malaputa, which will be published by
The Dial Press, Doubleday & Co., New
York. '
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Olle stop shopping for VA:
No other supplier offers such a
SC31-A low cost solution that
winning combination of products allows you to install and operate
large capacity disk drives on the
for VAX computers. Reliable? You
bet! MTBF figures for our VAX
Unibus of any VAX. Handles drives
products range' from 40,000 to
with high transfer rates of 1.8
85,250 hours. Add to that comMBytes per second in the 500
petitive pricing. And were
MByte range. Gives the same or
greater storage capability than
second to none in technical
support, with third party service
DEC Massbus installations at
available as required.
a fraction of the cost.
For disk, tape and communicaFOR THE VAX-ll/750 ...
tions controllers, the Emulex
SC750--This software-transparent,'
lineup looks like this:
single-board controller allows
Disk Products.
you to add up to four large disk
FOR THE VAX
UNIBUS ... '
:, •• i. &'11. IF
,
!i to the internal CMI
SC12/V-Emulates
!:
1'1 bUS,' The SC758 lets
DEC's RK711 controller
you add up to eight
combined with multi"f drives of storage off
ple RK07 drives on the
VAX-II Unibus.
a single controller.
FOR THE VAX-ll/780 ...
SC21/V- Emulates DEC
RM03 (80 MByte) and
V-Master/780-A mass
storage adapter that
RM05 (300MByte)
storage subsystems.
houses one or two
Includes Emulex
U-............JSC780 disk controllers,
TC7000 tape controllers
VMS/VM 'software driver/diagnostic package.
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DEC, VAX, Unibus, Massbus, RM03, RM05, RK711, RK07 and
DMF-32 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation,

or a combination thereof. Provides
an interface and control through
the Synchronolls Bus Interface
(SBI) of your VAX-ll/780. Each
SC780 disk controller supports
up to four disk drives (80 to
675 MBytes). The SC788 is also
available to fit in the V-Master/780
chassis and supports up to eight
disk drives.
Tape Products.
FOR THE VAX UNIBUS ...
TCll/V-Combines with any standard tape drive and the Emulex
VMS/UT software driver/diagnostic
package to emulate DEC's TMll/
TU10 and provide reliable, economical tape storage on all VAX-lIs.
TC12/V- Handles every industrystandard "Pertec" formatted halfinch tape transport, including
conventional NRZ/PE start/stop
and 1600/3200 'bpi start/stop
streaming tape drives. Provides
software transparent emulation
of DEC's TSll subsystem on
all VAX-lIs.

--,sers? Emulex, of course!
FOR THE VAX-ll/750 ...
TC7000-A single-board, software
transparent controller that interfaces directly to the internal CMI
to support 1-4 STC or 1-8 Pertec
formatted type drives. Emulates
DEC's TM03/TU77 with tape
speeds up to 125 ips at 1600/6250
bpi. Supports both "old" and "new"
GCR 6250 kinds of drives.
FOR THE VAX-ll/780 ...
TC7000-The same board, with
the flip of a switch, fits in the
V-Master/780 chassis to provide
transparent emulation of DEC's
TM03/TU77 through the SBI. Supports 1-4 STC or 1-8 Pertec formatted type drives at tape speeds
up to 125 ips; 1600/6250 bpi. Both
"old" and "new" GCR 6250 technology is supported.

Communications Products.
FOR UP TO 16 LINES-CS21
SERIES ...
CS21/F- Emulates the asynchronous portion of the DMF-32 for
use on VAX-11s. Is software transparent with VMS Version 3.0
and above. Handles 16 lines per
controller.
Statcon 21-Statistical concentration through the combination
of the proven CS21 multiplexer
with special microprogramming
and the CM22/EX local statistical
port concentrator. Handles up
to 16 remote lines per statistical
concentr~tor, up to 32 lines per
controller.
FOR 16 TO 128 LINES AND
MORE-CS11/CS32 SERIES ...
CS11/F- Emulates the asynchronous portion of the DMF-32 for
use on VAX-11s. Is software and
diagnostic transparent, and can
handle 16, 32 or 48 lines per
controller.
Statcon 11-Combines the proven
CS11 multiplexer with special

microprogramming and one or
more CM22/EX local statistical
port concentrators.
CS32/F-A single-board communications controller that's totally
software transparent to DEC's new
DMF-32. One CS32 can handle up
to 128 lines per controller board.
Statcon 32-Combines the CS32
multiplexer with special microprogramming and the CM22/EX
local statistical port concentrator.
A single CS32 controller board
handles an amazing 256 remote
and local lines in this statistical
concentration mode.
For more information on Emulex
products for VAX, call toll-free:
(800) 854-7112. In California:
(714) 662-5600. Or write Emulex
Corporation, 3545 Harbor Blvd., .
p. 0. Box 6725, Costa Mesa, CA 92626.
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The genuine alternative.
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A controversial historian of technology says scientists
and engineers haven't really considered the results
of their investigations and inventions.

ISPROGRESS
WHAT IT SEEMS
TOBE?
by David F. Noble
Practitioners of science and technology, in
following their own Muses, have always
claimed to be servants of society as a whole.
Dogged pursuers of Nature's truth, they
customarily renounced all politics to demonstrate their disregard for power and influence, aspiring only to advance their
disciplines selflessly.
To defend their position and justify
their costs, they insisted that inevitably
their combined understanding and knowhow would enlarge society's supply of
goods and services, lessen the burden ofhuman toil, reduce pain, increase comfort,
and expand the horizons of human freedom. Thus, as an essential part of their
work-their public relations, so to speakthey successfully cultivated and fostered
the mythology of technological progress,
the idea that all scientific and technological
advance was good for society, and that it
should thus be encouraged without constraint as rapidly as possible. Whatever the
consequences in the short run, they
preached, ultimately everyone will be a
beneficiary of progress.
But upon closer examination, it becomes readily clear that scientists and engineers are not really autonomous agents of
some disembodied progress at all. This posture they have assumed serves merely to
insulate them and their activities from political scrutiny and to insure public support
for their efforts (and, of course, to guarantee the "objective," intersubjective validity
of their insights, their value-neutrality).
For, in reality, they too are members of society and are moved, like everyone else, by
a myriad of motivations-some large, some
small, some unique to their calling, some
quite ordinary and common.
They are influenced, for example,
by the currents of the larger society around
them and by their particular place in itthat is, by their own self-interest, as indiExcerpted from Forces of Production: A Social History of Industrial Automation, by David F. Noble, published by Alfred A.
Knopf, New York, 1984. Reprinted by permission of the
'
publisher.
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vi duals and members of a community, a
self-interest that inescapably reflects also
the interests and concerns of their patrons.
Second, they' are moved by the currents
within and unique to their own overlapping
communities, upon which their careers
rest. Central to these currents is an understanding of and enthusiasm for the latest,
increasingly interrelated scientific and
technological advances.
Invariably, these two sets of concerns must' converge, complementing and
reinforcing each other, and ultimately collapse together to chart the single course of
progress. Progress, therefore, rather than
being an autonomous process, must inevitably reflect at least these two interwoven
concerns and enthusiasms. It is not difficult
to understand why this happens-since
both are the preoccupations of the same
people-only precisely how it happens.
First and foremost, the
very
fact that scientists
& SOCIAL
and engineers are in a poPOWER
sition to learn about the
properties of matter and energy and to use
their knowledge for practical ends, to make
decisions about the design and even the use
of new technologies, indicates their close
relationship to social power. Such ties to
power afford them access to the social resources that make their achievements pOS-1
sible: capital, time, materials, and people.
Thus, it is no accident that technical people
are often allied so closely with the owners
of capital and the agencies of the government; the connection is the necessary prerequisite of scientific and technological
development, given the social relations of
American capitalism; technical people
strive continuously to anticipate and meet
the criteria of those in power simply so that
they may be able to practice their calling. It
is no wonder that, in subtle and not so subtle ways, they tend to internalize and even
consciously adopt the outlook of their patrons, an outlook translated into professional habit through, such mechanisms as
education, funding, reward structures, and
peer pressure.

SCIENCE

In various ways, this professional
habit comes to inform technical and scientific work itself, affecting not only the lives
of technical people but their imaginations
as well, their notion of what is possible. For
example, if an engineer were to come up
with a design for a new technical system
that required for its optimal functioning
considerable control over the behavior of
his fellow engineers in the laboratory, the
design would perhaps be dismissed as ridiculous, however elegant and up-to-date its
components. But if the same engineer created the same system for an industrial manager or the Air Force and required, for its
successful functioning, control over the behavior of industrial workers or soldiers (or
even engineers in their employ), the design
miglit be deemed viable, even downright
ingenious.
The difference between the two situations is the power of the manager and the
military to coerce workers and soldiers
(and engineers) compared with the engineer's own lack of power to coerce his
fellows.
The power relations of society, and
the position of the designer within them,
define to a considerable extent what is technically possible. Most industrial and military systems are designed with the
expectation that such power will be forthcoming, and this social power thus underlies the technical person's own power as a
designer of "practical" systems. Technical
people rely upon their ties with power because it is the access to that power, with its
huge resources, that allows them to dream,
the assumption of that power that encourages them to dream in an expansive fashion, and the reality of that power that
brings their dreams to life.
On the whole, technical people
come to share the perspective of those who
wield power rather than those over whom
the power is wielded, with managers rather
than labor, with officers rather than soldiers. If for no other reason, this happens
simply because technical people do their
work almost exclusively with the former
rather than with the latter, with officers
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The technical person does not understand why his
best designs tend invari"ably to'atiSfy the
requirements of those in power..
rather than soldiers. They have very little,
if any, contact with the others, and typically remain woefully ignorant of them.
Again, this is not a matter of choice,
but an institutionalized tendency, and rarely does the technical person understand
that his professional wariness of uncertainty and his educated drive to concentrate
control and reduce the chance for "human
error" (his term for all judgment and decisions made by those without power) reflect,
in part, his habit-forming relationship to
power. Nor does he understand why his
best designs, fashioned according to the
highest standards of his discipline, tend invariably to satisfy the particular requirements of those in power (and, in so doing,
to dignify them as scientific and technical
necessity).
Such an institutionalized tendency
has long existed but it was perhaps at no
time in recent U.S. history more pronounced than during and immediately after
World War II. This was the result not only
, of the unprecedented degree of integration
at the time between the worlds of power
and science but also of the uriusual degree
of complementarity between the seeming
requirements of a new global power and the
technical possibilities engendered by a powerful intellectual synthesis within science
and engineering, based upon new theories
of information, communication, and, most
appropriately, control. The power of these
ideas became coupled to the power of some
people, enabling them not only to maintain
that power but to enlarge it.
As already indicated, American
leaders at the close of World War II stood
astride a military and industrial apparatus
that had become global in scale. The military command confronted enormous communication and control problems in
managing the far-flung operations of armed
forces now permanently deployed around
the world. Preoccupied as well with the unprecedented speed and destructive power of
modern weaponry, military strategists
sought ways to alert themselves to enemy
air attack, to guarantee a perpetual state of
readiness, and to enhance the weapons in
their own arsenals.
At the same time, U.S.
corporations, taking full
advantage of America's
mili tary and economic
position in the world, were becoming increasingly diversified and internationalized. Their planners too were faced with a
management challenge of overwhelming
proportions, trying to bring these expanded
operations under centralized control.
Finally, the paranoia about Russia

AMERICAN
COMPANIES
DIVERSIFY
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abroad and labor at home that seized the
leaders of the new military industrial complex in the postwar years intensified what
had already become a virtual obsession
with the problem of control.
Partly prompted by these military
and industrial problems, the technical community was simultaneously developing and
refining new means of control. And the
technical people's new theories and techniques not only satisified the compulsions
of military and industry planners but added
similar compulsions of their own. Technical people are moved, first and foremost, by
technical things, and much of what they do
contains a large element of control.
Science and technology, of course,
have always entailed control. Through sufficient understanding of the properties and
relations of matter and energy, scientists
and engineers have strived to intervene· in
and manipulate the processes of nature for
their own ends, and to construct devices
that would extend the range of human
power over events. Genuinely fascinated by
and caught up in the process of discovery
and invention, moreover, technical people
are driven by a powerful impulse to push
their new gadgets to see if they will actually
"work." And this impulse, propelled by enthusiasm and a will to power, is fostered by
their formal logic of analysis and systematic procedures of investigation and
development.
By the middle of the twentieth century, this fundamental orientation had
yielded awesome results. The atom had
been successfully assaulted and its energy
had been turned to human, if not humane,
ends. And the earnestness with which the
atomic scientists and engineers committed
themselves to this challenge was only partially explained by their patriotism. For
they too had a stake in the outcome, to see
if what they themselves called "the gadget"
would actually "work"; if it did, it would
validate their theories and thus prove their
own power, confirm their own control.
By the middle of the twentieth century, this traditional and fundamental orientation of science and technology had
become stark, at once awe inspiring and
terrifying. More important perhaps, it had
also become explicit and formal, elaborated
theoretically and mathematically in new
theories about the communication and control of information and embodied in a
whole host of new devices.
Control, formerly the underlying,
prereflective habit of the scientific and
technical mind, had now become conscious, a new focus of attention and the basis for a new synthesis of technical
understanding.

The new computer-based ideology
of total control proved contagious, and it
was not alone due to the seductive power of
its own forceful logic. Beyond the military
proper, it took hold within industry, especially within those industries tied closely
with the military and the military-sponsored technical community. And here the
new outlook was promoted by· an army of
technical enthusiasts, peddled by the vendors of war-born gadgetry, subsidized by
the military in the name of performance,
command, and national security, legitimized as technical necessity, and celebrated as progress.
Industry managers were themselves
soon caught up in the enthusiasm associat- .
ed with fashion, prestige, and patriotism as
well as profitable contracts. Here too it was
coupled both to the traditional belief that
superior efficiency resulted from work simplification, the substitution of capital for labor, and the concentration of management
control over production, and to the postwar preoccupation with controlling labor
as an end in itself, in order to safeguard and
extend management "rights."
The impulse behind the postwar
push for automatic control was not entirely
new or modern, however. In addition to the
ideological, technical, economic, military,
political, and psychological forces at work
was a primitive human enchantment with
automaticity and remote control.
As historian Silvio Bedini
has pointed out, "The
first complex machines
produced by man were
automata, by means of which he attempted
to simulate nature and domesticate natural
forces." Such automata, which date back to
ancient Egypt and which reached an extraordinary level of ingenuity and craftsmanship in the seventeenth century,
"constituted the first step in the realization
of his dream to fly through the air like a
bird, swim the sea like a fish, and to become ruler of all nature." And this will to
power, this godlike effort to "imitate life by
mechanical means," this delight in automaticity as an extension of human control, resulted in the development of mechanical
principles and devices that were subsequently used to.reduce or simplify human
labor.
Moreover, this ancient enchantment with automation ultimately became
interwoven with the emergent logic of cap italism, which had given rise to a peculiar,
new, second meaning for the word "labor."
In addition to the traditional meaning of work or toil, under capitalism the
mass of people themselves also became rou-
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The capitalist mentality appropriated the primitive
enchantment with automation and turned it to
practical and pecuniary ends.
tin ely identified as a commodity ~alled "labor," t6 be priced, hired, and fired through
the mechanism of the "labor market:" As a
result of this double meaning, and the ideological confusion it generated, the reduction of labor through so-called labor-saving
devices came to mean not only the lessening of drudgery for working people (a traditional and noble human impulse to liberate,
uplift, and dignify human beings), but also
the elimation of working people themselves
by their employers-for narrow economic
ends but still in the name of improvirig the
human conditiori.
,In short, once working people came
to be seen as mere factors of production
rather than as constituent members of society in their own right, prog~ess could proceed iIi spite of their sacrifices and in
opposition to their legitimate needs and
protests: a morally blind yet socially sanctioned compulsion to reduce human labor
by eliminating working people's means of
livelihood and their social identity.
Thus did the capitalist mentality appropriate the primitive enchantment with
automation and turn it to practical and pecuniary ends, where it then fueled fantasies
not of automatic birds and musicians but of
automatic factories.
Long a staple of utopian thinking,
such fantasies of the automatic factbry
were lent, a measure of respectability and,
authority by such early industrial theorists
as Charles Babbage and Andrew Ure who,
in their treatises On the, Economy of Machinery and Manufacturers (1825) and The
Philosophy of Manufacturers (1830), respectively, described the factory as the
physical embodiment of mathematical
principles and as a giant, self-acting machine., Thus, primitive enchantment and
ca.pitalist greed assumed the severely logical appearance of technical necessity.
A century later, as the postwar ideology of total control gained hegemony,
these same compulsions, now clothed in
scientific garb, assumed the appearance of
rationality itself. And in the name of that
rationality, informed by self-interest and
buttressed not only by the accumulations of
wealth and authority but also by an arsenal
of automatic contrivances, the rulers of
American industry undertook to extend
their own power and control with a technically long-delayed rush to the automatic
factory.
The automatic factory began to take
shape in reality first in the continuous-process industries, in the shift away from traditional batch methods. Here the new
automatic measuring, monitoring, and control devices made their first dramatic appearance, as a substitute for human
146 DATAMATION

oversight and manual operations.
Automating manufacturing processes entails rendering automatic not only
each production operation but also the
transfer of product-in-process from orie
work station to another. For this rather
straightforward reason, integrated automatic control of an industrial process first
appeared in the continuous-process industries, which were undergoing a shift from
discrete batch to continuous-flow
operations.
Automatic industrial
control mechanisms for
measuring, and adjusting
such variables as teniperature, pressure, and flow rates during
production had long been used in the batch
processes of the tobacco, canning, dyestuff,
rubber; and paper industries, and were
based upon the fluid-tube diaphragm motor valve and hydraulic" pneumatic, and
later electromechanical devices. The development of automatic industrial controls,
from the 1920s on, reflected the shift to
continuous-process production in many industries and the emergence of systems con~
trol methods in the electrical power field.
'All continuous-process production
demanded unprecedented devices-sensors
and effectors (actuators)-for carefully
monitoring and adjusting operations too
complex for complete human oversight and
manual control. These devices were constantly being refined by such firms as
Brown Instrument, Taylor Instrument, and
Foxboro.
the dairy industry was one of the
first to go into continuous-process production. The industry had developed ways of
carefully controlling the temperature of its
product in process, to comply with the federal pasteurization laws introduced in the
1920s. In the next decade, foll~wing the invention of the "flash" technique for quickly
heating raw milk to the required 160°F and
rapidly cooling it down again, the industry
developed sophisticated continuous-flow
controls that would automatically divert
and recycle all milk that had not reached
the required temperature.
In 1925, the Carbide and Carbon
Chemicals Company began experiments
with the fractionation of natural gas to produce synthetic chemicals such as ethyl alcohol and ethylene glycol (Prestone). Since
they were working with gases, which were
more volatile than liquid chemicals, they
moved into rapid continuous-flow-process
production, and necessarily developed
automatic controls to monitor and control
the operations. The rest of the chemical industry quickly followed suit.

SYSTEM
, CONTROLS
EMERGE

The petroleum refineries shifted
from batch cracking to continuous, cracking in gas-fired furnaces, and later continuous-catalytic cracking, and thus developed
automatic control systems as well. In the
electrical power industry, which was a kind
of continuous-flow operation itself, electric
network analysis gave rise to mathematical
modeling of network, dynamics and other
complex systems, in the work of pioneers
like General Electric's Gabriel Kron. By
the 1930s, electric network theory, with its
loop-and-node and window-mesh equations, had begun to give way to electronics,
and the state-space approach to analyzing
and optimizing complex systems-the basis
for analysis and control in communication
and servomechanisms.
Three wartime projects contributed
tremendously to the development of industrial controls: synthetic rubber involved the
production of butadiene from alcohol by
means of "pure product fractionation" and
required the closest kind of temperature
control; the volume productibn of high octane aviation gasoline (between 1940 and
1945, production increased from 30,000
barrels a day to nearly 500,000 barrels a
day); and the atomic bomb project, with its
vast gaseous diffusion plants and totally
new standards of accuracy, which required
eleven miles of control panels with 10,000
instruments per mile.
Among the key wartime advances
in industria} controls were quicker, more
reliable electronic monitoring devices, electromechanical servo systems for moving
valves to make rapid adjustments, and procedures for designing industrial processes
"around the instruments."
,
In 1946, Fortune waxed eloquent
about the vast array of new devices and the
promise of automatic control. The magazine pointed out, however, that there was a
darker side to these exciting developments,
the danger of a chain reaction failure due to
a single error, and control panels that
"mystify their own operators, balk even the
understanding of engineers, and absolutely
terrify the layman .... What really goes on
there to produce a 24-hour record of temperature or pressure may never appear in
popular print," Fortune concluded, warning of the twin dangers of mystification and
alienation, and also of workers now free to
"argue politics" and "join unions."
Industrial control development
gave rise to a
CADRE OF
cadre of experienced and
ENGINEERS enthusiastic engineers
who, at war's end, sought new applications
for their wares, new ways to ply their trade.
Again, the military proved the largest and
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PC/FOCUS DATABASE.
It Stays Easy to Use
as Your Applications Grow More Complex.
If you're building applications
with existing "database" systems,
handling the simple jobs can seem
pretty easy. But as your needs
evolve and your applications grow
more complex, these older tools
quickly become more difficult, even
impossible to use.
At this point, you need a quantumjump in productivity. You need
PC/FOCUS!
It's the DBMS that stays simple
to use as applications grow complex, because its powerful, built-in
facilities do much of the work for
you. It lets you build systems ten
times faster than older technologies, enabling you to do
mainframe-level applications with
simple, plain-English commands.
Just like mainframe FOCUS, the
industry's leading, 4th generation
database system, PC/FOCUS gives
you the ability to query and report

from files, build systems and manipulate data. It incorporates a relational database, screen manager &
, report writer, and offers dramatic
abilities in graphics, financial
modeling and statistical analysis.
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design systems that can download
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mainframe for production execution. In fact, PC/FOCUS does so
much, you may not be able to find
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Industrial control know-how penetrated the foods,
, textiles, steel, printing, automobile,as well as
,electric, rubber, and chemical process industries.

I

most eager customer, combining these
By the 1960s, refineries began to
technologies 'in communication, guidance, move into closed-loop feedback control sysand control systems.
tems. Here the computers were linked not
Also, industrial control know-how only to sensors and measuring instrumenpenetrated the foods, textiles, steel, print- tation but also to servo control valves, and
ing, automobile, as well as electric, rubber, they were used to monitor operations, perchemi~als, and chemical process industries.
form calculations, and make the necessary
By the 1950s, the first analog computer- adjustments automatically. By the end of
controlled industrial, operations appeared the 1960s, a "modern" plant was one in
in the electrical power and petroleum refin- which 70% or 80% of operations had come
ery ipdustries. Computers were used to under such closed-loop control. But such
monitor performance, log data, and in- systems proved inflexible, hard to adapt to
struct operators. At Texaco's Port Arthur changes in the plant. Thus, in the 1970s,
refinery, production came under full digital plants were specifically designed for better
computer control in 1959. A year later, application of computer control, carrying
, Monsanto went to digital computer control one step further the wartime innovation of
of its Louisiana ammonia plant, as did B.F. designing uranium enrichment plants
, Goodrich with its vinyl plastic facility in "around the instruments."
Calvert, Ky. Soon, steel rolling mills, blast
furnaces, and various chemical processing THE DRIVE
The drive behind all this
, plants around the country came under full BEHIND
automation was complex,
computer control.
encompassing a range of
The experience of the petroleum re- ALL THIS
economic, technical, and
fineries and chemical processing plants is political motives. A major ingredient was
instructive as to the social consequences of the enthusiasm of the systems engineer, relarge-scale continuous,:,process industrial flecting human enchantment with automaautomation. The introduction of the new ticity and remote control. "Digital
control technology in the process industries Computers-Key to Tomorrow's Push':Vas given strong impetus, between 1949 button Refinery," ran a headline in the Oil
and 1951, by IBM's promotional Industrial ,and Gas Journal in the heady days of 1959.
Computation Seminar campaign. Small an- By 1964, in the wake of a rush toward comalog, computers were installed in a number puter control, the same trade journal, surof plants almost immediately thereafter.
veying the recent history of automation in
In 1955, the first application of the industry, projected an even bolder fularge-scale analog computers to a process ture. From control of a single unit, there
problem-in this case, chemical distilla- had evolved "horizontal control" of entire
tion~was carried ouf, significantly, under
refineries. "Finally, there will be control of
the auspices of the Air Force at Wright more than one refinery by a central comField, Ohio. (A few years later, container- puter," the writers proclaimed. Two proization, the mechanization of dockwork, cess engineers, writing in Hydrocarbon
was similarly spurred by the military, this Processing, were more sober about the realitime ,by the Navy.) During the late 1950s, ties of the computer revolution overtaking
digital computers were introduced, begin- their profession. "Because of the general
ning with the aircraft industry.
purpose nature of the digital computer,"
In March 1959, the first digital they pointed out, "it is possible to perform
computer designed specifically for plant a wide variety of process calculations and
process control, by TRW, was installed at functions-limited only by the ingenuity of
the Texaco Port Arthur refinery. By 1964, the engineer and ... the memory size and
there were some 100 digital computers ei- arithmetic speed of the computer."
ther in operation or on order in the petroThese engineers recommended that
leum refining industry; they were used to the use' of computers in process control
control the industrial processes in the pro- "must be based on fundamental knowledge
duction of ammonia, ethylene, synthetic and understanding of the process and its
rubber, and acrylonitrile, as well as hydro- economic environment," stressing the
carbon oxidation operations.
point that "computing hardware and comThe computers were first used in an puter programs should be kept as simple as
open-loop control system. Linked to mea- possible, commensurate with the immedisuring devices and sensors throughout the ate job at hand."
plant, the computers monitored all processNot all designers heeded this advice.
es, performed calculations, and printed out System complexity increased, along with
"operator guides." The operators who fol- the potential for breakdown.
lowed these guides, not the computers, acTo guard against the likelihood of
tually made the indicated adjustments in an accident, designers installed alarms to
plant operations.
alert operators of danger, but these too suc148 DATAMATION

cumbed to the drive toward complexity.
According to one GE applications engineer,
"there were so many of these [alarms] that
occurred so often, the operators quickly
disregarded them entirely. In so doing, they
often disregarded really important' mes,;,
sages"-an anticipation of the problems
confronted in nuclear power plant control.
As Fortune observed in 1946, system complexity and automatic control itself contributed both to mystification and
alienation, with possibly dangerous results.
This was seconded by the Oil and Gas Journal, usually more sanguine about computer
control, in a story on the IBM-computercontrolled Atlantic catalytic, cracker refinery in Philadelphia. "As degrees of freedom
[and inefficiency] such as spray water,
torch oil, low regeneration temperature
and excess oxygen are taken away from the
unit operator," the journal observed, "the
task of providing steady and safe operation
becomes very much greater. Minor upsets
erode unit capacity, while major upsets are
potentially disastrous."
The other side of the computer-controlled refinery coin was the removal of
that control from the allegedly inefficient
work force-and the actual removal of the
work force itself. "There are no benefits to
be gained from labor saving, at least now,"
observed the authors of an Oil and Gas
Journal "Special Report on Refinery Instrumentation and Control." "In fact, the
important problem in computer control is
not the elimination of the operator, but
how to use him in the most effective way."
The authors acknowledged the importance
of the operator-the underlying reason for
using open-loop systems. "We will always
want the practical judgment and inherent
common sense and sharpness exhibited by
the good operator," they maintained. "The
operator must have control over certain
contingencies and be able to modify the
computer behavior as required."
There were limits to such worker
control, however. "Along with this degree
of control exercised by the operator comes
the problem of providing insurance against
mistakes .... Technical know-how," after
all, arises not from the operators but rather
"from process engineers, who must reduce
their knowledge of a process to a mathematical description, and from mathematicians, who must transform this description
into a method for finding optimum operating position."
Accordingly, as operators moved
from the outside, and manual monitoring
and control of operations, to the inside central computer room'and automatic control,
"a detailed check and balance procedure"
was "built into the computer system," to
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Introducing the
smartest tools ever created
for the business mind.

The Smart
Software System.
Smart Software, featuring The Smart Spreadsheet
with Graphics, The Smart
Word Processor and The
Smart Data Manager, is
the first software system
with the unique intelligence and inherent logic to
perform the way you think.
Which makes applying the
power of a computer to
business tasks more effortless and effective than ever
before.
It's awesomely powerful, yet amazingly simple.
And with its greatly advanced and unprecedented
capabilities, it sets new
standards by which all
other integrated business
software will be measured.
ACHIEVING FULL
INTEGRATION WITHOUT
COMPROMISE

.Unlike all-in-one integrated packages, Smart
Software is structured on
the concept of modular integration. Where each
dedicated application can
achieve its own maximum

..•-....
potential. So you get the
full power and features of
dedicated software in an
integrated system.
Each application module maintains its own data
structure. Yet all are capable of transferring data,
passing commands and
sharing information
automatically.
This unique system of
integration also allows for
multiple windows; relational files, documents and
spreadsheets in memory
at once; graphics printed
within text; external data
interfaces; and open-ended
application development.
It's a system of integration without compromise.
Integration that is not only
better; it's smarter.
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CREATING CUSTO·M
.,
APPLICATIONS BY,
SIMPLE MENU SELECTION

: -,

..:.• A

SEnLlNG.THE ,
EASE OF USE VERSUS
POWER DILEMMA

. Smart Software puts to
rest the ease of use versus
power dilemma with an
exclusive feature called
"confidence levels."
At confidence level one,
beginners don't face intim·
idating options; yet level.
three provides exp.erts wIth
all the power they want.
This feature enables
Smart Software to grow in
sophistication as the user's
confidence increases or
needs expand. Even more
importantly, a variety of
users in the same company,
with different experience,
can each workcomfortably
at their own level of ability
with the same applications.
This one, innovative
idea could revolutionize the
way all business software
is designed to work. And
only Smart Software has it

,.-.

Perhaps the most significimt aspect of Smart
Software is its unique
"project processing" capability.ltallows the user to
set up customized projects,
like a monthly sales report
system or multi-year business plans, simply by doing
them once.
There's no need to learn
a complex programming
language. The user merely
makes simple English command selections. Smart
Software then remembers
to complete the project in
the same way agai~ at the
touch of a button. Not by
memorizing keystrokes
(like a macro), but by automatically learning your
custom seqUence of commands and freely adjusting
to changes and edits.
No other integrated
system has a capability
that even comes close to ,
Smart Software's project
processing.
HELPING PEOPLE
TO WORK SMARTER;

NOT HARDER

Smart Software was
created to work for you,
relentlessly. Structured to
integrate between applications automatically.And
desig~ed to perform multifaceted business projects,
brilliantly.
See your local computer
dealer for a demonstration,
or callSOO-GET SMART to
order a Smart demonstration disk.**.

Smart Software is
currently available for the
IBM PC, IBM PCIXT, the
new IBM PCIAT and IBM
compatibles.
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'Lotus )·2·3, WordStar and dBase ,Hare registered trademarks C?f
MicroPro International CorporatIOn, and Ashton·Tate, respectively, n ansas,ca
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The computer, as ~he extensi,on of supervi$ion"now
monitors not only thechel11ical processes taking place
but the human activity of the operators as well.
automatically supervise and override operator decisions. "Changes made by the. operator ... must pass reasonableness tests,"
the authors noted, "which have been determined in advance by the plant supervision
and recorded in the computer's memory.';

somehow successfully run refirieries without the aid of reason, but management was
no longer willing to rely upon such routine
miracles, nor did,they have to, given the
computer revolution.
Managemerit worked hard to ac-:commodate workers to the new realities. In
COMPUTERS The computer, as the ex- .some p1ants, "many of the operators' ideas
tension, of supervision, [had] been. incorporated into the control
MONITOR
now monitors not only logic" -with what compensation or to
HUMANS
the chemical processes whose benefit was not specified. "Ccmditaking p1ace but the human activity of the tion the operator carefully," refinery manoperators as well.
agers cautioned. "He can make or break
The operators resented and resisted the ,project [of installing computer conthis infringement on the control over their trol]." "It isn't likely that computer control
jobs. "In the beginning," one control engi- will cost any jobs, at least in the near funeer later recalled, "the operators compet- ture," they observed, albeit in a rather
ed with the computer in accomplishirig guarded way. "The operator needs to be
certain goals of closed-loop control, [and] told this and he needs to be challenged to
they soon found out that with close atten- do his best for the success of the project."
tion and applications they were able to do
But jobs were lost, lots of them. Acthis job as well as the computer." But they cording to the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
also soon learned that they could not do so total employment in the refinery industry
continuously, or without stress and fatigue. rose slightly betweeen 1947 and 1957, to
Thus, perhaps inevitably, they 153,900 from 145,000 workers, owing priyielded to the computer and turned instead marily to an expansion of production, but
to try to use it to their own advantage.
declined steadily thereafter, to 113,900 by
Maintenance workers were also af- 1964.
For production workers, the drop
fected. As the Oil and Gas Journal cryptically explained, "scheduled maintenance of was continuous, at first slow,. then precipisome units is being replaced by rational tous. Production. workers numbered
computer decisions." The implication was 113,800 in 1947, 112,500 in 1957, and
clear enough: up to now the workers had 81,900 by 1964. Production worker em-

....,

ployment as a percentage of total employment decreased to 72% from 78% during
the same period, with a corresponding
growth iil the proportion of nonunion techniCal and supervisory staff. "Early attempts
to use manpower reduction as apart of the
justification for digital computer control
wete almost universally in ~rror," the Oil
and Gas Journal observed. "Operating personnel inay be reduced, but at least as many
additional technical people will be needed."
Largely as a result of the new technology, productivity in the industry rose
roughly 250%, according to one study of
the period from 1947 through 1966. At the
same time, and; in part, as a direCt consequence, employment of production workers dropped by 31 %. "In three out of four
cases," this study noted, "hIgh capital expenditures in a given year were followed
two years later by a decline in the employment of production workers."
Among the categories hardest hit
were carpenters, insulators, machinists,
painters, pipefitters, utility riggers, welders,
operators, and unskilled laborers. The Bureau of Labor Statistics observed also that
"skilled craftsmen in maiiltenance work
may be increasingly affected by the use of
computers in engineering, automatic welding, and new construction techniques."
In addition to direct layoffs, there
was a pattern of "silent firing" -the cessation of recruitment by the companies of
new employees to replace those who leave
through normal attrition. This was a less
noticeable but significant consequence of
the intrOductIon of the new technology.
People directly affected by layoffs lost their
seniority as well as their wages and behe. fits. Some were only temporarily displaced,
and were later reassigned or were fortunate
enough to find other employment.

DISPLACED
MINORITY
WO. RKERS

o
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But there was permanent
unemployment for those
not so lucky. According
,
to a contemporary study
entitled "The Anatomy of a Workforce Reduction," 38% of the workers displaced
from one huge refinery-Humble Oil's
Baytown plant-entered what sociologists
called the long-term unemployment category. Hardest hit were blacks, women, the
young (under 22 years old), the old (over
45 years old), and the members of other
minorities.
At the Baytown plant, employment
. plummeted from 6,752 workers in 1948 to
3,816 in 1962, a decrease of 43.5% (twice
the drop in total U.S. refinery employment
during the same period). "Much of this
sharp decline in total employment was centered on production workers," the study in-
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People have greeted the second industrial revolution
with complacency and even naive optimism.

dicated. "The decline in production worker
employment amounted to about 80% of
the total employment reduction in this refinery during the 1948-62 period." And,
"while employment" in this refinery was declining," the authors pointed out, "a trend
toward greater use of superior technology,
particularly automation, took place."
Accompanying the introduction of
new ,computer-control technology in the refinery industry, then, was a significant loss
of workers and worker control, facts which
alarmed the union that represented the vast
majority of them, the Oil, Chemical and
Atomic Workers. Displacement of workers, and their replacement by exempt technicians, meant lower union membership
and thus fewer union resources and less
power. And company efforts to use the new
technology to gain control over job content
and assignment constituted an assault on
the traditional work rules guarded by the
union to protect the membership.
"Everyone believes the U.S. is in the
midst of an economic transformation on
the order of the industrial revolution,"
Business Week reported recently.

But no one alive today remembers
firsthand the trials and turmoil of that first
industrial revolution. This explains why
people have thus far greeted the second industrial revolution with such complacency,
and even naive optimism. Thus, the prospect of another industrial revolution has
generated considerable excitementamong those militarists who see a (sur)reality of total control right around the corner,
and among those neoprogressive politicians
whose rosy rhetoric belies their ignorance
of the human trauma and tragedy of the
first industrial revolution, and of the mass
insurrection that followed in its wake.
The analogy commonly made between the present transformation and that
of the early nineteenth century remains
only half complete: the catastrophe has
been left out. For a fuller analogy would
shake the spirit, not stir it, and give
thoughtful people pause: What will happen
to the dispossessed? What will the consequences be once our world too has been
"turned upside down"-as British historian Christopher Hill aptly described the earlier period. To date, few have the right

questions, much less any answers. And, in
the meantime, the compulsion to automate
(and to dominate)-fueled by newly inflamed competitive fears-continues apace
(and resistance grows). As a result, we see,
not the revitalization of the nation's industrial base but its further erosion; not the enlargement of resources but their depletion;
not the replenishing of irreplaceable human
skills but their final disappearance; not the
greater wealth of the nation but its steady
impoverishment; not an extension of democracy and equality but a concentration
of power, a tightening of control, a
strengthening of privilege; not the hopeful
hymns of progress but the somber sounds
of despair, and disquiet.
@
David F. Noble is curator of industrial
automation at the Museum of American
History, Smithsonian Institution. Until
recently he was associate professor of
the history of technology at MIT. He
holds a PhD in history from the University
of Rochester and a certificate in machine-tool fundamentals from the Lowell
Institute School.

PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Visit our computer stores in Union and Ocean, NJ
AUTHORIZED RETAIL DEALER
APPLP lie, lie, MAC, III and LISA - DEC RAINBOW - 11 PROFESSIONAL
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The~eMedia Management devices from Graham Magnetics
~eep your computer tapes performing better. longer.
Graham Magnetitsq~~derslUQPoSitiOn
in computer tape technology has led to the
development of three remarkable devices,
each designed to do a specific job to reduce
drop-outs, tape damage, stoppages and
resulting system downtime:
The Inspector IV* MPC- This
microprocessor-controlled tape evaluator!
cleaner locates and isolates error-prone
and damaged tape in your library. It can
clean and evaluate a 2400' tape in just
3.6 minutes.
The Detector 11* - Also
microprocessor-controlled, this tape cleaner
uses proprietary vacuum-grid cleaning tech~-"".~,-..
'Registered trademarks of Graham Magnetics Incorporated
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nology to remove most error-causing contaminants. It can clean, retension and
rewind a 2400' reel in 3.3 minutes.
The Protector* - This patented cleaner
employs vacuum technology to remove
error-causing debris, including micron-sized
particles, from the inside of self-loading cartridges. It automatically adjusts to clean
most cartridges in two minutes or less.
Graham Magnetics' position is Simple: Put
Epoch 480* computer tape in your library,
then utilize our Media Management Program© to keep it in top shape. With Graham
"Super Stars" in place. your media will last
longer and run Virtually error-free.

Act Nowl-'"-to improve your data
center's productivity:

r: - - - - - - - - - I

~arketing Services, Graham Magnetics

I
I
I
I

Incorporated, 6625 Industrial Park Blvd..
North Richland Hills, Texas 76118
please send me information on the following
Graham MagnetiCS products:
D Complete Media Management Program
D Inspector IV D Detector II D Protector
D Epoch 480 "Permanent" Computer Tape

I
I

I

. _ ••

Name:

Address: - - - - - - - phone: - - - City:

~~ GRAHAM MAGNETICS Bi;UW=
1-800-433-8006, TWX 910-893-5010, TELEX 6829068 GRAFW

I
I

Title:

Company/Organization: - - - - - - - - -

State:_Zip: _ __
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to todays three toughest MIS problems.
CENTER is the smart answer to automating corporate end-user computing
needs.
3. PROD/NET. The only OA ~--ystem that
can integrate PC's, word processors,
IAN's and hosts using existing hardware.
PROD/NET is the first and onlY' system
that lets you totally integrate office automation equipment and host computers into
a single coml11.unications system. Using the
hardware and technologies you already
own.
No other product comes close to the
completeness of PROD/NET For one
thing it lets you connect PC's into efficient
local networks so theY' can communicate
with each other, handle multi-tasking, and
share expensive peripherals. It also allows
documents to be translated automatically

from one type of word processor to
another. And host-based SNA communication transfers data between host terminals,
word processors and the PC networks.
PROD/NET can give everybody in the
office direct access to the corporate
database. Probably no investment you
could make will make your company more
efficient and effective.
MODEL 204 DBMS. The kernel of a
complete corporate information
environment.
CCA's rebtional MODEL 204 is the fastest
growing DBMS [or IBM mainfrallle~. It
gives you productivity with performance,
plus ease-of-use, efficiency, flexibility and
capacity. Qualities that make it the perfect
foundation for your corporate information
system.
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WORKSHOP/204. The
INTELLIG ENT INFORMA nON
CENTER. PROD/NET. MODEL 204
DBMS. Onlv CCA offers the total solution
to managing the corporate information
environment.
To get more information in your hands,
please call 1-800-258-4100. Or write
Computer Corporation of America, Four
Cambridge Center, Cambridge, MA 02142.

CG@CfUl)CQ)(1l.J~@[f
©@LICQ)@~O@[fU
@V ffi\.ffiJi)®rrocc-®~
~.; A Crowntek Company

mE HARDEST-WORKING
DBMS ACORPORATE HFAW
COULD ASK FOR.
You may not work for a global
business with four billion
customers and the world's
biggest inventory.
But you can still give your
executives an easy way to get
at corporate data through their
PCs. Without your getting
snowed under with requests
for information.
It's the new R: base™4000
Version 1.1.

"THE MORE
PROGRAMMING
CAPABILITY,
THE MERRIER:'
The new
R: base offers
greatlyexpanded
, programming
ca p~ab il ity', tha t
lets your users
do conditional
processing.
Post transactions. And
update

multiple files from one input
form. There's even a new
applications diskette, with
sample mailing list, inventory
management, and prospect
management applications.
Of course, R: base still
lets your managers tap billions
of records. Open 40 files at
the same time, and handle up to
400 fields. And sort it all out
before they know it.

"THE EASIEST DBMS
SOUTH OF THE POLE:'
The self- guided tutorial makes learningand usingR:base
a snap.
Especially
when it's
, combined

with Clout~ a software program
that lets users ask questions of
the database in their own words.
The result? You'll spend less
time training managers and
more time doing the bigger,
more DP-intensive jobs.

"AVOID THE RUSH.
CALL NOW FOR A DEMO:'
If you'd like to try R:base, we'll
send you a full demo/tutorial
(with Clout as well) for only
$14.95 plus shipping. Just call
1-800-547-4000, Dept. 939.
In Oregon, call 1-503-684-3000,
Dept. 939. Or see your nearest
software store.
And show a corporate heavyweight hQw he could be sitting
pretty.

R:BASEm
FROM MICRORIM®
Requires 256K of memory. Runs on MS"'-DOS, PC/DOS,'"
BTOS'" and
operating systems.

eros"
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No dpgroup can perform up to its potential without
the right mix of·controls. Directives are useful, but ...

LEADERSHIP
IS CRUCIAL
by William C. Kimmerly
Regardless of how well an organization defines objectives, develops strategies, and
implements plans, its eventual level of success will depend significantly on the quality
and effectiveness of its management control
function. This is especially true for the dp
organization, which is particularly vulnerable to events and conditions that can complicate the control process.
Organizations exist so that the different tasks needed to accomplish common
objectives can be coordinated, and the actions of individuals engaged in carrying out
these tasks can be more effectively managed. In the absence of effective controls,
people may work toward individual rather
than common goals. The full meaning of
the concept of control can, however, be
somewhat elusive. In one sense, the term
suggests the use of quantitative methods to
measure the extent to which actual results
correspond to expected results, followed by
corrective action to redress unfavorable
variances. In another sense, control relates
to a condition or state of being, within
which the overall efforts and direction of
an organization remain effectively focused
on a, common purpose. In other words,
there is a sense of overall control. In the
first sense, the emphasis is on measurement
and comparison; in the second sense, the
emphasis is on maintaining an effective level of overall guidance, and suggests reasonable success in leading people to accept this
guidance.
I will define control in terms of two
distinguishing characteristics. The first relates to the degree of formality associated
with the implementation and monitoring of
a control measure; the second relates to the
extent to which a control measure is required to exist.
.
Certain control measures are formally stated and rigidly enforced-rules
against accessing an organization's sensi-

tive databases without proper authorization, for example. Other controls exist in a
very informal sense and receive little or no
formal enforcement-e.g., an organizational dress code. Formal controls will be assumed to be either quantitative in nature or
grounded in accepted rules or conventions.
Informal controls will be assumed to be
more qualitative in nature and based upon
the individual employee's sense of purpose,
commitment, or responsibility.
The second key distinguishing characteristic is the extent to which a control
measure is required to be in place. Certain
controls are simply an implicit result of for.;.
mal organization-the requirement to follow Equal Employment Opportunity
regulations, for example. Others are largely
discretionary, their implementation depending upon the judgment of an accountable manager-e.g., the decision to
implement a standard project management
system. Given this basis of distinction,
there are four general categories of control:
implicit formal controls, implicit informal
controls, discretionary formal controls, and
discretionary informal controls. These distinctions are important because different
management approaches and different considerations are often necessary for the effective implementation of each.
Clearly, managers cannot be involved in every decision an employee
makes, or monitor every action taken by
every employee. The best that can be done
is to develop a control framework that
leads to the right decisions being made and
the right actions being taken most of the
time.
Moreover, all decisions and all actions do not have the same degree of importance. The manager must be able to weigh
the potential adverse consequences of formal controls in a given area-like employee
resentment and lower morale-against the
potential adverse consequences of inadequate controls. Common sense usually suf-

fices here, but sometimes the issues will be
extremely complex and the correct approach not so obvious. This is particularly
true for the dp organization and its complex control environment. Therefore, a systematic approach is needed.
A key point underlying
much of the following
discussion is the fact that
the time, attention, and
influence of a manager are valuable but
limited resources. All managers have a
number of control objectives for their organizations, but some objectives are muc;h
more important than others. The successful
manager will not want to waste influence
on low-priority objectives. Instead, he or
she will ensure that controls relating to
these low-priority areas are enforced in
ways that do not require continuing, visible
management time and involvement.
Typically, the kinds of controls that
can be approached in this way fall into either the implicit control category (formal
or informal) or the discretionary formal
control category. This means that the highest return on the investment of a manager's
time and influence will be in the .area of dis:-'
cretionary informal controls. This is .the
area that makes it possible to establish the
kinds of normative behavior patterns that
move the organization toward its keystone
objectives.
Implicit formal controls. As indicated above, certain control requirements
arise simply as an inherent consequence of
formal organization. Because many of
these requirements are grounded in legal or
other formal considerations, the control
measures themselves must be approached
in a formal way. For example, Equal Employment Opportunity regulations control
the actions of individuals involved in hiring, training, promotion, and related personnel actions. This is a control measure
backed by the force of federal law; manage-

VALUABLE,
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Formal procedures can ensure compliance without
visible senior management involvement.

ment has no choice but to implement it in a
formal way to ensure the required level of
compliance.
Such control requirements do not
usually need the ongoing, in-depth attention of the senior manager. This is not to
say that the manager will regard these requirements as unimportant. Rather, formal
procedures can ensure compliance without
visible senior management involvement.
Depending upon the priorities of a
particular manager, implicit controls can
also be the basis for a discretionary form of
control. For example, a manager might feel
strongly about the EEO issue and seek to establish an aggressive program and a heightened level of sensitivity to related issues.
This will necessitate a more sophisticated
and more encompassing form of control
than formal regulations might require.
Maintaining such a level of control does require the visible, ongoing attention and influence of the senior manager.
Implicit informal controls. There are
implicit controls that permit an informal
approach to the definition of specific control measures and compliance requirements. Rules that relate to hours of work
are one example. Typically, employees are
not completely free to determine where and
when they will carry out their assigned
tasks, but aside from requirements imposed
by wage and hour laws or union contracts
(which are actually implicit formal controIs), this can be, and often is, an area of
relative informality.
Implicit informal controls are obviously an important part of the orderly functioning of an organization. As with implicit
formal controls, however, the effective
manager will tend to devote little time to
enforcing them unless a problem exists.
Most management attention is focused on
these controls during their definition and
implementation.
Discretionary formal controls. This is probably the
most familiar category of
controls. The distinguishing feature of discretionary formal controls
is the fact that once the decision has been
made to implement them, they require formal compliance if they are to be effective.
For example, the particular mix of budgets,
standards, policies, regulations, and procedures implemented by a manager reflects
his or her .discretion as to which organizational and individual activities are to be
controlled.
A few years ago, the term structured was very popular in many dp organizations (and is still popular in some). The
term was applied to a collection of proce-
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dures designed to control in a very precise
way the actions of individuals engaged in
specific activities-systems analysis, systems design, program development, or program coding, for example. These controls
were discretionary in that they did not have
to be in place in order for the dp organization to carry out its mission effectively; the
manager could implement them or not depending upon his or her perception of their
worth.
The controls were formal in that
once implemented they were highly visible
and served to limit the actions and decisions of individuals engaged in a given activity. Thus, structured requirements were
unmistakable, unequivocal controls, optional in their adoption but not in their
operation.
Because of the impact discretionary
formal controls can have on an organization, the effective manager will want to examine their consequences carefully before
authorizing them. To help in this examination, the manager will first want to separate
the overall control requirements of the organization into key individual control
areas.
Just as the concept of control in its
broad, generic sense is too vague to serve as
a framework for analytical discussion, control as an all-encompassing organizational
requirement is too imprecise to serve as a
basis for the development of discretionary
formal controls. Control areas must first be
defined that correspond to each of the key
functions the organization must perform.
In the dp environment, specific control areas might include software development,
capacity management, data resource management, and so on. Each of these must
have a central management focus in order
to systematically influence behavior toward
the key management objectives for that
area.
Once control areas are defined and
discretionary formal controls are developed
or proposed, the rela.tionships among control me~sures for each control area must be
examined to ensure that conflicts are minimized and their collective impact is acceptable. Unless this kind of analysis is
performed on a continuing basis, a well-integrated set of discretionary formal controls will be difficult to develop and
maintain.
While each dp organization is
unique in certain respects, most will want
to have discretionary formal controls in
place in key areas such as software development (project management and do cum en- .
tation standards or guidelines), data
resource management (database modification procedures and data naming conven-

tionS'), capacity planning and performance
measurement (uptime, response time,or
throughput standards), and computer security (access controls and usage restrictions). There will undoubtedly be other
areas where discretionary formal controls
will be required; the appropriate mix will
depend upon the specific organization.
Thus, there are two important
things to remember in determining the appropriate mix of discretionary formal controls. The first is that the right mix depends
upon a careful analysis of the key components of the overall control requirements of
a particular organization. This includes a
continuing examination of how well the
various controls fit with each other and
how well they collectively support the overall mission of the organization. Second, the
dp manager will want these controls to be
well understood and followed without requiring much in the way of his or her continuing involvement.
Discretionary informal
controls. The existence of
a basic framework of implicit controls and discretionary formal controls provides an
organization with enough cohesiveness
among task definitions and operating procedures to function in a mechanistic manner. In order for the organization to
represent more than a bureaucratic shell,
however, senior management must give it
substance, vitality, and strategic direction
through the effective use of discretionary
informal controls.
Perhaps the most important thing a
dp manager can do here is to establish an
effective level of normative control for the
dp staff. The eventual success of the organization will depend upon the extent to
which the dp staff is able to internalize the
highest objectives of the manager-in effect, to make these objectives their own.
For this process to take place, there must
be a control environment that continuously
and systematically encourages each employee to select from among the available
range of actions those which are most supportive of these keystone objectives.
While this process might at first appear to be manipulative, it really is not; it
is, in fact, the essence of leadership. Yet it is
also more than leadership. It is leadership
grounded in a full awareness of the linkages
that exist among the various functions of
management (such as control and leadership) and the relationships that exist between employee motivation and key
environmental and cultural considerations.
Achieving this level of control is
more difficult in a dp shop than in other
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If the organization is to represent more than a
bureaucratic shell, senior management must give it
substance, vitality, and strategic direction.
organizations. In addition to the fact that
the technological ground is moving continuously beneath the feet of the dp manager,
the typical makeup of the staff presents additional problems. Unlike most engineering
or accounting organizations, for example,
which tend to have relatively homogeneous
mixtures of skills and training experience
represented on their staffs, the dp organization typically contains a wide variety of
skills, backgrounds, educational levels, and
levels of competence. This mixture of capabilities and interests can generally be divided into two groups, each having its own
unique set of interests, loyalties, and motivational(hence control) considerations. I
will refer to the first group as technicians,
the second as generalists.
The technicians will often be computer science graduates, although not necessarily so. Members of this group are
characterized by their strong orientation
toward the very technical aspects of the dp
discipline. The professional loyalties of this
group are typically directed outward toward the numerous societies, associations,
and user groups that form the touchstone
of professional status and identification for
this relatively young discipline. As a result,
in the absence of the mitigating influence of
an effective control function, this group
will tend to focus narrowly on matters of
technical interest and ignore larger issues,
overarching missions, and, in particular,
the practical needs of local' users.

The generalist group will usually be
made up of a varied collection of skills and
backgrounds. I have observed, for example,
an eight-person applications programming
section that included the following college
majors: music, psychology, mathematics,
physics, history, accounting, biology, and
education. Such mixtures' are common.
While the skill level of this group will vary
much more dramatically than that of the
technical group, the best of the generalists
will often be as good as or better than any
in the technical group. The major control
difficulty associated with this group is, of
course, its diversity of interests and motivational considerations.

MANAGER
FACES
DILEMMA

Thus, the manager is
faced with a dilemma in
attempting to establish an
effective framework of informal discretionary controls. On the one
hand, he must establish a framework of
normative controls that can guide the organization as a whole; on the other hand,
each distinct group has its own set of interests and loyalties that must be effectively
channeled.
Assume, for example, that a key
control objective of the dp manager is the
development of a service-oriented organization that recognizes first-rate user support as the highest performance objective.
This means that individuals must be controlled in the sense that their actions and

"Your money comes in to your account automatically and is paid out
automatically. At the moment, I'm sorry to say, it's out."
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decisions systematically and continuously
reflect the influence of this objective. Simple lip service to this objective by the dp
manager will not cause this to happen. The
dp manager must demonstrate visibly
through continuing actions his genuine interest in this key objective. The question
that arises is this: what actions can the
manager take that will influence technicians toward this objective without unduly
diluting their technical abilities, and at the
same time cause the diverse interests of the
generalists to cohere around this central
objective?
One approach is to systematically
identify and publicize each significant accomplishment that demonstrates both the
effective use of technology and a deep understanding of user needs. Such accomplishments might include innovations in
making systems both cost-effective and extremely easy to use, the development of systems that provide especially useful
information for end users, or the development of dp solutions that lead to significant
improvements in productivity or otherwise
help the organization in an especially sig- .
nificant way.
The key is to concentrate on those
accomplishments that require a blend of
abilities, those that technicians could not
accomplish without an appreciation for
and understanding of user requirements,
and that generalists could not accomplish
without the required degree of technical
competence. An effective framework of
normative controls requires that the members of each group work to maintain a reasonable balance in their skills or
perspectives. Technicians must be constantly alert to the need to relate technology to practical needs, while generalists
must realize that without the required technical skills they cannot develop effective solutions for user problems that they might
otherwise understand very well.
Specific manifestations of concern
and interest on the part of the dp manager
can take many forms. For example, aprogram of formal awards-plaques,· pins, bonuses, and other immediate, tangible forms
of recognition might help in certain environments. An even stronger stimulus, how- z
ever, will be the perceived pattern of skills ~
and accomplishments that lead to special ~
recognition or perhaps eventually to I
promotions.
~
Unfortunately, in many dp environ- ~
ments it is the rule rather than the excep- ;;:
tion that achievements of a highly technical fu
nature get singled out for praise, and even z
lead ultimately to promotions to manage- 8
ment positions, while the ability to balance b:
technology and user requirements receives c3
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Immediate," tangible forms of recognition might help
in certain environments.

much less attention and very little praise.
As a result, many of these organizations
eventually find themselves in serious trouble because their staffs, which over time
contain an increasing number of technicians in supervisory positions, are continuously preoccupied with the unfocused,
unorchestrated pursuit of technological
achievements, while failing to maintain a
balanced perspective relative to the real
needs of users. Because of the resulting inefficiencies and lack of focus, this condition
often leads to a continuing demand for
more employees when the real need is for
better management control and direction.
Nonetheless, even a
sound approach to the
development of role models will not result in an effective level of normative control unless the
manager believes deeply in his key objectives and demonstrates this belief on a continuing basis. This belief can be
demonstrated by the kinds of questions
routinely asked, the meetings attended, the
kinds of reports requested, and so on. By

MUST
BELIEVE
DEEPLY

doing this, the dp manager will perpetuate
a process that leads eventually to a kind of
osmotic permeation of his key objectives.
The importance of an enlightened
approach to discretionary informal controls in general, and normative controls in
particular, extends far beyond the dp organization. For American industry, success
in regaining some of its lost vitality and
leadership will depend upon the ability to
develop well thought out and enlightened
objectives upon which to build a framework of discretionary informal controls.
But as with the dp organization, the key to
real progress is the development and continuation of an organizational environment
characterized by genuinely shared objectives and a common sense of purpose based
upon high standards and ideals. Superficial
enthusiasm, erratic support, or attempts to
achieve these objectives through formal
controls alone (such as the simple issuance
of quality assurance directives) will not
work. Each manager, if he is to be successful, will have to work extremely hard at exercising the very highest calling of
management, the requirement to lead

through example and personal involvement
and, in so doing, to establish a level of normative control that eventually becomes
self-sustaining.
Because of "rapidly changing dp
technology and the diverse mixture of skills
that make up the typical dp staff, the dp
organization presents a more difficult con-:
trol challenge than many other organizations. The effective dp manager will
therefore have to be particularly adept at
developing and maintaining a balanced
control framework, giving particular attentionto a careful partitioning of the organization's overall control requirements, the
development of a consistent set of discretionary formal controls, and the effective
use of discretionary informal controls. @
William C. Kimmerly has over 17 years
experience in dp planning and management. His special interests include
information resource management and
dp strategic planning. He's presently
associated with Martin Marietta Energy
Systems Inc. in a dp planning and
administration capacity.

Texas Instruments 850/855
The 850 and 855 microprinters
are the first products in the TI family of high performance Matrix
printers. The 850 microprinter
features speed (150 CPS), quality
printing, and graphics plus PC
compatibility. The 855 adds the dual
functionality of letter quality printers to the 850's impressive list of
features. Both are price performance leaders with the same reliability that has made the OMNI
800· series printers the standard
in offices around the world.
Texas Instruments 707
The newest edition to the Silent
700 series, TI's 707 Portable Data
" Terminal uses state of the art printing and communications technology to give you all the functions
needed to do business in or out of
the office.
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. in Peripheral Distribution.
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(201) 780-0802
(800) 526-2823
(312) 790-4466
(713) 541-9611
(303) 233-9236
(808) 943-1944
(415) 254-9550
(800) 227-2610
(213) 410-9250
(800) 421-3960
(714) 851-5011
(~05) 629-1595
(800) 321-0800

Final~ an on-line

COM printer .
that. isn, a pain in

the mainframe. .
If there's one thing you dont need,
it's an on--line COM printer that
makes you alter your host computer's
software. Unfortunately, that's exactly
what most systems make you do.
But not Bell & Howell. We found
a way to eliminate the problem com-~~:~~~~~~i~
pletely: Software control of our Series
. 6600 COM printers is through an intel-~~IB~~&HowellCOM
v' h
1_ systems is run on a built-in minicomputer. You
·
1Igent .preprocessor. IOU won t ave to maKe won't have to interfere with your host computer's software.
even a single modification to your host software because the preprocessor's
minicomputer takes care of everything.
It can handle microfiche production. Create and maintain job setups.
And even produce audit trails. All at the same time.
About the only thing your operators need to do is enter a few simple
English language commands on the keyboard. If problems occur, the 6600's
software tells them what to do next.
Of course, software isnt the only thing that's convenient with Bell &
HowelL Since our systems operate off--line, as well as on--line, they give you
total flexibility for job scheduling.
What's more, both our 6600 archival processing system and 6650 dry
system run up to twice as fast as other in--house COM printers. And since
they both have totally self--contained processors, there's none of the mess
you get Iwith other types of systems.
For more information on the COM printer that's a pleasure-instead of
a pain, call our marketing manager toll--free at (800) 538--4000.
In California, call collect, (714) 660--1050.
COM·· In Canada, (416) 746--2200.
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You need hardworking, multi-functional terminals dedicated to improving
your productivity.
AT&T Information Systems can help.
We have a full line of asynchronous and
synchronous data terminal products that
enable you to move and manage information quickly. Products designed to get the
word around.
Our DATASPEED" 4000 Terminals
get along well with people, too.
Non-glare, high-resolution, black
background tilt screens, English language
options, and lightweight detachable
keyboards keep users more productive.
Features like windowing, split-screen
mode, 80- or 132-column wide-screen

format help reduce user errors.

Conversational and editing terminals
that speak for themselves.
The DATASPEED 4410,4415,4420
and 4430 Terminals are asynchronous
desk-top workstations with superior
features and functionality.
The 4410 is conversational, with graphics and sophisticated display capabilities.
If you need an editing display terminal,
the 4415 is one of the most functional in
its class. The 4420 is a feature-rich editing
terminal. It's especially engineered to help
the nontechnical user become proficient.
The 4430 is a conversational terminal
for the mUlti-point, private line environ-

ment. There's no need for the computer
to poll and address these terminals. This
saves valuable processing time.

Synchronous terminals
on speaking terms with IBM.
AT &T Information Systems'
DATASPEED 4540, Enhanced 4540 and
4540 Touch Screen Terminals are designed
for a clustered, polled environment.
All of these synchronous terminals are
compact, modular and 3270 compatible.
The 4540 and Touch Screen 4540 both
support SDLC/BSC line protocols. With
one of our new controllers, you can
upgrade to SNA protocols by simply
changing a diskette.

For SNA/SDLC compatability, there's
the Enhanced 4540. It offers flexibility,
introducing a choice of two controllers,
standard- or reduced-sized displays and
high- or low-profile keyboards.
The Touch Screen 4540 has 30 touchsensitive areas on the screen which give
you fast, easy access to information.
A history of communicating better.
For over a century, AT&T products
and service have set the standards for
performance and reliability.
Today, 4,000 scientists and engineers
from Bell Laboratories are working full
time to develop and design new business
products at AT&T Information Systems

Laboratories. Products we continue to
support by the largest, most experienced
sales and service force in the industry.
Our DATASPEED Terminals incorporate Information Systems Architecture,
the design principle that integrates our
products so they perform as one system.
As you grow, its flexibility allows for easy
system expansion.
To learn how our family of DATASPEED
Terminals can increase your profits and
productivity, call 1-800-24 7-1212, Ext. 329.
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Only one disk guarantees safe passage through the torrid zone of drive heat. Maxell.
A lifetime warranty. And manufacturing standards that make it almost
unnecessary.
Consider this: Every time you take
your disk for a little spin, you expose
it to drive heat that can sidetrack data.
Worse, take it to the point of no return.
Maxell's unique jacket construction
defies heat of 140°F. And keeps your
information on track.
And Maxell runs clean. A unique
process impregnates lubricants
throughout the oxide layer. Extending
media and head life. How good is Gold?
Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.J. 07074 201-440-8020
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See us at Comdex,
Booth #1178.
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ow there is a company that can
satisfy your LAN needs both today and ten
years from today. A company with flexible
solutions backed by over 20 years of networking experience.
Codex.
In the 4000 Series LAN, we offer a
system that lets you configure and control
the precise mix of LAN technologies that
~------, suit your company needs.
A system, for example, that lets you combine
a broadband backbone
for data, video and voice
applications, and less
BROADBAND
expensive Ethernet baseband feeders to support
individual work areas.
o
A system that supports a wide array of
industry standard interfaces. So you can
connect practically any vendor's
equipment.
. Later, when your needs for internetworking and network management expand,
those needs can best be met by the company that has literally written the book on
adaptive routing, network management,
protocol intervention, and statistical
multiplexing.
Codex.
We just made the decision to get into
local area networking a safe decision
to make.
For more information, call 1-800-8217700, ext: 879. Or write: Codex Corporation, Dept. 707-79, 20 Cabot Boulevard,
Mansfield; MA 02048.
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When it comes to extended functions,
our new 9236 display has everything.
For instance, it gives you dual logical
units that let you change applications
with a single keystroke.
It has selectable screen formats
so you can use one display to handle
more than one application.
It can use a light pen or operate a
display-attached printer so you can
make local copies at your workstation.
It offers the ergonomic benefits
of a non-glare matte finish. A compact,
low-profile keyboard. And a flicker-

free, high-resolution, 14-inch screen
that tilts and swivels.
On top of all this, our 9236 gives
you extended data stream and programmed symbols for color graphics.
Plus a long list-of exclusive ITT
productivity features, like automated
keystrokes, built-in notepad, dynamic
color assignment, and auto log off/
power off.
But perhaps the most important
thing we've built into our 9236 is a flexible, open architecture. The kind of
architecture that'll take you into netCIRCLE 87 ON READER CARD

working, the electronic office, or wherever else you want to grow.
Of course it wasn't easy designing
in all this and keeping the 9236's price
competitive, too.
But, then again, giving you more
display for your money has always been
what ITT Courier is all about.
For more information, contact your
nearest ITT Courier Representative. Or
call the ITT Courier J[~!E
Sales Support Dept.
at 1-800-528-1400,
toll-free.
COURIER

HARDWARE
OFF·LINE
When Honeywell Office Systems
iritroduced its NX engineering
Unix workstation recently, HOS
director of workstation marketing J. Martin Strakhovsky was
hyped as one of a new generation of corporate executives -what John Naisbitt dubbed "intrapreneurs." The tag is cute,
and it indeed applies to Strakhovsky, who brought the NX to
fruition almost singlehandedly, earning praise for
bypassing Honeywell red tape.
. But the NX itself is flawed,
and one wonders whether its
more obvious problems could
have been avoided had the product gone through a more traditional development process.
Its most apparent and serious
drawb~ck is its critical lack
of software. HOS is relying
entirely on independent software vendors to provide applications for the product. But
those vendors, also working on
products for hardware with
broader potential markets, may
be too busy to bother with the
NX. While HOS is selling the
NX as a kind of low-cost CAD
machine, so far the only
packages it can run are a word
processing program and
.
Multiplan. HOS can also show a
set of three-dimensional graphs
that can be drawn by a package
called DDD-Graph, but that does
not yet work with the NX. In
other words, HOSis selling a
CAD box with no CAD software.
Strakhovsky, in defending
the lack of software, says that
because the NX is based on Unix
there should be several CAD
applications available when it
is shipped in January. That's
of course assuming that Unix
applications are portable from
machine to machine. The NX's
version is based on Bell Labs'
System III, with Berkeley 4.1
extensions and a window manager
and font editor that have
nothing to do with any other
Unix known to man. Those two
additions are said to allow for
multiple tasking without
affecting Unix programs, but

the choice of System III raised
some eyebrows, since the newer
System V has more sophisticated
applications available. Strakhovsky admits that System V had
been announced when HOS started
designing the NX, but says he
did not want to wait until it
was delivered. HOS, a division
of Honeywell Information Systems of Waltham, Mass., thought
patience need not be a virtue.
And then there's the network. Honeywell is selling
Corvus's Omninet, which runs at
1Mbps, rather than an Ethernetlike 10Mbps net. Strakhovsky
says the reason is cost: the
company set a $10,000 ceiling
on the system, and he believed
any Ethernet attachment would
bring the system over that
price. The ~ther reason, which
Strakhovsky doesn't mention as
readily, is that Corvus, not
Honeywell, built the NX. Both
reasons are irrelevant if HOS
really wants to sell the NX as
a CAD machine, since CAD files
are often too big to be passed
among users without severely
degrading network performance.
These drawbacks indicate a
basic lack of direction in the
NX, a direction that could have
been provided with more input
from other areas of the firm.
Strakhovsky's decision to go
outside for hardware and software despite Honeywell's substantial vertical market expertise, his impatience with Unix
System V, and his miserly
choice of Omninet.all indicate
that he feared missing the
market window for a low-cost
CAD system. As a result, the
NX is competing primarily on
price: by rushing to market and
keeping price paramount, Honeywell severely compromised the
NX's capabilities and market
potential. All of this shows
that as talented as Strakhovsky
is -- and he certainly deserves
praise for getting the NX to
market without strangling in
red tape -- the market is too
sophisticated for individuals
to go it alone: no man can
afford to be an island.

BIG SCREEN LAP SIZE
The Data General/One Personal System
is a lO-pound portable personal computer
that incorporates a full-sized liquid crystal display capable of displaying 25 lines
by SO columns in a unit smaller than a
briefcase.
The system runs MS/DOS, cPM/S6,
and Venix. According to the vendor, it is
fully compatible with the IBM Personal
Computer. The 25-line by SO-column

screen has a bit-mapped display with 640
by 256-pixe1 resolution allowing use of
graphics applications. It can accommo,:,
date up to 512KB of user memory and up
to two 3~ -inch floppy disk drives of
737KB each. The unit also has a full-sized,
full-function keyboard with 79 keys.
In addition to the internal peripherals, an external 5~-inch IBM-compatible disk drive is available. The vendor will
also offer an IBM pc-compatible expansion.
chassis for the unit. The chassis will accept up to five full-sized expansion cards.
Other options include a 300-baud modem
and a rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery pack that can run the computer for
up to 10 hours of constant use.
The vendor said that by using its
software link, called CEO Connection, the
computer can translate documents and
files from microcomputer software programs to larger computers in a Data General CEO Comprehensive Electronic
Office automation network. Prices for the
One Personal System start at $2,900 for a
system with 12SKB of memory and a sinNOVEMBER 15, 1984 173
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gle disk drive. DATA GENERAL CORP.,
Westboro, Mass.

TEMS CORP.; Farmingdale, N.Y.
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MASS STORAGE FOR MICROS

LISP MACHINE

The LMI Lambda 4X4 is a four-user, highThe AQMS 513 is a mass storage subsysperformance Lisp machine. It is a fulltem designed to provide micros and micro
function, high-speed software developLAN systems with a complete system that
ment station designed specifically for use
has the storage capabilities of a mini or
.
in AI software design environments.
mainframe, the vendor says. .
The system allows four fully indeThe system consists of a 14-inch
pendent Lisp' processors to share power
Winchester. mass storage drive with a: forsupplies, card cages, communication,
matted capacity of 411MB and a .160MB
tapes, and disk storage. The unit employs
streaming tape drive. The unit's software . the 37.5MBpS multiprocessor NuBus arprovi<;les the interface between the mass
chitecture.. Its open-ended design allows
storage drive and the MSID9s operating
users to have a machine that suits their
system. According to the. vendor, most
specific needs.
IBM PC software runs on this mass storage
This system supports ZETALISP·
system without modification. Because of PLUS software. As an option, LM.PROLOd
its speed,' network bogging can be reis available. The machine's standard 4MB
duced when a large number of. users are
of physical memory, expandable in 2MB
logged onto the system. In addition, each
increments, is segmented between the
network user can be provided with a
processors, while other system resources
much larger data storage area. The AQMS
are shared, including the 470MB Winches513 costs $24,000. AQUIX ADVANCED SYS·
ter disk drive, the integral Multibus. and

the optional Ethernet-II interface and
tape drive. The system is priced at
$45,000 per user. LISP MACHINES INC.,
Los Arigeles.
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ENCRYPTOR
The Datacryptor II Model 1027 is a link
encry~tion device designe~ t? safeguard

sensitive, unclassified government data. It
has been .endorsed by the u.s. Government as meeting Federal Standard (FED.
STD) 1027, which specifies operational
and design criteria for security. The unit
implements the Nationa1.Bureau of Standards Data Encryption Standard
alogrithm.
This device operates_ with protocol
transparency at data rates of up to
9,6oobps, synchronously or asynchronously, in full- or half-duplex modes, arid
on leased or dial-up lines.
For each communication link it
encrypts, the unit works in conjunction
with an accessory key. writer to enter
cryptographic key values in compliance
with FED·STD 1.027. The device incorpo.rates diagnostic functions, including selftest and operator tests for analysis· and
system fault isolation. The Datacryptor II
Model 1027 costs $2,800. RACAL·MILGO,
Miami.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 304 ON READER CARD

'DRA"ING SYSTEM
The Producer II is a drafting system
aimed at the computer aided design (CAD)
marketplace.
It features two 19-inch monochromatic graphic displays, a. controller with
a 27MB Winchester disk drive, the DMP-52
sheet-fed plotter, menu pad, workstation
desk, and a library of 5,000 predrawn figures. All hardware and software is compatible with the rest of the vendor's
drafting systems.
The monitors have a resolution of
1,024 by 800 pixels. Each of the intelligent raster displays has its own Mc68000
graphics proce~sor to perform intensive
graphic operations like instantaneous
pan, zoom, and local redisplay.
In addition, ihe unit's servo-dnve~ plotter offers pen speeds of up to 22 ips
and a resolution of 1/1,000th of an inch.
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CHANGE FORMS LENGTH
AT THE PRESS OF A BUTTON.

years without a failure is not unusual.
No wonder there are more Spinwriter
printers hooked up to IBM PC's than
any other letter-quality printer.

How to get up to speed.

Introducing the
Spinwriter 8850.

.

Our newest, and fastest, Spinwriter®
printer operates at over 550 wordsper-minute. And is extraordinarily
easy to operate.
For one thing the Spinwriter 8850
takes care of basic settings such as
pitch and forms length automatically.
Of course you can also change either

one at the touch
of a button. It also
has a unique control panel.
With large, legible alph,anumeric
LED's to indicate the ipecific opera';~ating status.
And make it
simple for
even an unUNIQUE LED DISPLAY TELLS
familiar operUSER EVERYTHING FROM THE
ator to use.
FACT THAT PAPER IS OUT
And, of
course, the
8850 has all
the features,
TO THE FACT THE
quality and
COVER IS OPEN.
reliability that
make a Spinwriter a Spinwriter.

.lfi:Ja

The first choice of IBM PC
users.
The Spinwriter printer was the first
totally plug compatible letter-quality

printer available for
the IBM® PC. It's
still one of the few
that works with all
IBM PC software,
as well as all other
popular pa(:Kal~es.
You'll
even its
looks are

Spinwriter
printers also
give you capabilities you won't
find on other printers. Like a selection
of'80 different print
styles.
And, nine easily
installed forms handling options that
can accelerate your
printed output even
more. Spinwriter
printers also have
an enviable record
for reliability .
In fact, several

Spinwriter is a registered trademark of NEC Corp. IBM is a registered
trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

F or more information
on the Spinwriter 8850
or our two companion

moaellS,]U.st call NEC Inform''t7Cl!ton-,C! at: 1-800.........-......... -'-,.... in Massachu(617)264-8635.
Also available at:
.,"-_____ , 1-800-HI
Sears
JjmlIDess SysCenters,l800-2282200;
and
Computerland
stores, (In
California)
1-800-3211101; (Outside California) 1-800- 423-3008.
Find out why
more and more
IBM PC users

How to be in 16 places

·.. atonce.
With Northern Telecom's unique multi-tasking capability, you
can perform a multitude of jobs-simultaneously.

Now your staff can work on spreadsheets, move to word
. processing, shift topersonal computing, then access data and
communicate, without missing a beat. No more time-consuming
interruptions. Thanks to the unigue multi-tasking capability of
Northern Telecom's 500 Series Office Information Systems.
With our unique access feature, your staff can leave any
application at any point and move to another - and anotherwhile the original task is processed through completion. In fact,
the 500 Series will keep track of as many as 16 running programs
at once!
Northern Telecom's 500 Series Information Systems also
have outstanding communications capabilities. Besides being
compatible with each other, they communicate with a multitude
of mainframes, including IBM, Burroughs and CDC. They also
talk to other minis and even micros such as IBM PC's and Apple.
Our multi-tasking capability allows for up to 16 users to
access common files - send or retrieve - from across the hall or
across the country. So your peoI?le spend less time researching,
duplicating. efforts and conductIng meetings.
Let us show you how easy and cost-effective it is to be in
16 places at once.
Write Northern Telecom Inc., 9705 Data Park, P. O. Box
1222-T-240, Minnetonka, MN 55440; or call 1-800-331-3113.
(In Minnesota, call 612-932-1145.)
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"Stunninp performance
and unrivalled
dependability."
- Dr. Harold Koplow, Modular
Systems, Fort Lauderdale,
FL (Equinox's first user)
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. ngly compact
.Z;lling
array features."

-Charles Bairos, Polaroid Corp.,
Needham, MA

.~

"Powerful switching
with elegant
simplicity."
-Arthur Fasciani, Computervision
Corp., Bedford, MA

"The greatest thing
since sliced bread
in datacomm."
-Glenn Bryans, Hall Real Estate,
Dallas, TX

"Obsoletes Goliath
Port Selectors."
• USER CONTROLLED TERMINAL SWITCHING BETWEEN COMPUTERS
• EXPANDIBILITY FROM 24 TO 1320 TERMINALS AND PORTS
• HIGH THROUGHPUT· 660 SI MULTANEOUS 9600 BPS CONNECTIONS
• MAXIMUM RELIABILITY· ON-LINE BACKUP FOR NON-STOP OPERATION
• DO-IT-YOURSELF INSTALLATION WITH REGULAR TELEPHONE CABLE
. • MENU-DRIVEN CONFIGURATION, DIAGNOSTICS, AND STATISTICS
even a child can operate it

ARIZONA

CALIFORNIA (South)

CALIFORNIA bNorth)

(213) 908·9804
MASSACHUSmS

Western Data roup

Four Corners Technology

(415) 938·9582
MICHIGAN

(303) 430·0133
MINNESOTA

(301) 261·4344
NEW MEXICO

(617) 935-8366
NEW YORK ~State)

Com mart, Inc.

Four Corners Technology

(505) 345-5651
OREGON
Data World

(503) 292·2679

Da/Com Inc.

Delta Data Comm Inc.

ttIS?\

©1984 Equinox Systems, Inc.

NOW SHOWING AT THESE LOCATIONS L-~=-...l..-_A_IIR_igh_ts_Re_serv_ed_--J

(602) 998·4440
MARYLAND

Four Corners Technology

- Ralph Glasgal, Glasgal
Communications, Inc.,
New York, NY
.

COLORADO

GEORGIA

KANSAS

Xpolnt Corp.

System Technology

(800) 241·4719
NEW JERSEY (North)

(913) 492·7184
NEW JERSEY (South)

(201) 59g.0380
. OHIO

(609) 77g.0200
OKLAHOMA

System Technology

Glasgal Communications, Inc.

Xpolnt Corp.

(314) 225-4296
OHIO

.

Annese & Assoc ates, Inc.

(612) 647·6902
NORTH CAROLINA

(315) 866-2213
PENNSYLVANIA

Data Processing Sciences

W.C. Koepf Associates

System Technology

(201) 768·8082
TEXAS (Dallas)

(800) 241·4719
TEXAS tHouston)

(216) 582·0700
UTAH

(513) 885-2705
VIRGINIA/WASH., D.C.

(918) 665-6340
WASHINGTON

(214) 783·9330

(713) 440·8340

(801) 485-7215

(301) 261·4344

(206) 575-1470

Technical Concepts

System echnology

8'

Networks, Inc.

System Technology

The Datastore

~

(305) 822·6750
MISSOURI

(313) 360-0626
NEW YORK (City)

. (609) 77g.0200

W.C. Koepf Associates

FLORIDA

o
o

Four Corners Technology

Consolidated Data Systems Ltd

Commartlnc.

Equinox Systems Inc., 12041 SW 144th Street, Miami, Florida 33186 Telephone 1-800-DATA-PBX
. Regional Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, New York
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The Datastore

Datec

*In Florida (305) 255-3500

HARDWARE'
The plotter produces C or D size ink originals of paper, vellum, or. p'olyester film.
The· Producer II drafting system costs
$42,000. BAUSCH & 'LO~fB Interactive
Graphics, Austin,. Texas.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 305 ON READER CARD

AUTO LOG·ON MODEM
The DialNet 3000 Model 3024 is an autodialing, full-duplex modem that operates
at 2400bps. It has the ability to automati~
cally log-on to a h<?st computer:
The unit uses a new modem design
that combines a digital signal processor
chip with semicustom CMOS. circuitry to
provide CCITT V.22 bis-compati~le communication at 2400bps. The modem also
has a secondary 1200bps Bell 212 compatibility mode. During its answering sequence, the unit determines the speed and
transmitting mode of the calling modem,
automatically setting its own speed and
mode to match ...
The autodialer can place calls to
numbers entered with the dial command,
or the number.can be selected (by ria~e)
from up to 20 numbers stored in the modem's internal qirectory. It operates under either terminal or computer control.
Both pulse and tone dialing are supported
by the autodialer, and the two modes can
be.mixed within a number, ensuring ac':'
cess' to and compatibility with all long
distance carriers, the vendor says..
.
Numbers stored in the modem's
autodiaier direCtory can be linked, so that
if the first numb.er is busy or doesn't answer, the modem will dial alternate numbers in a user-sp'ecified sequence.
,Automatic log-on sequences also
can be stored. in the unit's directory.
Then, whenever the modem calls a com~
puter, it also can log-on to the user's ac;.
count, all in the response of a single
command. The modem has nonvolatile
memory to st.ore phone numbers and logon sequence arid the EEPROM used doesn't
require battery backup.
The DialNet 3024 is offered in
desktop packaging or as a card module
for use in a compact rack-mount chassis.
The standalone .model sells for $900,
while its card module counterpart, the
3224, is $850 .. MICOM SYSTEMS INC.,
Chatsworth, Calif.
.

mote users. In locally operated systems
for training, inspection, or alarm, it provides voice prompts, warnings, and responses to the user in a highly intelligible
voice. Any user wi~h a push.;.button telephone can also interact directly with any
computer equipped with the CallText
5050peripherat
Some uses for this system include
remote order entry; retrieval of electronic
mail-in voice; access to information on securities, real estate, or transportation; as
well as other types of voice transactions.
The telephone interface wiilboth
detect and generate DTMF (Touch-Tone)
signals and provide all controls I.1ecessary
to answer and initiate calls. It connects to
the telephone through an RJ-ll modular
connector. The unit can support up to
three simultaneous . conversations. Because the system converts ASCII te~t to
speech, the computer sends it text similar
to that which would pe sent to a printer.
Messages can be entered or automatically
generated by tlIe computer. According to
the vendor, a benefit of this device is that
there is no need to use a professional announcer to record voice messages or to allocate large amounts. of memory to store
speech data. The CallText 5050 in a single:-convey;sation configuration costs
$3,000. Users can ~pgrade the unit to service additional simultaneous conversations by installing cT501Oexpansion
cards, which cost $2;700 each. SPEECH
PLUS INC;, Mountain View, Calif.
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ANSI TERMINALS
The· XL Series consists of a line of four
ANSI-standard terminals. Each features
15-inch nonglare amber; green, or, white
phosphor screens. Users may select a

FOR DATA CIRCLE 307 ON READER CARD

VOICE PERIPHERAL
The CallText 5050 is a voice peripheral
that gives any computer with an Rs232c
port the ability to speak with an unlimited
English vocabulary. The unit features a
text-to-speech conversion algorithm and
a full-functioned Fcc-registered· telephone interface in a standalone package
measuring 5~ by 9 by 16 inches:
The unit is designed for use in interactive systems with either local or re-

landscape (horizontal) or portrait (vertical) screen orientation.
The landscape. screen display is
suited to applications· involving vector
graphics or large columns of data ~uch as
spreadsheets. The portrait display gives
the appearance of an 8~ by II-inch page
for word processing applications. The

models aiso have a IIO-key keyboard,
which is programmable, and a swivel and
tilt stand for the monitoi<
.
Enhanced· video features include
slow scroll, keyboard pause coritrol, and a
dynamically selectable display capability
that lets. users locally zoom more data
onto the screen for context or move data
off the screen to increase character size.
Visual attributes include normal, reverse;
video, bold, blind, underline, and security; User-definable top anq bottom· host
areas are standard. A full array of editing
and erase commands are standarcl, including the ability to set editing extent to
be within a line, field, or area. In addition,
a private-use "push and pop" command
allows for local rearrangement of data
blocks.
Models include' the Genie Plus XL,
the Ambassador XL,. the Tek-~ompatible
GXL, and the Guru XL. The units feature
the Rs232c communication port operating at 110 to 19,000 baud with XON/xOFF
and DTR protocols .. Prices for the XL Series start at $1,400. ANN ARBOR TERMINALS INC., Ann Arbor, .Mich.
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MAGNETIC PAGE PRINTER
The Model 800 is a magnetic page printer
based· on a patented,. thin-film magnetic
recording head. It is designed as ari alternative to low-cost laser printers, the vendor says...
. The desktop printer operates at 10
pages per minute and is designed for office printing applications rariging from
2;000 to 10,000 pages per I11onth ..The
printer can store images on its magnetic
drum. Once an image has been created, it
can be used indefinitely as a. magnetic
master copy in a duplicator mode to print
14 pages per minute without data
retransmission.
The patented thin-film magnetic
head has what the vendQr calls an "inside-out" architecture. Unlike a traditional ring·core head where coils are wrapped
.around magnetic materials, this head has
an internal coil structure surrounded by
magnetfc materiaL .
.
.
The printer operates using an arr~y of magnetic head elements mounted
in a flexible substrate to generate concentrated dot images (57,600 dots.per square
inch) ona. magnetically coated drum. As
the drum rotates, it comes in contact with
dry, mono component toner that a~heres
to the latent magnetic images. These developed images are then transferred .10 ordinary paper and heat fused to produce
sharp, distinct characters. The Model 800
Magnetic Page Printer will cost between
$2,000 and $3,000 in the oem market.
FERIX CORP;, Fremont, Cali[
FOR DATA CIRCLE 3100N READER CARD
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Protect your kingdom
with Fenwafs five-year warranty *
on Halon 1301 systems.

I'V~ HIf2~ FOU~N
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Never fear, Rodney. The king knows you're trying your
best. But he also knows that Fenwal has been the king of Ha- .
Ion 1301 Protection Systems for years. And now, we've added a
five-year warranty that covers everything the competition's
one-year warranty does. ' .
Thousands of companies worldwide have discovered how
Fenwal Halon 1301 Fire Protection Systems protect critical
electronic equipment by detecting and putting out a fire in its
earliest stages. Our systems leave no residue, no odor, and
most importantly, no mess. What's more,
there's no danger of electrical shocks or damage to sensitive tapes.
.

Your local Fenwal distributor isa wizard at custom designing,
installing and maintaining our systems. He carries the full line
of Fenwal hardware designed especially for Halon 1301 systems.
He's familiar with the local fire codes and regulations in your
area and will design your system to satisfy them completely.
Fenwal Halon 1301 Systems are the most reliable, cost efficient way to protect your valuable equipment.
Now you can be king of your company. Just look for the name
of your local Fenwal Wizard in the Yellow Pages under "Fire
Protection" or call Fenwal at (617) 881-2000
®
today. Fenwal Incorporated, A Divisionof
. Kidde, Inc., 400 Main St., Ashland, MA 01721.

F·. E·' NW·
. •.['

*Contact Fenwal for full information on our 5-Year Limited Warranty.
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·:t> ··OPEN.W1NDows
BE1WEEN3270ANDASYNC HOSTS
WITHOur A PC.

Introducing the Lee Data "
1221 Open Window Display. And
MORE LEEWAY™ for your
growing Information System.
The Lee Data 1221 Open Window
display shatters all yolir old window pains.
N ow, for the first time, you can open
windows to 4 concurrent host sessions.
And transfer information from window
to window, host to host, and 3270 to Async
in any combination.
.".
And zoom any window to full screen in
your choice of 4 standard IBM screen sizes,
including 132 columns.
.
. All without the expense of PC's you
may not need.
.
But the Lee Data 1221 Open Window
display is only one way we give you MORE
LEEWAY for less money ...
.
Our Lee Data Passport booklet is filled
with other cost-saving products you should
know about too. .
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Do you have your Passport yet?
r--------------~-----

Call1-800-LEE-DATA or (612) 828-0300
for our FREE booklet, MORE LEEWAY:
Passport for MIS Planners. Or write to
Lee Data Marketing Services, 7075 Flying
Cloud Drive, Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344. .'
Name ___________________________

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address __________________________

Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1700-1115

·SOFTWARE
AND SERVICES
~

UPI)ATE$
Ever since Admiral Bobby
Inman's (U.S.N. Ret.) R&D group
~- Microelectronics and
Computer . Technology Corp. (MCC)
-- moved into ·thebackyard of
the University of Texas at
Austin; that· college's computer
science activities have been
much more visible. '
ReceritlY~ UTA's computer
department hosted a conference
on artificialintellig~nce -- a
subject that has received much
attention in the software .
coinmunity.
In fact, the research fi rm of
OM Data Inc. of Scottsdale,
Ariz., estimates that the total
artificial intelligence market
will grow from $148 million
this year' to $2. 8bi 11ion by
1990. The study indicated this
AI'growth will occur .in expert
systems, natural language
software, computer aided
instruction, 'visu~l recognition, and vOice.
. The arguments for
implementing expert systems are
many, and the lure seems to be
the ability' of artificial
intelligence to assist end
users in gaining information by
making queries in English to a
system that has a specific body
of knowledge stored in its
database. One conclusion
reached at the conference was
that if computer scientists are
ever to develop "expert .
machines" with the same level
of intelligence as human
experts,th~y first must define
methods that best transfer the
vast amount of. human ;'knowledge
from man to computer.
Researchers say the process of
knowledge transfer is "crucial
in the design of successful
expert systems." 'Butthey add
that some knowledge is often
inexact,and incomplete for
computer 'systems in artificial
intelligence. ' The basic themes
that AI res~archers 'therefore
rely on is the philosophy of
telling computer programs what
to know and what not to do, as
is done i~'ordinary computer
programs. As a general rule,
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researchers apply bits of
knowledge incrementally or in a
step-b¥-step process based on
prescrlbed'rules, the,
researchers say. To build
expert systems, programmers
must know the properties that
characterize knowledge of
certain fields, or a knowledge
base, and there must exist an
identified problem in order for
the expert system to be'
utilized effectively. '
~Expert systems gain
expertise in incremental
~ature," said Dr. Douglas
Lenat, a professor of' computer
sciences at Stanford University
and a conference participant.
The gro~p also found that a
problem or task'can' exist in
many' fields. Dr. Lenat also
said, "If we can build expert
systems that have uti+ized the
success of previous systems, we
can design them successfully,"
but warned that "one of the
real dangers of the lure of
expert. systems is how to get
knowledge from the heads of
experts to expert systems' and
how to evaluate the system'once
~)Uilt."

Researchers measure the
success of a system by
validating the structure of the
program. This task remains
elusive to many in the field,
although validation of an
expert program can ~e achieved
by those who constructed the'
program. "We want to keep the
program expert informed 'of the
program because of the change.
in knowledge," said Dr. Lenat,
adding, "Knowledge is not '
static." 'And judging from the
attention artificial
intelligence'generates in the
dp community (and 'not just in
the cloistered halls of
computer science 'departments of
universities), conferences and
product introductions dea+ing
with AI are not static either.
Many new AI products are making
their way into the:dp .
~ainstream in greater numbers
from more vendors. And with
the products, expect'more
conferences and claims.

.

.

. '-

. '
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INFO CENTER COURSEWARE
The Introduction to VM/CMS for Information Center End Users i~ microcompute~
based
training
courseware
for
information c~nters t1.tat use the VM operating syst~m with CMS. it teaches those
basic segments of the VM/CMS operating
sysiem and editor that a business analyst
would need in order to use application
software on the mainframe for decisionmaking or information processing.
The course runs on the IBM Personal Computer, PC XT, or 3270 pc. According to the vendor, the 3270 PC offers
the best environm'ent for users to do the
course because it .not only operates as a
micro, but it has immediate access to the
VM/CMS environment on the mainframe.
When it is time to do one of the course's
practical exercises,' the student uses the
3270's ''jump'~' key to go directly to
VM/CMS.

..

The six-to-IO-hour interactive
course gives users total control over what
is learned and how it is learned. What is
learned is selected using the courseware's
menus to ch'oose from eight modules of.
fered. There are over 2,000 screens that
present simulations, ask 'questions, and
provide informat~op. about the different
aspects of using VM/CMS.
After users have decided what to'
learn, they can elect how to learn it. The
information in the course is pre~ented in
detail form as well as in summary form on
the micro and also on videotape. A course
guide to use both during and after training is also included. The combination of
menus and detail and summary and video
course tracks, provides 'the versatility an
inforination' center' needs to· accommodate diverse bac~grounds and learning
paces of users, support initial and refresher levels of instruction, and to vary the
length of instruction to match the am'ount
of time 'use'rs can devote to training. An
optional performance tracker module can
be used by the information center's staff
to monitor the progress and performance '
of each student.
.
Accor~ing to the vendor, upon

WHEN THE BOSS'S KID
STARTS REWRITING THE FINANCIAlS,
WHAT'S YOUR DEFENSE'VMCENTER:
THE ONE
INDISPENSABLE
SURVIVAl TOOL FOR
VM DATA CENTER
MANAGERS.
Breaking into your online system
isn't supposed to be child's play. But all
too often, it is.
Unless, of course, you have
VMCENTER.
VMCENTER is the one comprehensive system that addresses all your
key concerns as manager of a VM data
center. And none of those concerns is
more important than the security of
your system and data.
That's why VMCENTER provides
mUltiple authorization levels-for
maximum control over system usage.
It's also why we've designed
VMCENTER to make it easy for you to
customize your protection to meet
specific needs. You can change
passwords in a flash, encrypt data
through simple commands, and use
on-line reports to keep top management
informed of potential security problems
before they happen-not after.
But if you think VMCENTER is
. great for security, you should see what
it does for disk and tape management,
resource scheduling, workload
balancing, and system accounting.
In one stroke, VMCENTER eliminates
all your biggest headaches. And does
it in an integrated manner that's more
effective than any possible collection of
quick fixes.
VMCENTER. It's not much fun for
the boss's kid. But it can be a lifesaver
for his dad-and for you.
For more information on
VMCENTER, call or write VM Software,
Inc., 2070 Chain Bridge Road, Suite
355, Vienna, Virginia 22180, telephone
(703) 821-6886.

11M
SOFTWARE INC.
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Prime Computer
has more solutions
thanyou have problems.
Appiications from accounting to CADI
CAM. From transaction processing to
process control. From time,sharing to
time series analysis. They can all work
on the same Prime~ system, at the same
time. Prime's systems software is versatile,
so you can do more.
",.

Every software package runs on all Prime
systems. There are systems for a few peo,
pIe, or for dozens.

•

Looking for solutions to your company's
problems? Take a good long look at our
list of software.

Prime's list of commercially available
",.....,11,.. .... 1-.,...,,... software is already over
packages long. And more software
being added all the time by hundreds
of developers worldwide.

If you ever need to modify your software,
it's easy and economical to do. Prime's
operating system is programmer,friendly.
Prime systems are even used to develop
software for other computers.

can do more with a Prime system.
We're a Fortune" 500 company with world,
wide support. With a family of computers
so compatible, you can interchange hard,
ware and software at will.

Find out what you can do with our
versatile systems. Call 1 800343 .. 2540
(in Mass., 1 800322 .. 2450) or your
local office. Or write: Prime Computer,
Prime Park, MS15,60, Natick, MA 01760.
In Canada: 416 . 678 . 7331; Prime Com,
puter of Canada Ltd., 5945 Airport Road,
Mississauga, Ontario, L4VIR9 Canada.

PRIME is a registered trademark of Prime Computer, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts.
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If you sell products for
data communications,
information systems integration
Dr communications,
INTERFACE '85 is the place to exhibit.
Here are 3 good reasons:

ctJ

The quality
of the anendee.

High level decision-makers from Fortune
1000 companies, utilities, railroads, financial institutions, government, military, and
other large multi-location users attend this
premier show. These are the people who
influence or control the purchase of the
kind of equipment you make. Their presence
at INTERFACE tells you they represent real
business potential.

ri1l'NTERFACE
ll-JJ
is cost-effective.

Last year's attendance exceeded 12,000
and we're anticipating 15,000 in 1985.
You'll meet real decision-makers - no tire
kickers - because the people you meet at
INTERFACE have the authority to specify
and buy. You save time and expense by
meeting with them at INTERFACE.

The prestigious
INTERFACE conference.
The INTERFACE Conference helps prepare
attendees to discuss their problems with
you on the exhibit floor. Conference sessions are conducted by some of the
industry's leading experts who address the
latest issues and technological advancements that face the information/office
systems integration/communications
professional.

To rBSBfVB Bxhibit spaeB Dr for morB information, call {617l 449-6600
Dr wrltB INTERFACE '85, 300 First AVBnuB, NeBdham, MA 02194.
Presented by THE INTERFACE SROUP.lnc.• world's leading producer of computer conferences and expositions including INTERFACE, FEDERAL DP EXPO & CONFERENCE, COMDEX/Winter,
COMDEX/Spring, COMDEX/Fall, COMDEX/Europe, COMDEX in JAPAN, The Nationwide COMPUTER SHOWCASE EXPOs and THE BYTE COMPUTER SHOWS.
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SOnwARE AND SERVICES
completing the course users will be able
to describe the relationships between minidisks and the virtual machine; log-on and
log-off VM/CMS and describe the function
of the keys on the terminals; interact with
VM/CMS and describe the command environments; create a file using XEDIT; perform file, mini-disk, and' account
housekeeping tasks; create and edit PRO·
FILE XEDIT and PROFILE EXEC files; and
custom program the terminal's function
keys.'
The tutorial requires PC/DOS,
64KB of RAM, and single disk drive. Introduction to VM/CMS for Information Center End Users costs $3,000. COMSHARE,
INC., Ann Arbor; Mich.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 326 ON READER CARD

INTEGRATED SOFTWARE

sonal Computer with a mInlmUm
hardware configuration of 256KB RAM,
two disk drives, color monitor, and color
card. ABILITY costs $500. XANARO TECH·
NOLOGIES INC., Toronto.

what is being said. According to the vendor, it can be incorporated into computer
programs without the need . for a: speech
synthesis chip. It has save and recall capabilities. The speed, pitch, volume, bass
and treble, and levels of speech' are und~r
software control. It understands salutations,' mathematical symbols, ·and common English conventions. For example,
the software says "qoctor" for"Dr." The
product also allows users to create their
own defined dictionary and it can read
text files and M'acWrite files.
The male and female voice options
are included with the package. Applications include education, entertainment,
electronic mail distribution, product tutorials and demonstrations, and proofreadingfor writers. It can also convert book
text into speech for the blind. SmoothTalker costs $150. FIRST BYTE INC., Long
Beach, Calif.
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TALKING MICRO
SrrioothTalker is a text-to-speech synthesis software product for microcomputers.
It accepts plain English text from either
the keyboard or from a' text file and automatically synthesizes the text in!o a clear
sounding adult male or female voice
heard through the computer's built-in
speaker or external amplifier.
This speech synthesis product is
entirely. softwa're driven. Its speech' patterns are based on the 41 English language phonemes. So, according to. the
vendor, memory is not taken up to store
words in dictionary form, since the software speaks the words based on preprogrammed rules aboufthe'speech patterns.
The speech synthesis is done with an enharic~d set of algorithms as opposed to
linear predictive coding and other parameter passing techniques. Versions of this
product are already under development
in other languages.
. The first application of the product is for the Apple Macintosh computer.
Versions are also planned. for other micros, including IBM'S. The software is
available in two forms. The first is as a
software' module !hat can be incorporated
into other business and personal software
programs. It is also' available as a complete software package available through
retail dealers. .
Documentation is on-line. The
software reads plain English. The voice is
understandable and the speech quality
doesn't distract users from understanding

ABILITY is a~ iiltegrated software package
that becomes a true operatin'g enyironment by sheltering users from learning
FO~ DATA CIRCLE 328 ON READER CARD
computer languages or protocols. It integrates common English' language comFAULTTOLERANTSOrnNARE
mands for all six of its applications.
The Internet System isdesigiled for. 24The package combines word prohour fault tolerant international banking
cessing, spreadsheet, database, graphics,
systems. It features' comprehensive and
and telecommunications applications
fully integrated application modules for
plus a module called Presentation, which
the management of all m!ljor types of increates a slide-like presentation using any
ternational banking transactions. '
combination' of' words, graphs, arid
The software runs on Tandem
numbers.
NonStop II and TXP computers. The sysThe product features a library
tem keeps track of international banking
with a table of contents and operating
from the management .of foreign exshell permitting changes between files uschange and funds transfer to risk manageing commori English words. It is not necment and accounting. It also ~racks loans
essary to know the disk operating system
and deposits, current accounts 'process(DOS) language. The library graphics ining, and' financial and managerial
clude icons' to highlight the various
reporting.
modules.
. Additionally, the system operates
The presentation application also
in perpetual real time .. According to the
permits users to enhance presentations
vendor, this feature ensures that data
with a selection of 25 precomposed tunes
from branch offices around the world are
and a variety of transition techniques and tc~sruJA"R1aQi:;-nm7j(:;rrr0750tr00075~0000000000j
icons. Screen snapshots can be taken by a ~~~~~~§J~~Qi.!~~!£~li2li2~[s02:~0.022~[s0~[s~~[s~
keystroke. Users can transfer these to a
.
.
......... ........
.
disketie for presentation on a personalHARDWA~E:A~¢QU"Tt"Q.'9~j~~.~it~.tli~sbl'~~~~~4·B~i9~rid~l'~f
computer or transmit the entire package ·.• •
i·. . ·. . . /. . . . . . :. . . . . . . . , y5i'i~s..• Fi~~11.9~~1.WfpI1Il~~i()~mf\)'• • ~~()Qe
via a modem.
.
:Tlte·ff~dwf\r~·*~cpl.lntil1g~y~t.~(qC<;.: :~~t!d~9F~l1tertl~~99~!.4i~t9~~ti.~~~~f1.
Custom command requirements 1). i~~. jn.Y.~l1~gry.i~~.P. tlll,~~n.•. . !;S?ft~. . • .a~~. ~~~g~t . proje~t!9~s~ .••••··•·• • • i • ·.· . • ·!i ....·•· .• • • • .• • : •..••• :.•. . •••..•.••••••••.. •. ••••••..•.'
may be programmed on up .to 30 macro pa9kag~··for·I1l~ll,~!;il1!;.•·.~f\~.~··.•·.• 9¢11~f~;·9Jl.;·.i.;rif,'~~re~tmt~if~c~.~R~~~·Y~#~.g.I'~*··
function keys.' Selective one-way and two- t~~~ltysi£al~id~,:th~p~94~9fP[11'$.~~11"i·.. MP9~~.,i~4~t~p~n~¢1:".i~~~g~m~~t:·~~fT
way dynamic linking capability between tr~li~~~~.'oritly~~tprypol1~r5i'lA~~.f\; ;~~~p~ckag~t}\'~l.·.~ll~~;.q1J,:-!w~m~~g~:::
individual cells in all five applications cre-m~ingS~l1ft'ali~t!9n·5i'~~~;.f\l1J,SHP~ffi~nfo{.~I~.e9~ip,m~tl!p.r9l:>!~m~~:J::~r
.
ates ·an environment that automatically :HllI1~ges~~ry~.9tlf~~ftn~S~t\l~~~e,~tPJ:97: ~~illg1~.pr95~~~i·#Potlil'l~t~f~p.r~Q
alters
all
interdependent
cells ···y~4~s,itlim€!diat~.p~..li~~a:cc~ss,~()iIUQl'r.: :::.yi9.~fail~r~s;y~1l4pJ:.r~]?<Jtl~~f~
accordingly.
~tiOll~~~g . fgr!~~efi~~.•~. . .•.• · .~~;~pi~.~· ·p~c.t5i'~.(!5i'tl~gurati()llca.n~m~1l
. Other features include free inter- 'nardwarec:9~fS>,·L .•·•.• ···:: . . . . . . . :.·/·i; ...;> •. ;!<1'~esoftware I1lilsiUlld~~
mixing of text, spreadsheet, and graphics:'I'h~!aJltQm~~~~.:.a9.(!R\lllt~~!;f\lnp7
IJ3¥~~~~a¥-:C9mp~ti1:>1~<¥y~:.:~~~
from the text mode, capability to cut and .~i 'llS5i'~~~~~pft}\,i;lr~ f\l~g'Y,m~i;lg~m~Il~·,pl~k,.~p~~e:is .• req~ired.for. J~~.Ll'I'~?\1
paste any combination of words; ilUm- .()f.~np~rc~~~~;~~tec1,orl~¥d<~:9\liPr· :·~~1:>as~;>A9~~r~in$~().<t~~·yc;~g()ri:
bers, and graphs, and a flip key'for com- :m.~n~.1~siIly~l1ton:99Il~r91f~wstign~i117
~tn?~llf.p~~p~pe~~l'~~~.()nJ~~ . 1J,~.
parison of data from' two different cl\ld~ •. pgn~~J:~ti?nrimp~st.aIlf\ly~~, . .~fi~xent~ryHn~}~~ffi~; • bu~i~IlotJi¥ely.
applications. The entire integrated soft- tr~cking .• •.• gf··.·• .·.·•· •.·.P.n-Pfde( .•.• .•·.• eq4ipn1e~m' e:x:Se~c1:11~W(){.~11.IB~~~~P;'I'l:t~·:H~i4f
ware package resides on one diskette. A relltal/1eas,T,.i;l9prllip·tra~k~llgt.~1l~.c\lITe~~· :\Yar~iAc~u~ting:~~st(!I1l.(VG9#)::~'
tutorial diskette is also included. The soft- ~Pokv~lue~ra~~i~g~1:Jil1i~gyeriffc~tioll :pri@~t~1.5;tQOCJ:lJ98E~q~.tt~.,P~.ll~~ ...:
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ware is designed for use on an IBM Per-r~PQrt~ ~()nipar~ an~ic~pate<1 yepdor
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SOnwARE AND SERVicES
always available, giving user banks an advantage with account balances, risk exposure, and electronic banking procedures.
The system features vertical and
horizontal integration, perpetual realtime processing, flexible and comprehensive software and hardware, as well as a
security system. Fourteen modular applications are available. These support functional
capabilities
ranging
from
transaction management and decision
support to integrated communication and
global electronic banking products of all
types. The system also allows individual
banks to interface their computer to major international clearinghouses and
networks.
Security is built into the system. It
uses an algorithm that restricts unauthorized personnel from accessing the system
by limiting operators, terminals, times of
day, functions, amounts, or accounts.
The software is written in Tandem
languages TAL and ENFORM. Provisions
have been made to support COBOL, FORTRAN, BASIC, and MUMPS. The complete
Internet System is priced from $700,000.
INTERNET SYSTEMS CORP., Chicago.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 329 ON READER CARD

PC COBOL
Professional COBOL allows the IBM Personal Computer to be used as a professional workstation in dp shops. According to the vendor, this product is a
complete COBOL application development
system that doesn't take up time on the
mainframe.
It is designed for dp professionals
and for computer users' with COBOL experience. The product includes program development
aids
and programmer
productivity and performance tools in a
single package.
The software is based on the latest
compiler and run-time system technology
and employs internal architecture that increases program and data handling capacity. It runs on the IBM PC, PC XT,
PC AT, 3270 pc, and the Portable pc.
Minimum machine memory required is
256KB.of RAM. MICRO FOCUS, Sunnyvale,
Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 330 ON READER CARD

AI LANGUAGE
is a development language for
logic-based systems. The software is derived and developed from an extension of
the original PROLOG language used in Europe. It will be available in micro, mini,
and mainframe versions. This pr~gram
ming language can be used to describe a
problem without having to program explicit steps toward a solution. Its execution corresponds to a controlled
deduction through facts, relationships,
and rules.

MPROLOG
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The package is being marketed in
the areas of general applications as well as
specific programs. Areas where the language can be used include expert systems,
deductive databases, natural language
software, computer aided learning, fault
diagnosis and repair, visual perception
and guidance, and voice recognition. The
product includes training, documentation, and support.
According to the vendor, programmers with as little as junior college
training in programming can use this language productively to create expert systems. The software is declarative, it
specifies the problem. It offers simple syntax a'nd semantics that can be changed
and expanded. MPROLOG'S modular capability allows subsets of the problem to be
specified and tested. An interactive program editor aids in program development. Other features include on-line help,
concurrent editing and error correction.
The product runs on VM/CMS,
v AX/VMS, Unix, PC/DOS, and SORD
(Charles River) M68000 UNOS. LOGICWARE INC. Toronto.
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INVESTMENT TUTORIAL
Analyzing Business Investment Opportunities Using Electronic Spreadsheets
(ABIO) provides a means for evaluating
potentional business ventures. Spreadsheet templates enable users to implement
techniques taught in the tutorials.
The product is available for the
IBM PC, PC XT, and compatibles. It sup~
ports Lotus 1-2-3, Multiplan, VisiCalc,
and SuperCa.1c 2. It is also available for
the Apple IIe and II Plus.
Each package consists of instructional and template diskettes. Each also
has a reference guide that includes formulas and exercises. The program focuses on
financial statements and the time value of
money. Concepts like present value, future value, discount rate, net percent value, and internal rate of return are defined,
explained, and explored. An actual case
study of a new business opportunity is
also examined using the technique of discounted cash flow analysis.
Template models that run on the
user's spreadsheet software allow immediate evaluation of business opportunities
with topics appropriate to the analysis at
that time. ABIO costs $70. CDEX Corp.,
Los Altos, Calif.
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MANAGEMENTSOrnNARE
Organization Map Jr is designed to help
managers improve their organization's
productivity and at the same time manage
their human resources more effectively.
The software runs on the IBM Personal
Computer and it consists of two sys-

tems, the human resources decision support system and the organization analysis
and productivity support system, which
work together to give managers a comprehensive picture of the organization.
The human resources decision
support system provides a description of
an organization's structure, in21uding layers of management, spans of control, and
staffing levels. In addition, this system
can also serve as a manager's own human
resource information system, enabling
him to keep track of a variety of key facts
on each of his employees, as well as tracking the characteristics of the overall work
force.
The organization analysis and
productivity improvement support system presents a manager with a detailed
view of the work activities taking place
within an organization, points out where
these activities are taking place, and then
calculates their various costs. As a result
'of this process, the vendor' says management is better able to focus the efforts of
its people on activities that will meet objectives, reduce redundan.t or low payoff
work, and increase efforts on activities
that receive too little attention or too few
resources.
Ac·cording to the vendor, other
benefits of the software include its ability
to strengthen manpower/succession planning efforts, computerize organization
charts, monitor and control compensation costs, and simulate and analyze the
effects of various organizational changes.
It is menu driven and comes with a user's
manual. Organization Map Jr costs $900.
A demonstration system is available for
$100. PACESETTER SOFTWARE, division of
Synergistic Software & Systems Inc.,
Princeton, N.J.
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The ADA BAS Performance Analysis System (APAS) allows the database administrator to monitor database activity at any
detail or summary level.
Insight, . an optional component,
makes all APAS facilities available on an
interactive, real-time basis. With this
module, the dp shop can control the generation and display of performance information to meet current needs such as
determining causes of poor response
times, tracking programs being tested, or
determining who has the greatest impact
on the system resources.
Areas of application include performance analysis, capacity planning,
chargeback and accounting, security, and
debugging. Prices start at $8,750. DATABASE UTILITY GROUP, Federal Way,
Wash.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 335 ON READER CARD

-Robert J. Crutchfield
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Look for

Learn more about BLUELYNX 3270 Local, Remote, and GATEWAY, and
BLUELYNX S34/36/38.* Send to: Techland Systems, 25 Waterside Plaza,
New York, N.Y. 10010
Name__________________________________________

BLUELYNXN

Title/Company___________________________________
Addres.)..s_______________________________________
City·___-'--_______________State:_ _ _ _ Zip,_______
Phone:______________ Mainframe_________________
*BLUELYNX 5251 is ajoint development with Software Systems. Inc .• Jefferson City, MO.
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······;;?'~~(lth..for.everyone.
RunsPC, multiuser.
and inini software.
Its powerful operating system easily
supports popular PC software, :mini:
computerpfograms and especially,·
· .multiuser applications developmen.t
using such languages asRWCOBOr'.
or Micr0Focus"'COBOL.Without speed
· or performance tradeoffs. And with its
. .. 3270 emulation, any PC can talk to
.'...... your Illainfrallle. So your original invest'
· ments in software, hardware and
computer training can only become
more1.lseful.. .
.. .

concerns. For reliability. System security.
Total system manageability. And of
course, future growth.
The new Personal Mini. The first PC
growth path no one will outgrow. Ever.
Arrange to see it for yourself. Call toll
free, 800 ..521.. 4897. In California, call
800 .. 821..3774. Ask for operator 10.
Regional Sales Offices: Northwest (408)
745-7760, Southwest (714) 476-0244, Southcentral (214) 258-6776, Midwest (312) 397-5400,
Southeast (404) 447-1231, Mid-Adantic (703)
556-7764, Northeast (617) 890-3282, East (516)
496-4777, Rocky M6untain(408) 745-7760.

Improves. system management.
We also paid special attention to DP

:;!··!;!m~.i¥:~il~giskl;~ ~adeinark of lnternatio~ B'Usiness .Machines.lUvV COBoL is a trademark of Ryan·McFarlandCoqJOra~ion. Micro focUS is a trademark of Micro Focus Ltd.

Employment Scene

ON THE JOB

FIRMING UP
Christian & Timbers Inc., a Cleveland
high-tech search firm, recently did a
study on the presence of women in hightech jobs. It was found that while women
had made some progress, they were rarely
found to be managers in the field.
The company figures that no more
than 5% to 10% of total executive em-

ployment consists of women.
The study did show that over the
past three years, there has been a 200%
increase in the number of high-tech
searches resulting in the hiring of women.
Most of these, however, have been middle
management positions, with the aerospace industry the leader in having the
most women in high-tech roles.

Another interesting finding was
that there are more women ready to crack
the high-tech exec market than ever before. Jeffery Christian, president of Christian & Timbers, says he's seeing a lot
more women electrical engineer, mechanical engineer, and computer science grads
climbing the corporate ladder. The biggest increase right now, he says, is at com-
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Supplement your full page advertising
with an ad in the DATAMATION Marketplace. Or use it exclusively to reach
173,000 buyers/specifiers for only
$640 per 119 page.
It's the cost-effective way to contact qualified, BPA-audited information
processing professionals with direct
influence on hardware/software
purchases.
For more details, call Kathy Monaghan
or Shirley Stirling at (800) 223-0743.
In New York, call (212) 605-9732/33.
(Marketplace location listed in 'Jable ojContentsj

•

an invented information
an man invented paper to put it on.
Man marches on, inventing more and more information.
Where's he going to put it all?

m[S]1 ~ I

has the answer. Computer Output
Microfiche Systems, ranging from the fastest,
most sophisticated intelligent COM systems to costeffective Personal Computer driven COM systems.

wit~ IIRII[S]I@I

an marches on Call or write today for a look into your
future with COM. ..

Computer Output Microfiche

Micrographic Systems Division

CRTRMRTICN®
Serving the needs of
information processing professionals
... worldwide.

NCR, Micrographic Systems Division, 520 Logue Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043, (415) 965-3700, (800) 227-9964
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1679 WASHINGTON RD. SUITE #2-B
PITISBURGH, PA. 15228

SOFTWARE SERVICES:
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10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL OF YOUR ORDERS
PLACED THROUGH
DECEMBER 31,1984
JUST THINK!!!!!! 10% OFF OUR
ALREADY LOW PRICES ON:
CABLES
CONVERTERS
LOOP DEVICES
MODEMS
MULTiPLEXERS
PANELS & RACKS

:' :: ::" ..:":.: :..... ' "'.,' i" :;":: ".::~ : ;.:' .::.,:.:';'.. ..'".:":':::: :':-:'

·.;iKAtIiY.MONAGf.t~~'.
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SPOOLERS
SURGE PROTECTORS
SWITCHES
TEST SETS
TOOLS
WALL PLATES, ETC.

Call me or Shirley Stirling
for more details about the
DATAMATION Marketplace
at (SOO) 223·0743.

CALL LORETTA AT 412 833 1585
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._Lotus Eiihancement SOftware'
_ .Books .and'l'caining Aids
_ Hardware'and Utilities

, .. ' ..." We are 8.urrlque lIlail?rder.coinpan~ .
, .·specializing in Lotus related products; : .
, ....•... ,~;Q76}.vORLD

Free

(805)564~2424 In palifotj}ia:::

CICS

death-defying act.

USERS

Screens MadeEasy
BMS MAPS WITHOUT

PROGRAMMING
ONUNE SCREEN DESIGN
AUTOMAnc BIIS CODE
,
COPYBOOKS
DOCUMENTATION
PROTOTYPING

, . ':'Dept:~~109 '
, EO. Box 22657:. . ;;' ,
Santa Barbara, CA 93121'
~800).524.,5678 'IbH

Perform a

:;
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ALL 3270 FtATUAES

Have your
blood pressure checked.

BuslNss In/OI'mIlIion SystmIS, Inc.
3442 Stellhorn Road
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46815
219 - 485-9671

Give Heart Fund

(¥)

American Heart Association

I,.
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Payroll Savings for education ... and thats no CROCK!
----------------------~
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ON THE JOB
puter companies "with particularly large
numbers of women iIi computer marketing roles."
-

MANPOWER SURVEY
The Thomas-Mangum Co., a Los Angeles-based organizational development and
executive search firm, has meanwhile
completed its fifth annual survey on the
executive and professional manpower
market. It found the effects of the recession- wet:e fading a bit, since 32% of the
102 firms surveyed said they were still
"impacted" by it, down quite a bit from
the 94% reported in -1982.
More than half the companies
(54%) reported expanded business in
1984, . but did little or no hiring, and
coped by maximizing their existing work
force. Thirty-four percent of the firms
hired additional help, and 21 % expanded
their facilities. Of the companies that did
hire, 44% found they had "great difficulty" finding technical personnel. "Some
difficulty" in hiring was experienced by
between 36% and 55%.
Sixty-six percent of the technical
people rose through the ranks, either
through intensified recruiting or training
for promotion. Forty-one percent had to
go outside, boosting executive search
firms into the number one slot as the best
source for hiring such personnel.
Another curious item in the survey: 58% of all companies reported refusals of key. job offers, a big leap over the
10% reporting such phenomena the year
before. The number one reason jobs were
refused was high'mortgage rates (for people who would have to be relocated). The
percentage of companies that needed to
use counteroffers as a means of retaining
employees or hiring new ones jumped
from' a low of 13% in 1982 to a high of
44% in '83. in 1979, the percentage was
42%. Counteroffers, inadequate compensation, and reluctance on the part of the
family to move were ranked as the next
three reasons. ,William T. Mangum, president of the' company, feels that the restraint caused by the recession "has lifted,
and employers and employees alike are
jockeying again for ·position."
To entice prospective hirees, companies offered special inducements with
an eye to the high cost of housing. The
main offerings were expense-paid trips to
shop for a new house. Payment of real estate 'fees and mortgage assistance garnered the number two' and three, spots.
Some of these deals doubled or tripled the
cost of hiring. Relocation costs for executives, over and above the normal cost of
moying, were between' $30,000 and
$50,000; for professional/administrative
and technical personnel that figure was
less than $10,000.
Job placement for an employee's

spouse is another area of assistance for relocating employees. The percentage of
firms giving this kind of help to new hires
rose from 27% in 1982 to 38% in 1983,
and a growing number of these firms report providing this aid to husbands of relocating women. For employees simply
being transferred, such assistance was
down to 31% in 1983 from 52% in 1982.
Most companies, however, still don't offer this service at all.
.
Firms ranked company climate as
the prime factor in attracting personnel,

with opportunity for advancement, and
salary as second and third reasons.
Salary increases for 1983 took a
turn for the worse as companies reported
that raises hovered between 5% and 6%
overall and between 6.5% and 8% at the
executive/professional/technical levelsless than in previous years.
If you would like a copy of the
complete survey, contact the Thomas
Mangum Co., 930' Colorado Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA 90041, (213) 259-0600.

-Lauren D'Attilo

Environments which are user
friendly produce friendly users.
Make a friend!
How to stop the grumbling

Interface with ease

MANAGER SOFIWARE PRODUCTS'
CONTROL MANAGER'· rids your users of the never
ending task of having to learn how to interact with yet
another software product. It enables them to match the
functionality of a software product with their specific
requirements, while at the same time removing the need
for them to become 'syntax' knowledgeable.

CONTROLMANAGER is the interactive
interface between the person, the machine and the
software. It provides automatic navigation for the user to
get where he wants to be. It is simply and logically
tailorable.
'

Meet the MANAGER family

CONTROLMANAGER is truly integrated and
being a member of MSP's MANAGER Family, is totally
dictionary driven. CONTROLMANAGER is initially
available exclusively for the other members of the
MANAGER Family. These include DATAMANAGER~
the data and information resource management system,
DESIGNMANAGER, the logical data base design and
information modeling system and SOURCEMANAGER!"
the Cobol application development system.

Lets get together
Find out how CONTROLMANAGER can help
you make friends with your users.
Send the coupon today or call (617) 863 5800
(Telex 710 3266431).
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I PRODUCTS' family of integrated. dictionary-driven products:
I 0 CONTROLMANAGER 0 DESIGN MANAGER
o DATAMANAGER

0 SOURCEMANAGER

I
I Namc-e_ _ _ _ _ _

1I15p

Tite

_ _ _ _ __

I Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I
I Addres,,,-s- - - - - - - - - - - - -

I

City/State/ZIPCode_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MANAGER SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INC

I Telephone Number (
Offices worldwide: Australasia. Benelux. Canada. Italy.
Japan. Scandinavia. Spain, Switzerland/Austria.
U.K.lEire. U.S.A .• West Gennany.

),--------

I ~;~d:::~lt~::.~~%~~!~:~~l~~-~~~~UCTS INC.
~C~(6~8~5~.~x~~~
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ASIMPLE lESSON IN ECONOMICS
FOR ANYONE WHO BELIEVES .
ADVERTISING RAISES PRICES.

. 1965 Calculator-Over $2,000.00
~ the beginning there was the

1984 Calculator-Under $10.00
As more calculators were sold, more
were produced. As more were produced,
the cost of producing them came down.
And because advertising creates competition, their quality and sophistication
wentuj).
.
So today, using an electronic calculator is almost cheaper than counting on
your fingers. And advertising helped make
it happen - just as it has for countless
other products. .
.
In fact, with a little effort you could
probably figure out precisely how much
money advertising has saved you over
the years.
'
But don't try it without a calculator.

calcwmoL
.
It was a new idea. It had never been
advertised. And it cost a fortune. . .
Then the people who sold calculators started to advertise them. That
was hardly·a new idea. But it, too, cost a
fortune.
.
Now, you might think all that
expensive advertising would drive the
.price ofa calculator to incalculable
heights.
.
But no. What happened was exactly
the opposite.
..
. It doesn't make sense. How can
something as costly as advertising end up
saving you money?
It's really quite simple. Advertising
spreads news. When it spread the news ANOTHER WORD FOR FREEDOM 'OF CHOICE.
of the calculator, people s~ed to buy.
American Association of Advertismg Agencies

ADVERTISING.

An exchange of readers' ideas and experiences. Your contributions are invited.

READERS'
FORUM
TELECOM
VISIONS

Effective MIS managers are putting ever more energy into providing support for business functions and end users. They recognize information as a business resource and office technology as
a major productivity opportunity. The on-line transaction processing systems they're building often set entirely new industry
standards for order-entry systems and electronic cash
management.
MIS managers are generally not very knowledgeable about
telecommunication. Their experience is in hardware, data, arid
systems development. Even as they gear up for an entirely new
era of data processing, they face a new and very difficult challenge. Equipment, information, terminals, and people do not get
connected by luck or natural evolution. Someone has to take
charge, but nobody knows who that someone should be.
It is no exaggeratiori to say that effective definition; delivery, and operation of the telecommunication infrastructure will
increasingly determine a company's competitive position. Today, a bank or insurance company without first-rate communications is locked out of whole markets. Similarly, a
multinational company in the same position is giving its competition a freebie, in terms of coordination of resources, reporting
and management control, and productivity via office technology. In a sense, the MIS manager is mainly responsible for the
traffic on the company's information highways.
Historically, communications· lias been managed in a
fragmented way. The telephone manager bears much of the responsibility, as does the telex department. The computer operations function handles some data communication equipment, as
does the unit responsible for word processing or electronic mail.
Individual divisions in a distributed processing environment
may make distributed communication decisions.
Obviously, this cannot continue. For business purposes,
telecommunication rests on integration. It may be a few years
before voice, data, text, and image are fully merged on the ISDN,
but already the new generation of PBXS makes it essential to
decide if, when, and hoW to integrate voice and data. The whole
issue of deciding on a local area network-or rather a strategy
for local premises-depends on that decision. One of the next
major developments in office automation and dp will be document interchange. Part of this falls within MIS'S sphere of expertise, like operating systems, but part of it also deals with the

increasingly complex, political, and uncertain area of communications standards.
Perhaps MIS managers are not the people to take charge
of telecommunication at a strategic level. We are already overworked and tend to get tunnel vision. We are constantly accused
of being dinosaurs by all those users lining up to install personal
computer~ (the same ones who ask for rescue from their latest
effort to build a worldwide financial planning system inYisiCalc
. and dBase II). Remember that the dinosaurs took millions of
years to die out-but it may be that the traditional dp manager
is on a downward evolutionary path.
It is certainly clear that in a lot of companies what I term
the manager of information resources, to whom MIS may end up
reporting, is a new breed, someone with good business awareness, credible as a manager, and more· likely to know about
Northern Telecom, BT, Ericsson, Case, and SNA than COBOL,
CICS, and IDMS. People like that tend to be fast learners and very
sharp-telecommunication and its intersection with business
strategy requires strong intellectual skills. Such people build
whole new cadres of thinkers and doers. They talk to the chairman of the board, and they think in both business and technical
terms. As we know, few MIS managers are famous for their interest in and understanding of .business: It's also possible that businesses don't always recognize the value of our technical and
project management skills and just how far we've come in taming a technology that seemed uncontrollable in the '70s.
MIS is basically about managing development projects
equivalent to building the pyramids. Systems development is intrinsically difficuit. Often involving an unproven technology and
a new application opportunity where no one has much experience, systems development is a discipline by which a multitude
of tasks can be coordinated and people of very different backgrounds brought together. It requires troubleshooting, handholding, andgetiing the job done. It is both reflective and active~
Building a new intellectual base is essential for managing
telecommunications. The topics of ISDN, OSI, LANs, PBX, ·network architectures, and the like are extraordinarily complex.
The people who can contribute the most in these areas are likely
to be young; it is vital to keep up to date. ISDN, for example, was
discussed very little just two years ago, but it'is now an extremely important practical issue. Obviously, though, the more recent
the knowledge base, the less the practicaJ experience. We need
superior thinkers, but the doers tend to be the old guard in MIS.
The separation of functions relevant to telecommunication has created an even wider separation of expertise. People
who have solid experience in all aspects of voice coinmunication
often lack insight into the details of transaction processing. Office technology specialists who are very comfortable with asynNOVEMBER 15, 1984 197
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chronous electronic mail tend to be unfamiliar with file transfers
and large-scale bisynchronous applications. Few data processing
staff understand PBXS.
In this situation, MIS should be the central reference
point. Every scenario for the use of large-scale network capabilities in the 1980s assumes data, communications, and processing.
For instance, w~en a manufacturing company liIJ.ks its customers to its files and programs via an order-entry system, the bedrock for the service is likely to be COBOL or PL/I systems and the
data center. The workstation that sends electronic mail accesses
central files. In the end, OSI, SNA, DIA, and DCA often rest on
CICS or on the operating system software.
The issue here is whether MIS is the brake or accelerator
for the other aspects of telecommunication. It is easier to be the
brake--':"'but much less fun.
To become the accelerator, MIS managers have to develop
a multifaceted approach that involves talking with the business
people and building a vision; learning about digital communication; creating a business-based architecture for communications;
and reorganizing, restaffing, and reeducating parts of their own
organizations. Clearly, these are not easy tasks.
The starting point is to talk to the business people. In the
past, MIS managers were only as good as their understanding of
technology. Now we are now only as good as our understanding
of the application of the technology to the business. Telecommunication can affect such key aspects of business as the delivery of services to customers, the flow of information across the
company without time or geographical barriers, and a much
broader access to data.
The MIS manager must totally understand the industry he
or she is in-that includes markets, competition, problem areas,
products, and company strategies. This is not an academic exercise, but more like feeling the pulse of the business. What are the
marketing people hearing from customers? Which firms have an
edge and why? Where do inefficiencies in operations, time gaps,
or lack of information get in the way of getting things done?
Who in the organization is looking at. new business
opportunities?
Telecommunication is not just a technology, any more
than the telephone system is. Telephones let us talk to one another. Digital telecommunication opens up new conversations
and makes it possible to talk to more people, inside and outside
the firm. The MIS manager needs to become an expert on conversations-actual and potential.
The MIS manager must do more than listen. There are
things he or she knows that the business people do not, such as
trends in technology that offer new business opportunities or
that now make it possible to do something previouslY,not feasible or cost-effective.
Telecommunication needs a vision, a concrete picture,
almost a photograph of the future. Before one can meaningfully
talk about. how to integrate text, data, and so on, one has to
present a very clear view on why to integrate and how it will
benefit the business. Can the MIS manager put together a vivid
and convincing picture of business in the telecommunication
era? If so,his or her technical knowledge now has a context
instead of being separated from the business viewpoint. An aspect of such a vision is exemplified in the following resolution
that could have been made by a banking or insurance firm:
"There will be no paper-handling in any of our key transactions.
Our customers will initiate transactions directly and neither
time nor location will be a barrier to getting service."
Vision involves imaginative but sensible thinking· about
the future of the business, and the direction, strengths, and competitive opportunity of the firm. It has to be complemented by a
sound understanding of digital communication. The MIS manager must become a student again. Our knowledge base is becoming obsolete, and there are already wide gaps in it about
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telecommunication. There also seems to be a. growing culture
gap between the MIS and digital communication perspectives in
some firms in that each focuses on different vendors and different key technologies.
The MIS manager naturally looks. at the subject in terms
of IBM, DEC, ICL, and so forth, and is very concerned with how to
adapt communication into that environment. It really needs to
be the other way around. What is the communication environment into which the current data processing resource must be
adapted?
.
If MIS looks at telecommunication through dp-colored
glasses, a number of coinmunication specialists overlook dp issues or are a little disdainful of the mainframe vendors. It's very
rare that anyone in the company has a deep understanding of
telephones, telex, data communication, operating systems, and
data processing. It is therefore up to MIS managers to have the
broadest possible understanding of all the issues, so they can
direct the specialists.
This means learning about PBXS, OSI, differ:ent types of
switches, the SNA principles of transmission, multiplexing,· arid
so on. While this is not easy when one is already working hard
.
just to keep up with today's needs, it has to be done.
The term architecture is an important one in telecommunication. An architecture is a sort of blueprint that allows for
suitable standardization, change in technical components, expansion of services, and growth in traffic. The gr'owing debate
about OSI vs. SNA, or the choice of adigital switch or PBX as the
gateway into a network relate to architecture.
What is often missing from any specialist's view of the
organization is a view of the business. That's why.it is so important to start from a clear business vision. The whole goal for
telecommunication is to define an information transportation
system the firm can draw on as part of its business strategy or to
support its strategy. The technical architecture has to be based
on the business vision, not the other way around.
Thus, a m~in part of the MIS manager's job is to be the
translator between the business and technical people. That is not
something to be delegated. Taking charge of telecommunication
is mostly directing the creation of the business-based
architecture.
There is currently a shortage of top-notch communication staff and this will only increase as telecommunication be-:comes more and more central to the activities of business. A key
reason why the MIS manager should be the overall director of the
information resource is that the communication functions need
a clear organizational base. In particular, voice and data communication have to be brought together, as do telex and data,
office technology, and distributed processing.
New jobs arid skills are needed to build the base. There
are two types of people that have to be found, developed, and, of
course, retained-there will be a large demand for them. These
are the thinkers and the doers.
The thinkers are analysts and staff who are up-to-date ori
what is happening with the technology and in the marketplace.
They need to be good communicators and ·are the people who
provide the new intelleCtual base for tackling a complex and
fast-changing set of issues.
The doers are those with practical experience. When few
firms have much experience in, say, changing the telex system to
a message switch and using workstations to send and distribute
telexes, the learning curve can be speeded up and the degree of
risk can be greatly reduced by finding someone who has already
gone through the process. The key is to anticipate the skills and
experience the firm will need beforehand so that people are
brought in early enough to help plan ap.d teach, instead of just to
pick up the pieces.
This means that MIS should be reviewing its needs for
1986-88 now and beginning the process of reorganizing-bringI

Attention IBM Users

"Paradyne
Makes Your
,tlaV8•••

Plug Them Into
ParatJyne's PIXNEl
With PIXNET, terminals and high-speed
peripherals can be placed in any location.
In another building or another town.
They'll be gone but notforgotten. Because
they'll still behave like local devices, under the
control of your same CPU over your same
communication lines.

The "Spooler Foolel"
With Paradynes PIXNET, remote = local. The
host CPU will think your remotes are right in the
same room. So remote devices can be run from
their own locations.
'
Access any program or application, in any
computer on the network, from the remote location.

Low-Cost Network Expansion.
Widen your data operation with this costeffective networking innovation.
Move a device, a CPU, or a department over the
weekend and be up and running Monday morning.
With no extra front-end processors. No extra
software, for host or application. No extra burden
on the host.

ImprlJlllJd Remote Pertonnance.
Run high-volume IBM 3890 check processors
from your home office mainframe. With PIXNET
you can process 100,000 documents an hour at
your remote site with no additional CPU power.
Print up to 60 pages a minute remotely with
Paradynes Remote High Speed Page Printer.
Paradynes PIXNET also improves the performance of remote high speed printers and IBM 3270s.
Call today and find out how we can put your
remote devices on their best behavior.

1-800-482-3333
Paradyne Corporation
p.D. Box 1347 8550 U1merton Road
Largo, FL 33540

paradyne
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"::ityscape in alternative resources: solar; wind and geothennal technologies
:zre applied to maximize energy efficiency. Solarpanels form windprops
'.Vhich rotate paraUeI to desert surface; temperatures ofair and water
;upplies are maintained by flows through buried conduits.

{{You Can Imagine It. • •

t's true. The uses of the
CYBER 180 computers are
limited only by the breadth
of the human imagination.
So the question is not whether
you could benefit from this kind
of computer power. The q4estion
is, does a CYBER fit your budget?
To this question, Control Data
has developed an astonishing
new answer.
.Introducing the
Supennini 810.
The new 64-bit word Supermini
810 does everything you'd expect
of a supermini system. But that
is only the beginning.
In terms of all the usual criteria performance, application portability; compatible growth potential,
ease of installation and the increasingly sensitive matter of securitythe Supermini 810 represents
some very impressive teclmology.
But the most impressive aspect
of this new supermini computer
system may be its price.
The incredible
$250,000 system.
Actually, a Supermini 810 could

I

only the entry point to a compatible family of systems that boasts a
I-to-60 perfonnance range. That
is the largest compatible growth
path in the industry.
So when you look beyond today
.and see the potential to accommodate growth, you can really
appreciate the significance of this
new system.
With the CYBER 180 performance
range you can, if you wish, .enter
fully into supercomputing. You can
expand your computing power as
your future needs warrant. And
you can do it in an orderly fashrun less than $250,000.
ion, and at manageable costs,
without massive operational
And, we're not talking some barebones unit either. We're talking about disruptions.
a state-of-the-art supermini system, You can start with
complete with operating software
a call or letter.
and peripherals, up and running.
We hope what you've learned so
The more you learn about the sys- far will stimulate you to explore
tem the better that price looks.
the possibilities presented by the
CYBER power begins
Supermini 810. You can do that by
calling 1-800-253-4004 ext. 146.
where other systems
reach their limits.
(In Minnesota, 1-612-921-4400
You can look at the Supermini
ext. 146). Or by writing Computer
Systems Marketing, Control Data
810 as the ultimate supermini
computer system. It's exciting
Corporation, P.O. Box 0 HQW09G,
enough in those terms. But it is
Minneapolis, MN 55440.

<S 2) CONTR.Oi. DATA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Addressing sodety's major unmet needs as profitable business opportunities.
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ing voice and data responsibilities together; reeducating existing
staff, which includes both technical and business people; and
recruiting a new generation of talent.
All this adds up to a whole new style of corporate planning that is business-driven, cognizant of technology, and innovative in its application to the marketplace. It involves some
extremely difficult technical decisions and large-scale, often
risky projects. This essay only sketches out the issues. Obviously, putting it all into practice takes time, energy, and ability.
This is a tremendous and exciting challenge for MIS managers. The existing skills and disciplines of MIS are a necessary
base but they are insufficient. The equipment does not connect
itself, nor will simply putting in a local area network improve
business effectiveness.
There must be a vision translated into an architecture,
and backed up by a strong business-oriented technical staff.
Surely, MIS ought to do this. Someone must.
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-Lynda Woodman
London, England

COMPUTERIZED
COPS
Many of the things that make programs easy to maintain-like
structured programming and documentation-are too often
done poorly or not done at all. During program development,
getting the program to run as soon as possible generally seems
more important than doing a good job.
This state of affairs is unfortunate, since the difficulty of
program maintenance is a serious and costly problem. More
than half of the work done on a typical program during its life
cycle is maintenance. Maintenance programmers continually expend much energy unraveling spaghetti code and trying to understand a multitude of variables defined only by their program
listing. Much effort would be saved if the original programmers
would just leave a few clues.
A typical solution is to use programming standards that
require documentation, structured programming, and other
good things. Unfortunately, it is our experience that such standards are often ignored.
We propose a solution: develop programming standards
that are strictly objective, and then have the computer enforce
these standards. If you think about it, many helpful things could
be made sufficiently objective. The following examples are only
a few. of the possibilities:
• GOTOS may not branch out of modules.
• A certain percentage of coding must be comment lines.
• Variables must have a certain number of letters (this will encourage use of meaningful names).
Of course, as soon as our solution is implemented, none
of the programs written before the standards were promulgated
will compile. And there may occasionally be true emergencies
when quick-and-dirty programming is the only solution. Therefore we propose a "please" condition that will allow nonstandardized programs to compile. The computer would control
access to this "please" condition, and the dp director would get
,
a list of the programs and programmers using it.

-William Lewis and James Blodgett
Albany, New York
If you'd like to share your opinions, gripes, or experiences
with other readers, send them to the Forum Editor,
DATAMATION, 875 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022. We
welcome essays, poems, humorous pieces, or short stories.
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DON'T MISS THE PREMIER SHOWCASE FOR
AUTOMATION, COMMUNICATION AND INTEGRATION
IN THE SOUTHEAST!
GEORGIA WORLD CONGRESS CENTER
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
FEBRUARY 4-6, 1985

Sponsored By American Federation of Information Processing SoCieties, Inc.

TODAY'S PARTNERSHIP: PEOPLE AND TECHNOLOGY
OAC '85, "Today's Partnership: People and Technology," will highlight the most
recent advances in automation, communication and integration.. This is YOU R
best opportunity in 1985 to stay on top of the latest developments in the information processing industrY.
.
.
OAC '85, the premier annual conference in automation, communication and
integration, will challenge you to:
.
• Learn more about automation, communication and integration; with over 48
Technical Sessions and 12 in~epth Professional Development Seminars.
• Hear authoritative speakers, including keynote- Howard Anderson, Managing
. Director of·the Yank~e Group.
_
• See more than 150 major companies on th~, leading edge of the industry
demonstrate their products and services.'
.
• Evaluate and compare specific products and services..
For adqitional infQrmation regarding registration or exhibit space, complete
the coupon below today and send to:
..
OAC '85, AFIPS, 1899 Preston White Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091
OR CALL OUR TOLL-FREE NUMBER; 800-0AC-1985
American Express, MasterCard and VISA accepted.

r - - - - - - - - - - - - For more information, mail this coupon today Name: _ __
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OAC'85
AFIPS
1899 Preston White Dr,
Reston, VA 22091

Title: _ _ _ _ __
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DONT DELAY! PROGRAM AND EXHIBITOR SPACE IS LIMITED! CALL 8000AC-1985 TODAY!
CIRCLE 103 ON READER CARD

Get involved
.with drugs .
before your
children do.
FORCUERY -- PROPRIETARY CODE INNOVATION OATA PROCESSING -- COPYRIGHT 1984
VOlSER
J SOOO 1

OEVTVPE
.3380

AOAYS
30
60
90
120
150
180

AOATE
83365
83335
83305
83215
83245
83215

TOTAL
OSNS
9Z
80
72

TOTAL
TRACKS
1824
1600
1478
1478
1478
1478

72
72
72

-- PS/PO - I}SNS TRACKS
89
1724
79
1524
74
1478
74
1478
,74
,1478
74
1478

-- OTHERS -DSNS TRACKS
3
100
1
76

-- PS/PO --DSNS ,TRACK S
1467
17924
1446
17100
1446
17100
1446
17100
1446
17100
1446
17100
___-F1l~:IlUE.RY -- PROPRIETARY CODE INNOVATION DATA PROCESSING -- COPYRIGHT 1984
VOLSER
MVSYSl
MVSVS2
IS0001
1S0002

TOTAL
OEVTYPE TRACKS
.3380
l:lZ75
3380
13275
3350
16650
3350
16650

--- ALLOCATEll
TRACKS OSNS
7359
124
11223
97
16125
968
15500
812

--PER
56;
85;
96:
93"

-- INCREMENTAL -TkACKS OSNS PER
3947
91 30;
1634
18 12;
4015
29 24;
3900
150 23;

--- ALLOCATED
TRACKS OSNS
31625 1780
18582
221

--PER
95;
70"

-- INCREMENTAL -TRACKS OSNS PER
7915
179 24;
5581
109 21:1:

This report means that ABR
puts you in control of your
system ~hether it drives
16 or 160 disks.
WITH ABR YOU:
• Identify and free-up inactive data sets

• Save by dumping only data
sets which change
• Provide the security of
current backups

• Track and recall backups
automatically

• Install program in minutes with a simple linkedit

SEND FOR YOUR FREE DASD MANAGEMENT
REPORT PROGRAM
(Contains tape and brief easy-to-follow guide.)
The only thing more convincing than
seeing your own data produced in
report fonn with such ease and
accuracy is the factual measurement
data you can provide to those whom
you would influence and persuade.

ABR provides an efficient and easy-touse method of managing the space
on direct access volumes, regardless
of the size ,of your system. And this
report will help you prove it.

.

""'FDR-.The Fastest DASD Management System.~.
~o

call 201- 777-1940
for fast response,
or write to:

1

_I

,'."

1.IIJNjJNj@W~lrll(Q)JNj
DIlTIl PROCESSING

970 Clifton Ave., Clifton, NJ 07013
CIRCLE 104 ON READER CARD
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Sooner or later, someone's
going to offer to tum your children on.
It could be their best friends.
And chances are, you won't
be anywhere in sight.
So what can you do? .
ObViously, the time to talk
to your children about drugs is before
they have to make a decision on
their own.
Which means you have to
learn something about drugs.
Learn the dangers. And learn
to recognize the signs of drug use.
Listlessness in your child. Sudden
,drop in sc~ool grades. Temper flareups and staying out late a lot.
Learn about peer pressure on
a twelve-year-old. Then show them
you understand how important their
friends are to them. But also tell
them that real friends won't insist
they do drugs.
,
Check your own personal
habits. You can't tell a child about
the dangers of drugs with booze on
your breath.
But it's through love and
understanding that you can be the
most effective. Threatening to tear
their arms off just won't work.
You can get a lot more ideas
from the booklet, "Parents: What
You Can Do About Drug Abuse:' ,
Write: Get Involved, P.O. Box 1706,
Rockville, Maryland 20850.
Remember, it doesn't always
happen to someone else's kids.
After all, there are over 35
million drug users in· America.
And they're all someone's
children_

t!

~

A pu blic service of this pu blication

lOUlCl and the National Institute on Drug Abuse.
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